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The current document Collected Success Models of the Aspiring Regions (AR)
represents a medley of the Success Models (SM) prepared by the regions’
representatives in the course of the PassREg project. Although the original
structure is fully preserved, the SMs are presented in shorter versions, as the
editing and selection of texts is done by EnEffect, leader of the work package
responsible for the preparation of the models.
The Collected Success Models of the Aspiring Regions complements the other
PassREg publications, and namely the PassREg Success Guide, the final
brochure “Defining the Nearly Zero Energy Building” and the “Beacon
brochure” (all available at www.passreg.eu).
At this point it might be helpful to remind that the Success Models of the
involved regions represent a description of the policies and actions that would
ensure accelerated implementation of "nearly zero-energy buildings (NZEB)"
based on the Passive House concept + RES throughout the regions and
municipalities. It describes the successive steps to develop patterns of success
(Success Model) and, where applicable, roadmaps for achieving them.
Topical areas, included in the Success Model, are described in two horizons today (baseline) and future state. The description of future policies and
instruments outlines the means by which to achieve predetermined objectives
of this project and in a wider scope – the European and national climate and
energy efficiency building policy: from 2019/2021, new buildings will be
designed and constructed according to the "nearly zero-energy" standard.
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INTRODUCTION
The Success Model is a description of the terms, documents and actions that would ensure
accelerated implementation of "nearly zero-energy buildings" (based on the “passive house
standard with renewable energies”) throughout the city of Antwerp, an Aspiring Region in
the PAssREg project.
Items included in this Success Model are described in two horizons - today (baseline) and
future state (success model). The description of todays policies and practices present results
achieved until beginning of the PassREg project (2012). The description of future (2012-2015,
and beyond by 2020), policies and instruments outlines the means by which to achieve the
objectives of the PassREg project and in a wider scope – the European and national climate
and energy efficiency building policy:
from 2019/2021, new buildings will be designed and constructed according to the "nearly
zero-energy" standard.
For the reparation of this Success Model a reflection was made to the experience of the
PassREg Front Runner Regions (Capital Region of Brussels, Belgium, City of Hannover,
Germany and Province of Tirol, Austria) in establishing their pathway to nZEB.
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1

ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY

1.1 Local, Regional and National Policy for nZEB
Baseline

As can be seen on graph above, the speed and ambition targets regarding energy efficiency
of buildings in the building regulations vary between the regions in Belgium. The City of
Antwerp belongs to Flanders Region (red line).
For Antwerp, the implementation of the recast of the European Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive and the Energy Efficiency Directive is determined by the Flemish Energy
Agency (VEA). According to Flemish policy all new public buildings should be nearly zeroenergy by 2019, all new buildings by 2021.1 Furthermore, from 2014 onwards new houses
and major home renovations in Flanders have a minimum renewable energy share.. Starting
from 1/1/2014 a minimum portion of renewable energy demanded for all new buildings in
the EPB demands in the region of Flanders (thus also applicable for Antwerp). In 2015
minimal demands for installations in renovations will be added to the EPB demands.
On 9 January 2009, the City of Antwerp has signed the European Covenant of Mayors. By
signing the Covenant the City of Antwerp pledged to reach a number of goals:

1
2

-

by 2020 the city council wants to achieve a reduction of at least 20 % of CO2
emissions compared to 2005, covering the whole urban territory.

-

For the city itself the reduction of 30% was set as a goal.2

-

The final objective is to become a CO2-neutral city by 2050.

Ref.: E40 + renewable energy for office buildings, E30 + renewable energy for houses.
Ref.: http://www.antwerpen.be/eCache/ABE/80/83/693.Y29udGV4dD04MDM0MTA4.html
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As the city is confronted with a large historic building stock, to be able to reach these goals,
it is important to be as ambitious as possible not only in new developments, but also in
renovation projects in the existing building stock.
For the moment, apart from regional directives on energy performance of new buildings and
initiatives in the own building stock and municipal land use, little or no local policy exists on
energy efficiency and quality regarding existing private market developments in Antwerp.
However, there are some ambitious initiatives!
In 2010 the local policy of the city decided that in the newly built private developments a
collective heat production unit must be installed (no separate production units for each
housing unit) and the buildings must allow for easy connection to a district heating network
in the future. This policy is implemented in the development “Nieuw Zuid” (New South),
which is also a Beacon Project in PassREg. Within a sustainable approach to urbanism,
passive house standard and a renewable energy share are also required for the new buildings
of this large development.
Another policy initiative since the end of 2008is that the Antwerp city council decided to
build all new city schools in the passive house standard. The first buildings are now being
realized.
At the same time, the city is rethinking the school building's portfolio. The city owns a large
building stock of about 250 existing school buildings which are mostly not insulated at all.
They have bad comfort (inadequate temperatures, condensation, mould growth, bad indoor
air quality, ...) and a very high energy bill (7.5 million euro per year). On top of that, the
demographic evolution in the city population is quite dramatic. In the period till 2020-2030,
the city needs capacity for about 10-30.000 extra school children.
Success Model
The new national policies for "nearly zero-energy building"
In Belgium, the implementation of the EPBD differs in the various regions (Brussels Region,
Flemish Region, and Walloon Region). Overall, all Belgian regions have provided detailed lists
of actions on the policy, innovation, communication and financial framework, as roadmaps
towards nZEB buildings (NPNZEB_BE, 2012).
Some elements of the national policy, for example from the Brussels Capital Region can
inspire local policy, especially on how to deal with renovation issues.
Brussels Region
The final decision of the Brussels Capital Region (21 February 2013) was published 26 March
2013 as an amendment to the regional implementation of the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive. As such it also addresses renovations that require a building permit.
In the meanwhile, Brussels Region amended in 2011 the Energy Performance of Buildings
Ordinance (MB, 2011) stipulating that from January 2015 onwards, all new public and
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residential buildings have to fulfill a heating need at a level equivalent to Passive House
standard3.
The requirements are different for residential and non-residential buildings:
Residential buildings
a primary energy consumption for heating, domestic hot water and auxiliary energy
below or equal to 45 kWh per m2 per year;
a net heating need below or equal to 15 kWh per m² per year
Offices and Educational buildings
a primary energy consumption (for everything except plug loads) below or equal to (952.5*C) kWh per m² per year, with C defined as the compactness, that is the ratio
between the volume enclosed and the area (maximum C is 4);
a net heating need below or equal to 15 kWh per m² per year;
a net cooling need below or equal to 15 kWh per m² per year;
Some exceptions exist when, due to a bad configuration of a building in terms of
compactness or solar availability, the energy requirement can’t be reached. In those cases,
the energy demand is recalculated to correspond with a full use of Passive House
components for the given building.
Refurbishment of existing buildings
The legislation in the Brussels Region makes a distinction between major and small
renovations. A renovation is considered to be major whenever the renovation activities
cover at least 75% of the heat loss surface area and the HVAC system. Major renovations are
considered to be almost new construction, so the same requirements apply, but all limits for
requirements are multiplied with a factor 1.2, except for indoor temperature overrun. Small
renovations only have to fulfill requirements on thermal insulation (U-values and risk
assessment of thermal bridges) and ventilation.
It is important to note that from 1 January 2015 each submission of a building permit can
follow two directions: either complying with the ‘passive house’ concept or complying with
an alternative solution taking account of specific urban characteristics such as a poor
compactness and/or less solar gains. As such, the legislation avoids that ‘unfortunate’
buildings require excessive investment. The alternative route requires thermal insulation (Uvalues of the building skin (average U-value 0.85 W/m2K for transparent parts; average Uvalue 0.12 W/m2K for non-transparent parts).
Flemish region (City of Antwerp is located in this region)
The expected evolution of obligatory E-levels for houses is illustrated in the figure below
(Source: VEA, presentation at the NZEB symposium by Maarten De Groote, 18 October
2013). In order to prepare for the changes VEA suggests that the ambition levels in today’s
frontrunner projects should be determined according to expected reinforcement of energy
3

Passive House (Passivhaus) is a well-established voluntary standard for ultra-low energy buildings, requiring a small amount of
energy for space heating and cooling (PH, 2013).
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performance levels (E30, i.e. the ambition level of most passive houses). The frontrunner
projects will be supported by VEA with a communication campaign (BEN).

A dimensionless primary energy demand (E-peil) calculation for nZEBs will include heating,
cooling, ventilation, domestic hot water and auxiliary energy (monthly balancing period).
The principal decision of the Flemish Government (VR 19 July 2013) branded the nZEB-level
as ‘BEN’ (Bijna Energie Neutraal). A BEN house or apartment will need to have an E-level of
E30 and will have to comply with some other cost-optimal sub requirements (e.g. K-level, Uvalues, net energy use).
Furthermore, a minimum share of renewable energy is required. In residential buildings, at
least one of the following arrangements will be necessary from 1 January 2014: thermal
solar, photovoltaic panels, a bio-mass heating boiler, a heat pump, connection to a district
heating or to participate in a local renewable energy-project.
Additional criteria are specified for the chosen arrangements (VEA, 2012). If these
arrangements are not made, the overall energy performance (E-level) needs to be 10%
lower than the requirements. A BEN office building will have to comply to E40 and costoptimal sub requirements, as well as minimum renewable energy share.
Beyond the Flanders Region process of defining nZEB approaches, the Province of Antwerp,
announced in June 2013 to apply the Passive House standard in all public new buildings and
complete renovations. This decision supports the ambitious province’s climate plan to reach
carbon neutrality by 2020.
The provincial and regional development and insights in the own building stock now show
that in time the City of Antwerp should clarify its ambitions with an action plan that is more
related to:
-

BEN ambitions;
definition of actions and policy for renovations;
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-

examining the feasibility of being a frontrunner regarding BEN newly-built and
renovation in the city and its surroundings;
definition of an overall renewable energy share for the building stock in the city and
its surroundings.

Walloon region
Tenders for a public service contract were called for by the Walloon Region at the end of
2011 to conduct a study (Co-ZEB Study). The study has not yet determined the nZEB
reference level in kWh/m² per year. However, the study qualifies any nZEB by a level of
energy performance of the building’s envelope close or equivalent to the passive standard.
Nevertheless, an nZEB does not necessarily have to comply with all of the criteria set by the
passive standard given the highly constraining nature of these criteria for certain types of
building and/or in certain locations (in particular the criterion regarding the airtightness of
the building envelope, which imposes a specific level of performance that is often difficult to
achieve in construction terms).
Hence, in the Walloon region, regarding new buildings, all construction will comply with the
‘very low energy’ standard from 2014 onwards.
Construction will also comply with the ‘passive’ standard or equivalent from 2017.
From 2019 onwards, all new buildings – in addition to the passive standard – will be required
to comply as a minimum with the ‘net zero’ standard and tend towards positive-energy
buildings (i.e. buildings where the production of renewable energy is equal to or greater
than the consumption of non-renewable primary energy on an annual basis).
In order to set an example, from 2012 onwards the Walloon Region will apply these
standards for all public buildings, as well as for granting subsidies, making donations or any
other form of aid for property investments that the Region grants to other public or
associated bodies.
In the same context, any new building will tend towards the ‘very low energy’ standard from
2014 onwards, while complying as a minimum with requirements regarding a dimensionless
energy performance value (Ew ≤ 60) and regarding the thermal insulation and compactness
of the building (K ≤ 35) (NPNZEB_BE, 2012).

2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
2.1 Local economic aspects
Baseline
Data about population
The population of the City of Antwerp, in the last decade (2000-2010) has grown with 7
percent, from 452.609 to 484.850 (+32.241). The total number of households in 2010 is
233.456. This is increase of 2 percent in comparison with 2004.Figure: evolution of number
of inhabitants in the City of Antwerp 2000-2010.
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Source: Stad Antwerpen, Districts-en Loketwerking. Preparation: Stad Antwerpen,
Studiedienst Stadsobservatie.
General information about the building stock in the region:
Residential buildings
The residential area of the city is 5.462 hectares or 204,5km2. This represents 26,7%,
whereby the total area is 20.426 hectares (source: Stad Antwerpen, Stadsontwikkeling,
Gewestplan en BPA/RUP (2010) en Districts- en Loketwerking, 1 January 2010). The average
number of households per 1 hectare of residential area is 41.

Figure: The number of households
per 1hectare in different
neighbourhoods of the city.
Source: Stad Antwerpen,
Stadsontwikkeling, Gewestplan en
BPA/RUP (2010) en Districts- en
Loketwerking, 1 januari 2010.
Preparation: Stad Antwerpen,
Stadsontwikkeling, Ruimtelijke
Planning.
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The vacant area that could be built on in residential area is 485,8 hectares (data from 2007)
representing 8,9%. There are three types of sites:
- sites facing the street that can be immediately be built upon
- sites facing the street that cannot be immediately built upon
- sites that are not immediately accessible and are thus more difficult for
development.
The total number of residential buildings (data 2008) is 126.102 whereby the total number
of living units is 250.385. This is split between:

Soure: FOD Economie, Algemene Directie Statistiek en Economische informatie
Preparation: Stad Antwerpen, Studiedienst Stadsobservatie.
The figure above shows the percentage of:
apartments,
single-family houses (row houses, semi-detached and detached),
houses where the ground floor is a shop, and
“other” type of houses.
Almost half of all buildings are apartments, 45% are single-family houses, mostly row
houses), and almost 6% have shop on the ground floor. Compared to the overall Flemish
level, in the city of Antwerp the number of apartments is significantly higher (49% compared
to 20%), also significantly less detached single-family houses (1% compared to 34%).
Interestingly, the ownership of residential buildings (data 2001), is that on average 53% of
residential units are occupied by owners or co-owners. Overall in Flanders 75% of
residential units are owner occupied.
The evolution of new built residential buildings showed increase (data 2005-2009), rising
from 840 planning applications in 2005 to 1018 in 2009, out of which 905 apartments and
103 single-family houses.
Concerning renovation of residential buildings (taken into account only renovations for
which a building permit is required), the evolution (data 2005-2009), is from 685 in 2005
increasing to 844 in 2008, then reducing to 793 in 2009. Most renovations (73%) is with
single-family houses and 27% with apartments.
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The number of social residential buildings (data 2010) is 24.250 with total of 233.456
households, representing 10.4% of total number of residential buildings.
In the city of Antwerp, the average price for an apartment is 143.252Eur (in 2009), whereby
the average price in Flanders is 40.000Eur higher. However, price of a single-family house on
average is 201.778Eur and of a villa 458.564Eur, whereby the average for Flanders is lower
183.925Eur and 320.240Eur respectively.
The evolution of prices within Antwerp itself over the years, house and apartment prices
have increased over the years, while price for villas is in decrease.
Non-Residential buildings
Information for the non residential building stock in Antwerp is less available therefore can
not be described with level of detail as for the residential building stock. Further information
is required to establish an environmental policy relating to various segments of the non
residential building stock. Some information however exists:
In 2006 offices had a total surface of 1.65 million m² (source: Ruimtelijk Structuurplan
Vlaanderen), with an annual increase 3%.
There were 5366 restaurants, bars and hotels in 2010 in Antwerp. An annual growth of 1%.
A very limited growth in retail shops based on 10 building permits per year.
In 2011 there were 12500 beds in the nursing sector. Projected is 165 beds less in the
nursing homes, 900 beds more in service flats and 600 beds more in the new to be build
hospital (by 2018).
The energy use in the non residential sector in Antwerp for the year 2005 and 2007 is shown
in tables below.. The third table shows the emissions for the years 2005, 2007, 2010 and
2012 and in CO² as well as for the different sectors.
The information below is the use of electricity and natural gas through the grid operators
Eandis and Infrax. The use for heating oil and LPG is estimated, based on the energy balance
for Flanders and extrapolated to the Antwerp situation.
2005

Tertiary sector
hotels, restaurants and
bars
Hospitals
Schools
Offices and
administration
Trade

Electricity
Natural gas
Heating oil LPG
1.822.443.936 1.608.833.383 521.692.794 14.688.058
159.937.343
109.430.814
101.013.059

146.590.741
186.903.195
238.209.954

98.432.603 11.016.044
26.248.694
0
75.464.995
0

669.211.515
614.496.108

505.738.057 150.929.991
388.465.464 131.243.470

3.672.015
0
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Other community,
social and personal
services
168.355.098 142.925.972
Source is the emissions inventory of the city of Antwerp.

39.373.041

0

2007
Electricity
Natural gas
Heating oil
Tertiary sector
1.749.623.858 1.618.517.452 335.949.485
hotels, restaurants
and bars
135.780.122 124.801.346 35.994.588
Hospitals
124.141.826 234.002.523 26.995.941
Schools
93.106.369 304.203.280 38.994.137
Offices and
administration
647.865.154 452.404.878 95.985.567
Trade
581.914.809 390.004.205 95.985.567
Other community,
social and personal
services
166.815.578 113.101.220 41.993.686
Source is the emissions inventory of the city of Antwerp.

LPG
33.625.745
5.604.291
11.208.582
0
16.812.873
0

0

http://ecohuis.antwerpen.be/docs/Stad/Bedrijven/Stadsontwikkeling/SW_Ecohuis/plannen_
presentaties/Emissieinventaris_rapport2012.pdf
To give an indication of energy use of existing houses, the following table shows the
typology of houses and related net energy use for heating and primary energy in kWh/yr.m2.
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As seen from figure below Belgian average residential energy use is significantly higher than
compared to several other countries. (data from 2005 in kWh/yr.m2).

Source: Build Up Skills Belgium, Status Quo Analysis report.
Average specific energy consumption (in kWh/m2.a)
- in the existing building stock
o poor (figures shown on previous page)
- in buildings after energy efficiency retrofit
o there are very different practices in renovation (e.g. different ambition).
Very ambitious renovations are emerging and they can be at level of passive
house standard and integration of renewable technology, however, this at
present is only where significant renovation works take place.
- in new buildings
o following the building regulations, typically round 70kWh/m2 per year for
new built. Regulations will be tightened further in the coming years.
- additional specific costs
o for new builds,
o for retrofits and
o for RES in buildings.
The additional specific costs are different for every project.
Typically, an additional cost for passive house buildings is 5 to 10% compared to current
building regulations. However, on the one hand there are cases where this costs have been
higher (for different reasons: un-compact building volume, type of the building, mistakes in
construction not reaching air tightness level and needs for adjustments, inadequate
installation of ventilation system, ...).
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On the other hand, there are examples where cost optimization is done very well (school
building with good compactness, use of high performance double glazing instead of triple,
well designed simple ventilation system), thus it is possible to built with no excessive costs.
To this the experience of the design and building team is an influencing factor.
Success Model
Due to local policy decisions of the city the number of passive house buildings is increasing.
Also, due to the new Flemish policy on mandatory use of renewable energy in new buildings,
it is expected that this will also increase.
-

-

-

all new school buildings must be passive house standard
Nieuw Zuid development 40.000m2 (PassReg Beacon project) as an ambition to built
to the passive house with renewable technologies and biomass based district
heating system
Cadix development, is another large mainly residential development (private
developer) in the City of Antwerp where passive house standard and use of
renewables is required.
the city is also building to passive house level several individual building
developments such as kinder gardens, fire station, residential blocks, etc.
It should be noted that the City of Antwerp has mandatory regulation for green roof
construction by all new flat roof constructions (or by major renovations).

In contrast to the newly built, the renovation sector is lagging behind since there are very
few building renovations certified to reach E30, passive or zero energy level, and there is no
supporting policy, programme for demonstration buildings nor financial models to strongly
(at present) stimulate renovation of the existing buildings towards “deep renovation”.
Some first initiatives and examples4 are available, but their number compared to the overall
renovation activity is small.
Rate of PH refurbishments
Only very few documented cases exist in Antwerp of house renovations to reach the Passive
House Standard with use of renewables and receive a certificate.. So, this is in its initial stage
of market introduction.
To stimulate the market for ambitious house renovation, an event is organized on the 14th of
January 2015 in Antwerp specific for Business Collaboration PHP called the ‘Business Zoo’
http://www.b2match.eu/Cohereno .
Building renovation actors will come together to discuss and create new business models for
deep renovation of single-family houses.. This Business event is organized in the context of
the project COHERENO, with PHP as one of its partners. The event aims to strengthen the
supplier’s side in energy conscious renovations.

4

Two demonstration projects in Antwerp were documented in the framework of the federal research
project ‘Low Energy Housing Retrofit – LEHR’ (www.lehr.be)
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In addition, another event to stimulate the renovation market now focusing on the house
owners takes place each Autumn. In the context of the “ecobouwers opendeur” event
http://www.ecobouwers.be/opendeur, where house owners across Flanders as well as in
the city of Antwerp open their house doors for organized visits. Interestingly, On the 8the of
November 2015 a tour takes place organised by PHP where passive and low energy houses,
including renovation will be visited.
Share of renewables in new Passive Houses
The passive houses built in Antwerp are predominantly without integrating renewable
technologies, however there are initial building examples where some of the renewable
technologies (PV, heat pump and solar thermal typically) is included. This is where the
building owner is striving to a zero energy building. With the new Flemish mandatory
regulation on renewables, it is expected that the share of renewables in new passive house
buildings will increase. Also, in accordance with the European Directive for Renewable
Energy, Flanders has developed programme for certification of installers of solar thermal, PV
and heat pumps.
The largest urban development so far in the city of Antwerp whereby renewable
technologies (PV, biomass based district heating,...) is applied to the buildings is the Nieuw
Zuid (beacon in PassREg).
A new legislation came in force from 2014 whereby all new houses, schools and offices built
in Flanders must include minimum share of renewable energy (solar thermal, solar PV
and/or heat pump technology.) The obligation is expressed in yield per m2 floor area and not
related to the energy demand of that building. (Therefore, if someone built a passive house
or less energy efficient building, the required obligation to install renewable technology is
same).
The tables below give an indication of the status of the renewable energy share in Belgium.

"Energie Observatorium Kerncijfers 2010" (in Dutch). FOD Economie. Retrieved 10
November 2012.
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"De energiemarkt in 2009". FOD Economie,K.M.O,Middenstand en Energie. Retrieved 12

November 2012.

2.2 Funding
Baseline
There are a number of subsidies and tax reductions that are applicable on new built and
renovation of buildings. They refer to particular building elements, installations systems or
renewable technology.
Some are administered/given on a Federal level, some on regional and some on municipality
level (e.g. applicable for buildings located in Antwerp).
There are also subsidies that are provided by the utility company operating on the location
of the building (e.g. Infrax or Eandis).
Typically a building owner can get all information from a website of the Flemish Energy
Agency, VEA (www.energiesparen.be)
The City of Antwerp also provides additional financial stimulus for “green technology” (green
roofs, water savings), solar boilers, low E-level for new-built constructions, roof insulation in
existing buildings and a cheap loan for energy saving measures (in some low-income cases
even without interest rate).
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Success Model
Although financial support is welcomed to stimulate investments in efficiency of buildings,
what may seems as large number of financial incentives available in Flanders/Antwerp, the
subsidies are fragmented, supporting individual measures, divided at different levels thus
requiring different application procedures and time when granted, and the amounts have
recently been (in some cases) reduced. Also, for renovations the initial investment that is
needed for a refurbishment might be a barrier in itself.
Specific tools might be needed to develop funding scenario’s. For example, the Life Cycle
Costs based calculations in investments is not often done due to complexity of procedure
and uncertainties with assumptions taken into the calculation, so it is still on level of some
research activities but not typically implemented in practice when decisions are made.
Also, homeowners are often not aware how much they could reduce their living
expenditures on energy in their specific situation and how this budget could be transferred
to possible investment, for example in energy-saving measures.
There are subsidies (although recently adjusted) for investment in renewable technology in
buildings and some local subsidies for “green” technologies. There is ESCO practice for
financing renewable installations (for example by utilities) for the non residential buildings in
Antwerp, but not for the residential market.
The City could explore if agreements could be made with local financial providers in order to
stimulate PHs, especially deep renovations. The revolving fund that was created for cheap
loans might be more promoted and group actions might be developed to reduce the needed
investment for energy saving measures.
Novel business models where ESCO formulas are applied to residential sector (new built or
renovation) might unburden house owners for the higher initial investment needed. Also,
innovative financing models may need to be created to finance ambitious deep renovations,
especially at a group/neighbourhood level.

3 KEY ACTORS
3.1 Local administration
Baseline
The City of Antwerp is promoting systemic reinforcement of energy requirements
throughout city building developments residential and non residential. To this, specific
actors are involved:
The “Ecohuis (EHA)” in Antwerp (http://eha.be) is owned by the City and provides house
owners, schools and other building professionals a variety of activities in support to
sustainability and has specific activities concerning energy efficiency of buildings (advise,
training..). Promoting the PH is also included within. For various issues EHA works closely
together with locally based non-profit organisations such as Passiefhuis-Platform vzw and
VIBE vzw.
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The AG VESPA (http://www.agvespa.be/) is the autonomous municipal company for
properties and city projects of the city of Antwerp founded in 2003. AG VESPA builds for the
city residential buildings and public buildings and also maintains a large portfolio of existing
buildings. Together with private and public partners they realize new property and district
developments in the city.
Success Model
The City of Antwerp is pro-active with developing schools, offices, kindergartens, fire
stations, mixed developments of nurseries and houses, clusters of houses, residential
apartment blocks, sport and youth centres in the Passive House Standard and using
renewable energy where feasible.
Within AG VESPA there is an on-going process with developing passive buildings and
renewable technology. The architects and builders are challenged with new and different
developments whereby new specific design knowledge is sought after. City planners are also
gaining more and more awareness on the impact the city planning has on the energy
performance of the buildings (e.g. orientation, overshadowing, compactness..).
EHA increases its assistance to home owners on neighbourhood level to engage in ambitious
energy renovation measures activities and in collective buying of energy saving measures.

3.2 Other stakeholders
Baseline
The introduction of the Passive House Standard started in 2002 by the activities of the
Passiefhuis-Platform, so there is over 10 year since the PH concept is being introduced in
Flanders.
Main driving forces at the start were pioneer-private house owners and pioneer-companies
who were interested in environmental issues, global warming, and energy. They were the
front runners. The subsidies for passive houses linked to certification that the PassiefhuisPlatform vzw offer and some other tax reduction measures also helped in introduction of
the PH concept onto the residential new built market.
Gradually, from the residential buildings, the passive house standard was applied to nonresidential buildings, starting in offices and schools and gradually including other kinds such
are mixed buildings, kinder gardens, sport buildings, fire stations.
The use of renewable energy, since it is not part of the passive house standard
requirements, was sporadic, upon either specific demand by the client or where feasible
financial stimulus exists (e.g. the subsidies / tax reductions).
PHP is a non-for-profit organization, with members from across the construction
professionals : architects, engineering offices, builders, product manufacturers and
suppliers, installers, knowledge centres, banks. They are all supporting passive house
buildings.
VIBE vzw is another non-for-profit organization with whom the EcoHuis collaborates on the
topic of bio-ecological building materials and their use in construction.
Both of these local stakeholders organizations provide advise and training activities to
EcoHuis.
Success Model
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A better embedding of promotion through other stakeholders who have direct contact with
homeowners might be useful (e.g. homeowner’s associations, syndic).
An emerging market has begun for renovation of houses using principles of the PH, but this
is developing too slowly in order to reach policy goals.
In late 2013 a Flemish funding opportunity for large scale ambitious house renovation
(“proeftuin”) was released. There are 10 demonstration projects taking place across
Flanders (including city of Antwerp), as well as a Knowledge Platform consisting of research
organizations (amongst which PHP) and the sector federations, will support and promote
these renovation ‘proeftuin’. The experience and knowledge is expected to create a climate
for growth in the domestic sector renovation market.

4

CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

4.1 Training of local authorities
Baseline
The employees of city of Antwerp including AG VESPA and Ecohuis have attended several
training sessions on passive buildings provided by PHP.
Success Model
Specific training for the employees of the city administration according to their needs (focus
on single family houses, multi family houses and non residential buildings). To this end,
‘custom made’ training was offered as part of PHP activities in PassREg. Systematically
offered trainings by PHP to continuously update their knowledge on passive house and
renewable energy constructions is part of the foreseen activities of PHP.

4.2 Training of designers, companies and builders
Baseline
The Passiefhuis-Platform is providing training and advise to the City of Antwerp and AG
Vespa on their building developments. The Ecohuis Antwerp is also engaged in providing
training, to which PHP provides training support. There are also frontrunner energy
consulting agencies (engineering offices) active in the region.
PHP is providing regular training courses in different modules, for aspects of basic
knowledge, design, practice, calculation tools and also on integration of renewables in
passive house buildings. These training modules are voluntary for the building practitioners
of different target groups (architects, engineers, contractors, facility managers, municipality
employees). In addition, PHP offers training that can be specifically made ‘customised’ to
the needs of companies. Courses on nZEB is available from commercial training provides in
Antwerp.
Architects federation also gives courses to its members.
Some building companies and product manufacturers organize on occasions courses, or
participate in courses of third parties.
Success Model
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As part of the Renewable Directive, the certification of installers for renewable technologies
has recently become available in Flanders (installers of PV, solar thermal and heat pumps),
whereby the number of certified installers needs to be increased and available.
PHP is continuously improving its training offer for energy and comfort in new buildings,
integration of renewable energy technologies in existing buildings, building skin (insulation,
windows, doors and shading, air tightness, building details in practice); building systems
(ventilation and indoor climate, heating, cooling, lighting and appliances). In addition, is
further developing hands on interactive workshops for building details and ventilation
solutions.
The training offer is also prepared in cases to suit a particular organization (e.g. large
development company, employees of the above mentioned AG VESPA, etc). In this way, the
training is provided to suit the needs of local employees.
the Ecohuis Antwerp (EHA!) also engages in providing ‘ecohuis dokters’, consultants (from
PHP, VIBE,..) who guide homeowners in their decision-making about implementing energy
saving measures. These are existing activities which are foreseen to continue.
Although PHP, VIBE and EHA! reach homeowners on a regular basis, their capacity only
reaches frontrunners and early adopters. A pool of ‘trusted’ first-line contacts such as
architects, financial consultants and energy advisers could be trained to instruct clients
about PH and deep renovation. This is part of moving towards a more mature market in
Flanders and city of Antwerp on passive house buildings with renewable energy, therefore a
large number of well trained construction professionals must be achieved to respond to this
goal. In addition, product suppliers are in cases offering specific training for quality installing
their products may also help towards this goal.

5 MARKET FOR
RENEWABLES

PASSIVE

HOUSE

BUILDINGS

WITH

Baseline
At present, there are many companies and product manufacturers and suppliers who offer
products suitable for Passive house buildings as well as products for integration of
renewable energy in these buildings onto the market.
Products and materials are available in the Flemish region, including city of Antwerp by
various suppliers. There are also those (niche) who offer only ecological materials that can
be used in passive house buildings. Typically, the technical support is provided by these
companies.
Some local building fairs like ‘Hout & Groen Wonen’ and ‘Bouw & Reno’ can effectively reach
homeowners with interest in ecological issues, respectively renovation.
An annual professional day and construction fair specific for passive house buildings takes
place in Brussels and it is organized by the PHP and PMP (both as partners in this PassREg
project). The event shows the latest practical knowledge for the construction practitioners
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through a day of presentations, networking events and workshops, with three days of
construction fair where the general public can meet different companies who can offer them
their products and services specific for passive house projects. At the fair, companies
offering renewable energy solutions are also present.
Success Model
Companies and product manufacturers and suppliers continue to offer products suitable for
PH and integration of renewables onto the market.
As it is expected that the nZEB market for new built and energy efficient ambitious
renovation grows, city of Antwerp takes an exemplary role through its implementation on its
owned municipal buildings as well as in the urban development projects.
The City could consider engaging in strong topical information points on local building fairs.
More collaboration could be created by organizing events that bring together building actors
who could benefit from the exchanging knowledge.
More examples like the large developments of the Nieuw Zuid and Cadix could be stimulated
so the passive house and renewables would be more integrated in future large urban
developments.

6 SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
Baseline
The city of Antwerp and its autonomous building company AG VESPA have on going a
number of projects that are based on passive house and in cases with renewable energy
technologies (where feasible). These are residential (cluster of houses or apartment blocks),
and a variety of non residential buildings (offices, schools, sport centres, youth centres,
nurseries, police office..)
These developments are at different stages of the building process.
Success Model
The Nieuw Zuid (beacon) development receives support for knowledge on financing and cost
efficiency specifically to social housing buildings, use and maintenance aspects, limited PHPP
calculation on impact of design solution to the energy performance of apartment buildings,
training as suitable to needs of city employees.
Another city development is the Cadix neighbourhood in the north of Antwerp. The
development of this neighbourhood is deliberately slow, to allow for learning and gradual
reinforcement of energy and environmental requirements in public offers so that property
developers can gradually adjust to stricter requirements.
The Cadix project developer wanted to have this building certified by Passiefhuis-platform
because of the added value. The certification will be done on the whole building scale. There
will also be a portion of renewable energy in this project by means of PV panels.
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The renovation market in Antwerp is increased, whereby barriers such as financial and lack
of knowledge amongst architects, builders as well as clients demanding deep renovations
are reduced or eliminated. To this end, demonstration projects could play an important role
in further establishing successful practices in the renovation market in the city of Antwerp.

7 PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
7.1 Communication Strategy
Baseline
The City of Antwerp has its own city magazine that is spread to all citizens. It regularly
includes information about activities in the city, e.g. those organized by EHA.
Each year Bond Beter Leefmilieu organizes – together with PHP and VIBE - open house days,
where homeowners of PHs and deep renovations open their doors for other homeowners.
In each edition homeowners from Antwerp participate. As such they exchange information
peer-to-peer, which proves to be a valuable communication strategy to promote PHs, use of
renewables, use of ecological materials and deep renovation.
There is also the communication that ecohuis does in the context of its activities, for
examples workshops, info sessions and other.
The Passiefhuis-Platform has a database of projects accessible from its website. Activities
such as Passive House Days and Ecobouwers as well as “my house, my architect” in which
realized buildings to PH standard or somewhat less ambitious, however with efficiency,
architectural, environmental qualities, are being open for the public for visit is already going
on for years.
There is also a demonstration programme in Flanders which has new built schools in its
centre. PHP communicates on these projects through communication channels of website
and newsletters spread to various construction professionals and building owners across city
of Antwerp.
Success Model
Activities of the “Ecohuis” in Antwerpen, of the Passiefhuis-Platform and initiatives such as
the open house days, tour ecobouwers and Bouw & renovatie as main public awareness
initiatives continue, with growing numbers of visitors each year.
More variety and target oriented actions to reach specific home owner segments should be
further developed, also for the city magazine.
Certain target groups should be addressed with tailored communication, such as building
stock owners, property developers, home sales agents and syndics
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Initiation of a study project on the communication to users (‘how to live, work, … in a
sustainable district’) funded by the ‘concept subsidie’ of the Flemish government provides
useful knowledge

7.2 Communication activities within the PassREg project
Baseline
Info sessions were done on typologies, feasibility (including energy impact of design
scenarios) for the Nieuw Zuid development, on financing and cost efficiency of passive social
housing and on sustainable technologies (heating network with renewable energy source,
ventilation systems, use and maintenance, etc.), followed with communication to current
and future house owners.
Continuous update on status with the PassREg results on the PHP website and newsletter.
The PassREg project leaflet and poster presented each year at the nZEB Symposium,
professional day and construction fair in Brussels. Also, leaflets produced for the five target
groups of PassREg is given to the public at various national events, including those in city of
Antwerp.
The Passive House Award posters presented at the passive house professional days and fair
and nZEB symposium 2014. In addition, communication and press releases on the award as
well as other passive house specific events is done by PHP.
Presentation of major Antwerp projects “Voorbij Antwerpen Nieuw Zuid” and Cadix at the
nZEB Symposium in Brussels. “Passive and Beyond”.
Article published in 2014 issue of Be.Passive magazine based on the info session on the
impact of “Bigger and cheaper” on the energy balance.
Article and lecture at Passi’Bat in Paris, 4th of December 2013.
Success Model
Communication activities on sustainable aspects of the Nieuw Zuid development (PassREg
beacon) and Cadix continues.
Continuous update on status with the PassREg results on the PHP website and newsletter.
PassREg newsletters spread to number of target groups in Antwerp and wider in Flanders.
Press releases done before and after each PassREg national event.
Articles are referencing PassREg where possible, spreading the news of the latest results of
PassREg.

8 QUALITY CONTROL
Baseline
Passiefhuis-Platform provides certification (design level with air tightness test) for new built
buildings (experience with houses, schools mostly). There are also recent certification
examples of houses being renovated to the PH Standard and to zero energy.
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PHP is engaged in several building developments for AG VESPA providing trajectory-advise
and certification for schools, nurseries, residential buildings, provincial administrative
building, police office building, cluster of houses, etc. In cases, this also includes private
building owners/developers.
Success Model
There is need for improvement of quality aspects of projects (on building level) throughout
all phases of development (design, construction, operation, follow up), and for specific
schemes for quality in renovation of various building types.
In progress is collective Flemish research project of 4 years (PHP is one of the partners)
called RenoFase (www.renofase.be), with focus on “qualitative energy renovation of
houses”. Amongst other, in this framework a guide for phased renovation will be developed
for architects.
Policy development for renovations is being developed by VEA.
The use of thermal camera’s and other methods to check if the desired parameter has been
reached can be very useful in quality control.

9 ROADMAP
This section summarizes the results of the SWOT analysis of the Success Model for city of
Antwerp by addressing and assessing main strengths and opportunities that the model
reveals, and its vulnerabilities and risks (threats). Based on the results of this analysis a
Roadmap for developing and implementing the Success Model for the region (municipality)
by 2020 is proposed.

9.1 SWOT Analysis
The table below shows the strengths and opportunities that this Success Model suggests on
the one hand and describes identified weaknesses and potential threats and risks to its
successful implementation on the other.
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1. ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
National framework
Baseline
After the French energy framework law of 13 July 2005 (Law 2005-781) setting out a
framework of application for commitments made by France to the Kyoto Protocol
(including the Factor 4 target for 2050, reduction of energy intensity by 2% per
annum and promotion of renewable energies) and the 2004 and 2006 versions of the
Climate Plan, in 2007 the Environment “Grenelle” (round tables with key
stakeholders) appeared to be an original approach whereby, for the first time, all the
stakeholders in France reached agreement on a shared diagnostic and action plan.
The Environment Grenelle set up sector-based work groups which continue to
produce analyses and recommendations. In general terms as far as global warming is
concerned, the Grenelle confirmed France’s ambitions in relation to the Kyoto and
European commitments (notably Factor 4 by 2050 and 3x20 by 2020) and defined a
series of specific measures for the building sector, placing it at the heart of the fight
against GHG emissions.
The Grenelle strategy aims to achieve general application of positive energy
buildings by 2020. For public buildings and commercial buildings: a) general
application of low consumption (50 kW) from 2010, systematically integrating
renewable energies and b) decision to undertake thermal refurbishment of public
buildings within five years.
A Grenelle operational committee “refurbishment of existing buildings” was set up in
December 2007. In its first report in 2008, the Committee outlined the expectations
weighing on the sector:
“The building sector has the highest energy consumption – with half of final energy
consumed – and is the second highest source of CO2 emissions, just after transport,
with nearly a quarter of emissions. With an annual renewal rate limited to 1%, the
proportion represented by existing stock is preponderant. The corresponding three
and a half billion square metres of heated surface area represent the main scope for
savings, generally agreed in the sector to be potentially the most easily accessible.”5
While the building sector’s share of CO2 emissions is estimated at 24%, housing
stock alone (31 million in 2006 in metropolitan France including 26 million main
residences) represents 560 TWh per annum, i.e. 30% of final energy consumption in

5

12
Operational Committee “refurbishment of existing buildings”, 2008, Rapport au ministre
d’État, ministre de l’Écologie, du Développement et de l'Aménagement Durables, Section 1, 115 pp
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France. Housing and commercial buildings together account for a heated surface
area of approximately 3.5 billion square metres, three quarters of it in housing and
the remaining quarter in commercial buildings. Two thirds of energy is consumed in
housing and one third in commercial buildings. CO2 emissions are broken down in
exactly the same way.

Figure above: GHG emission shares by sector, source CITEPA 2010
Out of the 16.1 million homes built before 1975, some 9 million were built before
1949 and the mass development of industrialised building. Their thermal
performance, although still poorly documented, is in principle intrinsically of a high
thermal standard (thermal performance and summer comfort). The Grenelle
operational committee “refurbishment of existing buildings” recommended that this
should be studied for better targeting of action on housing stock that is often of
remarkable architectural and environmental quality.
Nevertheless, in statistical terms, this housing stock represents one the main
potential sources of energy saving by refurbishment: individual houses built before
1949 account for a third in terms of numbers, but for 45% of heating consumption.
In the same way, housing in apartment buildings constructed between 1949 and
1974 represents a significant share in terms of numbers (44%) but over half of
heating consumption.
“General application, to all buildings constructed prior to 2001, of external thermal
insulation rather than internal insulation where allowed by architectural
characteristics, controlled ventilation units (with heat recovery from the air
extracted if applicable) and multiple glazing, would reduce the needs of an individual
house or apartment building by an average of 60%.” 6

6

Translated from : Traisnel, JP et al., 2010, “Habitat Facteur 4, étude d'une réduction des émissions
de CO2 liées au confort thermique dans l'habitat à l'horizon 2050”, Cahiers du CLIP No. 20,
November 2010, 108 pp.
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Finally, if the housing stock is characterised by almost zero renewal, from the point
of view of lower population growth, it will nevertheless continue to grow due to the
forecast effect of decreased household size, which could be reduced to 2 people on
average by 2050. “This means that the sector would consist of just over 35 million
main residences in 2050, 25 million of which are already built: the metropolitan city
of 2050 was already 70% built on average in 2005. This highlights the importance of
the housing stock and its energy upgrading.” (Traisnel et al., see footnotes).
Focus on Grenelle round tables leading France towards positive energy
buildings by 2020
The French energy framework law of 13 July 2005 (Law 2005-781) set out a
framework of application for commitments made by France to the Kyoto Protocol
(including the Factor 4 target for 2050, reduction of energy intensity by 2% per
annum and promotion of renewable energies) and the 2004 and 2006 versions of the
Climate Plan. In 2007, France organised the “Environment Grenelle” (round tables
with key stakeholders to discuss environmental concerns). It appeared to be an
original approach whereby, for the first time, all the stakeholders in France reached
agreement on a shared diagnostic and action plan.
The Environment Grenelle set up sector-based work groups which continue to
produce analyses and recommendations. In general terms as far as global warming is
concerned, the Grenelle confirmed France’s ambitions in relation to the Kyoto and
European commitments (notably Factor 4 by 2050 and 3x20 by 2020) and defined a
series of specific measures for the building sector, placing it at the heart of the fight
against GHG emissions.
The Grenelle strategy aims to achieve general application of positive energy
buildings by 2020. For public buildings and commercial buildings:
a) general application of low consumption from 2010, systematically
integrating renewable energies and
b) decision to undertake thermal refurbishment of public buildings within five
years.
If the housing stock is characterised by almost zero renewal, from the point of view of
lower population growth, it will nevertheless continue to grow due to the forecast effect of
decreased household size, which could be reduced to 2 people on average by 2050.
“This means that the sector would consist of just over 35 million main residences in 2050,
25 million of which are already built: the metropolitan city of 2050 was already 70% built
on average in 2005. This highlights the importance of the housing stock and its energy
upgrading.”7
These round tables lead to a law, called RT2012, a new thermal regulation for new
residential buildings. This regulation is extended to all new buildings on 1 January

7

Traisnel, JP et al., 2010, “Habitat Facteur 4, étude d'une réduction des émissions de CO2 liées au confort
thermique dans l'habitat à l'horizon 2050”, Cahiers du CLIP No. 20, November 2010, 108 pp.
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2013 (the date of filing an application for a building permit). As of that date, the
labels corresponding to the old rules (including the label "low-energy building,"
known as BBC) no longer exists.

Figure 1 : Evolution of French news buildings thermal regulation

8

The new thermal regulation foresees two levels of energy performance label: a "high
energy performance" level (HPE) and a "very high energy performance" level (THPE).
They provide for a reduction of primary energy consumption (10% for the former
and 20% for the second) and the strengthening of some requirements.
RT2012: Three main requirements
RT 2012 building regulation includes mainly three major requirements which must
be respected simultaneously:
1. The “Bbio” Factor (bioclimatic needs factor) defines the impact of bioclimatic design on building energy performance. It deals with the intrinsic
features of the structure and the envelope of the building without
considering the HVAC system and other technical facilities. Bbio factor is a
dimensionless number expressed by a number of points calculated. Its
calculation takes into account the building’s space heating, lighting, and air
conditioning needs. The Bbio factor must be below a maximum value
"Bbiomax" wich is modulated by the use and the category (CE1 or CE2) of the
building, the geographical location, the altitude location coefficient and the
building floor surface.

8
Scheme from A. Jursik, “French Perspective: Thermal Regulation for New Residential
Buildings”, 2012 as from: http://homeenergypros.lbl.gov/profiles/blogs/french-perspective-thermalregulation-for-new-residential, last access 28/02/2014.
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Figure 2: Geographical location division

2. The “Cep” index (annual primary energy consumption) defines the building's
primary energy use taking into account performances of HVAC system, DHW
production and, if any, artificial lighting and auxiliaries. The Cep index for the
building in question must be below a maximum value "Cepmax" wich is based
on an average of 50 kWEP/(m².year). It is also modulated by the use and the
category (CE1 or CE2) of the building, the geographical location, the altitude
location coefficient, the building floor surface and the greenhouse potential
of the fuel used. Only two primary energy factors are applied, for electricity
2.58, and for all other fuels 1.
3. The “Tic” index (summer comfort) defines the conventional interior
temperature, which must be below a reference value "Ticref". This
requirement is only requested for non air-conditioned buildings.

RT2012: not only a Cep + Bbio + Tic but also renewable, air tightness,
and mean (monitoring) requirements
Besides the three main performances requirements described above some
wherewithal exigencies are listed in RT2012. Some of them are given below as
examples:
Thermal insulation of walls : Albeit the thermal quality of the building
envelope is already considered in the Bbio coefficient some complementary
exigencies are intended:
o U-value of a wall separating an unheated room and an heated room
must not be higher than 0.36 W/m²K
o Overall linear thermal transmission ratio (thermal bridges) of the
whole building must be less than 0.28 W/(m²floor)
o Thermal bridges between intermediate floors and facades less than
0.6 W/m K
Air tightness of the building envelope: Airtightness of the building envelope
measured according to EN 13829 measuring method (Blower door) must be
lower than 0,6 m3/(h.m²) for individual or attached houses and than 1
m3/(h.m²) for collective housing buildings.
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Natural lighting: For housing buildings the total windows area must be more
than 1/6 of the floor surface area of the flat.
Thermal comfort in summer: In bedrooms Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of the
windows is limited according to the orientation of the facade. Lower values
of SHGC are required when the building is located in a noisy area.

Noteworthy differences between RT2012 and Passivhaus label
Significant differences exist between the thermal regulations in European countries.
Particularly a brief comparison between RT2012 and Passvihaus label is done.
Primary energy coefficients are different depending on the country context.
Tableau 1: Primary energy factors comparison between RT2012 and Passivhaus label
RT2012

PassivHaus

2.58

2.7

Fossil energy*

1

1.1

Wood

1

0.2

PV**

2.58

0.7

Energy
Electricity
Primary energy factors

French legislation does not consider the domestic electricity consumption,
unlike the PH label annual primary energy consumption. However in French
legislation, maximum annual primary energy consumption is modulated
according to context (for example the location). For PH label this threshold is
fixed.
Building areas are calculated and differently considered.
Two different indicators are used to evaluate air tightness level:
o

The leakage flow under a pressure of 4 Pa divided by the area of cold
walls (not the bottom floor). This indicator, called Q4Pasurf, is used in
the thermal regulation RT 2012; For RT2012 in house, the maximum
Q4Pasurf is set to 0.6 m3/h/m2.

o The flow of leakage at 50 Pa divided by the heated volume. This
indicator, called n50 is used for labels Passivhaus with a maximum set
at 0.6 vol/h, whether for new construction or renovation, for any type
of use.
The conversion between the two indicators is complex because it involves the
compactness of the building (the ratio of the volume on the surface of cold
walls). But no matter what, the PH level is much more demanding.
Success Model
Currently, thermal regulation in force in France, RT2012 does not particularly
support implementation of PH standard at any level. France has its own EE standard
which includes target of NZEB positive energy buildings (produce more energy than
they consume) for 2020.
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The future thermal regulation, RT2020, is not clearly defined yet. It should be very
near to the RT2012 definition by using similar requirements (Bbio, Cep and Tic).
However these requirements could be inspired by the label Passivhaus by:
Considering the domestic electricity consumption with a modulation of a
Cepmax around 120 kWh/m². This amount should be adjusted according to
building areas difference consideration between Passivhaus and RT2012.
Reduce the air tightness level to be near to the n50.
RT2020 should require energy production systems in order for building or district to
produce more energy than they consume. Indeed to have efficiency systems, energy
balance should be sometimes considered at the district scale.
Concerning the impact of these policy regulations, several possibilities have already
been mentioned for achieving a tenfold increase in the numbers of m2 subject to
thermal refurbishment, a necessary condition for meeting the Factor 4 target by
2050. Evidently any legal enforcement for energy works would be added to other
constraints, already in existence (concerning termites, lead, asbestos, etc.), but the
possibility was at least seriously considered for 2012/2013 by the Grenelle
Operational Committee “refurbishment of existing buildings” in 2008.
Lastly, although it is not obligatory, the Grenelle set the goal of a 38% reduction in
the energy consumption of existing buildings between now and 2020. To achieve
these objectives, it will be essential to target the 20 million homes built before 1975,
which are two to three times more “energy-guzzling” than the average (representing
58% of housing stock, they consume 75% of energy in the sector).
Going beyond these financial key factors, another important factor in any discussion
of sector development is still the question of labour, which has been a sensitive issue
for many years in the building industries (due to a structural lack of labour and
training). The training requirement is estimated at 50,000 personnel per annum for
France.
The French government has also recently taken several decisions and actions that
will hopefully contribute to boost energy efficient refurbishments of buildings at high
scale. Among these, the creation and financing of 4 new Institutes for Energy
Transition in order to help innovation come to the key industrial sectors for reducing
energy. Of these 4 institutes, 3 of them are somehow related to energy efficiency
and ENR in buildings: Efficacity (focusing at the district and city level), INES2
(Renewable energies) and INEF4 (focusing on energy efficient refurbishment and
construction). INEF4 is based in Aquitaine region and is managed by Nobatek. The
new institute will allow to launch collaborative R&D projects aiming at improving
technical, organisational and financial tools to launch massive-scale energy efficient
refurbishment and structuring the market.
Additionally the French government has launched in 2013 a special ad-hoc
stakeholder commission to pilot an “Energy efficient building renovation Plan”. This
commission is led by two industrial representatives, from Point.P (construction
materials distribution) and Delta Dore (ICT solutions for energy management of
buildings). This commission is actively seeking for solutions in a series of round tables
and interviews with key stakeholders, their work is expected to underpin new policy
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measures for massive uptake of energy efficient refurbishment, specially targeting
individual housing (12 million units to be refurbished out of 15 million total
metropolitan France stock). Envisaged solutions are an “Energy Passport” for each
building, including a diagnostic, decision-aid and management software tool “in the
cloud”, that will allow optimisation of the EPBD implementation, follow up and
coherence in step-by-step renovations, etc.

Political will at the local level
Baseline
Aquitaine Region shows a political will to go forward, generally speaking, into a
“more greener and sustainable economy”, which should include energy efficiency in
buildings as one of its majors assets.
For the moment, and very recently (last September 2013) the region has engaged
the first regional Circular Economy Plan in France.
The greening of the production system as a completely circular economy will be based on
principles such as industrial ecology, eco-design, and the “functional economy” (preferring
to use goods than possess them). In addition to being extremely beneficial to the
environment, this approach can be a tremendous economic asset with competitive
advantages to companies, dramatically lowering production costs. To do this, Aquitaine has
committed to integrate the concept into its regional scheme of economic development,
which will pursue the following objectives:
to boost economic performance while using fewer resources
to identify and create new opportunities for economic growth
to ensure security of supply of essential resources
to limit the impacts of resource use on the environment.
In all this shows a favourable environment to engage in energy efficiency reforms, although
in general, the tendency for this sector is to follow national roadmaps rather than to engage
in pioneering work as would be the NZEB challenge today.

Success Model
In France, regional authorities have competence in terms of decisions related to
energy efficient buildings and renewable energies, but it is limited given the national
context of regulation, which evolved greatly over the last and which will evolve more
before 2020.
At regional level, more efforts should be dedicated to the cooperation between
existing services in a transversal and interdisciplinary approach. To develop this
approach working groups must be proposed, driven and animated, in order to make
the most of synergies in terms of political will related to NZEB and RES. The process
proposed for the drawing up of the Bilan Carbone “patrimoine et services” could be
an inspiring initiative for this approach.
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Local climate and sustainable energy policy
Baseline
The Climate Plan has been implemented in France since 2006 as a policy framework to be
declined at the local level, with the objective of improving policies and practices towards
climate change fight. Of course Aquitaine Region has its own version of the Climate Plan, and
defined several work groups following social and economic sectors of activity.
The “Social housing for low-energy“project group of the Local Climate Plan aims to refine the
implementation of the Climate Action Plan in its point 3.2: “Energy saving in social housing.”
In Aquitaine there are nearly 130,000 public rental housing managed by housing agencies,
with about 250 000 inhabitants.
The total portfolio represents 10 % of the main homes in Aquitaine region. 52 % of the park
was built before 1977. The objective of this group has been to integrate and support energy
efficiency and renewable energies integration in refurbishment programs implemented by
public SHO offices including defining guidelines based on a technical assessment of
opportunities including the establishment of thermal performance criteria appropriate to
Aquitaine region, a hierarchy of actions to be taken, and identifying the conditions for
convergence of actions between the local communities and the French government.
More recently in 2012 the French State and the Aquitaine Region have approved the
Regional Plan for Climate, Air and Energy (SRCAE). Since November 15, 2012, Aquitaine has a
shared strategic document which delivers to all Aquitaine players a coherent framework
“Climate, Air, Energy” including communities levels of implementation. The SRCAE defines
the main regional orientations and objectives in the fight against climate change, energy
efficiency, development of renewable energy and land management to improve air quality.
The objectives of the baseline scenario SRCAE Aquitaine are:
A reduction of 28.5% of final energy consumption by 2020 compared to 2008
Production of renewable energy equivalent to 25.4% of final energy consumption in
2020
A 20 % reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2020 compared to 1990
A reduction in emissions of air pollutants, including nitrogen oxides and diesel
particulates.
Aquitaine is positioning itself on a path to achieve a division by factor 4 of GHG emissions by
2050, compared to those recorded in 1990. The baseline report presents the regional
situation in terms of energy consumption and production, climate vulnerability and air
quality, as well as potential and targets for 2020 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, energy
consumption and renewable energy production.
The PLAN OF REGIONAL TERRITORY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (SRADDT) named
“Aquitaine 2020“, indicates that the regional energy policy for 2020 must count in terms of
consumption with an increase in energy consumption by 2020. In fact, given the
demographic trends, it will be higher than the national average growth, with 20% for
Electricity alone.
Thus energy savings are particularly needed in three areas:
1) Transport by promoting modal shift to limit impacts the environment and to deal
with the rising price of oil.
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2) The collective and individual housing sector by making progress on insulation and
the choice of materials, especially considering that the high dispersion of homes in
Aquitaine generates an energy consumption proportionately more important. Gains
on the order of 35% are possible, which implies taking into account the savings in
regional projects.

3) Industrial activities by developing innovative processes.
Success Model
Aquitaine is one of the first regions to adopt its climate plan in 2007 while the year 2011 was
marked by the adoption of two major texts aiming to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of
climate change: SRCAE (Regional Scheme Plan for Climate, Air and Energy) and the new
regional Climate-Energy Plan entitled "Climate Challenge Aquitaine", adopted in November
2012. SRCAE helped define the effort required over the period 2008 / 2020 to reach a level
of cutting emission by 20% compared to the reference year 1990 (EU target adopted in the
climate and energy package). These goals are called Grenelle + scenario.
The goals of energy and renewable energy (RE) from the SRCAE for the Aquitaine region are
shown in the table below:

At the local level we work in Côte Basque Adour Urban Agglomeration (ACBA) which counts
about 150 000 inhabitants and comprises 5 municipalities: Bayonne, Anglet, Biarritz, Boucau
and Bidart. The ACBA starts, meanwhile, in 2007 a process of Territorial Climate Plan, one of
the first territories of France. Today as part of its evaluation policy and continuous
improvement, the Community took the opportunity to develop a Climate Action Plan of
second generation.
This community approach is an additional level of local policies to fight against climate
change. This new Territorial Climate Plan will be made consistent and necessarily
incorporate the supra regional initiatives. Indeed, SRCAE of Aquitaine is to propose a
framework for local action (across all players in the area) to counteract the tendency to
increase GHG emissions.
Some of the members of the Community, the towns of Anglet, Biarritz and Bayonne have
developed since 2009 a local Agenda 21 adapted to each of the territories which deals with
the consideration of climate and energy issues in their public policy and the cities of Bidart
and Boucau developed a balance of greenhouse gases emissions related to their own
activities in 2011 to initiate action on their internal practices.
Public actors are stakeholders in this community project that is the Climate Action Plan, they
engage and mobilize on the subject. However, it remains yet to establish the necessary
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synergy and coherent articulation between these Agenda 21, Carbon Footprints and
Territorial Climate Plan of the urban agglomeration.

After the completion of carbon balances for having a diagnosis for each institution and for
the whole territory, the Agglomeration (by then Urban Community of Bayonne, Anglet and
Biarritz) adopted by decision of 30 June 2009 a Territorial Climate Plan on its program
consistent with national and international legal framework. Targeting a factor 4 for 2050
with two dates matched to those of France and Europe.
Reduced GHG emissions by 20% over the territory in 2020 ,
A 75% reduction of GHG emissions in the territory for 2050.
The diagnosis of GHG emissions established in 2008 identified room for improvement and
set targets for reducing GHG emissions adapted to the local and territorial context.
To achieve its objectives, the Community in connection with the municipalities has initiated
a Climate Action Plan which features 3 levels:
At the institutional level, public building must be exemplary in terms of energy
management of its assets and its activities. This line of work is shared with the
municipalities of Bayonne, Anglet and Biarritz,
At policy level the of its Climate Plan will be included in sectoral policies
Towards its territory of influence, ACBA wants to encourage stakeholders to engage
alongside the agglomeration to fight against climate change.
Achieving the diagnosis of GHG emissions in 2006 has allowed the realization of a 2009-2013
action plan featuring a 5 axis program to enable an overall reduction of 20% in 2020 of
greenhouse gas emissions associated with the activities of the Community. The axes are:
Axis # 1 - Travel:
Implement a travel policy rational and sober energy
Axis # 2 - Management:
Engage the administration in an environmentally responsible public procurement policy and
economic management of resources
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# Axis 3 - Heritage:

Improve the energy performance of the built heritage and existing infrastructure and
build new equipment to minimize the use of conventional energy and adapting to
future climate change. In managing its built heritage, ACBA scored its commitment
to sustainable development and reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. Part of the
investment is devoted to reducing energy consumption and are realized by
improving the insulation of various public buildings (notably the roofs), improved
heating systems, and the implementation of energy efficient public lighting.
# Axis 4 - Energy:
Embark on the path of production and consumption of renewable and locally produced
energy
# Axis 5 - Monitoring and reporting:
Coordinate with the Cities Climate Plan, evaluate and communicate
This internal action plan is now advanced to about 60% with axes Travel, Heritage and
energy are the most advanced. There is still room for improvement, notably by convincing
local authorities to go further in the renovation of public buildings, to consider envelope
upgrading to NZEB or PH standards.

Local policy instruments for energy efficiency in buildings
Baseline
The Aliénor program, built over several years, is a series of calls for projects initiated
and supported by the Aquitaine region and the regional delegation of the French
Environment and Energy Management Agency (ADEME) for the realisation of
buildings with high energy and environmental efficiency.
For the first session, which was launched in March 2007, the call for proposals
focused on social housing operations. Subsequent calls have opened the range of
buildings suitable as candidates. Performance targets set for candidates in the call
for proposals are:
Consumption of primary energy ≤ 45 kWhep / (m² year.) For heating, hot
water and ventilation.
Emissions of greenhouse gases KgCO2 ≤ 10 / (m2.year)
The summer comfort (no need for air conditioning) and visual comfort
(natural light) are also taken into account.
This program wants to build very low energy buildings in order to optimize energy
and comfort criteria adapted to Atlantic climate of Aquitaine region. Especially,
concerning summer comfort, this program limits the Tic (RT2005 / RT2012) to a
maximum value of 28°C during occupation period and defines a thermal discomfort
limited to 8% which is the number of hours when temperature should not comply
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with adaptive comfort conditions [Brager 2005]9 [Ecocampus 2007]10. These criteria
are a pillar to develop new systems for summer comfort management and
innovative design methods [Guiavarch 2007]11. Arrousets buildings are a good
example issued from this program.
Aliénor program has a website which primary goal is to promote the dissemination
of technical solutions implemented by the winning teams in order to reach players in
the construction sectors with a return of valuable experience and effectively
encourage the reproduction of this type of operation. For each call to Aliénor
projects, one can find all the specifications of the winners as well as the monitoring
of ongoing projects teams (in a "blog" section).
HTTP://WWW.ECOCAMPUS.NET/ALIENOR/
Aliénor website complements with another resource and dissemination oriented
website with support from the regional government, which is managed by CREAHd, a
cluster of building sector companies and is technically driven by Nobatek.
HTTP://CONSTRUCTIONSDURABLESAQUITAINE.COM/
This websites presents a database of front-runner buildings in the region, either
from Aliénor competition or specially selected operations.

Interactive map of front-runner operations in Aquitaine
Another initiative concerns the management and new projects for high schools
(which are under responsibility of the regional government). The region has decided

9

10

G. Brager, R. de Dear, Thermal adaptation in the built environment: a
literature review, Energy & Buildings, 27 (1) , 1998
Cellule Ecocampus, Etude préalable: démarche de performance pour les
constructions soumises au climat ouest atlantique, Alienor ,2007
www.ecocampus.net/alienor/

11

A. Guiavarch,.F. Clottes , P. Lagière , Démarche de conception de bâtiments
passifs à usage tertiaire. Application a la construction bois en région
Aquitaine, Actes des 25e rencontres de l'AUGC, (2007)
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to apply French environmental certification HQE standard for these operations.
Regarding schools, the HQE standard is particularly suitable for:
Buildings: integration of buildings in their environment, choice of materials ...
Management of energy, water, and maintenance.
Health and comfort for users: acoustic, thermal, air and water quality.
The Blanquefort Technical School in Bordeaux is the first institution to receive this HQE
certification for its extension and restructuring works. Since 2010 the Region is actually
working to develop HQE guidelines for further new build, restructuring or rehabilitation of
schools in Aquitaine.

At the request of the Regional Council, the Ecocampus12 service at University of
Bordeaux 1 has developed ECOWEB, a software suite that monitors water and
energy consumption and waste management in Aquitaine high schools.
This tool will identify overconsumptions or management problems, giving baselines
for the negotiations of facility management contracts. In addition, it will serve as a
pedagogic tool for teachers to raise practical environmental awareness among
students and staff.
Success Model
At the request of the Regional Council, the Ecocampus13 service at University of
Bordeaux 1 has developed ECOWEB, a software suite that monitors water and
energy consumption and waste management in Aquitaine high schools.
This tool will identify overconsumptions or management problems, giving baselines
for the negotiations of facility management contracts. In addition, it will serve as a
pedagogic tool for teachers to raise practical environmental awareness among
students and staff.
More visibility of the ALIENOR initiatives should be given through communication
actions and feedback from monitoring results. These projects may then appear as
references for the region, in order to inspire other project.
Further initiatives similar to ALIENOR, but proposed at larger scale (district) could be
useful to show the perspectives in terms of impact of implementing NZEB to larger
areas.

12
13

From 2009 Ecocampus is integrated in Nobatek.
From 2009 Ecocampus is integrated in Nobatek.
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2. ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Economic objectives and indicators
Baseline
The Energy Efficiency market in France is potentially enormous, key challenges
include the refurbishment of 30 million dwellings (2.2 billion square meters) and 0.9
billion square meters of industrial and commercial buildings. Overall, the French
government hopes that 400,000 homes will be renovated each year between 2013
and 2020, which would require € 208 billion of private and public investment.
A “Grenelle” operational committee “refurbishment of existing buildings” was set up in
December 2007. In its first report in 2008, the Committee outlined the expectations
weighing on the sector:
“The building sector has the highest energy consumption – with half of final energy
consumed – and is the second highest source of CO2 emissions, just after transport, with
nearly a quarter of emissions. With an annual renewal rate limited to 1%, the proportion
represented by existing stock is preponderant. The corresponding three and a half billion
square metres of heated surface area represent the main scope for savings, generally
agreed in the sector to be potentially the most easily accessible.”14
While the building sector’s share of CO2 emissions is estimated at 24%, housing stock alone
(31 million in 2006 in metropolitan France including 26 million main residences) represents
560 TWh per annum, i.e. 30% of final energy consumption in France. Housing and
commercial buildings together account for a heated surface area of approximately 3.5
billion square metres, three quarters of it in housing and the remaining quarter in
commercial buildings. Two thirds of energy is consumed in housing and one third in
commercial buildings. CO2 emissions are broken down in exactly the same way.15
Out of the 16.1 million homes built before 1975, some 9 million were built before 1949 and
the mass development of industrialised building. Their thermal performance, although still
poorly documented, is in principle intrinsically of a high thermal standard (thermal
performance and summer comfort). The Grenelle operational committee “refurbishment
of existing buildings” recommended that this should be studied for better targeting of
action on housing stock that is often of remarkable architectural and environmental
quality.

14 Operational Committee “refurbishment of existing buildings”, 2008, Rapport au ministre d’État, ministre de

l’Écologie, du Développement et de l'Aménagement Durables, Section 1, 115 pp.
15 Operational committee “refurbishment of existing buildings”, op. cit. supra.
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Success Model
Nevertheless, in statistical terms, the aforementioned housing stock represents one
the main potential sources of energy savings by refurbishment: individual houses
built before 1949 account for a third in terms of numbers, but for 45% of heating
consumption. In the same way, housing in apartment buildings constructed between
1949 and 1974 represents a significant share in terms of numbers (44%) but over
half of heating consumption.
“General application, to all buildings constructed prior to 2001, of external thermal
insulation rather than internal insulation where allowed by architectural
characteristics, controlled ventilation units (with heat recovery from the air
extracted if applicable) and multiple glazing, would reduce the needs of an individual
house or apartment building by an average of 60%.”16

Economic levers
Baseline
The main determining factors of success concern public action to trigger economic levers.
Legislation and fiscal tools have a great impact on change in the sector.
For instance 200 000 “zero-interest eco-loans” (maximum amount €30 000) were granted
in 2010 (covering insulation of walls and glazed areas and heating and hot water
installations based on renewable energies or with particularly high performance. Control
systems are also included). However there are some unfavourable signs, such as
abandonment of the provision granting 40% of mortgage interest for seven years to low
consumption buildings (“bâtiments basse consommation” - BBC), or the 10% reduction in
the sustainable development tax credit.
For social housing, the eco-loan at 0 % rate of €9 000 to €16 000 per building finished in
December 2013. Available data from 2009-10, says the total budget for that, managed by
the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, was €1.2 billion.
The main lever applied by the State in the short term is the RT 2012 (French thermal
building regulations) in force from 1st January 2013… but this solely applies to new
buildings, which only represent 1% of the building stock per annum. These regulations,
together with the NOME law governing new organisation of electricity markets, will have a
certain impact on development of the energy efficient building market.
In France without fiscal incentives, private companies and households are traditionally
reluctant to engage in energy saving measures. Nevertheless the implementation of white
certificates, notably concerning energy providers, have recently encouraged “top-down”
energy saving measures from main market actors towards their clients (EDF, GDF, Poweo,
Altergaz and Direct Energie, among others, are concerned).
Projects implemented by ESCOs (Société de services d'Efficacité Energétique) are mostly
HVAC system operations, public lighting, and Combined Heat and Power and facility
management, notably public or tertiary buildings oriented. French ESCOs mostly provide
16

Translated from Traisnel, JP et al., 2010, “Habitat Facteur 4, étude d'une réduction des émissions de CO2 liées au
confort thermique dans l'habitat à l'horizon 2050”, Cahiers du CLIP No. 20, November 2010, 108 pp.
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complex solutions, in contrast to ESCOs in other European countries. In France the price of
energy is still not high enough to seriously encourage savings in energy consumption
(cheap energy from nuclear plants). The social housing sector (and in general, rented
houses) are still in need of special treatment to overcome split incentives.
The EE market in France is potentially enormous, key challenges include the refurbishment
of 30 million dwellings (2.2 billion square meters) and 0.9 billion square meters of industrial
and commercial buildings. Overall, the French government hopes that 400,000 homes will
be renovated each year between 2013 and 2020, which would require € 208 billion of
private and public investment.
Success Model
Although the conditions are very stiff for bank loans to communities, the Aquitaine Region,
proving its financial health, will be able in 2013-2014 to invest in energy efficient aid loans
and operations. For the 2013 budget the European Investment Bank (EIB) has been
committed to deliver € 800 million. A major undertaking, being one of the largest sums for
the EIB within a French region), it will benefit schools, training organizations, and small and
medium enterprises in their projects of renewable energy production.
500 million euros of EIB loans will be signposted to finance expansion, upgrading and
improving the energy efficiency of schools and training organizations. Among the selected
projects: the construction of a “positive energy” school in Bergerac or the installation of
photovoltaic panels on the roofs of many regional schools. A first credit of € 150 million was
signed in late 2012.
In addition, the region, the EIB, alongside Crédit Agricole and Banque Populaire banks and
Caisse d'Epargne, have engaged to support small and micro businesses in their projects of
renewable energy production and energy renovation of buildings. Funded jointly by the EIB
for € 150 million and the two banking partners who will bring an overall additional funding
of € 150 million, this is a total overall budget of € 300 million which will be allocated to
energy efficiency projects, in the form of loans at favourable rates. Moreover, the regional
guarantee fund, in partnership with OSEO, will also be mobilized to support the initiatives
of small and micro businesses.

Forms of funding
Baseline
On 22 November 2012 the European Investment Bank ( EIB) granted a loan of 800
million euros for Aquitaine region for sustainable development and energy efficiency
in the region. This is one of the most important loans from the EIB a French region.
This loan will allow investments in high schools, SMEs and Very Small Enterprises.
A budget of 500 million is being dedicated to high schools and training organizations.
It will improve the energy efficiency of these institutions , and achieve compliance
with standards . Photovoltaic panels are being installed on buildings of these
institutions.
The loan will finance the construction of a high professional school at Bergerac
(Dordogne) which will meet the criteria for a "positive energy building."
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€ 300 million will be spent on business envelope to help companies, supplemented
by a contribution of € 150 million granted by Crédit Agricole and Banque Populaire /
Caisse d' Epargne.
A regional guarantee fund in partnership with OSEO also supports small business
investments, including farms.
Tax Incentives and loans in France available for households to finance works for
Energy Efficiency
Tax credits are available for heating and energy saving works in households. This is called
crédit d’impôt développement durable.
With the introduction of stricter energy performance standards (RT 2012) in new dwellings
from 1st January 2013, only new properties completed by 1st January 2011 are eligible for
the tax credit. Since 2014 landlords are not eligible from the tax credit.
The eligible works include many types of home energy conservation measures, including
wood burners, provided the installation meets agreed performance standards. The works for
which a tax credit is payable are:
Condensing boiler
Double glazing
Insulating shutters
Wall insulation
Hot water insulation
Central heating controls
Equipment for renewable energy for heating and/or hot water
Combined heat and power
Since 2014, the installation of solar panels and rainwater harvesting systems no longer
qualify for a tax credit. Neither are heat pumps, other than air/air, eligible. Also new
simplification has been done with the rates: from 10 different levels of tax credit previously
available now they have been replaced by two rates.
The first lower rate of 15% is only available to those on a maximum income threshold, which
is related to household size. For a single person this is around €25 000 pa, for a couple
around €35 000 pa and for a couple with a child around €40 000 pa.
The second higher rate of 25% is not subject to a test of resources, but is conditional on at
least two elements of energy conservation works - bouquet de travaux - being carried out,
this is to encourage complementary works aiming at coherent actions and more efficiency.
The works can be carried out over two years.
There are maximum limits on the level of the tax credit that can be granted, the maximum
for one person is €8000, and €16 000 for a couple, which is increased by €400 for each
additional person in the household. The allowance can be received over a five year period.
No means testing is carried out.
In most cases the tax credit is only available for the costs of the materials, except in relation
to the installation of roof and wall thermal insulation where the tax credit can cover the
same percentage of the labour cost. The project must be undertaken in its entirety by a
registered builder. Even more from 1st July 2014, these companies must have the
qualification label RGE – Reconnu Grenelle de l'Environnement which is intended to ensure
quality of the works and final energy efficiency of the improved envelope.
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In addition to tax credits, there are two small grants that are available on a means tested
basis.
Covering several works such as insulation and improved heating, the government states that
around two-thirds of all households should be eligible for at least one of the grants. The
conditions of eligibility are not quite the same for each grant, with different income
thresholds and works.
A 3000 € grant (Prime à la rénovation) is available for the poorest households. It
complements the aid of the National Housing Agency (Anah) and replaces the previous
renewal grant (FART) of €1 600. The grant work must improve the energy performance of
the property by at least 25%. (a specialist must perform an energy assessment to decide the
most suitable work). The work should not be started before the application is submitted.
A second 1 350 € grant is attributed to households whose annual income does not exceed
the maximum ceiling of €35 000 euros and who do not benefit from the prime à la
rénovation of €3 000. To qualify for the grant, a bouquet de travaux involving at least two of
the following must be realised:
Thermal insulation work of all of the roof;
Thermal insulation of at least half of the external facing walls;
Thermal insulation of at least half exterior facing glazing;
Installation of a condensing boiler or combined heat and power boiler, or heat
pumps other than air/air;
Space heating or heating hot water by wood or other biomass;
Heating of hot water by a renewable energy source.
Both grants are only available if carried out by a certified tradesman.
An interest free loan (l’éco-prêt à taux zéro) for the cost of works of home energy
conservation is also available, without ressource condition. The duration of the loan is
normally 10 years, but it can be up to 15 years where at least three elements of work are
undertaken.
Eligible works include loft insulation and other types of work as listed above for tax credits,
as well as renewal of a septic tank system.
The amount of the loan is up to €20,000 for two elements of energy conservation, and up to
€30,000 for three or more. It is up to €10,000 for a septic tank alone, but this sum must be
included within the maximum of €30,000. Eligible properties are those constructed before
1st January 1990.

White certificates
In France a part from limited fiscal incentives, private companies and households are
traditionally reluctant to engage in energy saving measures. Nevertheless the
implementation of white certificates, notably concerning energy providers, have
recently encouraged “top-down” energy saving measures from main market actors
towards their clients (EDF, GDF, Poweo, Altergaz and Direct Energie, among others,
are concerned).
Projects implemented by ESCOs (Société de services d'Efficacité Energétique) are
mostly HVAC system operations, public lighting, and Combined Heat and Power and
facility management, notably public or tertiary buildings oriented. French ESCOs
mostly provide complex solutions, in contrast to ESCOs in other European countries.
In France the price of energy is still not high enough to seriously encourage savings in
energy consumption, (cheap energy from nuclear plants). The social housing sector
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(and in general, rented houses) are still in need of special treatment to overcome
split incentives.
Success Model
The government must keep the logic of “bouquet de travaux” (coordinated and
complementary works for energy efficiency) and also keep the RGE label compulsory
for the enterprises. This will ensure the quality of the builds that obtain fiscal
incentives or zero interest loans.
The government has recently created a special commission on “Energy
Refurbishment of buildings” which is led by industrial actors. They are currently
working on ideas to fuel massive energy efficient refurbishment specially considering
housing, as a strategic target.
One of the ideas is to launch an “Energy Passport” which will be established for each
house, where after a first energy assessment, a list of suitable works will be
introduced, allowing follow-up, communication between different actors, step-bystep renovations keeping coherence of interventions, and also in case of property
transfer, this will stay with the building and help new owner to keep on with the
energy efficiency measures.
A digital management tool is envisage to complement the Energy Passport, in order
to help all stakeholders involved in the process to act more efficiently and exchange
more, possibly both on a cloud based platform and featuring BIM compliance.
Of course energy efficiency standards are expected to comply to NZEB or at least
have it as a suitable target, as it is well known that renovation works are generally
envisaged by cycles of 30 years, so the idea is to achieve a good performance from
the start.
White certificates are already being used as a complement for financing energy
saving works as big actors that need to certify actions are offering the system to
households: for instance big retail chains that sell gasoline (Carrefour, Leclerc
supermarkets) will reverse money to clients that certificate their works via a
dedicated platform and service.
The EE market in France is potentially enormous, key challenges include the
refurbishment of 30 million dwellings (2.2 billion square meters) and 0.9 billion
square meters of industrial and commercial buildings. Overall, the French
government hopes that 400,000 homes will be renovated each year between 2013
and 2020, which would require € 208 billion of private and public investment.
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3. KEY ACTORS
Departments of regional and local administrations
Baseline
DREAL Direction Régionale de l’Environnement, de l’Aménagement et du
Logement d’Aquitaine (Aquitaine Regional Directorate of Environment, Urban
Planning and Housing)
DREAL Aquitaine's mission is to implement at the regional level, state policies driven by the
Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy and the Ministry of Gender,
Territories and Housing. The DREALs is organized in five thematic services and five territorial
units, supported by 4 missions, a general secretariat and an integrated support pole. Its
scope of action promotes a transversal approach to issues and greater consistency of advice.
DREAL's mission is to “bring to knowledge and action” issues from state policies to regional
level and allows departmental services to conduct a partnership reflection on the choices
that will engage Aquitaine territories in the path of sustainable development.
Climate and Energy Service of the DREAL: SCE Climate and Energy works closely with
ADEME17 services on energy production, savings and transport, and for the promotion of
Aquitaine significant potential for renewable energy (including solar, biomass and
geothermal). It is also in charge of sustainable construction and energy efficiency.

Success Model
In sustainable construction depending from SCE Climate and Energy from DREAL,
two initiatives are worth noting and developing:
The Observatory of Building Materials (natural aggregates or substitution) which are
the indispensable raw material for all activity of Building, Civil Engineering and Public
Works. As such, their efficient and effective management is one of the essential
elements of the planning and development of the regional territory. Since several
years, the Aquitaine region presents an increasing reduction in the supply capacity of
local materials. Indeed, regardless of the type of natural resource (loose rock or solid
rock), the potential for exploitation is restricted due to the depletion of certain
deposits, changes in regulatory constraints and conflicts of use (environmental
conservation, protection of natural areas, increasing urbanisation, infrastructure... ).
At the same time, the need for raw building materials has grown steadily. This is why
the Aquitaine region is now a net importer with all the environmental consequences
induced, particularly in terms of transport. The Observatory of Building Materials is
an effective and dynamic regional tool, capable of responding to a comprehensive
and efficient supply and use of building materials in Aquitaine.

17

ADEME is the French National Energy Agency.
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The Observatory of the Construction Sector is a permanent information tool that
gathers and processes all economic and social information in the field of
construction. Its funding is contracted through a multi-year agreement and subject
to funding from the State and the Regional Council. It is managed by the
CEBATRAMA (Economic Unit of Building, Public Works and Building Materials
Aquitaine) which is a non-profit organisation. The observatory is meant to be a place
for dialogue, information and forecasting that includes at the regional level, all
partners in the building sector, including Public Works and Quarries and Building
Materials.

Other stakeholders
Baseline
There are some interesting initiatives like “poles of competitiveness” who works like
associations of complementary actors of the building sector, who can work together
on improving the methods and habits, and promote novel solutions in energy
efficient design and construction of NZEB. The CREAHD is one good example of this
kind of initiatives: it is an association dedicated to Construction, Resources,
Environment, and Development of Sustainable Residential Buildings in the Aquitaine
Region.
Success Model
There is already an important network of actors like regional and local energy
agencies, educational institutions, and industry organizations.
The most important step will be to convince all of them of the interest of the NZEB
approach proposed in the PassREg project, in comparison with existing and planned
regulation context, existing labels/certifications, and sustainable construction
concepts already applied.
Once these key actors are convinced and have available all the necessary
information, and sets of solutions, they will be able to disseminate the idea and
convince the other stakeholders (local legal entities, civil associations, financial
institutions, media). The networks, and information dissemination channels already
exist: the key to success in establishing an appropriate regional roadmap will be to
use them efficiently.
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4 CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Training of local authorities
Baseline
The number of opportunities for vocational training in France’s building sector has
exploded. A very large number of firms and professionals are involved. In addition,
quality demands in terms of the performance and technical standard of new
products are increasingly high.
France has already carried out consistent work to determine training needs of
building sector’s workforce at national but also regional and local levels. Different
initiatives have also already been undertaken to train these workers.18
- BUILD UP SKILLS is an EU programme, In order to meet the general objective of
lifelong skills improvement among all construction industry professionals
(particularly between now and 2020), proposed different methods to build up the
skills of construction personnel (information, awareness-raising, training, support)
based on the extent of knowledge or skill required.
The programme aim to train about 12000 trainer and instructors19, excluding the
higher education sector, at the national level. Half of them, including national
education and apprenticeships, with initial training, while the other half with
continuing training, this section includes “non-certifying training organization , AFPA
(National association for adult vocational training), GRETA (Consortium of public
educational institution), FCMB (Building trades training companion) and other
certifying training body.
However, it becomes clear that in order to meet the objectives of improving the
ambitious energy efficiency set by the Europe and France, skills must be improved
massively and quickly.
The training of construction professionals is a major challenge for the
implementation of energy efficiency policies in the region of Aquitaine. The
quantitative and qualitative leap to be made in the performance level of buildings
being built or renovated necessitates a change in practices and a significant increase
in the skills of all those involved in the construction industry.
To meet these needs, state agencies offer high quality consultancy and training
services. Hundreds of consulting firms and design offices also offer their services in
France and worldwide.

18

http://www.buildupskills.eu/en/national-project/france
http://www.buildupskills.eu/sites/default/files/BUS%20FRANCE_Roadmap%20ENDORSED%20VERSION%20-%2026Nov.pdf

19
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Success Model
Various national studies show the Insufficient level of training in France in relation to
Europe’s requirements; lack of mastering new skills (heat exchange in the building,
control measurement tools, poses new insulation, air tightness, etc.), only 30% of
the trainers feel competence enough, the offers of training are not very legible and
finally, the number of qualified trainer and the TOT is insufficient.
The needs for targeted training are:
Instructional design: promoting development situation on educational platforms and
continues training in work sites, case studies, new teaching methods, etc.
Raising difficulties access to training provision (the image of the construction trades,
continuous training : developing of eco-conditionality supports, access to public
procurement, state aid and competition issues, etc., promote access to training,
require mandatory induction training).
Training of trainers TOT: better define of pedagogical framework, innovative new
tools, qualifying training of trainers, disseminating technical and pedagogical
intelligence to support trainers.
recognition of training: a lot of communication, driven by demand;
Financing: support entrepreneurs in terms of training and good signs specific
funding.

Training of designers and builders
Baseline
Certified European Passive House Designer (CEPH):
Based on the teaching material developed in collaboration between
the CEPH project partners, the CEPH training courses are designed
as a 80 hours intensive programme to cover all relevant topics and
issues, it includes nine modules providing all the elements necessary
for a good design of a passive building in the 10-day-training-course.
In France, the Passive House certified center for training and examination in Paris is
“La Maison Passive Service Sarl”. Nowadays there is no training center in Aquitain
region. However, from 244 persons graduated CEPH in France, seven persons
graduates CEPH at regional level.
BATIR 2050, training Agreed Effinergie:
Founded in 2006, the association Effinergie has set a goal to
develop the market for new and refurbished construction, a
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genuine dynamic to generate comfortable and efficient buildings from an energy
point of view. PASSIVE HOUSE BIOCLIMATIC “Effinergie certified center” offers a
training programme “Bâtir 2050” to help professionals of building to manage the
BBC and RT 2012 labels, Effinergie and passive building. The training programme is
set up in collaboration with FFACB (French Federation of Building artisancooperators), FFB (French Building Federation) , CAPEB (Confederation of Crafts and
Small Business Building) and SYNAMOB (combination of professional project
management and architectural designers). More than 600 designers and building
developers already formed “Bâtir 2050” from 2009 to 2012 20.
FEE Bat, Training in energy saving of professional in building,
companies and craftsmen. Until 2012, more than 48,000
participants in energy savings with training deployment in all
regions
The FEE Bat provides five training modules are open to all entrepreneurs, artisans
and craftsmen work in buildings. The modules are about the energy improvements
to existing buildings, efficient technologies and NZEB. There is many certified centers
in the Aquitaine region for the FEE Bat training, ARFAB (Organization of training for
building artisans), GRETA (Group of institutions of national Education), NOBATEK
(Technical center), IFRB (Institute for Training and Research Building), CDPEA
(Sustainable Building and Energy Performance in Aquitaine), AFPA Aquitaine
(National Association for Adult Vocational Training). FEE Bat program is supported by
a large majority of leader organizations, associations and enterprises (atee, CAPEB,
FFB, SCOP BTP EDF and ADEME).
REGIONAL LEVEL
The vast majority of French Regions support Effinergie®, Today 20 out of 22
mainland regions have joined the association including the region of Aquitaine.
Created in March 2006, this association’s objective is to create a supportive dynamic
within the construction market that makes it conducive to building comfortable and
energy efficient buildings.
It has forged the ability to:
• develop building references and tools,
• unite all the players in the sector,
• promote a regional dynamic among the players in the construction sector,
• ensure coordination between governmental authorities and regional initiatives,

20

http://effinergie.org/web/index.php/effinergie-en-region/informations-de-la-region/185-formationpratique-a-la-construction-basse-consommation-rt-2012-effinergie
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• show the technico-economic feasibility of low energy construction, highlighting
results from real experience.
Success Model
CFAA (Centre Formation Architects Aquitaine) proposes a continuous training for the
architect in Aquitain region about the sustainable building management. At June
2014, CFAA achieved a training about “ Positive Energy Building” BIPOS in
collaboration with NOBATEK “technical center in Aquitain region”.
CFFA proposes many other training primarily intended for architects, BBC (Low
energy buildings), BBC et santé (Low energy buildings & health care), RT2012, Air
quality in the buildings … etc.
The number of architect follow these trainings is not mentioned by the center (for
more information see: http://www.cfaa.fr/ )

5 MARKET FOR PASSIVE BUILDINGS
At present, The French labels meet the need of the market to the low energy
consumption buildings. The Effinergie® association, in partnership with the Ministry
has developed energy performance labels for the new and renovated buildings in
residential and not-residential sectors. These labels are delivered by accredited
organizations of certification (Promotelec, Cequami, Cerqual, Prestaterre and
Certivéa). BBC-Effinergie label, also used by the Grenelle environmental agreement
as the 2012 objective for new buildings, the consumption goal of this label is 50
kWhep/m2/year for new residences, and 80 kWhep/m2/year for renovation projects.
To prepare the construction sector to NZEB, Effinergie offers its labels “BPASSEffinergie” and “BEPOS-Effinergie 2013”. The general principle of “BEPOS-Effinergie
2013” is to reduce the consumption of non-renewable primary energy used in the
project, it demonstrates the foundations of what must be a positive energy building,
and therefore proposes a developed protocol to be shared by all stakeholders in the
building sector from 2013, It involves individual or collective residential and nonresidential buildings in France (excluding overseas territories). This label will allow
for evolution of the requirements and prepare for further steps before the
generalization of BEPOS provided by future thermal regulation RT 2020.
Effinergie’s strength comes from bringing together French regional, city
governments and a wide range of actors and experts, from research laboratories to
manufacturers, training centers, architects, engineering consultants, research
departments, non-profit organizations, etc.
In France, between 2007 and 2014, the Construction with BBC Effinergie label is
306.810 housing, 87% for apartment housing and 13% for single housing. The graphs
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below show the evolution of the number of requests for the BBC label Effinergie
cumulatively, since 2007.

Figure above: Evolution of the number of requests for the BBC label Effinergie
cumulatively, since 2007

In March 2014, more than 51% of applications were certified Effinergie BBC, this
percentage achieved 62% in single houses. In the first quarter of 2014, the pace of
Certified BBC Effinergie housing is always supported and comparable to the average
in 2013. Indeed, more than 12,000 houses are certified by month.
The number of housing certified Effinergie+ in France was 204 housing in 2014, 2
housing only had the label BEBOS Effinergie 2013 at the same period.
In the region of Aquitaine…
In the region of Aquitaine, the number of a new housing certified BBC Effinergie
(Houses Detached group, Collective Housing in the region of Aquitaine is about
22500 housings in addition to 60,000 m² of tertiary buildings. Nowadays, 38500
Housings and 204000 m² of tertiary buildings are demanded the certification.
The graphs below show evolution of the number of housing certified BBC-Effinergie
in the region.
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Figure above: Evolution of the number of housing obtained BBC in Aquitaine region

There is no housing labeled Effinergie+ or Bepos Effinergie yet in the region of
Aquitaine, even though there is about 550 demand for the label Effinergie+.
The statistics show that although the market for passive house building has not yet
matured, but there is a great trend among decision-makers and end-users to move
toward this type of construction. The number of designed and built passive buildings
is very limited in the region of Aquitaine particularly and across France Generally.

6 SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
Baseline
Buildings built in Aquitaine region and designed with high energy performance are
currently listed on the Aquitaine Area Sustainable Building website:
(www.constructionsdurablesaquitaine.com).
This website is supported from the regional government, and managed by CREAHd, a
cluster of building sector companies and technically driven by Nobatek.

Fig. 1 - Aquitaine Area Sustainable Building website- Interactive map of front-runner operations in
Aquitaine

Thermal Regulation in force in France, RT2012 does not particularly support
implementation of PH standard at any level. France has its own EE standard which
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includes target of NZEB positive energy buildings (produce more energy than they
consume) for 2020. Currently only one house have been certified in Aquitaine. This
house is briefly described on a next section.
Focus on monitored wooden buildings with high-energy performance
and adapted summer comfort design
In order to consider largely sustainable development issues, two adjoining
apartments in Taillan-Medoc (Fig. 2), social housing buildings of the urban
development zone of Arrousets (Fig. 3), and two energy-plus-house, called
Napevomo (Solar Decathlon Madrid 2010, Fig. 4) and Sumbiosi (Solar Decathlon
Madrid 2012, Fig. 5), have been developed with a global reflection of life cycle
assessment. The massive use of wood ensued from these studies.
These projects, through regional economic development request, aim to reduce
energy loads in winter while maintaining optimum summer comfort conditions.
However, one of the main and common issues to these buildings is the management
of summer comfort for the Atlantic climate which is warm and humid. Indeed use of
lightweight constructive principles in wood requires a particular attention to
compensate for thermal inertia and mass losses compared with traditional masonry
buildings.
From this perspective, these buildings and their systems were designed, built and
instrumented to provide experience feedbacks.
As for winter strategy, bioclimatic architecture is required to manage summer
comfort. The use of wide overhangs to protect south-facing windows from the sun or
dense insulation (like wood fiber and cellulose wadding) to slow down heat
penetration into the walls is examples applied in three projects. Also Napevomo and
SUMBIOSI have self-irrigated vegetal areas which enable to protect the house from
the solar gains by refreshing green areas through by evapo-transpiration process.

Fig. 2 - South façade of Taillan-Medoc building
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Fig. 3 - South façade of Arrousets buildings

Fig. 4 - South façade of Napevomo

Fig. 5 - South façade of SUMBIOSI

However, in hot climate these strategies are not enough, especially for wood frame
buildings where the inertia is not enough. Different systems and strategies have
been applied to compensate this lack of inertia (Table 2).
Table 2 – Cooling systems resume
Additional thermal inertia
Arrousset
Taillan-Medoc

- Dense insulation
- PCM intermediate floor
- Dense insulation
- Massive wood intermediate floor

Cooling ventilation systems
- Mechanical over ventilation
- Natural over ventilation
- Ground coupled heat exchanger
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Napevomo

Sumbiosi

- Dense insulation
- Raw clay
- Self-irrigated vegetal areas
- Dense insulation
- Concrete
- Self-irrigated vegetal areas

- Natural over ventilation
- PCM exchanger
- Natural over ventilation
- PCM exchanger

All these buildings have been or are currently monitored. Generally they have given
very positive feedbacks for both, winter and summer behaviors. These projects and
their monitoring relieved three main axes to work and develop:
Training of trade construction works is necessary to avoid manufacturing
defects (for instance : air tightness)
Detailed dynamic studies are necessary to design summer comfort in
Aquitaine
User has to be entirely integrated during design phase in order to avoid
dysfunctional systems
Studied and developed solutions for timber frame building in Atlantic climate enable
to maintain an acceptable summer comfort. They require detailed dynamic studies; a
reasonably high level of insulation, a compact architecture, an inertia insertion and
innovative systems such as PCM based systems. In addition it is important to develop
architectural integration through a collaborative work between architect and
engineer. Other points are to develop solutions compatible with social housing, that
is to say: economic, simple, prefabricated and easy to use. Indeed, user has to be
entirely integrated during the design phase.
The first certified Passivhaus house in Aquitaine : The Rospide house

Fig. 6 : Maison passive Pays Basque © IdeA
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IEE PassREg
PASSIVE HOUSE REGIONS WITH
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Success Model
Arnhem-Nijmegen Region
aspiring region involved in PassREg project
Contents by DNA
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INTRODUCTION
Just a few years ago the concept of Passive House was very unknown in the ArnhemNijmegen Region in The Netherlands. During the PassReg project participants from
the city region and from DNA in de Bouw have joined forces to put the concept on the
map. The timing is relatively favourable with the EPBD directives leading to more
political ambition in the domain of sustainable building and renewable energy
sources. As a result of the PassReg project we now have multiple passive house
beacon projects in the region and we have created more awareness amongst
government officials, suppliers and consumers of the opportunities that the passive
house concept offers for improving the energy performance of buildings.
The road to success however is paved with obstacles and profound learning
processes and there is still a long way to go. The PassReg project has shown us that a
multi-actor approach is absolutely necessary to achieve the goals that are set. Strong
political and market forces, existing cultural habits, the complexity of bringing
technical innovations (like the Passive House concept) to the mainstream market and
the need for social innovation all ask for skillful process management.
In this success model we seek to analyse and describe the path we have travelled in
the PassReg project so far and the conditions we encountered. Based on these we
identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for implementing the
Passive House concept with Renewable Energy sources in the region. We also give a
roadmap based on these insights that can guide actions beyond the PassReg project
and perhaps inspire other regions to learn from our experience in their own quests for
more sustainable building.

1. ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY AND LEGISLATION
National framework:
Netherlands

Implementation

of

EPBD

in

The

National Plan
The EPBD demands a national plan to reduce energy use and reduce emissions of
carbon dioxide. This has been written in the Netherlands and published at the site of
the national government at 28 September 2012. The targets in this plan are for all
(new) government buildings after 2018 to be NZEB and all other new buildings after
2020. The plan contains a set of distinct measures, ranging from regulation to local
innovative programs and pilots. Some highlights are described in this article.
Legislation
(Part of) the EPBD has been translated into national regulation: BEG (Besluit
Energieprestatie Gebouwen/Resolution Energy performance Buildings) and REG
(Regeling Energieprestatie Gebouwen/ Regulation Energy performance Buildings)
and the “Activiteitenbesluit” (Activities Resolution).
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The main reason that some of the parts of the EPBD have not been implemented in
time, has been that the proposed legislation was rejected by the legislative house.
More time was needed to create a new proposal.
Energy Performance Label
There is a standard energy performance label in The Netherlands which is called EPC
(energy performance coefficient). The calculations that lead to this are registered in
the NEN-norm 7120 and they are included in the “Bouwbesluit”(Building Resolution),
which regulates all building activities in The Netherlands.
In 1996 for the first time there was an EPC requirement for new residential
buildings: the EPC had to be below 1.4. (a value of 1 was the average energy
performance of a house in 1990). The norm was tightened every few years since
then, after a feasibility study. The current EPC requirement is 0.6 for residential
buildings and from 1-1-2015 it will be 0.4. For non-residential buildings the current
EPC-requirement varies between 1.1 and 2.6, depending on the main function of the
building. From 1-1-2015 the requirement is that the energy performance of a nonresidential building is 50% better than in 2007.
Important principle in the NEN norm is that regardless of the type, shape or size of
the house,similar provisions will lead to more or less the same performance: in other
words, big houses with a lot of roof- or facade area are allowed to use more energy
to meet the same performance-requirements. A building that is completely energy
neutral has an EPC of 0.
Because builders are allowed to determine the measures for reaching the norm
themselves, the gevernment states with the EPC requirement a minimum Rc-value
for the shell, to stimulate energy reduction.
For collective sources of energy there is a norm since july 1st 2012, called EMG
(energy performance measures at a regional level). It contains the calculations
needed to take collective energy measures into account when labeling a building.
Since it is a very recent norm, it is not complete yet: this period is being used to
experiment with it. Also, it is not possible to build a non-energy efficient building by
using the regional measures as main input for the EPC: there is a minimum
requirement for the building itself (without counting the EMG the energy
performance of the building itself is not allowed to be worse than 1,33 times the EPC
requirement).
The different norms are now restricted to new buildings, but will be used for existing
buildings in the future.
Use of Renewable energy sources
The EPC is set up in a way that stimulates the use of renewable sources of energy.
These will give a better EPC-value compared to use of traditional, non-renewable
sources.
Programmes
19 Areas in The Netherlands are running programs of national and regional
governments to stimulate experimenting with energy efficient building. Different
consortia do building projects using innovative techniques and trying to make them
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more cost effective and ready to market, by innovation of processes and techniques.
Knowledge gained in these programs is actively spread in the building community
with the aim of speeding up the transition to energy efficient building. Local
governments outside these experimental areas are not allowed to sharpen
requirements in their local building policies.
There are also programs running that target the existing buildings. They gain
experience in for example how to reach cost-effective energy efficiency in major
renovations and how to stimulate consumers to take these measures.
Programmes are financed from several different funds, public and private.
Smart Meters and behavioural change
So-called Smart Meters have been introduced and are mandatory in new buildings,
with deep retrofitting, with regular maintenance and when the consumer does a
personal request. These smart meters give direct insight in energy use and are
regarded as an important aid in changing consumer behaviour.
Also research is being conducted, commissioned by the government, to find out
what drives consumers decisions and behaviour regarding sustainable renovations,
so that this information can be used for improving the effectivity of policymaking
and marketing efforts.

Regional Framework: Political will, policy and legislation
Cityregion Arnhem-Nijmegen is located in the province of Gelderland and consists of
19 municiplatities in total: Arnhem, Beuningen, Doesburg, Duiven, Groesbeek,
Heumen, Lingewaard, Millingen aan de Rijn, Montferland, Nijmegen, Overbetuwe,
Renkum, Rheden, Rijnwaarden, Rozendaal, Ubbergen, Westervoort, Wijchen and
Zevenaar. The total amount of houses in this region in 2010 was:
Rented houses:

132.850

Owner-occupied houses:

152.050

Province of Gelderland
The province has an official policy to increase the energy efficiency of new and
existing buildings. It has also made specific agreements on this with all of its regions.
The goal is to be energy neutral as a province in 2050. In 2020 14% of all energy
supply should be from renewable sources. And in 2020 there should be a reduction
of energy use of 20% from the baseline in 2010. The strategy chosen is to strengthen
the EMT sector (energy, environment, technology), to stimulate saving energy and to
support creation and use of renewable energy sources. Resources that are used are
for example two forums that regularly meet for exchanging ideas, knowledge and
networking and realizing projects (with municipalities, companies, innovators,
university and other relevant parties), financial aid (subsidies or loans from a
revolving fund), advice and leading by example (in projects of the province).
Gelderland commissioned the creation of the EnergieAtlas. It is a tool, accessible for
everyone through internet, that provides an overview of initiatives and realized
projects in Gelderland concerning the energy transition. It does this by providing a
number of maps, which combined can answer questions like:
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-

Which locations in the province offer a good opportunity for new energy
initiatives?
- What is the potential of different renewable energy sources?
- Which specific aspects are relevant for the spatial integration of
energysystems in the landscape?
The Province of Gelderland has been subsidinzing one of PassReg’s beacon projects
GWLO: a passive project of three houses.
Nijmegen: initiator of Power2Nijmegen
The municipality of Nijmegen has the ambition to become an energyneutral city in
2045, by reducing energy-use by 50% and gaining the rest from renewable energy
sources. Many projects have been initiated since 2008 and it has already resulted in
an energy reduction of 7%. In 2012 the program Power2Nijmegen was initiated as a
co-creation between the municipality, companies, knowledge institutes, social
organisations and other experts to jointly investigate and initiate ideas in different
fields to reach the ambitious goal of becoming energyneutral as a city. A routemap
has been developed with all sorts of projects to reach the end goal. One of the fields
is sustainable building and this working group has projected large scale passive
building and renovation in Nijmegen from the year 2025 onwards. Intermediate
steps towards this end have been identified and are intended to be addressed in the
coming years. Other examples of major energy projects are the building of a district
heating net that uses the rest-warmth of a waste treatment plant, which will supply
energy for 11.000 houses from 2015 onwards and the building of a big biogasinstallation using green waste, which has been realised already. This gas is being
used by for example city buses. A park with wind-turbines is now being built which
will provide 8000 homes with energy from 2016 onwards. There is also an initiative
to change the energy consumption behaviour of residents in the city area of
Neerbosch-Oost, using a combination of interventions and with a high emphasis on
involving neighbourhood-residents. The PassReg project is also part of the
movement of Power2Nijmegen.
In 2013 a Green Deal was made between 20 municipalities in Gelderland,
corporations and businesses about using GPR (an assessment tool for the
sustainability of buildings) and developing a common language in sustainable
building as well as agreeing to lead their organizations on outlines towards more
sustainable practices. The main purpose of this green deal, which was initiated by
the government, is to create more consciousness and commitment in organisations,
so that this will inspire more ambitious steps in the future.
In October 2014 several government officials from the municipality joint the
excursion to Heidelberg, Germany, organized by DNA in de Bouw. They were
specifically interested in how Nijmegen could benefit from a project like this.
Arnhem: Participant in National Green Deal Smart Energy Cities and
initiator of the program Energy Made in Arnhem
The national Green Deal Smart Cities aims to supply 100.000 buildings with smart
(and sustainable) energy systems before 2019. Energy made in Arnhem is a program
from the municipality, working with inhabitants and entrepreneurs, aiming to make
fast progress in sustainability, energy saving, renewable energy sources and
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development and stimulation of innovations and employment in energy and
environmental technology.
Several initiatives are being coordinated from these programmes to stimulate
(learning about) green energy. One example is POWERLAB, an experience center for
sustainable electric energy, meant for children in primary or secondary school, for
students and for businesses to learn about and work with sustainable electric
energy.
Several conferences and meetings are yearly being organized or hosted by the
municipality of Arnhem to increase awareness for sustainable energy with
businesses and residents and to stimulate local entrepreneurs in sustainability in
developing their business and connecting to other businesses in this field.
Government supporting Change Agents that assist local initiatives
Many municipalities in the province of Gelderland have asked specialized agencies to
assist and stimulate local energy and sustainability initiatives from homeowners and
businesses and this way stimulate demand. This is a recent initiative and results are
awaiting evaluation. Examples of these agencies are 5+1, Synthese and Rijn&IJssel.
This type of agencies is relatively new in the market and still looking for viable
business models. They can be categorized as “change agents” in the transition
process towards sustainable building. By investing in these agencies the government
is helping the rise of these important players in the energy transition. It is important
however that for the long term these players develop a business model independent
of government funding. At the moment few market players are willing to invest in
this type of process managers, even though they add value for these parties as well.
Maybe the government funding can help them gain experience and this way prove
their worth to the market players, so they will be willing to invest in them also.

2. ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Contracting practices
In The Netherlands most contracting practices, whether professional or private
clients, are based on lowest cost. This means that the main criterion used by a client
to select a contracting party is price. To be able to contract this way, the client has to
specify his or her needs and preferred solution in advance and the bidders try to be
as cheap as possible, otherwise they have no chance of winning the bid. This is a bad
start if integrated high quality solutions within time and budget are sought after, a
requisite for good passive house design and building. Also it often leads to exceeding
the budget limits, time delays and costly mistakes. Unfortunately most clients do not
realize this and are unwilling to change this practice.
Some government officials and departments are experimenting with alternative
ways to contract, for example to weigh in certain quality aspects beside costs. Still,
the way the bidding takes place does not stimulate an integrated approach with all
building parties and the client at equal positions, striving for a common goal. Social
and financial innovation is needed to find alternative ways for contracting, that
enhance cooperation, communication and creativity and that way reduce the costs
and risks for the clients as well as raise the delivered quality. Some of the PassReg
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beacon projects have taken a different approach to contracting. Here the client set a
certain budget as a maximum, chose partners based on quality, had these partners
work together in an integrated manner from the start of the project and gave them
the challenge of reaching certain results within the budget. This boosted creativity.
Also the partners worked with open budgets, which means that everybody got a fair
share of earnings, based on principles that were agreed on from the start with the
client and each other. This way there was no need for hidden agenda’s or foggy
negotiations during the project. All of these projects remained within budget and the
client and building partners were satisfied with the end result and the process
leading towards it. The lessons learned and results of this kind of cooperation should
be spread so it can be used by other interested parties to improve practices and to
raise the consciousness of clients about the risks of and alternatives to the known
system. One of the members of DNA in de Bouw will be presenting this topic of
innovative ways to cooperate in NZEB building projects at the NZEB conference in
Brussels in November 2014. The foundation KERN is planning a part of the
curriculum around this subject. Events organized by DNA in de Bouw practically
always contain references to or information on this subject.
Another important benefit of this way of working is that, as long as traditional
builders do not work integratedly, it can give a competitive edge to sustainable
building: the price issue (“sustainable building is more expensive than traditional
building”) can be reduced or even removed in many cases by cutting costs by being
more creative and working in an integrated manner.

Forms of funding
Life Cycle Costing
Most consumers are not aware of the existence and consequences of lifecycle costs
and therefore primarily focus on initial investment costs. This however gives an
incomplete picture for a sound financial decision. These consumers are potentially
deciding suboptimally. In a recent research organized by DNA in the Bouw compared
a shortlist of 5 calculation tools available in Europe on 48 criteria in 5 themes: NZEB,
lifecycle costing, using European calculation standards, applicable for renovation and
new construction and the integration of renewable energy sources. The E-calculator
developed in Belgium was selected as most promising, some other tools proved to
be quite useful also. Instruments like this are not commonly used and should be
promoted with suppliers and can be used for sales and project management
purposes.
Using a percentage of the energy bill for investing in the energy transition
Countries like Germany and Belgium have regulations that reserve a certain (small)
percentage of the energy bill for investments in the energy transition. In the
Netherlands this is not yet implemented. It could be a promising instrument
however, to generate funding for example for developing exemplary buildings,
performing studies, stimulating innovations, providing free advice for builders on
sustainable building or for providing subsidies.
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ESCo’s
One reason for some consumers to not choose for (energyneutral) renovation has to
do with the high initial investment costs, which they cannot afford. A possible
solution is to create an Energy Service Company. In The Netherlands, and also in the
region of Arnhem Nijmegen, different parties are experimenting with the
possibilities. ESCO’s are not new, they first developed in the late 1970’s during the
energy crisis. They have now regained interest. The basic idea of an ESCo is that it
combines providing energy solutions with innovative financing methods, reducing
the risk for the client. An example would be that the ESCo will carry the investment
costs of the renovation and lead the renovation project to achieve NZEB. (A part of)
the average monthly energy costs from before the renovation will be payed by the
owners or tenants as a fee to the ESCo after the renovation for a period of time
(usually 5-20 years), to cover the investment costs and interest. This way the
monthly dues of the owners or tenants will not change or be lower, yet they can
undergo deep renovation. There are several business models for ESCo’s.
In The Netherlands and also in the region Arnhem-Nijmegen there are several
examples of ESCO’s financing deep renovations with RES. There are also ESCo’s
focusing on a specific product that aims at reducing use of energy, so called productESCo’s. Because there is still a lack of knowledge and experience in The Netherlands
on best practices with ESCo’s, there is an independant platform that collects and
distributes this knowledge: ESCoNetwerk Nederland. Some commercial companies
have also started now to give advice on how to create a profitable ESCo and assist
with this. It is a promising route to overcome some financial and risk-associated
barriers in the implementation of NZEB with RES concepts. The province of
Gelderland actively stimulates the use of ESCo’s where possible.
Subsidies and special loans
Subsidies for energy saving measures or for implementing renewable energy sources
are issued regularly by national and local governments in The Netherlands. Although
they usually have a short term effect on the creation of demand, there seems to be
little long term vision and coherency in the policy. This leads to problems for the
suppliers, because after a subsidy (for example for solar panels) has been abolished
again, the consumers immediately stop buying and wait for the next period. So
suppliers experience a peak during the subsidized period, grow their business and
then are in serious business trouble when the subsidy stops and demand plummets.
This means the supply side has a hard time surviving, because they cannot foresee
the government’s policy and the effect on their business because of a lack of long
term strategy. Another point of improvement is that subsidies and loans are often
provided for specific solutions instead of an integrated approach, for example for
insulation or solar panels. The municipality of Arnhem for example has issued a
possible loan with low interest rates in 2013, intended for measures improving
sustainability of housing but only including solar panels. This means that people are
biased to choose a solution that might objectively not be the best choice for them to
make which could lead to disappointment in the long run ánd it is possibly a missed
opportunity for higher quality and higher energy savings. It might be better if
subsidies would stimulate integrated advice and measures most effective for each
specific case. Other municipalities, like Nijmegen, fortunately do extend the financed
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measures to a broad range. In the region of Arnhem Nijmegen this should be a topic
to address in removing the barriers for NZEB with RES.
Beside these programs there are some financial incentives for companies and
individuals to invest in energy-saving measures in their buildings, like a tax reduction
on labour and for companies a tax deduction of the investment. Also since 2014
there is a revolving fund for private home owners: “the national savings fund”
(“Nationaal Energie Bespaarfonds”). It contains public (national government) and
private means (two banks) and provides loans with an attractive interest rate for
energy-saving meaures.
Also recently (summer 2014), the province of Gelderland has opened a similar (but
seperate) fund for cheap loans for energyneutral renovations in a few cities in
Gelderland, amongst which are Arnhem and Nijmegen. People can apply for this loan
also in combination/on top of the national loan. This gives private home-owners
access to a large financial resource for investments.
The province has subsidies available for inhabitants that increase the insulation of
their houses (maximum per household €500-€750). Gelderland evaluates this
subsidy programme every few years for its effects.
Gelderland also has substantial subsidies available for entrepreneurs that realize
installations and energy infrastructure that results in energy saving or renewable
energy sources, as well as for starting a local energy company or an ESCo (50% of the
subsidizable costs with a max of €75.000).
Loans and mortgages with banks
An increasing number of banks gives a discount on the interest rate of a mortgage or
loan, when energy saving measures are implemented in a building. For home owners
this is an increasingly interesting development. The advisors in these banks might
also be trained to raise awareness with their customers of the advantages of an
integrated approach in determining which measures to implement: to save costs and
increase the quality of living and the energy performance, thus the value of their
property.
As from 1 january 2014 the mortgage-limit for owners of houses that are
energyneutral are raised with €13.500. That means this is the amount of money they
can lend on top of what they are allowed for based on income.

3. KEY ACTORS
This section introduces stakeholders (individuals and institutions) engaged in the
development and implementation of policies to promote “nearly zero-energy" /
“passive” buildings.

National Authorities
Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment
Government Service for Entrepreneurs (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend
Nederland)
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Minister for housing and government dervice
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Regional Authorities
Municipalities in the Region
City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen
Province of Gelderland

Suppliers
Producers and material suppliers
Planners, architects, building engineers
Project developers
Facility managers
Investors
Contractors
Installers
Craftsmen
Renovation-shops (“one-stop-shops”)

Demand creating businesses
Advisory Agencies: Process managers
Marketing agencies

Knowledge Institutes and training centers
Universities
High Schools
Vocational Schools or Training centers
Regional cooperations between schools and businesses
Private & commercial educators
Supplier based training centers.

Certifying Institutes
Stichting Passief Bouwen (NL)
of: PHI Duitsland / PHP België
EPC
Normcommissie NEN-norm 7120

- Quality label Passief Bouwen

Suppliers of calculation tools
GPR-Gebouw
BREEAM
PHPP

Local networks of suppliers
DNA in de Bouw
Verduursaam Achterhoek

Energy Companies
Energy suppliers
ESCo’s
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EPC consultants
Energy engineers

DNA: an association networking with the local government
One way for DNA in de Bouw to win involvement of the government has been to
very actively network within the municipalities of Arnhem and Nijmegen and the
socalled City Region. DNA members went to search for key officials in the
government: They found people that were truly passionate on the subject and
possibly influential ánd people that were potential bottlenecks for the process
because they were in a key position but uninterested or even opposed because of
other priorities and interests. DNA decided to invest most time in the enthusiastic
ones. These officials were involved in meetings, DNA had several informal talks with
them about progress over a cup of coffee and mutual interests were actively
explored to find synergy between activities of both parties. Within DNA the people
that were most talented to network like this played the biggest role in this process.
Results for example have been that provincial and municipal officials were visibly
present at events (good PR for sustainable building and passive houses), that some
funding for the activities of DNA was granted from the cityregion, that DNA was
linked to interesting other parties and that DNA was given a visible place with one of
the beacon projects at the Dutch Green Building week opening market. This
networking process has a long-term scope: DNA notices the fruits of the investment
of time and energy is paying off increasingly. On the other hand, there is always a
risk for getting a setback, when a key official is transferred to another job or place.
By developing a broad baseline of contacts in the regional government and focussing
on the “sustainable building-passionate” officials (who are most likely to stay in this
sector) this risk is partly mitigated. One of the most important shared interests with
the regional governments is of helping small regional entrepreneurs succeed, an
important basis for regional economic and social success. Being an association of
many regional small entrepreneurs in building DNA is also relatively unbiased as a
partner for the government. It gives regional entrepreneurs a voice and a face,
without having a dominant direct commercial interest in the contact with the
regional government, something that can put government officials off.
Success factors identified by DNA so far in dealing with the regional governments
are:
Choose strategically which officials to invest time in and which not
When possible work around bottlenecks as opposed to trying to convince
them of the good cause: that usually costs too much energy and it delivers
little results
Decision makers are important for the key issues, but also maintain good
connections with their staff workers: the latter are often the stable part of
the office and can introduce you to the new decision maker when the new
political term starts. Also they can be important advisors for the decision
maker and they are the ones that can keep the knowledge and lessons
learned in the office during political changes.
Develop a broad and “resilient” base of contacts
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Be interested, open and respectful for the other party and their daily reality
and interests: Look for mutual interests, or investigate how you achieving
your interest/goals can help the other achieving their interest/goals and take
this angle to connect with each other
Do not only take, also give!
Results do not come overnight. Give it the time it needs, do not force
anything but stay active at it with positive energy: do not give up. Make sure
you stay visible in a positive and supportive way.

4. CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Mlecnik states as one of his conclusions (p305): “A policy focus on improving the
affordability and competitiveness of highly energy-efficient housing is not
recommended while the market infrastructure is still being developed.”
This view is also reflected in a concern expressed by the government side in the
Arnhem-Nijmegen region, that the government is working hard right now to improve
demand, but as soon as demand will rise there is a problem on the supply side,
especially with small local building parties. The concern is that the supply side will
not be able to keep up with demand the coming years. One of the ways the
government tries to influence this, is by the agreement “Stroomversnelling Koop” in
which it challenges demand and supply oriented companies, big and small, to unite
in the mission of improving sustainable renovations. Municipalities of Arnhem and
Nijmegen are actively suporting this initiative and trying to encourage local market
players to join. But, they also see that the market itself has to organize itself. That is
why they have also been supportive of DNA in the Bouw, being a large and still
growing initiative in the region to unite sustainable builders and spread knowledge.

The suppliers organizational challenge for serving mainstream
markets
Comparable to consumers, suppliers can also be divided in the categories of
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards when it comes
to innovation adoption. A lot of the current passive house suppliers in The
Netherlands can be characterized as being in the innovator or early adopter
category. They like to innovate and generally dislike industry standards,
administration, common interfaces and adaptations to installed solutions especially
when they are technically inferior. They are not likely to cooperate in compromises
needed and can be disruptive to groups that do seek this out. Also when it comes to
selling, people in these categories often have a talent for selling to visionaries and
think big. But when they have to sell to the mainstream market it is often hard for
them to relate to the interests of the pragmatists in that category and to find the
motivation to develop a complete product package, including guarantees, service
and standards and actually executing this.
This pattern has been visible in The Netherlands too. There is a gap between what
current suppliers can offer now and what is needed to conquer the mainstream
market. An example is described in the next paragraph.
Creating unity and respect among different supply parties: round table sessions
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In The Netherlands there are a few separated “movements” that are actively
promoting the passive house concept, usually built up around a few innovative, fairly
idealistic and knowledgeable personalities. Although their basic philosophy is similar,
there are also some differences in opinion between these people and movements
about how to deal with certain practical or political issues. There has been a
tendency during the past years to (publicly) express negative feelings or negative
opinions from some of these parties towards others. Some of them also refuse to
talk to each other. One could say there are some clashing ego’s present in the
passive house scene. This is a serious barrier to the further spread of the Passive
House concept for at least a few reasons:
The general public will not gain faith in the concept by hearing parties quarrel
over all kinds of issues related to it. It is not professional and reliable.
The chance to achieve results with policy makers by lobby is reduced for the
same reason: It is not professional and reliable.
It would be better to create a broad consensus or at least save the discussions for
private meetings between the parties. For this reason DNA in de Bouw has initiated a
round-table meeting in November 2014. All known relevant (supply) parties in the
passive house movement have been invited. One prominent party has refused to
come for the reason of not wanting to talk to certain other people there present.
Purpose of this meeting is to create awareness for this issue and find a way to
approach it collectively, a way that is beneficial to all parties involved. This could be
for example to have regular round table sessions where important issues are
discussed, where people get to know and respect each other despite differences and
where a collective strategy is crafted and execution planned towards influencing
policymakers and the market.

Possible solutions for the supply side to develop competencies
to serve the mainstream markets
A possible solution can be found in actively approaching and involving companies
from the early majority category in the passive house movement, companies that
know from experience how to approach majority markets. In The Netherlands this is
happening for example in experiments of housing corporations that involve big,
settled building parties in creating energy neutral pilot houses, aimed to convince
their renters to agree on their plans of deep renovation. Some of these pilots involve
a passive house concept. Disadvantage of this approach is that the in-depth
knowledge and experience of the innovative and early adopters suppliers, often
small entrepeneurs, is rarely tapped. The result is that, for example with passive
houses, mistakes are being made in design and execution, that could easily have
been prevented by better consultation of experts.
Initiatives to bring these two types of businesses closer together and having them
exchange knowledge and experience, should be welcomed. A recent initiative
(September 2014) to do this has been de “stroomversnelling koop”, a deal between
governmental parties, supply-side parties and demand-creating parties which
expresses the intention to, in the next two years, develop energy neutral concepts
for a specific and very common type of house in The Netherlands and test these
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concepts by building pilots. By inviting big as well as small parties to join, it is hoped
that fruitful synergies will develop. Unfortunately, this is not yet being strategically
managed and chances are limited that the big companies, with such a different
corporate culture from the small entrepreneurs, will actively seek out cooperation,
or the other way around. This indicates what could be a valuable factor in the
successmodel: for change agents to help organizations with such different
characteristics to work together better and create synergy and viable business
models. This is in fact related to the domain of alliance management, a fairly new
and upcoming theme in the Dutch building scene.
It is also possible to bring “new blood” to the pioneering, often small, organizations:
employees or managers that have the skills and personality to manage the transition
from the early market to the majority market. This however requires a lot of
leadership and cooperating skills from the (often pioneer-) owner of the pioneering
organization. For most pioneering leaders and entrepreneurs this will be too much to
ask. It would possibly be more rewarding and fruitful to appreciate the differences
between all parties involved and seek out the best place and role for each. For
example, maybe the pioneering organisations should just keep at pioneering and not
changing their target audience towards the mainstream market. This however
possibly means they cannot cash-in on their early market investments of research
and testing. To resolve this issue innovative business models to for example
profitably disseminate their knowledge towards bigger companies should be
considered. Here too, process managers or change agents could play a major role,
sponsored either by the companies themselves, by branche organisations or by
governmental institutions. in The Netherlands we know of no initiatives yet that
specifically address this issue.

DNA in de Bouw expert meetings
Association DNA in de Bouw organizes expert meetings to discuss all kind of aspects
of passive building, energy neutral building in general, ecological building and
renewable energy sources. For members of DNA (almost 40 in November 2014)
these are freely accessible. Non-members can join twice for free, after that they
either join or pay a fee. On average there are two to three meetings a month. The
attendance has grown from a handful of people per meeting in 2013 to at least 1520 people per meeting the second half of 2014, many of them attending on a regular
and frequent basis. Part of the success has been to appoint a process manager for
the meetings. This is someone who is not a building expert, but interested and active
in the building sector and specialized in coordinating group processes. The
advantage is that the meetings have become more orderly and this way satisfying for
the attendees. Experts have a tendency to dive into details and thorough discussions
and sometimes lose track of the programmed subject completely. An independent
process manager can bring them back to the topic, make sure the purpose of the
meeting stays in sight clearly and keep it interesting for all.
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Scrumteams and Morphological Analysis: Social Innovation
going hand-in-hand with the technical innovation
Among the members of DNA in de Bouw there is a strong conviction that
implementation of the passive house concept can only be completely successful
when building parties also innovate the way they work together in the designing and
building process. The passive house concept with renewable energy sources relies on
the integration of knowledge and best practices from all disciplines involved. This
means that the building parties should actively work together from beginning to the
end, whereas the traditional approach means that the different parties get involved
after each other with a small overlap. The big question was how to structure this
working together jointly from the start? The members of DNA in de Bouw have
experimented with combining two methods of working together, that have proved
their worth in other sectors. The method of “scrumteams” comes from the Agile
approach in software development in the IT sector. The method of morphological
analysis originates in astronomy and rocket science. Both methods are shortly
explained in the next paragraphs.

Scrumteams
The Agile method of developing software systems was introduced as a response to
the so called Waterfall method, that is widely in use in the building sector. The
Waterfall method means that the following steps are done strictly sequentially:
generating specifications, design, implementation, integration, testing, installation,
maintenance. Critics of this method claim that this does not work in reality, mainly
because specifications always change in the process, knowledge of specialized
people in the execution is not used in the design phase and it takes a lot of time and
energy to document all information in the process. Using another method can
possibly prevent mistakes and rework, increase creativity, increase the delivered
quality and reduce time and costs associated with the project.
Scrum is a form of agile development. A small multi-disciplinary team works together
in short sprints called “iterations” towards the end goal. After each short sprint a
result is delivered. A scrumteam contains the relevant experts and a scrummaster,
all at the same level: there is no hierarchy. The scrummaster makes sure that all
conditions are met for the team to work effectively and he or she makes sure the
scrum process is followed correctly. Communication is open, direct, personal and
informal. Documentation is limited to only that which is deemed absolutely
necessary. The level of knowledge and skills of the different team members has to be
high, because there is a higher risk involved in involving low or mediocre levels of
specialists. The scrumteam meets daily for at least one very short session to check
progress and issues. Also lessons learned are explicitly discussed very regularly.

Morphological Analysis
This is a method of organizing and analysing information to find an integrated
solution for a complex problem. It contains several general steps:
1. Defining the problem
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2. Analysing the problem and determining the main dimensions that form the
problem
3. Creating a matrix that contains all possible conditions for every dimension
4. Evaluating the possible solutions
5. Deciding on a solution.
For a building project this can mean the following.
In step 1 the question of the client is being explored and the ultimate problem
defined. E. g. energyneutral renovation of building X within budget Y, complete
lifecyclecosts staying at or below € Z,-- and the building has to be fit for lifelong use,
et cetera.
In step 2 all relevant dimensions are listed in the matrix (vertically): e.g. foundation
of the house, insulation, energysources, electricity, roof, …. The presence of different
perspectives in the team reduces the chance of forgetting relevant dimensions.
In step 3 all possible solutions for every dimension are listed. For example: energy
sources can be the existing electricity and gas grid, solar panels, heat pipes, central
heating through wood pieces or woodchips, et cetera. The different perspectives in
the team will enhance creativity and completeness in this step.
In step 4 solutions and combinations of solutions are explored, weighed against
different criteria and discussed extensively in the team. The different perspectives
enhance the depth and width of the discussion.
In step 5 the client will have a clear overview of the possible solutions, the pro’s and
con’s of every possibility and how it scores at the relevant criteria. A choice can now
be made.
An example of a morphological map is the illustration below.
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The approach and learning process at DNA and the importance
of culture for success
At DNA an interdisciplinary team is formed, often starting even before the design
phase, to investigate the customer’s question. After the client’s question has been
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explored extensively with the client, three or four sessions are planned using
Morphological Analysis to discover all possible solutions, weigh them against specific
criteria and help the customer make a sound decision. At important moments the
client takes part in these sessions. Usually some time is planned between the
sessions to let the new insights sink in before starting the next session. After a
decision has been made, usually after the third or fourth session, the team starts a
process of working out details and executing the plans. The integrated approach is
maintained throughout the whole project until delivery. Of course in different
phases of the project different knowledge and skills will be dominant in the process,
but the complete team is at least involved in the relevant decision making during
every phase. Lessons learned are discussed very frequently and the customer is also
regularly involved in this.
Results so far have been very promising: a high customer satisfaction, reduction of
total projectcosts, less failure (costs), increased creativity, increased teamspirit and
little documentation burden. However, it has also been learned that the necessary
culture to succeed with this method is not common practice yet in the building
sector: A culture of complete openness, of continuous learning, of trust in and
respect for each other and a lack of hierarchy. In the association of DNA in de Bouw
this culture is starting to develop amongst the members. Non-members and new
members often detect a difference in the way members communicate with each
other compared to the general practice in the sector. As the association grows, it is a
challenge to maintain and cultivate this vulnerable, evolving new culture and protect
it from other influences, originating in the dominant building tradition. Like a Dutch
saying explains: “Trust comes by foot and goes on horseback.” Many lessons learned
like this one have been documented already and are being shared on a regular basis,
among existing members and towards new members or outsiders.

KERN: a private and national initiative to educate suppliers in
energy-efficient retrofit and new building
Some of the founders of DNA in de Bouw have taken up the initiative to create an
independent source of knowledge and skills in passive building: KERN (Knowledge
institute Energyneutral Renovation and New building). It targets all building parties
like project developers, architects, contractors and installers as well as electricians,
plumbers, masons and other craftsmen. The topics offered in the curriculum vary
from very practical instruction to scientific theory to soft skills like integrated project
development. To emphasize the independence of this institute it has taken the legal
form of a foundation. The founders find this independence important because until
now many of the courses in The Netherlands have been given by suppliers, who have
an interest in selling their own product. Also the courses until now have been
splintered, they did not fit into a clear curriculum. The foundation should signal to
the suppliers (and the market) that passive building is a coherent set of techniques,
materials and methods and is a thorough and mature way of building. At this
moment, November 2014, the business model of Kern is being refined. The first
course starts this month.
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Changing attitude and behaviour amongst the craftsmen and –
women in building
The building tradition in The Netherlands has historically evolved from the principle
of “sitting cosy and warm around the stove and have natural ventilation”. Although
comfort is suboptimal in this scenario, many builders have a conscious or
unconscious conviction that one should not be too precise in building, because then
natural ventilation is guaranteed. There is no culture of thoroughness and precision
and the emphasis on craftsmanship has decreased in the past decennia. There is also
very little societal (and financial) appreciation for craftsmanship. As the success of
the passive house concept is also based on craftsmanship and precision in the
execution, it does not automatically resonate with the average builder or even
consumer. Even politicians scare away from making policy and law too strict. They
rather leave responsibility in the market and take the role of inspirators and
facilitators. This strategy also fits with the general Dutch culture of not wanting to be
told what to do: we can be a rather stubborn people. This is an important issue to
consider when developing a strategy for implementing the passive house concept on
a broad basis in The Netherlands. Many architects and building engineers developing
a passive house project, have difficulties managing the contractors in the quality of
execution. Sometimes this has a severe negative effect on the end result, for
example on user comfort and the performance of installations. There are very little
contractors and craftsmen educated in passive house technology and regular parties
often cannot rightly value the importance of precision. Some contractors that do
understand scare away from the risks they associate with this precision: the
dominant Dutch building and contracting culture is usually not about sharing risk but
about blaming and suing the other involved parties. Combining this factor with the
fact that is hard to convince craftsmen to be precise and not being able to look over
their shoulder on a daily basis, some contractors rather decline the opportunity to
build passively. This is in fact a leadership or management issue that could be
approached by sharing knowledge and skills on how to select, educate and motivate
your staff and on alternative ways of contracting, partnering and cooperating in
integrated teams.
Another approach could be to emphasize the economic chances to market parties of
becoming a competent niche player in this: financial rewards can be profound. At
least one contractor in The Netherlands that specialised fully on the passive house
technology has seen his profits rise rapidly because of this decision. Stories like his
should be analysed for lessons learned, communicated and used as stimulation for
others.

Training of local authorities
Training of designers and builders
Current Situation in The Netherlands
In the Netherlands Passive House training opportunity for builders, craftsmen,
architects and constructional engineers is very scarce and active players in this field
have not managed to install a successful training program until now. Some incidental
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courses took place, provided by Saxion Hoge School, Stichting Passief bouwen and
Bouwnext and seminars where given by several Passive House experts. People
normally do trainings abroad at e.g. Passiefhuis Platform (B) or Passivhaus Institut
(D).
KERN
In relation and interaction with active parties (in Passive House Design and –
Marketing) as well as educational institutions DNA has installed a separate,
independent knowledge-platform on low energy building and retrofitting, called
KERN (Kennis Instituut voor energetische renovatie en nieuwbouw).
Objective of this institute is to make knowledge of Passive house design easily
accessible to the Dutch building-sector, to collect knowledge, to provide trainings
and to support a high standard certification- issuance for Passive houses and PHretrofit. All knowledge and advice is independent and based on facts, there will be
no influence of commerce on the subject material. Currently (November 2014) the
institute is finalizing its business plan. Below are some preliminary items.
Target groups
Considering that the whole sector, from planners to executing professionals deficits
training, the institute aims to serve the entire range of professions in the building
sector. Supported by the PassREg program the institute will start to provide courses
to the craftsmen in first place. Later on additional courses will be organized for
designers and architects. Besides the institute will contribute to spread free
accessible information to all interested persons also for related parties such as
owner, investor or civil servant.
Certificates of Passive Houses and PH-retrofit will serve investors and homeowners.
Craftsmen-course
The institute supports a network of approximately 45 education centers with
knowledge and trainers.
In cooperation with the knowledge and advisory center for the building- and
installation sector an obligatory study module will be developed. This study-module
can be offered by regional education centers (ROC). The education centers can
thereby extend their curriculum with passive house related courses.
In the first stage trainers of the institute self can provide this module within any
possible education center. Quality of education material and experienced trainers
can thereby be guaranteed. In the next stage new local trainers will be trained to
teach this module. Bouwradius partner in this project is the link between the
institute and de education centres. Bouwradius is a nationwide education centre in
building sector and equally owned by employers and employees.
Designers-course
The institute will cooperate with higher technical schools and universities to install
certified courses for the senior-professionals. Therefore some coordination with
already existing course-providers and the PHI will have to take place.
Other stakeholders
Besides the courses, information conferences will be organized in cooperation with
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local authorities and financial organizations to inform interested house owners and
people with building plans about the benefits of low energy housing.
Building certification
In cooperation with a national association for quality-assurance, Woningborg and
with the Passive House Institute, the Institute aims to create a streamlined Building
Certification, adapted to the Dutch building practices and with a high quality of the
certification process.

5. CREATING DEMAND: THE LOCAL MARKET FOR PASSIVE
BUILDINGS
Together with creating supply, the second important challenge to achieve a higher
number of passive houses in the region is to create demand for this technology. A
systemic approach is needed here to overcome current barriers to create demand
and different stakeholders can contribute in different ways.
The most obvious challenge in The Netherlands at this moment, is to achieve a
transition from serving a market of pioneers (“green enthusiasts”) with the passive
house concept, to serving a more mainstream market. In The Netherlands there are
not so many examples of built passive houses yet and for the majority of people the
concept is either unknown or considered an innovation. We can therefore learn from
research and theories on how innovations spread to mainstream markets and focus
our efforts by using those insights.
We organised this chapter by intertwining descriptions of activities and situations in
The Netherlands with a description of a well-known theoretic approach to the
creation of demand for passive houses, based on two influential theories on this
subject: the innovation adoption model by Rogers (2003) and the chasm model by
Moore (1991). Also findings and insights from the doctoral thesis of Erwin Mlecnik
(2013) have been used for this approach.
A well known model that originally stems from research in agriculture and home
economics in the 50’s of last century, is the so called Technology Adoption Life Cycle
Model. It is a sociological model that describes the adoption or acceptance of a new
product or innovation as it relates to the specific demographic and psychological
characteristic of five defined adopter groups: innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority and laggards. You can see an overview of these characteristics
in the picture below.
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In the 60’s Everett Rogers took this model to a new level in his book Diffusion of
Innovations. The model and theory is still widely used to guide the way organizations
develop the market for new products and innovations. In 1991 Geoffrey Moore
wrote an important extension to the model and theory: Crossing the Chasm. In this
he shows that, especially for discontinuous and disruptive innovations, there is a vast
chasm, a big gap, between the adoption of innovations by early adopters and the
adoption by the early majority.
Passive Houses are in fact a new product, an innovation. One could even see it as a
disruptive innovation, in the sense that it could replace an existing market and
existing set of values concerning building. This means that there are important
lessons to be learned from tested models and theories like the above. Erwin Mlecnik
has made a good start with this in his dissertation in 2013, describing opportunities
and challenges related to the adoption of passive houses.
Passive buildings in The Netherlands so far, have mainly been initiated by people
that fall into the first two categories of the technology adoption life cycle: innovators
(“green enthusiasts”) or early adopters. These are people with a vision, a dream. And
they are willing and eager to make a big step to a system that promises to deliver
(part of) their dream. They often like being in a beacon project, enjoy the feeling of
being a pioneer. And they are willing to take risks for this and pay a premium for a
good product. They often do not mind if results are not perfect yet and are willing to
help the provider optimize it after delivery. These people are generally very
enthusiastic about living or working in a passive house.
Now comes the biggest problem in creating demand at the next level of adopters,
the early majority. People in the early majority category are so-called pragmatists.
And these pragmatists do not take the visionaries as an example, because they have
a very different set of values and a different set of interests. Pragmatists want as
little risk as possible, want continuity and good and reliable service during and after
delivery, they want standards and procedures, a one-stop-shop without any worries.
They like to buy from market leaders and well-known suppliers, because they know
that all other parties (like suppliers of spare parts) also concentrate around these.
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They want a complete product, no loose ends from beginning to end. Competition to
them is a good sign: it means that many suppliers have embraced the concept and
thus it is a safe bet. They do not want to pay a premium, but have a good price for
the quality they receive. All of this is why they listen to people like themselves, not
to visionaries. In other words: beacon projects from visionaries will not convince
them. Beacon projects with their similar friends might.
There are at least three things to consider in approaching this issue:
1. Reality is not equal to perception. Perception is what drives behaviour.
Even if passive house technology is in fact reliable and affordable, if the market does
not perceive it as such, they will not adopt it. Perception will have to be changed
first. This is why a sound and sophisticated communication strategy is very
important.
In The Netherlands we know there is a lot of prejudice towards passive houses
among people, consumers, in the mainstream market. This was increased some
years ago when an ambitious housing project in Amersfoort made some big errors in
their design, which caused huge inconvenience for the inhabitants. This is the
pragmatists nightmare. It was widely communicated throughout the media, and
even though it was technically fully explainable by the mistakes made by the
building parties, many people mainly remember that one should not want to be
living in a tightly insulated house, it is too risky.
2. The (early) majority market is divided in many specific segments, with specific
needs and demands.
Approaching the complete market at once scatters resources and energy. It
significantly reduces your chances to succeed. The best strategy for crossing the gap
between the early adopters and the early majority, is to choose a specific segment
of the majority market to start with. Focus all your energy to achieving the dominant
leadership position in this segment as quickly as possible. Once the innovation has
been adopted by this segment you can start conquering other segments from there.
Remember: pragmatists only listen to other pragmatists (preferably in the same
segment).
In The Netherlands there is no choosing of a specific market segment for
implementation of sustainable building practices in general or passive houses in
particular. The result is many scattered projects, no overview, no consistency in
approaches and very little results in the mainstream market. There are some
incremental innovations in the mainstream markets, but these are not enough to
reach the European goals of NZEB in 2020. In spring 2013 lessons learned from the
“blok-voor-blok programme” were published. In this programme, sponsored by the
national government, 13 regional projects aspired to reach large scale energy
savings in the existing stock of buildings. It was concluded that it was very hard to
convince owners of houses on a large scale to take energy saving measures, even if
it was a rationally good offer. On the topic of marketing the evaluation report
commented that a strategy is needed that addresses “irrational factors” like
personal drivers and concerns and sense of urgency.
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If you segment a market well, it is easier to get a grasp on these “irrational factors”
for this specific segment: you have a target group that you can really get to know
well. In choosing this segment there are at least two important criteria:
a. The consumers in the segment are experiencing an urgent problem,
that you can solve with your innovation. The more pain they
experience from this problem, the bigger your chances of success.
b. The segment, by virtue of its other connections, will be an entry point
for other segments. This is the strategic part of the choice, for the
long term goal of conquering the whole majority market.
An example for the importance of the experience of an urgent problem for selling
the passive house concept, is the following. Sellers of the passive house concept
often emphasize to potential buyers that by making a one-time investment, they will
significantly reduce their monthly energy bill. It turns out that many people, that can
easily pay their monthly dues, do not care for this argument. It is not an urgent
problem and it does not cause them any pain, so it does not stimulate them to buy.
As a seller, it is a waste of energy to try to convince them with this argument. The
same goes for the argument of being environmentally responsible by using the
passive house concept. For visionaries environmental issues can be an urgent
problem that causes them a lot of pain. For many in the mainstream markets it is
considered a problem, but not so much theirs, and it causes them little to no pain. So
they don’t care to buy on that argument and the seller wastes his energy in
emphasizing it. The important thing for the seller is to find what the segment does
really care for and offer the solution to that. If such a problem or pain cannot be
found in the segment, it will not be conquered. Trying wastes everybody’s energy. It
is like trying to sell a delicious, high quality steak to a vegetarian.
So how can you find the urgent and aching problem with the potential customer?
1. One way is to (market)research the targeted segment of people. This will help
you find a list with averages. It can help to determine the general strategy or
the basic marketing approach. It is rather old fashioned and very expensive,
but can still give some relevant information.
2. The second way is to ask the targeted people themselves in a direct way.
Nowadays this can easily and cost effectively be done by interactively using
social media to start a lively conversation with them, for example at content
websites, with blogs or by joining specific forums. It takes some skill to do
this but every company can do this themselves and create a great pond to
fish in.
3. The third way is specifically relevant for the building party that is trying to sell
their product or service to a potential customer in a one-on-one
conversation, either by phone or in person. Selling starts with listening and
asking questions. In 2014 in The Netherlands DNA in de Bouw has created
several realtime learning experiences in this area. They invited a real
potential customer to join in the learning experience and give feedback on
the process. The first part of this process was of course the intake, where the
customer explains their question and the suppliers try to win the trust so
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they get the deal. The most important feedback from the customers, time
and time again was: “As soon as you start talking about the solutions in this
first intake, my energy completely drains away and you loose me.” It was a
real eye-opener to the building parties present. And even when they heard it
several times, they still often tended to repeat the unproductive behaviour.
Most suppliers know so much and are so enthusiastic about their solutions,
they forget to pay attention to the problem, they just start talking and talking
and talking. About themselves and their solution. And 9 times out of 10, the
way they present their solution does not address that customer’s specific
problem and pain. And the customer does not feel heard and does not buy.
So the lesson here is: first explore the customers life, issues and emotions around
the subject, empathize with it and only then, after all of this has been explored
extensively, talk about possible solutions. It will then be much easier to adapt your
story in a way that convinces the customer. In addition to the fact that he probably
started to like you by then, because you actually care about him. It is not about you,
the builder, with your great skills and solutions. It is all about the customer. Most
building parties, especially the more idealistically driven, need to work hard on their
sales skills. In our region we are now building capacity to help builders with these
kind of skills in addition to the “hard skills”.
Recently an interesting process innovation has been done by a company …. in The
Netherlands. It can now manufacture a passive house in a factory and assemble its
components at the building site in a few days, and finish the house in a few weeks.
This type of finesse in production and delivery can be attractive to a pragmatist
buyer. Also, it can lower prices which is crucial to reaching the mainstream market.
Another important factor for pragmatists is service level. Things should just work on
delivery and if they do not, the supplier should get it fixed a.s.a.p. Speed of delivery
and service standards have risen very much the last decades. This means that
pragmatists will want this for the passive house too. In reality, this is many times not
yet the case. A real-time example in The Netherlands: A contractor, not specialized in
passive houses, likes the concept and decides to do a project for starting homeowners. The project is realized and the owners have been living there for about a
year. When asked for their experiences some of them say the top floor is too hot in
summer and they cannot heat their ground floor office enough in winter. They went
to the contractor, who checked things and then stated that except for a special
intervention to raise the heat on the ground floor in winter by blowing in hot air,
there was not much they could do. And that was it. Another pragmatists nightmare?
These home-owners stated it was okay to live there but they would probably not
choose a passive house again. And they probably tell their friends too. This incident
is not on its own. Installations that do not work as planned and other disturbances
are fairly common in The Netherlands, especially when inexperienced or
unknowledgeable building parties pick up the passive house concept. One solution to
this might be a quality system (like certification), but it is also about the attitude of
service towards the consumer. Maybe the builder likes to experiment, but should
the consumer pay the price? And what price does the sustainable building sector pay
because of this often lousy service level? It is not just this customer’s opinion that is
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affected, but also the opinion of the people in his or her network. And with the social
media, that can be a very big network.

Initiatives by the regional and local governments to create
demand
Province of Gelderland hosted Dutch Green Building Week in 2014

To signal their green intentions and experiences to a wider audience the province
decided to host this well known event in The Netherlands. Many regional projects
were showcased and lessons learned were shared with an audience of government
officials, businesses from the building sector and other building- or sustainability
enthusiasts, either private or business. it got a lot of media attention, regionally as
well as nationally.
One stop shops as independent advisors for home owners
In 2011 a one-stop-shop for sustainable building was created in the center of
Nijmegen. It was meant to promote sustainable building and give independent
advise to home owners on this subject. The municipality co-financed this enterprise.
Unfortunately it went bankrupt after two years. Allegedly one of the reasons for this
was the fact that most home owners are not willing to pay for this type of advice. A
recent research in Scandinavia on one-stop-shops confirms this view. Since January
2014 there is a similar private initiative for a one stop shop, the “E-novatiewinkel”,
which takes a different approach business wise and is now slowly starting to grow.
There is also a foundation “Energie Prestatie Loket” in Nijmegen with a comparable
business model. It will be interesting to observe their experiences and gain more
lessons learned on the subject of one-stop-shops.
Stimulating primary schools to become sustainable

The province of Gelderland tries to influence primary schools in choosing for
sustainable renovation and implementing renewable energy sources. A change of
law in January 2015 will make schools responsible for maintaining their own
buildings. This means that for some schools there is a good possibility to reduce
monthly costs when investing in sustainable renovation and increase the air quality
which, according to recent research, can have a profound effect on the children’s
study results. There is at least one example of a school in the region that has used an
ESCo to finance a sustainable renovation and is very content with the results. The
lessons learned of this project are actively spread by the projectteam to inspire
others.
During the Dutch Building Week an instrument was introduced for measuring the
sustainability of schools, especially aimed at children: the BREEAM-NL Junior.
Children of three primary schools in Gelderland have used this instrument during the
Dutch Green Building Week to assess their own school. After this they discussed the
results with the major of Arnhem, another government official from Nijmegen and
some CEO’s from commercial businesses. This event signalled the starting point for a
government program to stimulate all primary schools in Gelderland to become
sustainable. Municipalities find their own strategies to reach this goal. For instance,
plans are being made by the municipality of Nijmegen and DNA in de Bouw to
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organize an event in which the results for one school will be showcased and a
scrumteam will publicly perform the integrated design process for this school. This
way the advantages can be shown on a real life example and this may inspire schools
to go down this path.

6. PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
DNA in de Bouw plays an important role in communication and publicity about
passive houses in the region. A communication expert is member of the board and of
the PassReg team.
DNA organizes several events to get more information to the public about passive
houses with RES.
1. Once a year an “open house route” with passive houses opening their doors
for people that are interested either privately or professionally, so they can
experience passive houses and talk to the owners about their experiences.
2. Once or twice a year a fully organized excursion for professionals and
government officials, where experts share in-depth knowledge about the
passive buildings that are visited. Beside sharing and gaining knowledge these
are good networking events and inspirational.
3. Free advise on sustainable renovations/building for private home owners,
given by a multidisciplinary team of usually architect, contractor and installer.
This has been organised for the first time in 2014. Many home-owners made
use of this offer and it generated a few serious leads for the participating
building parties. In general the home-owners were positively surprised by the
value of such an integrated advice in sustainable building: it made them more
conscious of possibilities and risks. DNA is planning to make this a returning
service throughout the year, thereby enhancing public consciousness and at
the same time generating leads for its members.
4. A regional conference on sustainable building and renovation, with specific
attention for the passive house concept is being organised once a year. It has
grown to 200 visitors in oktober 2014, a mix of private home owners and
professionals in the building sector, varying from entrepreneurs to housing
corporations to government officials. The event has a plenary programme, a
business market and some high quality workshops on a range of subjects
related to sustainable building. Some subjects were mainly interesting to
professionals, others to home owners. At least two professional magazines
paid serious attention to the last conference by publishing an article. A lot of
networking happened and visitors evaluated the event in 2014 as
informative, inspiring and already more professional than the first edition in
2013. The organizers talked about a vibe being felt, “something is moving in
the region”.
5. In 2014 a 10-point manifest was developed by DNA in de Bouw on why
energy neutral building is necessary NOW. It was officially presented at the
conference and handed out to one of the important stimulating government
officials in the region. It created another “official moment” to spread DNA’s
mission and vision towards the public and professionals. The manifest is
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something that can be used for PR activities more often and is intended to
communicate social engagement as well as professionalism.
6. DNA has published the so called “Ontwerppakket Energetisch Renoveren”
(Design package energy renovation”) and sells this to building parties. It
contains a complete set of materials for 5 sessions of morphological design in
sustainable building or renovation. All materials are very nicely designed and
produced in high quality. It is a tool that helps to make the integrated design
process more efficient and it also helps the customer in decision making.
Because of the professional look and feel it is also a little extra step in
convincing the customer of the thoroughness of this approach.
Very important part of the communications plan of DNA are the use of social media.
DNA in de Bouw has a growing list of subscribers to their weekly newsletter,
members and non-members. In this newsletter important news and events are
published and subscribers are encouraged to join in. Also there are regular, good
quality press releases for the local press. It keeps DNA on top of mind with them and
events usually get good coverage in newspapers and/or magazines, varying from
announcements of events, to background articles on projects or reports from
events..
The theory cited below describes some drivers that can be important to integrate in
a communications strategy.
The adoption of an innovation, according to Rogers, happens after a so-called
innovation-decision process. The consumer goes through these steps before deciding
adoption of the innovation:
1. Experiencing a need that the innovation might fulfil
2. Knowledge of an Innovation
3. Forming an attitude towards the innovation (phase of persuasion)
4. Making a decision to adopt or reject the innovation
5. Implementing the decision to adopt or reject
6. Confirmation of the decision
In each step the consumer needs a specific type of information to be able to do the
step. Mlecnik (p.113) summarizes some of that information based on research on
web platforms providing a housing renovation portal:
Ad 1:
Without a need it is very difficult to sell anything, including an innovation. Regarding
passive houses it could be a need for comfort, for financial savings, for contribution
to the environment et cetera. The more urgent the need, the easier to get to step 2.
Ad 2.
Example of questions to be answered in this phase: What counts as a deep
renovation/integrated renovation? What solutions are available?
Ad 3:
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Why should I do integrated/deep renovation? Why should I choose this compared to
what I had in mind? What experiences do other home-owners have with these types
of renovations?
Some characteristics of innovations that influence the adoption are:
the relative advantage: compared to alternatives
the compatibility: with existing values, norms, past experiences and needs
the complexity: perception of how easy to understand or use
the demonstrability: may it be experimented with on a limited basis?
the visibility: the degree to which results are visible to the members in social
system
Ad 4:
Where can I ask for price quotations? How can I compare, choose, reject offers?
What needs to be specified in a contract proposal?
Ad 5:
How should I plan the intervention of actors? What questions do I have to ask during
the works to check the quality?
Ad 6:
How can I express positive or negative experiences?
Channels of communication should somehow address these factors for consumers
and provide the information when they need it: price quotations and quality issues
are not relevant yet for someone that has only just heard about the existence of the
innovation. The events mentioned before, organized by DNA in de Bouw, are mainly
targeted for the first two phases of the decision process: gaining knowledge and
forming an attitude and a little for the decision of acceptance or rejection of the
concept.
It would be beneficial to further develop the communications strategy to incorporate
some insights from the theory described above.

ROADMAP
The road ahead/challenges
Many challenges are still ahead of us. Maybe the most important one is the public
opinion or view of the concept of Passive House. There is still misunderstanding
about what it is and about the reliability and performance of passive houses. Also
there are still many people to whom the concept is unknown. In the near future a
strong marketing effort is crucial, based on experience and fact, and directed
towards appropriate target audiences. For longterm success in the mainstream
market, the public must embrace the concept as fulfilling their needs and being a
competitive alternative to traditional and other sustainable concepts. Another
challenge is the process management of all stakeholders in the region towards NZEB
and uniting their interests towards a common goal. To name an example; energy
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companies are an important sparring partner for the regional governments in
sustainable district development. Energy companies are privatised in The
Netherlands, which means that for their success they are dependant on energy use:
if nothing changes large scale implementation of passive houses can be seen by
them as a threat to their existence in the long term. Yet another challenge for
successful implementation of the passive house concept is the dutch building
standard and culture amongst suppliers. Integrated design and building processes
are not yet the norm in any building discipline and this requires different
projectmanagement processes and a different culture from what suppliers are used
to. Also suppliers in general have very little theoretical and practical knowledge of
passive house design and building. Adoption of the passive house concept on the
supplier side is crucial to deliver enough quantity and quality when demand rises.
Marketing the concept towards suppliers and providing solid educational
opportunities in the near future therefore is crucial.
The road ahead/ opportunities
Fortunately there are quite a few opportunities along with the challenges. The
political climate in The Netherlands is favorable because of the EPBD recast. Also
sustainability has become fashionable in general: the passive house concept could
benefit from this if we succeed in improving its image. Many national, regional and
local governmental programmes and funds are being targeted towards innovation in
energyneutral building practices. In The Arnhem Nijmegen Region a strong network
has been formed from local suppliers in sustainable building: DNA in de Bouw. This
network provides a platform for building professionals for sharing knowledge, can
serve as an independant sparring partner for the government representing local
SME’s and can play an important role in informing the general public about NZEB
and the passive house concept. More and more experience is being built in financial
solutions for the high initial investment costs of NZEB, for example in the form of
ESCo’s. An independant knowledge institute specifically for NZEB has been founded
in 2014 in the Arnhem Nijmegen Region, to provide training for designers and
builders. And a significant amount of beacon projects has been realized, which
already serve as a basis for inspiration and education in the region. To conclude, we
have an opportunity to share our lessons learned with other regions in The
Netherlands and help them benefit from our journey.
With the strategic insights and experiences gained from the PassReg project, we are
well equipped for the years to come to build on the results so far and to eventually
reach the mainstream market with the passive house concept.
Summary of the issues to be targeted in de years to come:
1. Marketing the Passive House concept towards specific target groups.
2. Marketing the Passive House concept towards suppliers.
3. Educating suppliers in applying Passive House principles and techniques.
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4. Supporting entrepreneurs on the supply side in sustainable building to
increase their entrepreneurial skills and so become more competitive in the
building market.
5. Managing the process of uniting regional stakeholders towards the NZEB
goal.
6. Uniting all Dutch Passive House organizations towards the goal of raising
demand for PH / resolving current conflicts.
7. Experimenting with and promotion of viable methods of integrated,
multidisciplinary designing, building and maintaining processes for NZEB’s.
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INTRODUCTION
Not accidentally the Municipality of Burgas has taken the key decision to accelerate the
deployment of buildings with energy consumption close to zero and usege of energy from
renewable sources. The main reasons are environmental, energy, economic and social.
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Sector "Buildings" is responsible for more than 40% of total energy consumption and about
half of the CO2 emissions that are not covered by the emissions trading scheme. It provides
opportunities to dramatically reduce generated CO2 emissions at negative or low cost.
Namely, sector "Buildings" has a huge untapped potential for cost-effective energy savings
that contribute to overall sustainable development because it reduces dependence on
imported energy, reduces negative impacts on the environment and climate change, reduces
energy bills, creates jobs, encourages local development and provides an incentive for
innovation in all construction and production technologies.
Following the good example of successful regions in Europe, today the Municipality is
committed to the "Energy Revolution" in buildings by applying the standard "passive house"
and the use of renewable energy sources.

1 ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
National framework
Baseline
The State policy in the field of energy efficiency in the building sector is conducted by the
Ministry of Economy and Energy, Ministry of Regional Development, the Ministry of
investment planning and the Sustainable Energy Development Agency through consistent
transposition of several European Directives: Directive 2002/91 / EU on Energy performance
of buildings, then Directive 2010/31 / EU; Directive 2009/28 / EC on the Promotion of
renewable energy; Directive 2006/32 / EC on energy end-use efficiency and energy services
(new edition 2012 / 27 / EU); Directive 89/106 / European Community on harmonizing the
laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States relating to the
construction products, replaced by Regulation (EU) № 305/2011 of the European Parliament
and the Council of 9 March 2011 laying down harmonized conditions for the marketing of
construction products and repealing Directive 89/106 / EEC, directives on the "New
approach" and the standards of their scope, their technical norms, methods and principles
of best European practices .
Applicable laws related to the implementation of policies and measures for energy efficiency
-

Energy Efficiency Law (EEL)
Energy Law (EL)
Law on Renewable Energy (LRE)
Law on Spatial Planning (LSP)
Public Procurement Law (PPL)

Secondary legislative acts
Ordinance on conducting energy efficiency audits and certification of buildings;
Ordinance on the inspection of energy efficiency of heating systems with boilers and
air conditioning systems;
Ordinance on the indicators for energy consumption, the energy performance of
industrial systems, arrangements for carrying out energy efficiency audits of industrial
systems;
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Ordinance on the conditions and procedure for determining the amount of funds for
contract with guaranteed results, leading to energy savings in buildings - state and / or
municipal property, and the conditions for their payment;
Ordinance on Technical passports of buildings (to LSP);
Ordinance on energy efficiency, heat and energy saving in buildings under Art. 169,
para. 4 in conjunction with Art. 169, para. 1 pt. 6 of LSP;
Bulgaria pursues a consistent policy to increase energy efficiency and utilization of the
potential of energy savings, and by the approved in the 2011 Energy Strategy of Bulgaria
until 2020, sets ambitious objectives for this -reducing 50% of the energy intensity of gross
domestic product by 2020, which is to improve energy efficiency by approximately 25%.
Another measure that the Bulgarian government has taken to increase energy efficiency is
the implementation of National action plans on energy efficiency from 2008 to 2016, which
are developed in accordance with the regulations of Directive 2006/32 / EU on end-use
energy consumption and energy services. These plans define the national target for energy
savings by 2016 in the amount of not less than 9% of the average end-use energy
consumption for the period 2001-2005 or 7291 GWh.
National programs and strategies
• Energy Strategy
The Energy Strategy of Bulgaria 2020 was adopted by the Parliament on 01.06.2011. The
Energy strategy is a fundamental document for the national energy policy, which is approved
by the Council of Ministers and adopted by the Parliament. The National Strategy is updated
every five years.
The Strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria to 2020 reflects the political vision of the
Government of European Development of Bulgaria, consistent with current EU framework
for energy policy and global trends in energy technology.
Sustainable energy development is the pivotal center of energy policy and its achievement is
linked to long-term targets until 2020 :
-

20 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 .;

20 percent share of renewable energy in the total energy mix and 10 percent share
of renewable energy in transport;
-

Improve energy efficiency by 20%.

• National action plans for energy efficiency
National action plans are developed based on the national strategy under Art. 7 of the EEL
and include:
1.
analysis and evaluation of past national action plan;
2.
national target for energy savings, including intermediate national indicative target
for energy savings;
3.
individual targets for energy savings, including individual intermediate targets for
energy savings;
4.
planned implementation activities and measures to improve energy efficiency;
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5.
obligations of public and local authorities in the implementation of the proposed
measures;
6.
time schedules;
7.
sources of funding, and a list of financial mechanisms and schemes to promote
energy efficiency in buildings;
8.
indicators for reporting on the results and other necessary data.
• Concept of National Plan for increase in the number of buildings with energy consumption
near to zero
According to Art. 4a, item 3 of the EEL contains:
1.
national definition and technical indicators for buildings with close to zero energy
consumption, which reflects national conditions;
2.
the period of implementation of the plan;
3.
national targets for increase in the number of buildings with near zero energy
consumption depending on the classification of buildings according to the ordinance of art.
15, paragraph 3;
4.
policies and mechanisms, including financial, to encourage the construction of such
buildings.
The Energy performance of buildings is determined in accordance with Ordinance № RD 161058
• ORDINANCE № RD 16-1058 OF 10 DECEMBER 2009 ON INDICATORS FOR ENERGY
CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS
In effect from 29.12.2009 issued by the Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism and the
Ministry of Regional Development published in a National newspaper issue 103 on 29
December 2009.
Setting the parameters of energy consumption and energy performance of buildings is done
at base values of the following climatic factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

external computing temperature;
average temperature and relative humidity of the outside air - monthly;
intensity of full sunlight - hourly;
duration of the heating and cooling period;

For the purposes of determining their energy performance buildings are considered as
integrated systems in which energy consumption is a result of the combined effect of the
following main components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

building enclosing structures and elements;
systems for maintenance of the microclimate parameters;
internal heat sources;
residents;
weather

Energy performance of buildings is determined by a single methodology, which includes:
1.

orientation, size and shape of the building;
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2.
characteristics of the building envelope, interior spaces and elements, including:
a) thermal and optical characteristics;
b) air permeability;
3. heating and domestic hot water needs;
4. cooling systems;
5. ventilation systems;
6. lighting systems;
7. passive solar systems and solar protection;
8. natural ventilation;
9. renewable energy sources systems (RES);
10. indoor and outdoor climate conditions.
When determining the energy performance requirements for moisture resistance and water
resistance are taken into account.
Energy classes
Building belonging to the energy consumption class from A to G is defined by comparing the
value of the integrated energy performance scale with annual energy consumption.
Scale energy classes are compiled on the basis of two values of the integrated energy
performance: EP max, r and EP max, s, defined as primary energy or required energy as
follows:
1 EP max, r - total specific energy consumption for heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water,
light and appliances, calculated by the methods specified in the ordinance under Art. 169,
para. 4 in conjunction with Art. 169, para. 1 pt. 6 of LSP. The values of the heat transfer
characteristics of the building envelope components and the effectiveness of the elements
and aggregates of heating, cooling, ventilation and hot water for domestic use are
determined by the current regulations at the time of evaluation;
2 EP max, s - total specific energy consumption for heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water,
lighting and appliances, calculated by the methods specified in the ordinance under Art. 169,
para. 4 in conjunction with Art. 169, para. 1 pt. 6 of LSP. The values of the heat transfer
characteristics of building envelope components and the effectiveness of the elements and
aggregates of heating, cooling, ventilation and hot water for domestic use are determined
by current regulations of the year of commissioning of the building.
Success Model
Upcoming new regulations and planning documents
-

Development of a strategy for energy efficiency;

-

National definition of "buildings with energy consumption close to zero"

-

Preparation of the Third National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (2014-2016);

National Plan to increase the number of buildings with close to zero energy
consumption;
A new ordinance under Article 9, paragraph 2 of the EEL on eligible measures to
increase energy efficiency, requirements for the methodologies for evaluation of the energy
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savings after the implementation of eligible measures, the form and procedure for the
issuance of certificates for energy savings, and the terms and order for development and
validation of methodologies;
A new ordinance under Article 15, paragraph 5 of the requirements for the energy
performance of technical building systems, incl. systems for heating, ventilation and cooling
of buildings and systems for hot water and lighting.
The upcoming changes to the existing regulations and planning documents
- Expected changes in the Energy Efficiency Law related to transposition of the new Directive
EE 2012/27 / EC;
- Update of the list of public authorities’ buildings - now with an area over 500 sq. m (and
after July 9, 2015 - over 250 sq. m), which will have individual targets for energy savings;
- Upcoming changes to existing regulations under the Energy Efficiency Law for energy audits
and certification of buildings, inspection of the energy efficiency of heating systems with
boilers;
- Upcoming changes to regulations under the LSP for:
- Technical passports – where the energy passport is replaced by "certificate of energy
performance characteristics";
- for Energy efficiency, heat preservation and energy saving in buildings - setting minimum
requirements for energy characteristics and determine the annual energy consumption for
buildings with energy consumption close to zero.

Political will at the local level
Baseline
On February 10, 2009 in Brussels was signed the Covenant of Mayors - a statement of joint
action in the field of energy efficiency.
Bourgas is among the first 160 cities that joined this European initiative, thereby declaring its
intentions for energy efficiency in the municipality.
Success Model
Local authorities can influence and contribute to the improvement of energy efficiency, to
carry out projects in the field of renewable energy and other activities related to saving
energy.
Strategic decisions on urban development can reduce energy consumption in public
buildings, can motivate people, production and service facilities placed at their sites for
more efficient energy consumption.
Important role in meeting the objectives of sustainable energy is played by state and local
authorities. The procurement of all contracts for construction, services or products should
observe energy criteria (regarding efficiency, use of renewable energy and smart grids).
Regional governments and municipalities are a major participant in the necessary change
therefore their initiatives need to be further strengthened. Cities and urban areas that
consume nearly 80% of the energy are both part of the problem and part of the solution for
higher energy efficiency.
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Close cooperation between the state, local authorities and businesses, supported by the
adoption of the National Plan to increase the number of buildings with close to zero energy
consumption, strengthening the definition of nZEB, with clearly defined values , revision of
the inactive regulations and building standards is the formula for achieving the objectives
20-20- 20.

Local climate and sustainable energy policy
Baseline
As a local authority, the Municipality of Burgas determines local sustainable energy policy,
defines priorities in its development and creates conditions for the implementation of local
energy initiatives as a:
Consumer and service provider;
A key factor in making local strategic decisions and the affirmation of energy
efficiency standards;
Motivator and a model for energy behavior;
Beneficiary and executor of projects in the field of energy efficiency and alternative
energy.
In 2011 were developed the Strategy for Sustainable Energy Development of the Burgas’
Municipality 2011-2020 and Action Plan 2011 - 2013. The strategy was approved at a
meeting of the Municipal Council of 13.09.2011. It sets targets and priorities that promote
the implementation of energy efficiency measures and energy production from renewable
energy sources, the usage of alternative energy sources and biofuels in transport .
As a priority in the strategic documents at the local level are set objectives and measures in
the field of energy efficiency and municipal government works very actively and purposefully
to achieve them. Information on upcoming events, discussions and round tables in the
intelligent use of energy resources is sent regularly to the representatives of the City
Council.
To implement its objectives, the Municipality is working with external experts in the field of
energy efficiency, some of which are representatives of NGOs dealing with specific problems
in the field of climate change.
This success model will be integrated in the Action Plan 2014-2016, and will be used to
upgrade the municipal strategy for sustainable energy development as a key strategic
document for sector buildings - public and private.
Success Model
The buildings in the municipality are the greatest consumer of energy and have the highest
proportion of generated carbon emissions.
Therefore actively targeted actions in this sector would provide the best outcome and would
accelerate the achievement of “savings targets” set in the Strategy for Sustainable Energy
Development of the Municipality.
Accelerated introduction of the standard of ‘passive’ or buildings with energy consumption
close to zero is a powerful tool for stats the indicators at local and regional level.
This success model will be integrated in the Action Plan 2014-2016, and will be used to
upgrade the municipal strategy for sustainable energy development as a key strategic
document for sector buildings - public and private.
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Local policy instruments for energy efficiency in buildings
Baseline
Annual plans for energy efficiency under the Energy Efficiency Law
Strategy for Sustainable Energy Development of the Municipality 2011-2020
The development of the Strategy for Sustainable Energy Development (SSED) 2011 – 2020 of
the Municipality is based on the following principles:
• Sustainable energy development at the local level is part of the overall concept of
sustainable regional development and the concepts of "cities for better living" (livable
cities).
• Sustainable energy planning is a continuous process that requires annual completion and
updating of data analysis and periodic assessment of progress;
• Sustainable energy planning reflects the interests and concerns of all social groups and
sectors of the economy presented in a community: local authorities, producers and
representatives of the service sector, financial institutions, NGOs and others.
•The Strategy for sustainable energy development is a long-term document, integral part of
which are short-term action plans, planned based on periodic analysis of the current
situation, needs assessment and feasibility;
• successful implementation of the Strategy for sustainable energy development is a
function of several key factors: long-term political commitment and responsibility, support
from maximum number of stakeholders and ensuring adequate financial resources;
Action Plan 2011-2013 - reporting on the targets.
Success Model
In 2014 we will make an analysis of the implementation of the Action Plan 2011-2013 of
Municipal Strategy for Sustainable Energy 2020.
Based on the data obtained from the analysis of the Action Plan, will be identified goals and
measures for the next planning period namely 2014-2016. This model for the accelerated
deployment of buildings with energy consumption close to zero and RES, along with the road
map to it, will be the main focus in the next period. Moreover, they will be integrated into
the long-term strategy for sustainable energy development of the municipality, which sets
strategic objectives by 2020 in accordance with European directives.

2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Economic levers
Baseline
Currently the Municipality does not have much economic leverage with which to promote
techniques for low-energy building. The only functioning economic lever encourages
buildings with Class A and B, which are exempt from building tax for a period of 7 to 10
years. This technique is applicable to relatively new buildings that are certified under the
Energy Efficiency Law, but is not applicable to the renewal of private buildings in the public
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sector. There, the repairs are performed without the required control and feedback to the
municipal administration is missing.
Success Model
New economic levers that can be borrowed from the leading regions and adapted to local
economic conditions are:
• Tax relief
The preservation of this economic stimulus, in general sense, but with introduction
of certain amendments would stimulate both businesses and homeowners. For this
to happen, the tax relief should apply only to buildings with energy class A, and
legislative changes should be made that undertake homeowners who intend to
implement energy efficiency measures also to do surveys of their properties and to
present their certificates for EE to the municipality. This would facilitate control and
monitoring in the housing sector and will significantly improve the performance of
buildings.
• Eco Charter
The consolidation of eco charter will bring number of benefits, including redundant
coordination procedures, lower fees for municipal services, priority consideration to
projects in the Expert Council for Territory. This incentive is aimed mainly at
businesses and developers, as the purpose is to facilitate the preparation and
approval of projects.
• Public-private partnerships
Burgas Municipality will participate with priority in public-private partnerships aimed
at building or buildings with energy consumption close to zero.
• Concession of municipal property
Changes in the conditions for the concession of municipal properties will oblige the
concessionaires to implement measures to accelerate penetration of buildings with
energy consumption close to zero (they will build or co-finance such buildings,
contribute through advertising and promotion of the concept of passive building,
will sponsor regional construction exhibitions and campaigns aimed at accelerating
the deployment of low-energy buildings in the Municipality.)
Regional Competition
As a natural continuation of the project in Burgas to create a tradition to celebrate
the International passive house days with a conduction of a Regional Competition
for low energy buildings combined with the exhibition of building materials and
components applied in the construction of passive buildings and renewable sources.
This will be a good place to meet and exchange ideas for designers, builders,
manufacturers and other interested parties.
• Municipal revolving fund
The creation of a revolving fund for the construction and renovation of buildings
(municipal at the beginning and private later) to co-finance projects that are
consistent with the concept of passive buildings. The idea is that the fund be
established with 100% municipal funds, to be revolving in energy costs savings on
low-energy buildings.
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Forms of funding
Baseline
An important element of the implementation of any strategy or program is the financial
security of the planned measures. In determining the financial framework of the success
model of the Municipality are considered the possibilities to provide own funds from the
municipal budget, but due to limited financial resources this option is limited in scope.
Attracting external resources according to the currently available financial planning tools operational programs, international programs and initiatives, credit lines, and the
development of new forms of investment partnerships, or combinations of two or more
sources of funding will lead to results and the ensurance of their sustainability.
Main error in the implementation of the planned measures for improvement of energy
efficiency is demand for 100% financing. This approach greatly limits the ability of
municipalities and leads to lower than projected results.
Success Model
Own funds from the municipal budget
- Municipal revolving fund will initially serve to apply the standard "passive house" in
municipal buildings, and later will support private initiatives.
- Capital expenditure of the municipality
Operational programs
- OP "Regions into growth" 2014-2020 - The main priority is to increase energy efficiency - a
good opportunity for renovation of existing buildings in accordance with the concept of
"passive house"
Sub-priority 1: "Energy efficiency into administrative and residential buildings
Investment priority: "Provision of support for energy efficiency and use of renewable energy
in public infrastructure, including public buildings and housing"
Examples of eligible activities:
• Renovation of the common areas of multifamily buildings;
• Renovation of the administrative buildings of the central and municipal administration;
• Implementation of energy efficiency measures in residential buildings and office buildings
of government and municipal administration;
• Implementation of installations / facilities for utilization of renewable energy sources to
meet the energy needs of the administrative buildings of state and municipal administration
and housing, the subject of interventions that do not generate revenue (profits) of
commercial activity for the beneficiary during operation facilities;
• Providing loans and guarantees for repayable investments for the introduction of energy
efficiency measures and renewable energy sources in multi-family residential buildings and
office buildings of government and municipal administration;
• energy efficiency audits of the abovementioned buildings;
Direct beneficiaries:
• "Housing" for sites within zones of influence in Integrated Plan for Urban Reconstruction
and Development ;
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• State institutions for projects within the zones of influence of public functions in
Integrated Plan for Urban Reconstruction and Development ;
• 67 municipalities, one of which is the Municipality of Burgas for objects within the zone of
influence of public functions in Integrated Plan for Urban Reconstruction and Development ;
• Financial instruments for objects within the zones of influence in Integrated Plan for Urban
Reconstruction and Development ;
International programs and initiatives
- Programmes of the European Commission
Credit lines
Burgas is the fourth largest municipality in Bulgaria. With a high credit rating and relatively
low percentage of loans relative to total municipal budget, the city has the opportunity to
benefit from a large number of credit lines and financing schemes, co-financing projects
aimed at low energy construction and purchase of equipment on leasing.
Public-private partnerships
-Kontsesiya Municipal land or buildings with contract terms for construction or renovation of
buildings in compliance with the "passive house"
Under contract with guaranteed results (ESCO) - In the subject scope of contracts for energy
efficiency services include activities that can be performed individually or unite in joint
investment projects for energy savings. Such activities are: Replacement of envelope
structures and elements, including windows, doors, etc. .; Thermal insulation of the building
envelope structures and elements, including exterior walls, roofs and floors; Repair, upgrade
or replacement of substations / boiler incl. replacement of coolant, fuel facilities, including
the use of renewable energy sources; Repair or replacement of the heat distribution
network; Repair or replacement of heating installations; incl. when changing the coolant for
internal heating; Installation of radiator thermostatic valves and control valves; Automation
of consumption of heat and electricity. Combined heat and electricity

3 KEY ACTORS
Departments of regional and local administrations
Baseline
Black Sea Regional Agency for Energy Management
Association of the Bulgarian Black Sea municipalities
Municipal Administration
City Council
Success Model
-

Establishment of Council of Experts for EE, or the inclusion of a separate expert who is
able to advise and assess project proposals.

-

Analyzing community structures and their functions identified several potential
structural changes that contribute to the formation and implementation of policies on
prevention of climate change and low energy construction.
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-

Establishment of a structural unit reports directly to the deputy mayor in charge of
"European policy environment." Will be represented by experts from the "Ecology",
"European policies and programs" - International partnerships and Infrastructure
Projects Directorate Construction. Support will also have other units as Regional
Information Center, Business Incubator and the Department Publicity and public
relations.

Other stakeholders
Attracting regional and local energy agencies is necessary for the successful implementation
of the concept of "passive house" in the municipality of Burgas. Their role is important to
support local authorities and their staff on policy making and implementation and
monitoring of municipal plans and programs.
Professional organizations - Chamber of Architects, Chamber of Engineers in Investment
Design, Construction Chamber and others. similar organizations are key actors in the
promotion of energy-saving construction of local and regional level. As these chambers
cover designers and builders, they are one of the target groups for training in order to
ensure a quality end product.
Attracting business will contribute to economic development and trade.
Civic associations such as the Union of the House Manager is the main road to the
residential sector. Statistics show that it is in the housing sector buildings in the worst
condition compared with the municipal and this is a prerequisite for the realization of
energy savings and carbon emissions. Currently, the local government sector has at least
useful moves in the direction of change. Close cooperation with this target group.
The educational institutions are the place where we will work with both children and with
the leadership of these institutions. It is essential children to be familiar with the issues of
climate change, for the harm that people inflict and the opportunities that gives low energy
construction. In vocational schools train future architects, engineers and builders who will be
professionally involved in the formation of policy in this area.
Banks and financial institutions are key players regarding the implementation and
enforcement of policies on low energy construction. Their role is essential to ensuring the
financial mechanisms and incentives aimed at investors and the private sector as the
financial security of the project is one of the main barriers to the accelerated introduction of
the concept of "passive house" in the municipality of Burgas.
Media support is undeniable factor in the successful implementation of policies. The media
is an essential tool for information and promote development vision of the municipality. It is
through media campaigns and public events much of society was introduced to the
opportunities available to them through the application of the standard "passive house"
possible funding schemes and support they receive from the specialists of the local
administration and the LEAs .

4 CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Training of local authorities
Baseline
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Currently, the municipal administration employs over 300 employees, divided into separate
specialized units and directorates. Much of employees who work in the construction sector,
environment and preparation and implementation of projects have passed common training
on the topic of energy efficiency, but there is no specialist in-depth knowledge in the field of
low energy buildings.
As a general principles of "passive buildings" are not well known in the region and do not
apply in the design and construction of buildings. Expert Council at municipal administration,
which evaluates investment projects only observe their legality under existing laws and
regulations.
Specialized training for municipal employees have not been conducted.
Success Model
The role of municipalities in the entire process of planning and implementation of local
policies in the energy sector itself require institutional capacity building at municipal level,
take on responsibilities and coordinating the activity of the different local actors. The
identification and training of specialized units or staff to carry out these activities on a daily
basis with the relevant competence is a prerequisite for accelerated introduction of the
concept of "passive house" in the municipality of Burgas.
The analysis of the institutional capacity of the Municipality for planning and implementing
energy policies at local level leads to the following conclusions:
1. Although the planning and implementation of energy efficiency measures is introduced as
a key element in all sectoral policies and capital investment in the municipality, there is no
clear distinct and recognizable structural unit of the municipal administration, who assumes
responsibility for coordination of the whole process of planning, implementation and
monitoring of energy policies at local level. Available expert capacity in the directorates
"Construction" and "Ecology" can become a good basis for the formation of a team of
professionals with defined targets for the generation and analysis of information, planning,
implementation and control of energy efficiency measures, the implementation of local
energy efficiency plans and performance monitoring according to set targets. View of the
different sectors their scope and activities which carry out municipality exclusive variety of
target groups, targeted capital investments and services provided, this unit will play a
significant role in ensuring the integrity and consistency of local plans and actions in the field
of energy efficiency .
2. Training needs of the different departments related to capital investments, preparation
and implementation of projects and environmental protection emerges as the central to
establish a strategic and integrated approach in the implementation of local policies in the
field of energy efficiency.
By introducing an appropriate system of training of experts in the local administration will be
overcome major deficiencies such as lack of reliable and timely information on the potential
of renewable energy and energy consumption in the municipality, lack of knowledge about
the concept of "passive house" and energy efficiency measures applicable locally, the
existing legislation and the lack of ability to identify potential funding opportunities for low
energy construction and renovation of existing buildings.
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3. Administrative structure of the municipality gives the impression that there is a
sufficiently clear link between budget management activities, property management and
performance of the units, at least in terms of energy policy. Achieving the maximum
efficiency of sustainable energy planning requires integration of efforts and capacities of the
employees of all municipal departments and divisions related to this process by:
Providing training on energy planning for representatives of the following departments of
municipal administration: Department "Budget and Finance" (Budget Division), Department
"Economics and business activities" (Section "Economic activities"), Directorate "Zoning"
(department "Building control, commissioning and illegal construction", department
"planning and investment Planning"), Directorate "Construction" (section "Construction" and
section "investment Control"), Directorate «Education and demographic Issues", Directorate
"health, prevention and sports ", Directorate" environmental protection ", Directorate"
European Integration "(Section" preparation of tender procedures, management and
financial reporting of projects "and department" International partnerships and planning
and preparation of projects "), Directorate" management of municipal property ";
Introduction and establishment of a system for the distribution of duties and responsibilities
of the key figures and structural units in the municipal administration for planning,
implementation and monitoring of local policies on energy efficiency.
The possible positioning of the different key figures and structural units in the
implementation of long-term strategy for sustainable energy development of the
Municipality in 2011 -2020 and action planspart of which is this model of success. is
associated with clear distribution of responsibilities and obligations in municipal
administration - Burgas regarding:
- Ensuring the long-term political responsibilities;
- Ensuring adequate financial resources;
- Establishment of support from stakeholders;
- Integration of "Model of Success" in everyday life;
- Ensuring good management during implementation;
- Monitoring of implementation.

Training of designers and builders
Baseline
Within the municipality were conducted training courses for the design of passive houses,
but the number of designers who have been certified is relatively small (according to official
data they are three people). The number of non-certified designers who have passed
courses or have extensive knowledge in the design of low energy buldings can not be
established with accuracy currently.
Generally the buildings within the municipality overcoated Energy class B, as required by the
national regulations, or lower class (mostly old residential and public buildings). Buildings
with energy class A or near-passive are single and are the exception rather than common
practice.
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Regarding training and knowledge of the construction specialists for the construction of
passive houses, we can consider the issue in three main areas:
Professionals engaged in constructive activities -establishment reinforced concrete skeleton
of the building, the roof and surrounding building elements.
Specialists to finishing the project - laying of warm steam and hydro; plasterers and painters;
installers of windows.
Professionals responsible for the installation of systems - electrical, HVAC, plumbing, etc.
For all groups except the one that deals with the installations, we can say that there is no
good theoretical knowledge and technical skills to implement the Passive House projects.
Success Model
Sufficient numbers of trained specialists in the design and construction of buildings with
energy consumption close to zero on the principle of passive buildings with renewable
energy sources is very necessary element for the accelerated implementation of this
concept. In this connection it is necessary to took place the following trainings:
Training for designers
Training for planners and architects should contain the main techniques of construction of
low energy buildings going into deeper detail in the planning of Passive buildings. Methods
of calculation for technical parameters for the specialist software developed by "Passiv
House Institute", and the process of construction and monitoring of buildings. Besides
theory and practice in training is better to take the approach "site visit", which will give a
practical example of how should look different components, what are the most common
mistakes in order to be careful and practical solutions for them. The latter is of significant
importance, as control during construction shall be executed by the designer and his
expertise would reduce risks to the successful implementation of the site to a minimum.
As the official controlling body of the construction process in these courses should be
developed and modules for specialists on-site supervision during construction.
As indicators of the success of these trainings in the short term may be counted number of
certificates issued, in the long term an increased number of successfully designed and
executed buildings in accordance with the concept of "passive house.

Training for builders and developers
Training for builders and developers must be fully technically oriented. In training programs
should be provided specific techniques used in the construction of passive houses. Special
attention should be paid to the installation of insulation, insulation of thermal bridges and
installation of facade windows, as applicable currently practices would compromised the
implementation of a low-energy building. It is necessary to emphasize in the performance of
conventional works as an example of masonry because their poor performance would
adversely impact on the performance of air tightness of buildings. Practical trainings are
required!
The information for the developers need to present the added value of the building - a
good indoor climate, low power consumption, reasonable maintenance of the building and
its installations operating factors that affect energy consumption. This would contribute to
better advertising and increasing the demand for such buildings for rent or purchase
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housing, which in turn would encourage private investors and developers to design and
construct buildings on the principle of passive houses with renewable energy sources.
It is important to be affected the opportunities for funding and co-funding and
administrative incentives offered by the municipality for similar projects.
Indicators of the success of these trainings can be number of trained managers of
construction companies, number of trained construction workers from different disciplines.
Number of retrained workers and their level of employment. In the labor offices offer
training courses for the unemployed, bringing them back to be competitive in the labor
market.

Other measures for education and training
Baseline
Until now there are no trainings on passive buildings in schools. Only students from higher
courses of Professional School of Civil Engineering and Architecture, attended the seminar
for passive buildings held within the International Days of passive buildings in 2012.
Success Model
Besides the main participants in the planning process and construction of passive houses is
necessary to provide training for users of the buildings and to create training programs
aimed at familiarization with the principles of passive buildings and their benefits.
Trainings in scope and content must be consistent with the relevant groups targeted as
follow:
Training programs for students and children
Children are a major motivator for change in a society, so that must implement in training
courses kindergartens and schools. They should be light in the form of games with which the
children gradually to realize the role of their own choice in the fight against climate change.
It is also good to show the main differences between conventional construction and
construction of passive buildings for this purpose, the children can even develop models of
both buildings.
Training programs for managers at final energy demand - directors of municipal buildings
(schools, kindergartens)
Much of the municipal buildings are schools and kindergartens. Because the human factor
plays an important role in the formation of final energy consumption, it is necessary to
conduct training for managers of these buildings.
Training program for retailers and distributors of building materials, products and
technologies for passive buildings
Develop a training program that shows what are the components in the construction, which
have the highest result in the formation of the energy performance of the building. What
variants of these products can be used. How to expand the market and the production of
building components for passive buildings and opportunities for certification of the different
product lines.
Training programs for NGO activists and media representatives
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As the primary means of publicity and visualization of projects, programs and the
implementation of best examples, the media and NGOs are important players in the
implementation process of the passive house standard with renewable energy sources in the
municipality of Burgas.

5 PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
Communication Strategy
Baseline
Annually with its own funds the Municipality of Burgas organizes public campaigns related to
the promotion of energy efficiency, energy saving and environmental protection, as weeks
of ecology for the International Earth Day, Sustainable Energy Week and mobility within the
European Mobility Week campaigns to promote the use of alternative forms of transport:
cycling parades, cycling races application regarding car-free day, International Earth Day,
environment Day and others. In the implementation of these public campaigns and
initiatives the municipality successfully partnering with organizations and representatives of
civil society, universities and educational institutions, business and the media.
The Communication Strategy includes the following measures:
- Organizing and conducting information campaigns based on the principle of social
marketing
- Develop and implement effective information models for the promotion of European,
national and local legislation in the field of sustainable energy.
- Promoting "green" investments
- Building partnerships to develop and implement a system of counseling services to small
and medium businesses on energy efficiency
- Administrative stimulate industry and business to implement innovations and energy
technologies.
- Establishment and operation of municipal information center energy management.
Success Model
Over the past two years in Burgas were organized public events within The International
Passive House Days. In 2012 was organized a one day workshop within the framework of
which were presented:
- "PassREg"
- The beacon project of the Municipality
- The basic principles of passive buildings and their capabilities
- Publications in regional media
At the end of 2012. round table was organized by the project. En Effect team presented to
heads of units of local government the models of Brussels and Hanover, and a roadmap for
accelerated implementation of low-energy buildings within the municipality.
In 2013. was organized outdoor exposure in front of the Municipality, the liveliest place in
the city. The exhibition included eight posters that presented the project and aimed to
inform the widest possible number of peoplefor the activities and opportunities for each
group – designers, developers and builders, representatives of local authorities,
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manufacturers of building components and products, financiers and citizens. Publications
were made in the regional media.
The site of the Municipality published press reports relating to the project, as well as
presentations and brochures.

Communication plan
-

The efforts of the municipality in its role as a promoter of energy efficient behavior
should be directed to ensure maximum engagement of consumers, SMEs and the public.
Intelligent energy behavior is associated with awareness and changing everyday
behavior and culture of all users (households, businesses, organization, etc..), Which is
associated with planning and implementing long-term and targeted communication
strategy by the Municipality, with preserving on existing initiatives and the introduction
of a system of local legislation and new initiatives to promote efficient use of energy by
switching to renewable energy sources and the standard "passive house."

-

Promoting of international days of passive houses as tradition in Burgas. By conducting
annual forums, exhibitions, competitions and information campaigns in the days of
passive buildings will be provided a good opportunity for meetings, discussions and
active participation of all stakeholders in the process of accelerating the implementation
of the concept of "Passive house."

-

Initiatives with schools and other educational institutions - already have an idea of the
construction school to organize a club where the students will be able to learn about the
construction of low energy buildings, sustainable energy development, to participate in
forums and discussions on these topics, to actively participate in information campaigns
of a Municipality. This can become a good role model and to form more clubs within the
municipality, and why not at the national level. To share information and practical ideas,
to organize competitions in which to implement mini projects related with a passive
buildings and renewable energy sources.
- Organization of press conferences to report on the progress of the city on its way to
energy independence.
- Close cooperation with regional media-radio, television, press, information sites.
- Consultations for businesses and private investors

6 QUALITY CONTROL
Baseline
Before issuance of a building permit, all projects shall be agreed with the municipal energy
efficiency expert and considered of the Expert Council, certifying compliance the regulatory
requirements in the design. During construction, the responsibility for the proper
implementation of energy efficiency measures is the designer engaged in an architectural
supervision and independent construction supervision, who is obliged to observe in
execution of projects to prevent significant deviations from approved projects
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As a person liable under the Energy Efficiency Act, the municipality is required to produce
annual reports on the measures, investments made and the results achieved. These reports
are submitted to the Agency for Sustainable Energy Development.In addition, the
Municipality of Burgas maintains a database of municipal buildings, which contains basic
information about each building - when it was built, type of structure, when and what
improvements have been made, what energy source is used, what is the monthly
consumption of energy. This database is updated every three months.
The monitoring results are used in the preparation of strategic plans and programs. Based
on the information received we define the priority projects for funding and implementation
of energy-saving measures.
After the recent changes in the EE law in the construction of a new building, it gets the
energy class after making an energy audit before introducing and operation. Thus verify if
the measures planned in the project met the quality, if they are sufficient and if the project
has achieved energy efficiency class.
Success Model
Regulatory changes should be made focused on increasing the minimum requirements for
energy efficiency in buildings. Involving experts from energy agencies in the evaluation of
proposals
It is necessary to monitor in addition to municipal buildings and housing and private sites.
Housing sector remains in blackout regard to control of the implemented energy efficiency
measures and therefore should be made legislative changes to strengthen controls in this
area. Formation of the energy unit in the municipality would improve communication with
the public and businesses and could contribute to an easier collecting of information for the
preparation of analyzes and the search of effective schemes to promote and support the
implementation of high energy standards as that of passive buildings.
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INTRODUCTION

Within the European PassREg project, the Succes Model explained in this document aims to
identify the policies currently applied in Italy and in the Municipality of Cesena concerning
energy saving, energy efficiency and nearly zero energy buildings (NZEB) (Baseline), with the
results achieved up to now. In addition, it will identify proposals for future tools and the
steps necessary to achieve the objectives set by the Municipality of Cesena by 2020 and
regulations introduced for new buildings (Success model).
The draft of this document involved Administration’s politicians and technical advisers from
the Municipality of Cesena, in order to assess practices and achievements at municipal level
and as well as for the definition of future policy intentions to enhance NZEB.
This document was prepared by Energie per la Città S.p.a on behalf of the Municipality of
Cesena.
Authors:
Eng. Giovanni Battistini
Eng. Ilaria Prati
Doc. Silvia Morigi
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1 ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
National framework
The main national document on energy policy, defining objectives and priorities, is the
National Energy Strategy (SEN), approved by Ministerial Decree in March 2013 and oriented
to reduce energy costs, to supersede energy dependence on foreigners’ countries and to
ease the sustainable economic growth thanks to the development of an energy sector. Since
20 years passed after the last National Energy Strategy, this planning document was
intensely expected.
As
stated
on
the
Ministry
of
Economic
Growth’s
web-site
(http://www.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it), actions suggested in the energy strategy - within
two different deadlines – 2020 and 2050 – represent energy no more as an economic factor
of disadvantaging competition and burdening Italian family’s budget, aiming at establishing a
road map that allows to enhance environmental standard and to strength the security of
supply, thanks to considerable investments.
The implementation of the suggested strategy will permit a step-by-step but significant
system’s evolution and to cross “20-20-20” European goals, with the following results
expected by 2020:
significant energy costs’ reduction and progressive accordance to wholesale prices
at European level;
exceeding all 2020’s European environmental goals. These include: greenhouse gas
emission’s reduction of 21% compared to 2005 (EU goal: 18%), primary
consumptions’ reduction of 24% compared to performance inertial (EU goal: 20%)
and the achievement of 19-20% renewable energy effect related to gross final
consumptions (EU goal: 17%). Particularly, renewable energies are expected to
become the main electricity sector’s source together with natural gas with an
incidence of 35-38%;
more security, bigger system’s flexibility and less dependency. Dependency from
other countries is expected to decrease from 84% to 67% ;
Positive impact on economic growth thanks to investments both on green and white
economy (renewable and energy efficiency) in traditional sectors (electricity and gas
networks, storages, hydrocarbons development). These are private investments,
partially supported by incentives and with a considerable impact on the system’s
competitiveness and sustainability.
To achieve this goals the strategy will be articulated in seven different priorities with
specific, existing or ongoing, effective measures. The following measures concerns energy
efficiency and near zero energy buildings:
the promotion of Energy Efficiency, ideal tool to pursue all those goals above
mentioned;
the promotion of a competitive gas market, integrated with Europe and with prices
aligned to it;
sustainable development of renewable energies, for which the aim is to exceed
European goals (’20-20-20’), containing at the same time bills expenditures;
development of an electricity market fully integrated with the European one,
effective, with competitive prices and with a step-by-step integration of renewable
production;
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Support to research and technological development activities, functional to enhance
energy efficiency, renewable energies and sustainable use of fossil fuels.
Among the interventions in order to achieve these goals, there are: to enhance the ESCo
model; to strength controls and fines within laws, to introduce financial relief to promote
researches and technological innovation, to raise consumers’ awareness on energy
efficiency issues, to reinforce compensation’s mechanisms and specific guarantee funds.
Italy put the promotion of energy efficiency among its national energy policy’s priorities,
associating to this the pursuing of energy supply’s security, energy costs saving for
enterprises and citizen and the promotion of innovative and green technological chains, also
in relation to the reduction of climate-change emissions.

1.2 Regional framework of Emilia Romagna Region
Referring to the entry into force of Law No.90/2013, that modified the Legislative Decree
192/2005 to adopt the European Directive 2010/31/UE, the Region Emilia-Romagna, which
Cesena is part of, stated that, concerning energy certification procedures, new disposals do
not currently call for immediate and significant changes.
Particularly regarding the introduction of the energy performance certificate, the Region
Emilia-Romagna, with the Council Resolution 1366/2011, provided for the real and effective
equivalence between the two definitions “Energy Certification” and “Energy Performance
Certificate”, consistently with the EU Directive 2010/31/UE. Therefore, the document
registered in the regional energy certification system as “Energy Certification” corresponds
to the “Energy Performance Certificate” required by Law 90/2013.
Council Resolution 1366/2011 adjusts Resolution 156/2008’s attachments on buildings’
energy certification, introducing the duty of determining the energy performance’s index for
winter air-conditioning, hot water production and building’s envelope summer cooling for
both new buildings and those under renovation. The Resolution also sets up new standard to
cover thermal and electric consumptions with renewable sources and the obligation to
underline the energy performance index and the building’s EU Energy Label attested by the
energy certificate in any buy and sell announcements.
The Legislative Assembly Resolution No.156 dated 4th March 2008, address and coordinate
energy performance requirements and energy certification procedures; it aims at supporting
energy saving, smart energy use, enhancement and integration of renewable sources to
foster Kyoto Protocols’ goals in terms of reductions of greenhouse gas emission.
The document follows what stated by Legislative Decrees 192/05 and 311/06, particularly
regulating:
- the implementation of energy performance and installed energy systems’ minimum
requirements and the estimation of building's energy performance in its planning phase;
- energy certification with attention to the estimate procedure, evaluation of buildings and
systems’ energy performance, certificate release and accreditation of qualified technician;
- employment and maintenance of thermal systems.
During the planning phase, the law envisages the same tests imposed by national law
following the same building categories definitions and intervention; however, compared to
national law, it defines stricter energy performance's minimum requirements for buildings
and systems.
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Law 156/08 also calls for the validation system of those people appointed to validate
buildings’ energy performance, who will manage validation procedures, verifying
requirements on behalf of the body auditing, testing validation’s activities through spot
checks and third parties and, possibly, even creditors’ training.
The Resolution clearly defines creditors’ requisitions underlining that these “must guarantee
independence and neutrality through the absence of conflicts of interests in relation to
buildings and systems’ property, project planning, construction, employment and
administration”.
Finally, we must also stress Regional Resolution 156/08’s commitment towards citizens
awareness in terms of buildings’ energy efficiency and measures to support and ease the
reduction of energy and climate-change greenhouse gas’ consumptions within the Region.
Lastly, let’s remember Regional Law 26/04 of 23rd December 2004, putting Emilia-Romagna
as a front-runner Region concerning energy, anticipating national law in absorbing the EU
Directive 2002/91/CE and calling for grants in favor of green architecture and new standard
and limits in terms of energy rendering of buildings which shall be recognized by single local
construction’s Regulations, energy validation of public buildings, provinces and
municipalities’ obligation to plan new steam systems’ networks through cogeneration for
new buildings.
One more aspect to consider concerns provinces’ duty to develop a program to promote
energy saving and rational energy use, enhancing renewable sources, organized
development of systems and networks of provincial interest also through the adaption and
re-qualification of existing systems.
Emilia-Romagna Regional Energy Plan (Per)stands from Law No.26 of 2004, ratified in
November 2007, whose keynotes are: smart energy use, energy saving, development of
renewable sources, redevelopment of the electric system, new industries’ technologies,
buildings’ energy validation, spread of energy management services. The Plan defines
several objectives to save energy in different fields (residential sector’s contribution of a
third, transports’ 40% and industry’s 25%) and provides a first 3 years regional allocation of
90 million euro (2008 to 2010).
Tools to intervene to the realization of this Plan concern mainly the redaction of new law on
buildings’ energy rendering with stricter standard compared to the past, as well as a system
of bonus to ease intervention of energy rationalization and to promote advanced training
and information services.

1.3 Political will at local level and tools for energy efficiency in
buildings
Baseline
The Administration of the Municipality of Cesena always showed a will to accompany its
agenda to that taken by the other European Union member States, with regard to the fight
against climate change occurred in the last decades and the development of environmental
sustainability connected to energy production.
The confrontation with Dr. Montalti, Councillor for Environmental Sustainability, European
Projects and Energy Policies, raises the centrality of issues related to saving energy in
buildings in Cesena Administration’s agenda that in 2007 modified the Construction
Regulation to introduce a Regulation on the development of buildings with low energy
consumption through the use of eco-friendly materials.
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For this reason, the Municipality of Cesena joined the “Covenant of Mayors”, a European
action that involves local and regional authorities working to raise energy efficiency and
spread the use of renewable energy sources in their lands, taking the responsibility to
reduce by 2020 carbon dioxide emissions 20% less than in 1990. SEAP (the Action Plan for
Sustainable Energy) was born in this context, a key document underlining processes,
schedules and tasks in order to achieve 2020’s goals.
SEAP is part of a bigger vision, expressed by the Administration in the Municipal Energy Plan
(PEC) and ratified on April 2011, in order to fulfill its commitments.
The draft of PEC required a direct confrontation with private and public stakeholders
interested in the process of definition of local energy policies and with economic, social and
civic representatives through thematic forum; this shows how strong and enduring is the
political will to involve different categories of people to achieve the ultimate objective of
starting a politics of energy efficiency applied to buildings. The draft was followed by Green
Energy Days, dissemination activities addressed to students and citizens, on efficiency and
energy saving in public and private construction and enterprises and on energy production
through renewable sources.
The Municipal Energy Plan was drafted taking into consideration some ongoing local good
practices, for instance:
electric energy’s entry to the market through a convention providing for certified green
energy purchase and giving the Administration the chance of fighting energy costs;
draft of documents on rational energy use which consider the type of building and its
consumptions coefficients [kWh/m3*DD];
analysis of rational operation of systems in municipal facilitates which results were used to
set up objectives and action to manage heating systems: comfort for users, systems'
security and energy saving through modernization of systems (boilers' replacement with
condensation boilers, schedules and temperatures remote control system);
school facilities electric systems renovation and replacement of existing light systems with
low-power mode lights;
installation of photovoltaic systems in scholastic facilities;
adoption of a municipal Regulation on green building with voluntary adoption to promote
high-energy performance buildings.
In particular, the document to promote eco-friendly construction, attached to the
Municipality of Cesena's Building Regulation (Attachment D), ratified from the Municipal
Council the 24th November 2005 and updated in 2007, was born as a legislative tool to
promote the use of technologies and designs able to guarantee high-quality energy
performance for building within the territory of Cesena.
In fact, it finds and defines, requirements, recommendations and suggestions on energy
performance, systems' efficiency, employment of renewable energy sources, and
requisitions promoted by reducing secondary urbanization' costs and buildability index’s
peaks.
The documents highlights the following objectives: enhancement of the envelope's energy
performance, enhancement of thermal systems efficiency, enhancement of electric systems
shared by facilities with more than one housing units, production of electric energy through
renewable sources, enhancement of summer and winter comfort, employment of ecofriendly materials, reduction of indoor pollutant, reduction of exposition to electromagnetic
fields. When these goals are achieved, the Regulation provides for the following bonus:
1a) of economic kind, through the reduction of infrastructure costs to a maximum of 40%;
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1b) of construction kind, consisting of the deduction of perimeter walls with a thickness
equal of superior to 40 cm;
1c) of infrastructure kind, raising low-density areas’ buildability index.
As underlined during a confrontation with Doctor, Engineer Alessandro Delpiano,
Municipality of Cesena’s Executive Director of Urban Planning Sector, from 2005 to 2009
Attachment D represented, de facto, the only effective pro-active tool concerning renewable
energy sources applied to construction.
Since 2009, the year Cesena's regional energy Regulation (DAL Region Emilia-Romagna
156/2008) came into force, energy performance' requirements included into Attachment D,
started corresponding to law. Therefore, bonus mechanisms are not working since January
1st January 2009 and, currently, there is no bonus available. Bonus above mentioned will be
employed only for those facilities presented within 31st December 2008 and fitting the
bonus categories at the time, whereas there will be no bonus for all facilities in the
remaining territory. In fact, most of the facilities of new construction in Cesena fit the EU
energy label B, far away from so-called “passive house” requisitions.
During the years, DAL 156/2008 had several adjustments which spread and raised the level
of performance: in particular from 2012 the DGR 1366 of September 26 th 2011 includes
summer cooling among the standard for building’s energy evaluation, besides a mandatory
minimum of renewable energy sources to employ equal to 35% within 2014 and up to 50%
within 2015 using, not only photovoltaic, but also other renewable sources.
Currently, within the territory of Cesena, there’s the provision for the realization of a passive
house fitting the next Regulation on green building, addressed in the processing area AT3
03/08 in Case Finali, that is the building presented as Beacon Project for the European
Project PassREG.
Success Model
Councillor Montalti explained that “in the Municipal Energy Plan there are provisions to
push forward to reach the objectives arranged; it is operating only since two years, so this is
just the beginning”. Planning tools for next years will have a key role to directly operate, but
in order to push further the diffusion of this type of buildings, the Administration will work
to set a good example and to raise citizenship's awareness through dissemination and
confrontation with it. On the portal “Cesena Dialoga” (http://www.cesenadialoga.it/) it is
possible to find both a survey about the current situation, a necessary tool to set the
strategy for the Municipal Structural Plan, a document that sum up the Municipality's
strategic vision by 2030 and particularly ten municipal structural plan's strategic points.
Infrastructure tools will consider both requirements and bonus to promote the fulfillment
and spread of near zero energy buildings as it is essential to reward who commits to realize
and address to high performance buildings, but it is also very important to set landmarks
that are expected by the Italian and regional law anyway.
The Municipal Energy Plan sets a series of interventions able merge the Municipality's
objectives for 2020, among which the energy redevelopment of 18% of residential surface
(about 630.000 square meters), from energy label E to C an d the construction of new
buildings A and B's energy label. These measures will require quite important investments.
By the way, there is a restructuring rate of the municipality’s real estate. Therefore,
additional costs respect to a renovation with any improvements of the building’s energy
performance, could be partly and more easily supported by government’s incentives. PEC
also assumed a revision of the Municipal Building Regulation for new buildings, which is a
real goal, in a way that will be illustrated below, and the creation of an Energy help-desk to
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inform citizens on possible energy renovation interventions costs and possible bonus
connected to these.
The surface to redevelop and the energy class of the building will be the standard and the
object of monitoring. The validation will inspect the whole surface of building already
redeveloped, thus monitoring planning permissions for those renovation plans submitted by
private citizens to the Municipality and, eventually, monitoring tax deduction requests.
Moreover, inquires will include the evaluation of new facilities’ surface for each building
realized in the last year. Possible obstacles or constraints could be the decrease of incentives
for this kind of intervention, which could lead to an interruption of the interventions. It is
essential to focus on a series of dissemination campaigns to point out evident energy and
economic saving compared to traditional structures.
Among the interventions identified in PEC to reach 2020’s goals, there’s a bigger production
of energy through renewable sources, also connected to buildings’ redevelopment. The
realization of co-generation systems, for instance, also linked to district-heating systems, the
employment of biomass deriving from waste in co-generation systems, the realization of
photovoltaic solar systems and thermal solar on residential, industrial and commercial
roofing, energy purchase from renewable sources to replace electric energy purchase from
tradition sources to afford the reductions provided by the Covenant of Mayors.
The local Administration recently illustrated to the city ten strategic policies to back up the
future urban planning; among these policies for energy renovation of public and private
building heritage, there are bonuses for energy renewal and for seismic safety. As Urban
Planning Sector’s Director, Eng. Delpiano, stated “most of the facilities in Cesena, especially
those built in the last fifty years, need impressive interventions for their energy
redevelopment and seismic safety. The Local Structural Plan will support a new urban
renewal discipline able to ease and promote the recover and, in some cases, the
reconstruction of existing both public and private buildings”.
Going ahead with the analysis, Delpiano marks that “choosing the 2000's Local Strategic
Plan, with too high building indexes in the existing framework of residential completion,
turned into an ineffective and often harmful policy. For this reason and to avoid the spread
of this kind of situations which are altering the existing urban balance creating a clash, their
reduction is not to be excluded. Particularly important will be the realization of an urban
discipline with building indexes coherent with the existing urban fabric, which could be
boost only after static and energy improvements’ interventions.
The commitment submitted by Local Administration in this direction is oriented to identify
awards addressed to people who will choose a way to build following excellent levels on
seismic and energy matters; to consider the choice to realize a passive house as the object of
these incentives is not impossible. The same policies, rules and performance standard which
will turn this principle into an effective action will find place into the Local Structural Plan
and the Building Code (RUE), which local Administration ratified as a part of its mandate
plan”.
These objectives are reiterated also by Councillor Montalti, according to which "through the
PSC, the City will strive to include forms of reward in order to build nearly zero energy
buildings and to redevelop the existing one, which is the real challenge for the future: in fact,
most of the territory developed before the '70s and, in addition to being poorly performing
from the energy point of view, it also shows seismic safety problems. For this reason, the
Municipality of Cesena also considers very important the comparisons with front-runners
European countries, to take advantage from others’ experiences and best practices, hence
the signing of the Covenant of Mayors and the participation in numerous European projects,
in order to exploit all the available channels to confront. Moreover, the Administration
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commits to the awareness-raising of schools of all types and citizenship through activities,
meetings, energy - days and other initiatives”.
Another important milestone in the political settlement of Cesena should aim at the creation
of Social Housing Association (ERS), characterized by very low running costs as the
Administration identifies public areas to be made available to manufacturers through a call
with granting surface rights and the assignment of ownership. The convenience comes from
resetting areas’ cost, from the increase in volume and, sometimes, from the reduction of
financial charges and urbanization.
The importance of these achievements is that segments of the population addressed by this
construction industry not only have difficult access to a good house, but it also often
struggle to support the usual management costs that "traditional" buildings carries for
energy consumption; in such a way, it is inevitable that these social housing should therefore
contain all the technological solutions aimed at energy saving and efficiency, managing to
significantly low the same housing’ management costs.
Among the Administration’s strategic objectives on local management contained in the
planning document "Cesena’s strategic vision for 2030" stands out, from the urban point of
view, point no.2: " The oversupply of real estate areas created a dual conflict for present and
future generations: sharp reduction of agricultural and natural land and virtual shutdown of
the construction industry. For these two basic reasons, Cesena will carry out policies of
radical reduction of land consumption: stopping any further urban pressure in rural areas,
halving areas of the existing Local Strategic Plan not yet implemented, only launching
regeneration policies and urban regeneration in new PSC , in favor of a compact city where
are services and public transport. This will be the founding choice for a new vision of
community, which, on the one hand knows how to preserve its natural and agricultural
heritage and, on the other hand, allows launching a new economics of development towards
a future of hospitality and welfare for today and tomorrow’s citizens".
These planning choices shall lead to a double benefit in terms of reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions and energy regeneration widespread: on the one hand, more agricultural land
will remain available, resulting in the reduction of environmental pressures related to the
urbanization of natural soils; on the other, slowing the development of new building areas,
the interventions will focus on existing building. In this way, it will be inevitable to channel
the building activity primarily into redevelopment and regeneration of built heritage from
the past and often obsolete and inappropriate in relation to their seismic safety and energy.
The reduction of land consumption aforesaid shall also strive to bring people into the city
centre, reversing the trend consolidated in recent years that has seen substantial parts of
Cesena’s population expelled from the confines of the urbanized area and almost incentive
to improperly occupy the campaign, both with residences not related to the conduct of
agricultural funds and with real manufacturing production activities. This turnaround will
have two positive energy / environmental effects: first, the reduction car trips for working,
family needs and leisure time, with obvious benefits in terms of reducing air pollution by
hydrocarbons; moreover, a growing number of private and public services (schools, care
centers and personal services) will be easily and safely reached on foot or by bike again. In
both cases it will be pursue the goal to reduce greenhouse gases arising from the current
way of understanding the territory.
As for the timing to implement these political programs, by 2016 the new PSC, in which the
issue of upgrading energy efficiency of both existing and under construction buildings with
low energy consumption is central, should be approved. Finally, the City is already moving in
order to let new public buildings meet the standards of energy-efficiency, so to apply the
legislation that came into effect in August 2013, thus anticipating the obligations set for new
buildings from 2019.
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2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
The Municipality of Cesena is partner of the European Project CitInES, which has, as its
objective, the development of an ICT tool to support urban planning: this will allow to
simulate and to evaluate interventions planned to achieve the objectives set for 2020 in
terms of energy performance and costs. The tool will also allow to consider, when planning,
possible alternatives on energy sources and distribution systems, in order to optimise the
energy strategy of large and productive urban complexes.
Optimising urban energy investments is a fundamental challenge for the reduction of
pollutant emissions; however, the definition of a sustainable, reliable and affordable energy
strategy, requires to simulate the entire energy chain (consumption, transportation,
distribution, storage, production) with different types of energy (electricity, gas, heat, wind,
waste, etc. . ) and to assess the environmental and financial impacts of the various long-term
scenarios ( fuel prices, consumption scenarios, etc. . ).
Thanks to this tool, that will be created at the end of the project, the Municipality of Cesena
will be able to monitor the current situation and to progress with the actions implemented
to achieve the objectives of SEAP and to have a technical support to the decision path, being
able to simulate scenarios to 2020.

2.1 Economic objectives and indicators
Baseline
Currently, several parameters related to energy efficiency of local buildings are monitored;
in the future, monitoring will be easier thanks to the software produced by CitInES.
Concerning public buildings, the main indexes monitored at least twice a year are:
Energy self-sufficiency: total annual consumption of electricity in municipal buildings
(kWh) / Annual Electricity produced from photovoltaic (kWh);
Power annually installed for photovoltaic systems (kW);
Natural gas annual consumption (m3);
Electric annual consumption among the Municipality of Cesena’s users (kWh) and public
buildings;
Public buildings' annual consumption of electricity produced by photovoltaic systems
installed (kWh);
Annual consumption of buildings connected to the heating network (No. 2 public
buildings) (kWh);
Annual emissions of CO2 saved by interventions (photovoltaic systems installation,
reducing the consumption of electricity and natural gas ....);
Coefficient of consumption for heating and domestic hot water: mc gas consumed * PCI
(9.59 kWh/m3) / volume building (m3) * day degrees;
Thermal Index (heating and domestic hot water): mc gas * PCI (9.59 kWh /m 3)/
building's volume (m3);
Electric Index (electricity) (kWh consumed by the building - kWh produced by the PV) /
building's volume (cubic meters);
Energy Index: thermal index + electric index = [mc gas * PCI (9.59 kWh/m3) / building's
volume (m3)] + kWh of electric energy consumed / (0.46 * m3 building (electric
efficiency of the national reference)];
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Number and total area (m2) of solar thermal panels annually installed on public
buildings;
Moreover, data related to energy consumption for all municipal buildings are yearly
registered (automotive fuels, heating fuel, electricity and district heating).
As for non-public buildings, the City begun to collect data from suppliers and partners, HERA
and ENEL above all, by creating a database with the available data, such as those related to
consumption, the technical ones and those regarding local renewable energy potential, such
as:
Consumption:
- Consumption per consumer zone (MWh) in final and primary energy;
- Consumption per consumer type (MWh/m²) in final and primary;
- Consumption normalized to GDP : final energy use (MWh) (all energy carriers)
divided by Gross Domestic Product (M€)
Production:
- Production per producer type (MWh)(annual, per energy produced);
- Capacity per producer type (MW);
- Average electricity and heat origin decomposition (%) (% of annual electricity
bought form the network, %of electricity produced locally by each type of producer)
- Peak (consumption) electricity and heat origin decomposition (%) (% of peak power
provided by electricity bought from the network, % of peak power produced by
each type of local producer)
- Share of renewable energy from local sources in final and primary energy use (for
electricity and thermal uses)
Emissions:
- CO2 emissions due to consumption per consumer zone per capita (t/capita) (direct
and indirect)
- CO2 emission due to production per consumer zone (t)
- Indirect CO2 emissions generated from grid energy supply (t)
Energy bill:
- Energy bill per consumer type (€/m²) and energy carrier (electricity, gas, heat)
- Average energy bill per consumer zone (€/m²) and energy carrier (electricity, gas,
heat)
Investments:
- Annualised investments that have been undertaken to reach this state of the energy
system (€)
- ROI: Project net savings divided by investments costs
Success Model
With regard to the indexes that in the future, thanks to the tool created by CitInES, the
Municipality of Cesena would monitor, the Local Energy Plan developed an evaluation
methodology based on the following indexes to measure the value of the proposed
interventions:
-

Energy efficiency: the amount of primary energy savings / total primary energy
consumed by the Municipality of Cesena in the referring scenario (TOE)
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Renewability: amount of primary energy from renewable sources produced / total
primary energy consumed by the Municipality of Cesena (TOE)
Reduction of emissions: reduced CO2 emissions / total emissions produced by the
Municipality of Cesena (the index reflects the Covenant of Mayors’ purpose)
(measured in tonnes of CO2)
Energy density: the amount of primary energy produced or saved / area required to
achieve the goal (measured in TEP / sqm)
Cogeneration and district heating: annual production (MWh thermal and electric
products)
Energy development of new and existing buildings:
o square meters subject of energy development and energy class
o square meters of new buildings realized under class A and B;
Biomass: thermal and electric energy produced by burning biomass waste (MWh
thermal and electric products)
Dedicated biomass: thermal and electric energy produced by burning biomass
dedicated to co-generation (MWh thermal and electric products)
Solar PV: power peak of PV systems installed at local level every year (kWp)
Solar thermal: number of systems made and power peak declared (number and
kWp)
Household appliances’ energy saving: electricity savings through appliances energy
class improvements (by the energy plan we would like to monitor electricity
consumptions in residential and commercial sectors - MWh)
Industrial supply chain: the renewal of the industrial production line to achieve
greater energy efficiency (by the energy plan we would like to monitor electricity
consumption in the industrial sector - MWh)

Another indicator that shall be monitored is the number of buildings and / or of certificates
in A or higher energy class, namely of buildings with lower energy consumption. Currently,
Emilia-Romagna makes the data available dividing the number of certified buildings
according to energy class and type of building. For example, looking at energy performance
certificates issued by the Province of Forlì-Cesena (which Cesena is part of) in the year 2013,
the situation is as follows (figures referring only to the Municipality of Cesena are not
available):

Class
A+
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Total Residential
cert. buildings
52
52
405
367
1784
1508
3223
2689
3586
3062
2855
2396
2429
2085
5639
5202

Offices
0
17
154
236
216
181
107
88

Health
Cultural
facilities activities
0
0
0
0
3
3
6
11
10
35
10
22
4
35
3
52

Commercial Sport
activities
act.
0
0
9
0
70
3
183
1
152
7
122
8
97
9
137
34

Schools Prod.
act.
0
0
2
10
3
40
6
91
20
84
35
81
39
53
40
83

The current and mandatory legislation at regional level, where Cesena falls, provides the
following classification:
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Class
Residential Buildings [kWh/(m2*year)]
Other buildings [kWh/(m3*year)]
A+
EPtot<25
undefined
A
25≤EPtot<40
EPtot<8
B
40≤EPtot<60
8≤EPtot<16
C
60≤EPtot<90
16≤EPtot<30
D
90≤EPtot<130
30≤EPtot<44
E
130≤EPtot<170
44≤EPtot<60
F
170≤EPtot<210
60≤EPtot<80
G
EPtot≥210
EPtot≥80
where EP stands for the building’s energy performance index, that represents energy needs
for heating and domestic hot water's production. EP values are calculated according to UNI /
TS 11300.
It will be necessary to implement a methodology to know the details of the municipality’s
buildings involving, for example, public and private sectors, to monitor changes in the
number of buildings with low energy consumption and to assess whether the policies
undertaken to promote compliance with these buildings are in practical use.
As a comparison with the Municipality of Cesena’s Urban Sector revealed, the City Council
recently illustrated the city’s 10 strategies as future planning instruments (PSC-POC-RUE).
Among the various actions, on the issue of defining public and private building’s energy
efficiency, stands the recognition of rewards for those who choose to build pursuing high
levels of excellence in the seismic and energy field; so, it is realistic to think that the decision
to build passive houses should be the subject of such incentives, as expected already in 2008
with the building regulation to promote sustainable construction.
The exact mode, rules, performance metrics by which this principle will become a concrete
action at local level, will be located within the PSC (Local Structural Plan and RUE (Urban
Building Regulation), whose drafting is also committed to the level of the Administration
political program.

2.2 Economic levers
Baseline
Since years, the Italian system already provides for diversified systems to support the
production of electricity from renewable sources and for buildings’ energy improvements
and energy savings.
Particularly, economic tools working to promote buildings’ energy efficiency are as follows:
Certificati Verdi (“Green Certificates”): securities issued by GSE (Agency for Energy
Services) at a rate proportional to the energy produced with a system powered by
renewable sources and operating by 31 December 2012. Each Green Certificate certifies
conventionally the production of 1 MWh of renewable energy and can be traded or sold
by producers to subjects obliged to produce an amount of electricity from renewable
sources in a specific market, thus getting an economic return;
Tariffa Onnicomprensiva (“All-Inclusive Rate”): it is the incentive mechanism alternative
to the Green Certificates, reserved to qualified systems IAFR (powered by renewable
sources), with an average annual capacity not exceeding 1 MW or 0.2 MW for windpower installations. It 'a support system based on the delivery of a fixed rate, which
includes both the incentive and the compensation for electricity fed into the grid, the
value of which depends on the type of source used;
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Conto Energia (“Energy Sum”): it is a support system that ensures a constant
compensation of the electricity produced from solar photovoltaic systems connected to
the grid and solar thermal, for a fixed period (20 years for photovoltaic installations, 25
years for the thermodynamic solar ones) through a rate for all the energy produced by
the systems. This incentive system was introduced in Italy in 2005, with the Ministerial
Decree dating 28th July 2005 (First Energy Sum) and it is currently regulated by the
Ministerial Decree of 5th July 2012 ( Fifth Energy Sum).
The rate is in addition to the sale's income or value, through on site exchange or selfconsumption and the energy produced varies depending on the size and degree of the
system’s architectural integration. The scheme rewards renewable productions done
independently from the electricity produced;
Ministerial Decree of 6th July 2012: The Ministerial Decree dated 6th July 2012 establishes
new ways to encourage the production of electricity from system fed by renewable
energy sources other than solar PV, with a power not exceeding 1 kW.
The Decree states that incentives are recognized on the production of net electricity
supplied to the grid by the system. Therefore, self-consumed electricity has no access to
incentives. Access to incentives established by Ministerial Decree 6 July 2012 is
alternative to the on-site exchange mechanisms in place and to dedicated withdrawal;
Titoli di Efficienza Energetica o Certificati Bianchi (“Energy Efficiency Certificates” or
“White Certificates”): negotiable securities that certify the achievement of energy savings
in final use of energy through interventions and projects to increase energy efficiency.
This system of white certificates was introduced into the Italian law by Ministerial
Decrees on the 20th July 2004 and provides distributors of electricity and natural gas to
reach annually certain quantities of primary energy savings, expressed in equivalent
tonnes of oil saved (TEP).
A certificate is the same of saving a ton of equivalent oil (TEP); companies distributing
electricity and gas can carry out its obligation implementing energy efficiency projects
entitling white certificates or acquiring TEE by others on the market of Securities Energy
Efficiency organized by GME;
Conto Termico (“Thermal Sum”): The publication of the Ministerial Decree on 28th
December 2012 called "Thermal Sum", gave effect to a support system for the promotion
of small-scale interventions to increase energy efficiency and the production of thermal
energy from renewable sources.
Interventions to incentive refer both to existing buildings envelope’s efficiency
(insulation of walls and roofs, replacement of windows and solar screens installation)
and the replacement of existing systems for winter heating systems with higher
efficiency (condensing boilers) and replacement or, in some cases, new installation of
power systems using renewable sources (heat pumps, boilers, biomass stoves and
fireplaces, solar thermal systems also combined with solar cooling technology).
The new decree introduces also specific incentives for energy diagnosis and energy
certification if combined to the intervention above mentioned and in certain conditions.
The incentive is a contribution to the expenses carried out and it is paid with annual
rates for a variable duration (between 2 and 5 years) as a function of the interventions
realized.
The real news of this tool is the chance for Public Administrations to direct access to
intervention on their properties. In fact, the Decree funds a yearly expense to a total
amount of 200 million euro for interventions realized by Public Administration and of
700 million euro for interventions realized by private users;
Tax deductions for energy improvements: costs incurred from June 6th 2013 (date of
entry into force of legislative Decree 63/2013) to the 31st December 2013 for energy
renewal of existing buildings are entitled to a tax deduction of 65% during the individual
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income tax return. From the 1st January 2014, the deduction will be 36%, which is what
normally provided for building restorations. Reduction concerns, for instance, the
expenses carried out for:
energy development on existing buildings which obtain a limit value of annual primary
energy demand for winter heating by at least 20% lower than the established limit
values;
interventions on existing buildings, premises or existing residential units, regarding
opaque vertical structures, horizontal opaque structures (roof and floor) and windows
including frames. The condition to advantage the benefit is to meet the requirements
of thermal transmittance U, expressed in W/m2K, set as limit;
the installation of solar panels for hot water production;
replacement of winter heating systems with condensing boilers systems and the
simultaneous development of the distribution system.

Tax deductions for building’s renovations: Who incurs expenses for building’s
renovations can deduct personal income tax of 36%. For expenditures incurred from 26 th
June 2012 to 31st December 2013 (Legislative Decree 63/2013), the income tax deduction
rises to 50%. In particular, tax deduction concerns expenditures incurred to perform
extraordinary maintenance, restoration and preservation works and building renovations
for individual apartments and blocks.
Current incentive systems proved to be able to sustain a steady growth in the industry,
ensuring, in spite of frequent changes in the regulatory framework, sufficient predictability
in terms of investments return and facilitating the eligibility of works. The manufacturers of
technological solutions for the construction industry (insulation materials, heat recovery
systems, etc.) are closely following these incentive instruments, they bring knowledge to
final customers and offer them advice for the completion of the necessary papers.
The incentives described represent a consolidated national energy system, to address with
necessary adaptations, for the next period, as an element of continuity important to achieve
the Community new objectives.
For example, the instrument of tax deductions, introduced by the National Finance Act 2007,
proved to be particularly effective for some applications. After about five years of
implementation, it is currently ongoing the evaluation of results in terms of macro-economic
effects, as well as the actual burden for the state, in order to verify the possible continuity
and reshaping in ever more effective forms.
Regarding, for example, the distribution of energy redevelopment interventions of existing
buildings in the Municipality of Cesena who benefited from the tax deduction of 55%, the
Technical Unit for Energy Efficiency - Energy Services Sector ENEA (National Agency for New
Technologies, energy and sustainable Economic Development) provided the following data:
from 2007 to 2008, requests to access tax deductions for energy efficiency measures
increased by about 370 total and incentives granted raised to more than doubled. This
trend indicates a very positive response from the people of Cesena to the need to apply
energy conservation in buildings, and reap the economic benefits granted at state level to
contain the costs of measures to increase efficiency.
Success Model
Regarding the economic aspects of the new building policy, both national and local, actions
to suggest in the future could be:
- development of incentives for companies that develop high-efficiency technologies;
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- revision of tax deduction’s instrument with increase of tax-deductible expenses for
intervention classes of varying complexity and size, more careful calibration of the
deductible expenditure maximum and review of the number of years to take benefit of the
deduction;
- better definition of some renewable product’s tax regime;
- different rewards for those who decide to build a low-energy consumption building even
before the obligation in 2018, for new and 2020’s public buildings, for all the other NZEB
like, for instance, the chance to take advantage of a bigger part of tax deduction for some
expenditure.

2.3 Forms of funding
Baseline
The main funds addressed to buildings’ energy efficiency are those of third-party financing
and energy performance contracts signed with the Energy Service Company (ESCo). The
energy performance contract (Energy Performance Contract, or EPC), regulated in Italy by
Legislative Decree no. 115/2008, is a contract by which one "supplier" party (ESCO) is
obliged to the completion - with its funds or with third parties financial resources – of a set
of integrated interventions aimed at developing and improving the efficiency of an energy
system (system or building) owned by another person (the beneficiary) who receives a
reduction of energy consumption of those buildings object of the intervention.
In this case, then, it is the ESCo to anticipate the costs of investments needed; otherwise, it
assumes the obligation to find the financial resources from a third parties (usually, banks), at
no cost to the interventions’ beneficiary, and it is remunerated on the basis of actual results
acquires by the client through the implementation and modernization of technology,
systems and structures. Therefore, EPC is normally carried out using the mechanism of the
Third Party Financing (TPF), through the provision by a third of the economic resources
needed to develop the project. The benefits of third-party financing are remarkable for
those who decide to take action: you get an immediate reduction in energy expenditure
without making any financial investment, you can use economic resources to other projects;
maintaining investment opportunities without changing the financial situation, getting a
replacement of machinery with more performance, obtaining its ownership by the end of
the contract.
Also the Region Emilia - Romagna provides funding for energy efficiency and energy savings:
for example, in July 2013 the terms to access the Emilia Romagna’s Energy Fund were
reopened. This is a rotary fund subsidized financing that facilitates investment address to
energy efficiency, production of energy from renewable sources and construction of
technological systems which reduce energy consumption from traditional sources. The Fund
operates by granting low-interest loans to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
having their productive location in Emilia-Romagna for investments aimed at reducing
energy consumption from traditional sources, production of innovative equipment and
systems for the reduction of energy consumption by traditional sources and for energy from
renewable sources’ production.
Finally, it is important to stress that many banks and lenders offer loans at subsidized rates
for the installation of systems for the production of energy from renewable sources and
buildings’ energy redevelopment.
It should also be noted that in some cases Regions may enter into agreements with local
banks to provide loans at zero interest rate.
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Often, the funding in its various shapes, is the only chance for citizens and businesses to
invest in measures to improve energy performance, so it will be increasingly necessary to
strengthen the dissemination of specialized tools for these interventions, such as ESCOs and
financing both at national and local level (through, for example, the collaboration between
the City and individual private companies). In addition, new financial and specialized
instruments for the promotion of nearly zero energy buildings should be provided.
Success Model
In this sense, local administration, as emerged from the interview with the Municipality of
Cesena Urban Planning Director, has a very important objective address to the poorest
segments of the population, which is the creation of Social Housing (ERS) characterized by
very low running costs: population groups this building aim at, in fact, not only have
difficulty in accessing an home, but it also often struggle to support the usual management
costs that "traditional" buildings entail for energy consumption. Therefore, it is inevitable
that these social housing should contain all the technological solutions aimed at energy
saving and efficiency, allowing them to significantly decrease the dwelling’s running costs.
Social Housings are different from private dwellings in their relation with the rental
strategy’s nature and objectives: if the rent of private rentals is determined on the basis of
the supply and demand’s law, the allocation and determination of a social housing’s rent can
not be separated from the evaluation of the main social factors. The public sector support in
favour of the social housing may take the form of security loans, grants for interests’
payment on loans, guarantees or tax deductions. The support can be granted both by the
state and local authorities and can be issued in favour of the tenant or the promoter, both
with reference to new buildings and maintenance of existing buildings.
Again, the comparison with the Urban Sector of the Municipality of Cesena, shows that the
first case of experimental urban settlement in terms of energy is represented by the District
"Novello". This urban district has recently been recently approved and, once realized, it will
be fully implemented with the regional energy requirements of the regulations in force in
Cesena (Emilia Romagna DAL 156/2008). Moreover, "Novello" presents an urban plants that
protects the so-called "right to sun": all accommodation, in fact, are oriented South, to take
advantage of free solar gains in the winter season; moreover, buildings have heights
increasing from South to North to avoid shadows cast by a building to another. The presence
of green roofs on many of the buildings included in the project, optimize the microclimate of
the settlement.

3 KEY ACTORS
3.1 Departments of regional and local administration
Baseline
As said before, the Municipality of Cesena has always been very active with the achievement
of objectives identified by the Energy Plan and the Covenant of Mayors and more generally
related to saving and improving energy efficiency. In particular, the town Council has the
task of promoting regeneration initiatives realizing them also on municipal buildings. The
objectives that the Municipality of Cesena undertook assume a strong synergy between
administration and private entities of the territory to meet the goals of emission reductions
by 2020.
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Therefore, it is essential to consult trade associations for the purpose of cross-monitoring
public and private actions carried at local level, due within the SEAP methodology to ensure
a measurement that is consistent with the objectives and compliance with the mix of
techniques chosen to achieve them.
Generally, new public buildings’ projects in Cesena always include the possibility for applying
agencies to suggest improvements on the building’s envelope and energy system; these
improvements affect the final evaluation and the tender's award.
In recent years, with regard to the redevelopment of buildings in the area, the Municipality
of Cesena played a crucial role: it promoted the redevelopment among citizens, either
through information campaigns, meetings and initiatives aimed at raising awareness,
realized demonstration on public or municipal buildings (energy efficiency measures of many
municipal schools), released info about costs, incentives and regulations, introduced
municipal instruments to promote energy efficiency in new buildings.
In January 2011 the Municipality of Cesena also founded the Society "Energie per la Città
S.p.a." as the City’s "operational arm" on issues relating to energy efficiency and, as stated
by Councillor for Environmental Sustainability, European projects and energy policies Dr. Lia
Montalti, in order to:
deal with conservation, enhancement and management of the heritage and territory
of Cesena, for the purposes of environmental protection and energy saving;
carry out activities and maintenance services for public buildings’ systems;
redevelopment aiming at increasing the performance; design, supervision, technical and
administrative activities aimed at extending or creating new works; support to the
identification of actions, interventions and procedures for the rational use of energy;
design, build and manage systems powered by renewable energy sources (RES) and
develop interventions and activities to support policies aimed at optimizing energy
consumption;
promote and disseminate technologies for the production of energy from renewable
energy sources and to realize other services for the rational use of energy and energy-saving.
Thanks to this Company, the Municipality of Cesena was directly involved in the
implementation of energy efficiency in buildings of its own property, especially many local
schools.
Other municipal sectors directly involved in the creation and implementation of building’s
energy efficiency are:
the Environment and Territory Conservation’s, directly involved in drafting and
developing SEAP and in its application, through Energie per la Città S.p.a., to set up a
structural effort to conserve energy by identifying the environmental and economic energy
needs of the community and choosing the criteria by which to direct their efforts;
Urban Planning’s, committed to the realization of urban plans and to future policies
connected to NZEB, for which it already illustrated the strategies oriented to future urban
planning (PSC-POC-RUE). Among these, reward forms address to who will decide to build
following seismic and energy high-quality standard.
Productive and Residential Development’s, dealing with permissions and
information, realising authorisations and certificate for residential and productive issue.

Success Model
To achieve the objectives determined, SEAP provides for the commitment and collaboration
among the following actors inside the Council, each with a specific task assigned:
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an executive committee, to report the Mayor about the state of art and working as a
channel between him and the other stakeholders, modulating, when necessary,
objectives related to expectations;
a “direction”, to collect citizenship and trade associations’ opinions and able to take
into consideration public opinion related to actions and interventions planned;
a municipal energy manager, dealing with the allocation of resources by the project,
coordinate the activities and goals’ achievement;
an operative team to collect, analyse and organize data for project’s activities and to
realize the expected issuances;
experts within municipal sectors, accounting on technologies, giving technical and
practical support to the operational team and elaborating solution for the project.

Moreover, in order to disseminate issues related to low-energy buildings, energy saving and
energy production from renewable sources, it will be appropriate to create an energy “infopoint”, where citizens can ask consultancy on buildings’ energy efficiency intervention and
public incentives forms.
It will be also useful to put into practise principles related to NZEB to public buildings,
starting from now, anticipating, in this way, the year 2018.

3.2 Other stakeholders
Baseline
Concerning external stakeholders, there is no real and effective collaboration to develop and
implement policies in this field. Because there are no national and local rules to absorb the
European Directive 2010/31, any systemic and continuative relations has been set up.
Anyway, at local level, there are some design studios already committed to realize NZEB and
citizens who choose to live in this kind of building. Citizens, in fact, have a key role in the
development of NZEB, as they’re the first beneficiaries; therefore, they should be informed
and engaged in a better way and the municipality of Cesena shall keep on promoting events
address to the citizenship, as it did so far.
Success Model
To reach the objectives set up by SEAP and by national laws, it is necessary to involve other
stakeholders in future municipal policies:
- regional and national energy agencies (Region Emilia-Romagna’s energy sector ENEA
etc..), assisting the Administration in law enforcement, providing tools and
consultancy on services and technology;
- trade associations: channels between the local authority and trade unions for the
dissemination and implementation of issues related to NZEB;
- ESCos, both private and public which, through contracts for energy efficiency and/or
financing interventions, achieve buildings’ energy efficiency, which will have to get
closer and closer to the attainment of NZEB standard;
- educational institutions, especially schools that, through meeting with experts, will
have to educate new generations to save energy;
- universities and research centers, involved in new techniques and technologies’
research for energy efficiency saving;
- local media, to promote initiatives on energy efficiency and report citizenship’s
commitment.
In fact, as emerged from the interview with Councillor Montalti, "Definitively, the
cooperation between local administration, educational institutions and trade associations is
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necessary, also between them and institutions address to decide on building regulations and
urban planning, such as the Region Emilia - Romagna, which is one of the few Italian regions
where the legislation is in line with European targets. This is essential, especially in Italy,
where regulations change continuously. "

4 CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
4.1 Training of local authorities
Baseline
Currently, in Cesena’s local administration, there is no sector able to fully apply the
principles of NZEB in a sustainable development plan. This is mainly due to the fact that the
transposition of Directive 2010/31/EU into the Italian law occurred only in August 2013 and,
still, there are no guidelines defining the requirements for the classification of a near-zero
energy building. However, some sectors, such as Urban Design, are already developing the
integration of these buildings in urban planning, as explained in the paragraphs before.
However, at the moment, there is no real development of residential settlements in the
Municipality of Cesena following passive house principles; there are buildings which,
although not certified by the Passive House Institute, have been designed and constructed
by referring to passive houses’ characteristics.
Currently, at local level, there are specialists who attended a training course on NZEB
themes and passive house’s basic criteria are not considered as determinants to approve
projects for new construction or existing buildings and neighbourhoods’ renovation.
However, to get the issuance of a building’s eligibility, the certificate of the building’s annual
energy consumption is mandatory.
The municipality of Cesena started few years ago to intervene on the redevelop of public
buildings and the use of renewable energy sources, illustrated on chap. 6; these are all
interventions directly promoted by the local administration or, on behalf of the municipality,
by the agency Energie per la Città s.p.a. who joins the planning and realization phases,
constantly monitors these buildings’ consumptions and energy index to esteem benefits
deriving from the interventions.
The Municipality of Cesena didn’t make any attested passive house, but there are already
new schools that will be designed and constructed in order to meet nearly zero-energy
buildings’ standard (high insulation, controlled mechanical ventilation with heat recovery,
etc..; once again, we point out that these standard have not been defined by Italian Law), so
as to fulfil the obligations set in advance by the end of 2018, the requirements of nearly zero
energy buildings.
Success Model
Considering the strong interest showed by the local Administration and the objectives
submitted for 2020, it will be necessary to involve internal specialists in a training path
aiming at raising the awareness on passive house and NZEB’s key principles and their
implementation into local future policies, so that each sector would be able to put these
policies into practise at its best.
To do this, it would be important to plan training courses also ran by external specialized
agencies and to disseminate informative and complete materials to every municipal sector
involved in these issues.
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Moreover, as Councillor to Environmental Sustainability, European Projects and Energy
Policies, Dr. Montalti, underlined in the interview that after the experience with PassREg,
local administration will have to take the example from the exchange with front-runner
regions to understand which abilities with planning, designing and constructing are
mandatory in order to implement future policies and which sectors should be involved in
this process. The Municipality created the agency Energie per la Città s.p.a. as a structure to
collect energy issues and work as a right-hand for those thematic and to spread the themes
to other municipal sectors in charge. (Urban Planning, Public Works, Public and Private
Construction).
Hence, in the agenda for developing a regional success model there should be the provision
for first steps and necessary training, as without an appropriate acknowledge of its basic
principles there cannot be any effective and aware implementation of the success model,
from any stakeholders.

4.2 Training of designers and builders
Baseline
Concerning the region Emilia Romagna, on 24th May 2013, a basic passive house course, in
particular on issues related to the definition of passive house, energy performance,
examples of existing buildings, European legislation and implementation costs, was held in
Parma, at the Faculty of Engineering. The course is an example of collaboration between
Parma’s Department of Urban Planning and Public Works and the company TBZ of Bolzano
(Building Physics Center).
Still, no courses or exams of this kind are organized in Cesena and the number of
participants at other regions’ course is not available. However, some designers from Cesena
who did not receive any specialized training in this field, are able to apply passive house’s
principles in buildings’ design even though, at the moment, there are no specialists in the
province of Forlì-Cesena certified as passive house designers by the Passive House Institute
(there are four in the Region-Emilia Romagna): hence, they’re skilled designers even if not
certified.
Chapter 6 will introduce some local low- energy buildings’ characteristics which, even if not
certified by the Passivhaus Institute, they’re inspired by “passive house” standard.
Success Model
In order to easily adopt NZEB basic principles and to respect the current legislation, it is
important to appoint local designers and construction companies experts with complete
informative tools as guidelines in planning and realizing high performance buildings, without
waiting to be too close to deadlines for the implementation of rules.
This training path would not necessarily be organized and run inside the municipal territory,
but the municipality of Cesena should promote those running in Emilia-Romagna or other
regions, in order to acquire qualified and certified experts at local level and to achieve its
goals thanks to a qualified team.

Training courses should vary respect to the category they address; for instance, they could
be divided into three big categories:
- designers and consultants : they should be trained on passivhaus criteria from the technical
point of view, concerning the envelope in all its component and about plant designs, to gain
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acknowledge both on the characteristics required for this kind of building and the
methodology behind its design and realization, so to be fully confident with any single
estimation. They should be also trained on the use of skilled software to calculate the energy
statement and thermal characteristics of the buildings’ elements;
- contractors and construction workers: they should be trained on these building’s
constructive principles, with particular attention to the laying of materials, accurate isolation
of thermal bridges (especially in correspondence of frames), characteristics of air tightness
and all the methodologies a the implementation basis;
- local Administration personnel: they should be informed on regulation working on the
energy field and on ways to adopt them; they should be also trained on the importance of
these low-energy buildings at political level, especially in the view of 2020’s objectives
achievement, and on comforts, quality and safety of passive buildings.
Then, to evaluate the real subscription to these courses and their effectiveness, a useful tool
could be that of setting up a regular monitoring by identifying some significant indexes, such
as the number of certificates issued after passing the final exams compared to the number
of participants, the annual number of participants and the number of passive buildings
designed and / or built by professionals trained to detect the alignment with the City’s
objectives and requirements.
The construction of Cesena’s success model will also rely on the formation of experts to
address in order to create and disseminate low energy buildings in the local urban
settlement. Therefore, the Roadmap, at its initial stages, shall provide these necessary
moments for the construction of design and construction skills.

4.3 Other measures for education and training
Baseline
In February 2010, the Municipality of Cesena opened the participatory process aimed at
achieving the Municipal Energy Plan with the implementation of the Green Energy Days, as a
disseminative moment addressed to students and citizens on looming challenges for a
sustainable development model.
Moreover, again in 2010, three forums focused on the following topics:
- energy efficiency and energy saving in public and private buildings;
- energy efficiency and energy savings in companies;
- energy production by renewable sources.
Trade associations, politicians, local agencies, cultural associations, freelancers and citizens
took part to these forums.
Other initiatives were gradually held by the Municipality of Cesena, as:
“Agrofer” fair - March 2011: intervention on economic sustainability and the
strategic nature of photovoltaic systems;
Forum Public Administration 2011: introduction on facility management in House
Providing companies within the Public Administration;
Energy Education Day 2011: presentation of activities and projects related to
public buildings’ redevelopment by Energie per la Città ;
2012: presentation of a project on the redevelopment of school buildings which
would become exportable models to apply at European level. Cesena participates to
this project with a primary school;
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Energy Education Day - held in March 2012, in collaboration with ENEA and FIRE:
training day dedicated to energy efficiency and Renewable Energy Sources applied
within companies and on the importance of training Energy Managers and experts
in energy management;
“Agrofer” fair - March 2013: on this occasion the Municipality of Cesena presented
the project PassREG and explored passive house standard, setting them at the local
community level;
“Train the trainer” course - March 2013: organized as part of the training provided
by the project PassREG and held by Eng. Susanne Theumer from Passive House
Institute in Darmstadt, the course aimed at professionals interested in training
themselves potential Passive House on-site workers.
Success Model
Council’s commitment is also addressed to awareness-raising activities addressed to schools,
through meetings and educational projects on topics related to energy conservation and
renewable energy.
Surely, the collaboration between the public administration and training institutions is
necessary, in order to raise awareness on these issues among future consumers. For this
purpose, the Municipality of Cesena provided a forthcoming project, as it will be also
discussed in chapter 7, with:
- Workshops with 16 middle school classes in Cesena;
- three study visits at Energie per la Città s.p.a with students and other schools’
representatives;
- 12 evening meetings with the city’s districts;
- organization and implementation of three public events, with installations, games for
children and families and presentation of the documents produced by the classes involved.
The first two will be held between January and February 2014 whereas the third one
between March and April 2014, within the “Energy Days”.

5 MARKET FOR PASSIVE BUILDINGS
Baseline
In a real estate market in trouble and, for this reason, more and more competitive as the
one of today's Italy, buildings quality of construction and attention to the reduction in
energy consumption are distinctive and decisive elements affecting buyers decisions,
especially if we consider that, on the one hand, regulations require compliance with certain
limits connected to energy consumption of buildings and, on the other hand, opportunities
offered by public bodies (cutting infrastructure costs, increase of the building volume, etc.)
push citizens to move towards sustainable energy projects.
Therefore, it becomes increasingly important the application, made mandatory for new
buildings and for those leased or sold, of the energy certification, the main instrument
through which it is possible to know the building performance and to create a "land register"
to quantifies the distribution of buildings for each class and type, even if criteria for a passive
house evaluation with respect to the national-regional energy certification are very
different.
Concerning the Province of Forlì - Cesena, today energy class A + ‘s buildings are still few
compared to the total certified, and this is why it is even more difficult to estimate the
difference of market value for a building fitting an energy class or another (on equal terms)
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or a building subjected to energy redevelopment. In fact, the estimation should consider the
economic reflection of a building’s energy performance on its market value, but today still
there is no available database of data and experience fitting this purpose.
Although there are no precise estimates about the influence of buildings’ energy
performance on market value, it can be expected that they, certified by the certificates, shall
have a great influence, mainly because they will provide information on characteristics,
expenses and managing expectations and on the value of the property, which could have an
added value in the high energy performance; energy efficiency could thus become the tool
to protect the value of a property investment.
By making this data transparent, operators should assign a higher value in terms of price to
more efficient buildings, thus stimulating (as with other fiscal instruments) the construction
of new buildings with high energy performances and measures to improve existing ones.
Several studies carried out abroad confirm the existence of a price premium of around 3% in
favour of buildings fitting higher energy classes.
Together with the energy certification in line with national and regional systems, there are
voluntary certification of buildings’ energy standard (such as CasaClima certification, an
agency settled in Italy, in the province of Bolzano, and Itaca), which have become popular
over the years in the international arena. The objective of these certifications is to
encourage owners and developers to reduce emissions, making costs more transparent and
giving useful information to buyers and tenants, as well as ensure the construction of
buildings constructed with environmentally friendly materials and eco-friendly plants.
These systems, each of which has its own brand, present criteria for assessing buildings’
energy performance (which, in some cases, spread to the whole sustainability) and different
certification processes. While the market will determine the spread of these procedures, it is
necessary that the institutions promote a correct understanding of their characteristics and
the significance of the energy labels issued.
The main obstacles to the market development of passive buildings are the lack of a law
transposing the European Directive until a few months ago and, still today, clarification on
the application of it and definition of near zero energy buildings are missing. Also, due to the
limited diffusion of the issues related to passive buildings, customers lack of awareness; they
are suspicious about the quality of the construction’s execution and they think such building
require a more expensive initial investment, without considering the benefits in terms of
comfort, safety and energy savings for the entire life of the property.
In addition, real estate market and buyers didn’t perceived yet that efficient buildings have
repercussions not only on heating’s demand, but also on the electric’s for summer cooling
and, therefore, on comfort in the hottest season.
Normally, passive houses do not require substantive and significant investments more than
traditional homes. But who wants to build a passive house should carefully monitor the
planning and implementation phases from the beginning. Larger insulation thicknesses
when used with appropriate construction technologies have no significant effect on the
construction’s cost, but only on the cost of single products.
Furthermore, there are already several examples of passive houses built at construction
costs comparable to more traditional new construction; though in some cases the costs
should be lower, this may be due to specific passive houses elements, whose prices are still,
of course, exceeding lower performance ones.
In addition, these elements have to bear costs of research, development and
industrialization. But a large part of the extra construction costs are recovered through
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substantial energy savings in running costs, not to mention the significant advantages from
the high level of interior’s comfort, the building’s durability of and its intrinsic value and
evaluation in time.
In fact, following the investment, tenants benefit of the high level of comfort achieved
through comfortable temperature and indoor climate, air quality and a low energy
requirement, which implies low costs and a reduced dependence on fuel prices' increase.
For investors, however, the main advantage is to own an energy-efficient and attractive
building, that would easily turning into a high demand for rental or sale and in tenants’
satisfaction, starting from the early stages.
Several parameters can be used to assess the profitability of conventional investments such
as cost of acquisition, management, changes in profit, and so on. Investments in energy
efficiency, however, can only be compared with the energy demand of similar situation
without any efficiency measures. Unlike other energy saving investments, benefits of a
sustainable use of energy can not all be financially quantified or valued, for example
improving comfort and the easier use of it.
Everything comes clear when additional costs for energy saving are allocated to the energy
saved over the life cycle: the resulting cost of a kWh of energy saved can then be compared
to the alternative cost of future energy supply.
Success Model
A strategy to impressively show to potential customers the advantages of living in a house
with high energy efficiency are witnesses of those people who already live in such a building,
to tell their experiences to potential buyers. Witnesses should be introduced during the
meetings schedule, to disseminate themes about these buildings and submitted at the
Municipality of Cesena’s communication strategy. They should be also put in the website or
disseminated by advertising material.
To increase passive house and the market development of its elements, local Administration
should act at different stages:
-

political, through actions already scheduled to be introduced in PSC concerning the
recognition of incentives forms for those who choose to build pursuing high levels of
excellence in the energy and seismic field;

-

economic and financial, promoting, through the "energy info-point," knowledge of
incentive forms at national and local level and driving, according to these awards,
people to choose feasible interventions to improve their house’s energy performance.
In addition, in order to help investors, another key point will be the realization of social
housing characterized by very low running costs, especially aimed at the less well-off
segment of the population. Finally, collaboration between public and private companies
(such as ESCOs) must be taken into consideration, for the implementation of actions
funded by third parties;

-

technical, spreading the issues related to passive buildings through an infopoint,(“Sportello Energia”), conferences, forums and specific courses for designers and
builders, where to learn the main market’s techniques and technologies and to promote
their implementation;

-

dissemination, pointing out the importance of buildings’ modernization from energy
and ecology’s point of view, as well as passive houses’ increased health and comfort,
trying to increase the confidence with these buildings and to overcome customers’
skepticism.
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These actions will contribute to increase interest and stimulate the construction industry to
build and promote high-efficiency buildings, making existing real estate more energy
efficient. Moreover, even the industry will see a market growth providing high-performance
products such as thermal insulation systems, high performance windows, systems powered
by renewable energy sources, controlled ventilation, as well as services of design and
implementation of all the associated tasks.

6 SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
Baseline
This chapter will introduce examples of low energy buildings existing at local level. Still,
there is no passive house certified by the Passive House Institute but there are buildings for
which designers or owners provided information on energy performance’s characteristics
comparable to the standard required for this type of construction.
Concerning building realized by private investors, it is possible to point out:
-

a residential building in Montiano, on the hills of Cesena, having heating EI (energy
efficiency index) of 11 kWh/m2 and cooling EI equal to 4 kWh/m2;
a residential building in Forlì, having heating EI equal to 13 kWh/m2 year and IL
cooling equal to 7 kWh/m2;
a residential building in San Mauro Pascoli: its technic characteristics and design are
illustrated in the blog http://casapassiva.wordpress.com/: the blog asserts the
presence of a central vacuum cleaning system, a photovoltaic system of 9,2 kW, a
solar thermal system covering over 70% of the energy requirement, heat pump
water’s heating and cooling - geothermal probe water power of 8 kW and green roof
to increase thermal insulation and due to aesthetic choice.

To know the number of buildings actually existing in the municipality which proved to be low
energy consumption after monitoring or through certification, in November 2012, on the
occasion of the "Passive House Days 2012", the municipality launched a voluntary census on
"passive buildings" in Cesena, to map them and to create a local network of experts aimed
to promote them. The census meant to map existing, under construction or at design stage
passive buildings in the province of Forlì-Cesena and it was on a voluntary basis. Only two
designers responded to the census, signalling the following buildings at design stage:
-

-

Residential building-social housing in Cesena that, according to the designer, meets
the following requirements:
Energy requirement for heating = 12 kWh/m2 per year; needs for cooling = 13
kWh/m2 per year; air tightness n50 <0.6 volumes / h; primary energy demand = 95
kWh/m2 per year;
Private residence located in Cesena that, according to the designer, meets the
following requirements:
Energy requirement for heating = 9 kWh/m2 per year; needs for cooling = 11
kWh/m2 per year; tightness n50 <0.6 volumes / h; primary energy demand = 90
kWh/m2anno.

Regarding low energy consumption buildings committed by the Municipality of Cesena, a
nursery school in Martorano (Cesena) is currently under construction (the end of work is
expected shortly), which was designed to fit in the energy class a (EP <8 kWh / m3 * year):
the building’s envelope is insulated, with system of controlled mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery, design criteria enhanced free solar gains (school premises facing south and
solar greenhouses), solar photovoltaic and solar thermal systems.
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Moreover, in the year 2013, it is expected the redevelopment of an existing primary School,
on which the Municipality of Cesena intervened by insulating all envelopes from the outside,
replacing all windows with double glazing window frames (previously there were single
glass), realizing a mechanical controlled ventilation system and installing a monitoring
system that allows, by remote control, the optimization of heating adjustment (reducing gas
consumption) and the improvement of thermal comfort within premises.
This project is aimed at achieving high level energy performance (reducing 75% of heating
consumption) and environmental factors, developing citizens’ awareness on energy saving,
through a good practice example.
Actions to achieve this renewal have been realized with a management team that allowed us
not to stop teaching, providing, at the end of the work, education about the use of new
equipment, information on interventions, environmental education and activities to raise
students’ awareness on energy savings and a better use of the available resources.
Success Model
The Participation to the Project PassREG highlighted the need to accelerate the creation of
nearly zero energy buildings, to align with the obligations imposed by the European
Directive. In this direction, and aiming at creating successful examples to be used as a model
by citizens, the Municipality of Cesena is currently studying and designing a new high
performance building, through the technical supervision of Energie per la Città s.p.a.,
inspired by NZEB and passive buildings principles underlying.
Particularly, the enlargement of a nursery school for which we analysed various
technological and constructive solutions to meet the standards imposed or recommended
for the building’s envelope, windows, heating and cooling and controlled mechanical
ventilation with heat recovery.
Through the creation of this building so that it meets requirements for passive buildings in
terms of structures’ performance, winter energy demand and global primary energy demand
for heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting, Cesena intends to implement its success model
to put into practice what the lesson learned for the future with the project PassREG.
At the same time, the City hopes that this intervention would have a significant impact on
design and construction’s practice and that it would be the know-how basis for those who,
within Public Administration, will be identified and trained to specialist on these issues.
SEAP’s (Sustainable Energy Action Plan) development process for other eight municipalities
bordering Cesena (the preparation of the SEAP will be entrusted to Energie per la Città s.p.a.,
in-house company of the Municipality of Cesena, appointed to develop "low and renewable
energy " projects) will allow Energie per la Città s.p.a to propose action plans for NZEB
integration, to achieve the Directive 20-20-20’s objectives by 2020.
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7 PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
7.1 Municipality of Cesena’s communication strategy
Baseline
People interviewed as part of the administrative structures of the Municipality of Cesena
proved to be highly motivated to follow a policy of information to involve stakeholders
within the local community in order to put NZEB standards into practice at design and
construction stage. In this direction, a communications strategy has already been defined, in
order to address different groups with low energy consumption buildings’ issues, which can
be summarized with the charter below.
The identification of target groups allowed defining ways to involve each of them,
communication strategy’s purpose, goals and objectives addressed to them. For example,
among the actors to be involved we can list:
-

Local Authorities directly involved in the implementation of PassREG, through their
active participation in local energy forum on the development and approval of local
models and through their contribution to the identification of possible projects and
interventions. They also will have to implement the communication strategy;

-

Designers, craftsmen, builders, contractors, etc.. they will be involved in projects’
development and case studies. They will also participate to the training and they will be
incorporated into the priorities described in chap. 6 about the "Capacity building
strategy". Involving local authorities, they will help with models implementation and
with the development of appropriate solutions in relation to their competences;

-

Trade associations, housing associations, environmental organizations, etc.. They will be
involved in the discussion of models and in regional events to raise awareness, in order
to improve knowledge and tools to support the construction industry with the
improvement of buildings’ performance following PassREG’s concepts.

The identification of target groups allowed to develop a communication strategy aimed at
creating PassREG actors involved with different tools and methods according to their specific
skills. Particularly each of these groups was addressed by a tailored information leaflet,
including the following information and available on the site www.passreg.eu:
-

Construction companies and construction sites’ operators: "The Passivhaus certification
for who’s working in construction site helps to reassure customers about the
contractor’s suitable level of knowledge and experience to construct a building
according to Passive House standard. It also provides an useful mean for companies
wishing to differentiate themselves in the market. PassREg offers to professionals the
opportunity to learn from pilot projects in their regions through support teams. These
groups, led by an experienced professional involved in that particular project, will allow
participants to follow the different steps of the building’s design and construction and to
obtain a detailed knowledge of necessary integrated design aspects to construct a
Passive House. A high technical ability and the attention to details are necessary
requirements to successfully achieve Passive House’s objectives. Therefore, workforce is
a major contribution to the realization of low energy consumption buildings. With the
new design and technical criteria developed to achieve stricter and stricter
environmental standard, manufacturers with specific skills and experts able to apply
them in the construction site will be more and more required";
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-

Politicians and local authorities: "The project PassREg has a great relevance for policymakers and all those responsible for the development of energy efficiency standard and
incentives to the construction industry at regional, national and EU level. For this reason,
it is important both to identify an 'optimal cost' solution that takes into account the
building’s overall operating cost and to create a system able to support the industry by
making it capable of achieving the result wished. PassREg is based on the experiences of
regions which successfully achieved ambitious objectives addressing to a low power
design integrated by renewable sources, to identify factors leading to this success.
Learning from these regions will enable to share methods in line with European targets
for the dissemination of nearly zero energy buildings, making them replicable across
Europe";

-

Architects and engineers: "As key members within the design team, architects and
engineers are responsible for ensuring that the most serious environmental targets
during construction are achieved, to meet European directives. PassREg provides
designers with successful European case studies through the website www.passreg.eu
and Passive House’s database (www.passivehouse - database.org). The project also
provides training opportunities throughout Europe for those who wish to acquire skills
to become proficient in these design methods. This will be particularly useful in those
areas where, currently, there is it a limited knowledge and lack of experience with "Low
Energy" design strategies, but you can see some interest in these issues.
Disseminating European partners’ experience, the project compares and contrasts a
range of approaches and design strategies in order to set more appropriate guidelines to
their use in different situations and climates".

-

Real estate and housing associations: "Building co-operatives are in general important
partners dealing with a considerable number of new buildings and with the
responsibility of ensuring that existing buildings are restored according to the latest
standards. Also, they have a social responsibility to protect the most vulnerable citizens
from the risk of spending more than 10% of their earnings in energy costs. Passive
House’s reduced maintenance expenditures, compared with those of a traditional
building, may be useful to give greater financial security to the family, especially in the
long term, given the inevitable increase of energy expenditures. To prove that Passive
House is actually a tool to achieve or redevelop energy-efficient buildings, the project
aims to popularize PassREg potential financing instruments for real estate agents and
private owners";

-

Sponsors: passive buildings represent a sensible investment because "it is well known
that Passive House buildings have low running costs and, consequently, CO2 emissions
are very low. Therefore, an ethical investment can allow the owner to differentiate
inside the real estate market, particularly among owners with corporate social
responsibility and obligation to environmental criteria. This kind of high energy
efficiency building, allows preventing possible legislation requiring improvements in
existing buildings. Therefore, Passive House aim to maintain their long-term rental value,
leading these buildings to be attractive to renters due to their reduced running costs.
Streamlined monthly bills, in turn, reduce the risk of insolvency of payment that is an
additional benefit to sponsors. Furthermore, the high level of thermal comfort and
indoor air quality of Passive House enhances its market value.

-

Manufacturers: "The spread throughout Europe of the Passive House model as a tool for
construction of nearly zero energy buildings will inevitably lead to a bigger demand for
suitable materials. Passive House standards require high levels of the thermal
performance of the building’s system and highly efficient service facilities. Yet, many
materials needed are not widespread in the traditional sector, but these must be
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available at an acceptable cost, in order to allow the construction of nearly zero energy
buildings at affordable prices. The Passive House model is flexible enough to meet the
full range of construction techniques and design, while offering cutting-edge
environmental performance for various uses and sizes buildings. Therefore, there is a
great potential for building components’ manufacturers to adapt and differentiate their
offerings and to have solid opportunities for expansion into new markets. The best
building components pay in return during their life cycle, as they reduce energy costs
and they increase the quality of interior comfort. The need for these products offers to
European producers profitable opportunities, together with the chance to take part in
the energy shift.
Raising designers and clients’ awareness, as well as exchanging knowledge among
experts, will be key issues for the production of building elements. Manufacturers can
take advantage of the events organized by PassREg, including the international
exhibition of Passive House elements and the wide variety of local events in partner
regions. PassREg also supports manufacturers of building elements to obtain the Passive
House Institute certification. This will lead to a greater availability of certified products in
the wider European market by offering more opportunities and more visibility for those
manufacturers whose materials show high levels of quality in line with Passive House
criteria";
-

Citizenship: "PassREg offers the opportunity to visit Passive House buildings, to compare
on local experience and to engage with stakeholders through workshops and
international study visits. The results of the most important projects are disseminated
online and made public through events such as the International Passive House
Conference, Passive House Days and other regional events. PassREg project also aims to
raise public awareness about the availability of elements that will be essential in the
creation of nearly zero energy buildings".
Success Model
To implement this complex communication strategy, the Municipality of Cesena may use
external consultants to carry out the planned activities and the monitoring of the strategy’s
implementation, which could be played with periodic reports directly generated by involving
target groups to provide a feedback. Through this, it will be possible to change the
communication strategy in order to make it more effective depending on stakeholders’
expectations.

7.2 Communication Plan
Baseline
As explained in the training and education chapter, since the beginning, the development of
the Municipality of Cesena's Local Energy Plan (PEC) focused on the participation of a
broadest possible range of actors, through the creation of teams, workshops, discussion
forums and debates open to businesses, citizens, political parties and various industry
associations.
Such discussion was made effective by the online forum on "Cesenadialoga" website
(http://www.cesenadialoga.it/), where people can update on the Municipality of Cesena’s
daily activities and on the action taken; through the section "Carta bianca", it is possible to
propose project ideas, discuss and verify the status of the propositions during meeting days
on the City’s strategic vision for 2030.
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In the comparison stage of PEC drafting, the city’s Administration placed itself in a position
to listen to proposals connected to issues like energy efficiency and energy saving in public
and private construction, in enterprises and the production of energy from renewable
sources; to achieve citizens’ involvement and raise awareness about the new
communication channel, three different forum were carried out:
First forum: Efficiency and energy saving in the construction field (26th March 2010);
Second forum: Efficiency and energy saving in enterprises (31st March 2010);
Third forum: Energy production through renewable sources (6th April 2010)
In addition, through the online forum on “Cesenadialoga”, citizens, businesses and
associations had the chance to sign in and stay up to date on the dates of the meetings,
learn about new ways of thinking, be informed on indexes and Local Energy Plan’s steps and
to download materials relating to the Energy Management. Hence, this tool made possible
to be updated on the City environmental and energy policies, to intervene and directly
participate to it.
The effectiveness of the Local Energy Plan is closely linked to the multiplicity of collaboration
between public and private entities in concretely defining different actions. Hence, the
importance of generating, together with such persons, a network to share actions planned
and perspectives. The process of consultation, participation, negotiation and decisionmaking is coordinated by the Public Administration, which seeks to include the different
actors involved in those choices. Many of the guidelines, activities and advertising are
voluntary and, in this case, economic and social stakeholders, residents and associations,
contribute to the creation of urban policies.
Other initiatives were later conducted in town, including several speeches, meetings and
forums, as explained in Chapter 4, on economic and strategic redevelopment of public
buildings, systems powered by renewable energy sources, the importance of training
experts in Energy Management and on the implementation of "passive house" standard at
local level. Moreover, July 2013 brought to the conclusion of a series of meetings organized
by the local administration in its 12 districts to discuss the guidelines for the preparation of
the new Local Structural Plan.
As the site of the Municipality of Cesena reports, these meetings were characterized by a
broad participation: more than 400 people attended the meetings, intervening to both
general topics and specific issues related to personal locations. Almost every participant
agreed with the proposal advanced by the Municipality to reduce new buildings forecast,
and to promote the redevelopment of the existing urban fabric, with a particular focus on
energy improvements and seismic retrofitting.
Two meetings were dedicated on the Local Structure Plan also in the Commission Board, and
discussions were held with young architects and other groups. Other meetings with the new
Councils (just renovated), the Chamber of Architects, Engineers, Surveyors and Appraisers
are already planned in order to address these issues.
Success Model
Energie per la Città s.p.a., with the collaboration of the Municipality of Cesena, is starting a
series of events and training courses aimed at children, teachers, parents, educators and
those involved in education. It also planned communication activities and awareness-raising
in Cesena’s primary schools and in public events addressed to citizens.
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The project’s main objective is to communicate what the City Council concretely realized in
the last years, through the action of "Energie per la Città", on renewable energies
(particularly photovoltaic) and energy saving and, in this way, to raise awareness on these
issues so that they can spread further, creating a greater awareness of the importance of
daily choices in this regard.
The project will be divided in the following stages:
- workshops with 16 secondary school classes in Cesena, for a total of 48 meetings (three per
class) in 2014;
- three study visits at Energie per la Città s.p.a.’s office, where students can get familiar with
ongoing and realized projects carried out in schools and public buildings;
- fulfilment of 12 evening meetings in the city’s districts;
- organization and implementation of three public events with installations, games for
children and families and presentation of the documents produced by the classes involved.
The first two will be between January and February 2014 whereas the final one will be in
March, 2014, within the Energy Days.
The project is addressed both to students and citizenship in general through public events.
Therefore, communication will be tailored in order to reach groups with different age and to
enhance their different potential skills. The style used to carry on the different project’s
phases will be oriented to the active participation of the actors involved.
The event will focus on energy efficiency, renewable energy sources and planning and
designing fundamentals characterizing high performance buildings; in these occasions,
witness from residents will be presented, together with fulfilled, ongoing or future
environmental and European projects.
"Passive House Days" is another great event that will be carried out in November 2013;
during these days, the citizenship will be invited to visit low energy consumption buildings in
Cesena and it may also participate to the Regional Energy Forum that Energie per la Città
s.p.a., on behalf of the Municipality, will organize to inform citizens about future strategies
for the City’s energy and environmental policy. The progress made in the project PassREG
will be presented in the same context, with examples of good practice seen during the visits
that will be made in Innsbruck, front-runner region, which will serve as a model for future
constructions in Cesena.
Press releases on the Municipality of Cesena’s website and on local newspapers will be
arranged before each event; invitations will be distributed to citizenship, political
authorities, designers, builders and students. It will be also distributed informational
material that will give guidance on issues that will be dealt with.
Later on, the actual accession to the events and participants’ reaction should be assessed
through questionnaires, for instance; their result should be accessible to people interested
in it, in order to adjust the strategy depending on expectations and to change the schedule.

7.3 Communication activities within the project
Baseline
Within the project PassREG different activities of dissemination and awareness raising were
carried out, on issues related to low energy consumption and energy savings buildings:
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23rd March 2013: the project "PassREG" was presented as part of "Agrofer", event
dedicated to renewable energy sources and sustainable development. Principles at
the basis of the spread of passive houses, "Passive House" standard and their
settlement in the local community were introduced, together with positive
experiences at local level and the draft of the Social Housing presented as beacon
project within PassREG;
25th and 26th March 2013: “Train the trainer” course, held by Eng. Susanne
Theumer, with the participation of more than 30 professionals interested in
becoming themselves potential “passive house” operators’ trainers;
20th -22nd June 2013: on the occasion of the EU Sustainable Energy Week 2013,
the Natural Sciences Museum of Cesena inaugurated the '"Energy Point", an area
where you can find educational and demonstration kits of biomass, bio-fuels, wind,
solar thermal and photovoltaic, and discover the benefits of energy savings thanks
to a path consisting of 30 posters. During these three days were also held
workshops on renewable energy projects and visits to the Municipality of Cesena,
to get familiar with the beacon project presented as part of PassREG and other
ongoing projects at Energie per la Città s.p.a.
Moreover, as explained in the paragraphs before, an extensive information campaign was
addressed to target groups identified by the communication strategy through brochures and
presentations aimed at raising awareness and to the development of issues related to
buildings with low energy consumption
Success Model
The communication strategy of the Municipality of Cesena should start from these
experiences and continue to organize events and initiatives, as expected. In fact, public and
actors directly involved in the buildings’ implementation phase demonstrated a growing
interest in PassREG’s issues. The strong participation to the events organized in recent years
is an evidence of that.
Among the activities scheduled from 8th to 10th November 2013, there are the "Passive
House Day", international days on passive buildings, when some low energy consumption
buildings’ owners coming from the municipal area (just a reminder: there are no buildings
certified by the Passive House Institute at the moment) will, with the help of designers, open
their homes to the public, to show constructive solutions adopted and making a witness of
living in high performance buildings.
Within these days, it will be organized one of the Regional Forum scheduled. This will be
addressed to the staff of the Municipality of Cesena and Municipalities in the territory of
Cesena, designers, businesses, trade associations and citizenship. The forum will introduce
the future political strategy aimed to low energy consumption buildings, key points of the
new Local Structural Plan, NZEB’s basic concepts; practical examples made in Europe and
Cesena will be discussed too.
The Forum will be organized with the aim to promote and accelerate the introduction and
dissemination of NZEB in the area of Cesena. In the same occasion, after long preparatory
activities, the Municipality of Cesena will present its Success Model and expected results
from its implementation. In particular, the progress made within the project PassREG will be
introduced together with the objectives involving buildings until 2020 and afterwards, and
the roadmap for the implementation of the model in practice.
Moreover, in 2014, the Municipality of Cesena will organize the course "Certified Passive
House Tradeperson", held by the participants of the course "Train the trainers", where local
workers will be trained on constructive concepts and basic techniques underlying the
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concept of "passive house", in order to create a group of professionals able to work with
during the implementation and construction.
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8 QUALITY CONTROL
Baseline
Currently, the specific quality check of projects submitted and buildings realized is only
based on the presentations released by designers and on the energy performance certificate
issued by the Region Emilia Romagna’s accredited technicians, unrelated to the planning and
execution phases.
However, there is no real monitoring of new and redeveloped buildings’ energy
performance since there is no feedback between the energy performance certified by the
certificate and the real building’s consumption.
The introduction of energy certificates, which presentation is required at the moment of sale
or leasing, is currently effective only from the real estate market point of view, as it works as
an indication for buyers or tenants of the consumption in terms of energy.
It is important to emphasize that; however, the criteria for the evaluation of a passive house
with respect to national and regional energy certificates are very different. In particular, we
can identify the following differences:

Energy consumption
Summer energy
demand
Condition of
premises
Quality air tightness
Indoor air quality
Certification’s legal
validity

PASSIVE HOUSE

ENERGY CERTIFICATION

consumption only for heating and
overall building consumption
Maximum limits as for winter
demand

Consumption under continuous
standard regime
Only as a requirement. It doesn’t
affect the energy class
classification
Unevaluated

It must be tested, as it is a
requisition
Evaluated with a suitable test and it
-1
should be n50≤0.6 h
Evaluated; Controlled Mechanical
Ventilation with heat recovery at
high efficiency is necessary.
Not recognized yet

Unevaluated
Unevaluated
Valid and mandatory for every
sale or rental

As already stated, in 2007 the Municipality of Cesena approved the procedural guideline to
promote sustainable construction annexed to the Municipality’s Building Regulations
("Annex D"), which identifies and defines mandatory requirements, recommendations and
volunteer actions to undertake in the field of energy performance, systems’ efficiency, use
of renewable energy sources, requirements and incentives trough the reductions the
secondary urbanization expenditure and increases in building index.
The procedural guideline identifies goals for improving buildings’ energy performance; its
achievement provides for the following types of incentives:
1a) economic, with the reduction of secondary urbanization (U2) costs up to 40%;
1b) building, resulting in the deduction of perimeter walls with a thickness not exceeding 40
cm;
1c) urban, by increasing the buildability indexes of low-density areas for those who
undertake to build under "Volountary Requisitions" that might benefit from a discount of
30% on the U2 and, at the same time, designs the settlement following the "Required and
Recommended Requisitions", aimed at saving energy and increasing the quality of living.
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Since 2009, with the Region Emilia Romagna’s legislation getting in force (Emilia
Romagna156/2008 DAL), the requirements contained in Annex D came to coincide with the
law’s requirement and, currently, the minimum energy performance requirements that of
new construction or under redevelopment buildings must comply are identified by this
resolution as subsequently amended by the Regional Council Resolution 1366/2011.
This Resolution includes the obligation for buildings or units’ sale and rental commercial ads,
to bring in the energy performance index and the energy class attested by the certificate;
moreover, among the entries for buildings’ energy assessment of, summer air conditioning is
also included. It is expected a mandatory minimum of renewable energy sources use to
cover a portion of the total consumption equal to 35% until 2014 and 50% by 2015 ( with an
increase of 10 % in case of public buildings ), for domestic hot water, heating and cooling.
The project designer must include calculations and checks provided in the report attesting
compliance with the requirements for buildings energy consumption and their heating
systems’ containment, which, according to art. 28, paragraph 1 of the Law n. 10, dated 9th
January 1991, the owner of the building, or who has this title, must file with the municipal
authorities appointed under provisions concerning certificates in force. Calculations and
tests required to determine the building’s energy performance are carried out in accordance
with the UNI TS 11300 - Energy performance of buildings and it is the project designer’s
responsibility to verify the quality of projects and buildings.
Moreover, in order to ensure the reduction of energy consumption the following conditions
should be verified:
-

that thermal transmittance of opaque building facilities making up the building’s
envelope does not exceed standard stated;

-

that thermal transmittance of windows surrounding the building does not exceed
the standard identified;

-

that thermal transmittance value of building facilities between neighbouring or
units, as well as the opaque ones bounding to the outside spaces without heating, is
less than or equal to the standard decided.

The verification of compliance with these requirements may be waived in the case the check
involves energy performance indices’ standards for space heating of the entire building
subject to intervention, the production of domestic hot water identified under the climate
zone in which the building is located and its S / V ratio (the ratio between dispersing surface
and gross volume constituting the building).
Success Model
The quality check system for construction projects and existing buildings should be
improved, from the point of view of the technical ecological sustainable evaluation, the
transposition of the European Directive and with the Municipality of Cesena’s participation
to PassREG.
To do this, there should be involvement and interaction between designers, builders and
Public Administration, to define methods and procedures for the implementation of the
legislation and to control the actual quality of buildings. They should be qualified experts,
with specialized training and skills which would enable them to better evaluate all the
circumstances.
In addition, the collaboration between these different professionals, should be lead to an
effective model to evaluate the correspondence between energy properties declared in the
projects and the real performance of the buildings realized, after a period of adequate
monitoring.
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Moreover, voluntary application of passive or nearly zero energy buildings for incentive or
facilitation, should consider the obligation to consult bodies officially accredited by the
appointed Region, possessing experienced technicians, in relation to every project’s steps
(design, construction, testing). The chance to refer to this kind of experts is currently missing
on the territory, particularly during testing and monitoring.
Finally, to enhance the monitoring action, it would be important to make these procedures
part of the executive project. More clear and simple methodologies for designers and
builders would help this process.
While the system of buildings certification is currently based on normalized standard
conditions, the quality control should be addressed to both individual elements and the
building as a whole.

9 ROADMAP
9.1 SWOT Analysis
On the basis of the identified success model, a SWOT analysis of the model has been
developed, to circumscribe the strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities and risks
that may occur in its implementation, summarized in the following table :
Key strengths

Weaknesses

- Commitment by the city administration to
disseminate the knowledge gained from the
examples of good practices of the Front
Runners Regions

- Limited dissemination of issues related to
passive houses outside of the professional
groups involved in their implementation;

- Next study and approval of Municipal
Structural Plan, which should contain
incentives for those who build NZEB and
passive buildings;
- Involvement of all sectors of the
Municipality of Cesena interested in the
implementation of standards related to
buildings with low energy consumption;

- Few professionals able to apply the
principles of NZEB, especially within the
local administration;
- The market for materials used for passive
buildings and the market of these buildings
is still not very large;
- The system of quality control doesn’t
include the assessment of standards for
passive buildings

- Events for training and awareness;
- Economic and financial levers already
existing in Italy, to support refurbishment of
existing buildings
Favorable opportunities
- Events planned to raise awareness of
citizens and for the dissemination of issues
related to NZEB and passive houses;
- Projects of educational activities in schools;
- Communication strategy according to the
different target groups identified, with

Threats and risks
- Future national policy for implementation
of the legislation not in line with the
objectives set in relation to the NZEB
before 2020;
- Economic crisis;
- Economic and financial levers that will
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diversified messages and goals;

disqualify new low energy buildings;

- Opportunity to study examples of good
practices that already exist in Europe,
including energy-efficient buildings built and
designed by the Municipality of Cesena

- Poor adhesion to training programs by
specialists identified in and out the local
Administration

9.2 Roadmap
The actions and measures to be implemented for the development of the new success
model are:
-

Events planned for the project PassREg, among which there are the Regional
Building Forums (scheduled for November 2013, November 2014 and for the years
following the end of the project), the Passive House Days (scheduled for November
2013, November 2014 and for the years following the end of the project), the info
sessions (3 more planned), training course for trades persons, the course for
craftsmen of the beacon project’s construction (which will be made after the
conclusion of the tender, which will identify the company that will build the project);

-

Events and info sessions for students, citizens, associations and workers: some
events will be included within those planned for the project PassREg;

-

Realization of the beacon project, and subsequent dissemination of results;

-

Adoption and approval of the new Cesena’s Municipal Structural Plan, which will
promote a discipline of urban regeneration to facilitate the recovery and, in some
cases, reconstruction of existing private and public buildings, with incentives to
those who choose to build pursuing high levels of excellence in energy and seismic;

-

Training courses for municipal administration staff, for designers and manufacturers
of passive houses, which will be directly involved in the creation and dissemination
of NZEB;

-

Creation of examples of success (eg municipal schools designed according to the
standards of the buildings with low energy consumption) and their subsequent
monitoring for quality assurance of the building, with dissemination of results;

-

Advertising and communication: using the Communication Plan released by the
Municipality of Cesena, advertising will be provided via the Municipality of Cesena’s
and Energy for the City spa’s website, dissemination through brochures aimed at
different target groups involved, press releases before and after each event ,
dissemination of the results achieved by the project.
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ACRONYMS
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1. ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
1.1. National Guidelines
Sustainable Development Strategy of Latvia until 2030 (approved by the Saeima on
10 June 2010) is the main national planning instrument having the force of law. In nearer
and further future, all strategic planning and development documents shall be drafted
according to the guidelines and priorities set by this strategy. The goal set by the strategy in
the field of renewable and safe energy (Article 7) is to maintain leadership in the EU in using
renewable energy sources and fully develop the potential of “green economy”21.
See: Sustainable Development Strategy of Latvia until 2030, first version
9.1.1 Energy Strategy 2030
Currently the most topical document in energy field in Latvia is the project Energy Strategy
2030, drafted by the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Latvia, which highlights the
energy policy for coming 20 years based on four key directions — security of energy supply,
energy competitiveness, efficient use of renewable energy resources, and increase of energy
efficiency. Based on the Energy Strategy 2030, a planning document for national
development guidelines has been elaborated Latvian Energy Long-Term Strategy 2030 —
Competitive Energy for Society, which provides for the Latvian energy policy scenario.
Targets related to renewable energy sources (RES) and energy efficiency until 2030:
to ensure 50% of RES in gross final energy consumption;
to reduce energy and energy sources import from current third-country suppliers by
50%;
to reduce the average heat energy consumption for building heating up to
100 kWh/m2.

National Reform Programme of Latvia for the Implementation of the “Europe
2020” Strategy (version approved by the Cabinet of Ministers on 26 April 2011 (minutes
No. 27, § 34)). Based on the sustainable development goals for improving energy efficiency
of buildings defined in the European strategy “Europe 2020” and “European Energy 2020
Strategy”, which prescribe that member states shall reduce the greenhouse gas emission by
20 %, increase the energy efficiency by 20%, and ensure 20 % of renewable energy sources
in total gross final energy consumption by 2020. Articles 3.6 and 3.7 of the Programme for
the Implementation of the “Europe 2020” Strategy set forth the main policy directions,
measures, and competent authorities for increasing the energy efficiency and proportion of
renewable energy sources.
See: http://www.em.gov.lv/images/modules/items/LV_NRP_lat.pdf

National Development Plan 2014–2020 (approved by the Saeima of the Republic of
Latvia on 20 December 2012); Paragraph 194 of the strategic objective “Energy Efficiency
and Energy Production” of the priority “Growth of the National Economy” defines the goal to
ensure sustainable use of energy sources necessary for national economy by promoting
availability of resource markets, reduction of energy and emission intensity in sectors, as well
as increase of proportion of local renewable energy sources in the total amount consumed by
focusing on competitive energy prices22.
21
22

http://www.latvija2030.lv/page/238
http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=253919
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Tasks to be performed for improving energy efficiency of buildings are defined in
Articles 202 and 203 of the National Development Plan (NDP):
[202] Energy efficiency programmes for the State and local governments’ public buildings;
[203] Support programmes for energy efficiency of residential buildings and shift to
renewable energy sources.
One of the chosen indicators for achieving the target is minimum 40% of renewable energy
in total gross final energy consumption by 2020.
See: http://www.pkc.gov.lv/images/NAP2020%20dokumenti/NDP2020_English_Final.pdf

Energy Development Guidelines for 2007–2016 (approved by the Cabinet Ordinance
No. 571 of 1 August 2006, amended by Ordinance No. 246 of 8 May 2008), the main targets
to be achieved in the field of increasing energy efficiency of buildings are those set in
Articles 149, 162, and 163, providing that the average specific heat energy consumption (for
producing heating and hot water) in buildings have to be at least 195 kWh/m2 per year by
2016, but the average specific heat energy consumption by 2020 shall be 150 kWh/m2 per
year. Guidelines also state that support investments shall be attracted from the European
Regional Development Fund and Cohesion Fund for reaching the targets (more detailed in
Modes of Financing).
162. Support to investments for increasing the energy efficiency in residential sector and
wider use of renewable energy sources in all types of heat supply shall be available
irrespective of the form of property and consumer group (household, merchant, public
sector). Support to investments for increasing the energy efficiency in residential sector shall
be provided according to the plan for measures for improving energy efficiency elaborated in
the result of building energy audit.
See: http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=141070

Second National Energy Efficiency Action Plan of Latvia, 2011–2013 (approved by the
Cabinet Ordinance No. 460 of 16 September 2011); its main aim is increase of energy
efficiency in energy end-use sectors (households, transport, industry, services, and
agriculture) and energy transformation. The estimated national energy saving target in
energy end-use sectors is 3483 GWh (including 2701 GWh in household sector) in 2016. The
most important measures are planned in the household sector: implementation of the
activity “Measures improving heating insulation of the multi-apartment residential
buildings”, where the total available ERDF funding for improving heating insulation of multiapartment residential buildings amounts to 63.08 million EUR (44.33 million LVL).
See: http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=236279
Success Model

Law on Energy Performance of Buildings (from 9 January 2013) was adopted by the
Saeima of the Republic of Latvia, based on the requirements set forth by Directive
2010/31/EU regarding energy certification of buildings and “nearly zero-energy buildings”;
its aim is to facilitate rational use of energy sources by improving energy efficiency of
buildings, as well as to inform the general public about energy consumption of buildings. The
law defines term “nearly zero-energy building — a building with a very high energy
performance using high efficiency systems for the energy supply thereof”.
According to Section 15 of the Law, the general supervision and coordination of the energy
performance of buildings shall be performed by the Ministry of Economics, which shall:
“..4) perform measures which promote the renovation of buildings or the construction of low
or nearly zero-energy buildings;
5) perform measures so that users are provided with recommendations in respect of
inspection of heating systems and air conditioning systems and improvement of the
performance thereof..”
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Legal acts issued basing on the Law on Energy Performance of Buildings:
Cabinet Regulation No. 383 Regulations regarding Energy Certification of Buildings (Riga,
9 July 2013 (minutes No. 39, § 39)), which stipulates the classification system for energy
certification of buildings and requirements for nearly zero-energy buildings:
Energy efficiency classes for residential buildings:
Class A — conforms to the requirements for nearly zero-energy buildings;
Class B — energy efficiency index for heating does not exceed 40 kWh/m2 per year;
Class B — energy efficiency index for heating does not exceed 50 kWh/m2 per year;
Class B — energy efficiency index for heating does not exceed 60 kWh/m2 per year;
Class E — conforms to the average consumption of buildings of the particular type;
Class F — conforms to the permissible level of energy consumption set in normative acts
regarding management of residential buildings.
A building shall be classified as nearly zero-energy building if it conforms to all the
following requirements:
energy consumption for heating accounts to not more than 30 kWh/1 m2 per year
and ensures conformity of the micro-climate in building to the requirements of
normative acts in the field of construction, hygiene, and occupational safety at the
same time;
total consumption of primary energy for heating, hot water supply, mechanical
ventilation, cooling, and lighting accounts to not more than 95 kWh/1 m2 per year;
high efficiency systems are in use in the building that:
 provide for recovery of minimum 75% ventilation heat during heating
season;
 provide for at least partial use of renewable energy;
no low-performance fossil fuel heating equipment have been installed in the
building.
Laws and regulations adopted in 2013 in the field of NZEB and energy efficiency neither
determine and nor provide for standards for Passive Houses; however, they form legal basis
for further measures. In Latvia, the maximum defined energy consumption for providing
heat in NZEB is 30 kWh/m2 per year, which is twice as big as the Passive House Standard —
15 kWh/m2 per year.
State support and interest are necessary in the monitoring of current situation related to
energy consumption in buildings in form of accounting of both consumed energy for
providing heat for building (measured in kWh/m2 per year) and carbon dioxide emission
(measured in kg CO2/m2 per year).
In Latvia, more should be done for applying the national Passive House Standard with data
characteristic of the Latvian climate, since our maritime climate is favourable with milder
temperature in winter close to calculation of German standard climate. But energy
consumption of a similar building in Daugavpils will be larger by approximately 10–
25 kWh/m2 per year.

1.2. Political Will at Regional Level
The territory of Latvia has been divided in five planning regions (Kurzeme, Zemgale, Riga,
Vidzeme, and Latgale), which are under supervision of the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Regional Development of the Republic of Latvia (VARAM). VARAM is the
leading authority in drafting and implementing State regional policy, as well as in
coordination of implementation of State support measures for regional development.
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Figure 1. Planning Regions in Latvia Source: VARAM
According to the Latvian National Development Plan 2014–2020 (NDP 2014–2020), each
region shall create its development plan that would reflect the characteristic (specifics) of
region’s economy and development prospects in line with the set priorities, to ensure
purposeful development of the territories.
In relation to energy efficiency, development plans of regions mainly reflects the common
goal of Latvia and EU member states, which is determined by the Kyoto Protocol — to
reduce the greenhouse gas (CO2) emission by 20%, increase proportion of renewable energy
sources in total energy consumption by 20%, and to increase the energy efficiency by 20%.
There is a lack of more detailed explanation of goals put forward by regions and local
governments and methods for achieving them, putting emphasis on implementation of NZEB
or Passive House Standard.
Taking into account that Latvia has one of the higher indicators for use of renewable energy
sources in Europe and world (34.2% of total consumption of primary energy sources in
2012), which is mostly made up of the electricity produced by hydroelectric power stations
and high proportion of biomass (wood chips) use in centralised heating networks, national
methodology and regional data bases should be developed for accurate calculation of
primary energy in the energy end-use. It would allow for a comparison proportion of
renewable sources in regions in Latvia and modelling of measures to be taken, and would
have a maximum positive impact on the economic development of regions.
Success Model
Currently no region or local government has stated NZEB or Passive House Standard as its
middle-term or long-term priority. Local governments, as the level of authority closest to
general public, should implement measures, set an example, and introduce support
instruments for implementing NZEB standards.
It should be taken into account that one of the common goals of EU member states provides
that starting from 2018 all newly erected public buildings shall comply with NZEB standards.
By incorporating implementation of NZEB/ Passive House projects in action plans of local
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governments, the economic justification of Passive Houses would be supported by regional
case studies.
Larger activity by the local governments is necessary, as well as joining to the project
“Sustainable Energy Action Plans — united Europe in energy management” (SEAP Plus) of
the Covenant of Mayors’ Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) (more detailed in Key
Actors), which is one of the EU key instruments for promoting energy efficiency and
development of renewable energy on the regional level.

1.3. Climate and Sustainable Energy Policy on Regional
Level
Sustainable Energy Action Plan of Zemgale 2020 has been drafted for Zemgale Planning
Region, as it participated in the implementation of the project “EU Going Local 2020” of the
EU programme “INTERREG IVC”. In Latvia, similar document has been only prepared in Riga
Planning Region, which is another project cooperation partner from Latvia. Currently
specialists of local governments and majority of experts find the implementation of
measures for increase of energy efficiency to be the main priority; these measures are
related with insulation of public and residential buildings, construction or modernisation of
lighting systems, reduction of losses in heat transmission.
Success Model
Participation of also other regions and local governments in the implementation of
Sustainable Energy Action Plans is necessary, and indicators to be achieved by insulation
measures should be defined that would approach the Passive House and NZEB standards, as
well as the impact of these indicators on the reduction of end-use consumption should be
assessed.

1.4. Regional Policy Instruments for Increasing Energy
Efficiency of Buildings
Taking into account the fact that the local government level is the decision making and
action level where energy efficiency issues are solved most often, institutions competent in
energy supply and energy efficiency management should be established in local
governments.
Such institutions are:
local and regional energy agencies;
groups of energy managers and specialists of local governments.
One of the main directions of action of regional agencies and energy managers is attraction
of financing from various investment funds to solving of issues related to energy supply and
energy efficiency. Here are the financial instruments currently available in Latvia for
increasing energy efficiency (more detailed in Modes of Financing):
EU structural funds:
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) has been established with an
aim to mitigate the regional disparities within the EU. This fund provides
support to less developed regions mainly focusing on improvement of public
infrastructure and entrepreneurship promotion.
European Social Fund (ESF) has been established with an aim to promote
employment in EU member states, eliminate all kinds of discrimination and
inequality in labour market, as well as select human resources and promote
creation of information society.
Cohesion Fund (CF) is one of the financial instruments of EU regional policy
with an aim to even economic and social disparities existing among the
states. It has been created to finance large-scale infrastructure development
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measures (projects) in the field of environmental protection and transport.
Fund provides financial investment to projects to reach the goals set by the
EU in the fields of environment and transport, implement EU policy, and
fulfil the requirements of directives23.
Aim of investments by the European Economic Area Financial Mechanism (EEA FM)
and Norwegian Financial Mechanism (NFM) is to eliminate the social and economic
inequality within the EEA and strengthen the bilateral relations among donor states
(Norway, Iceland, and Lichtenstein) and beneficiary state24.
State budget programme of the Republic of Latvia:
Climate Change Financial Instrument (CCFI) is aimed at elimination of the
global climate change, adaptation to the consequences caused by climate
change, and facilitating reduction of greenhouse gas emission25.
Energy service companies (ESCO):
In 2008, the first energy service company in Latvia and Eastern Europe was
established — SIA “RENESCO”, which deals with implementation of energy
efficiency projects in multi-apartment residential buildings.
Success Model
Network of energy agencies in Latvia is not sufficient, as currently only Zemgale Regional
Energy Agency (ZREA) and Riga Energy Agency (REA) are operating. Kurzeme Regional Energy
Agency and Vidzeme Regional Energy Agency have either terminated their operation, or
their operation is inefficient.
It would beneficial to renew and establish such agencies also in Kurzeme, Vidzeme, and
Latgale Regions, as well as largest cities in Latvia.
The main task of regional energy agencies is drafting and updating of long-term energy
supply and energy efficiency planning documents, promotion of increase of energy efficiency
and use of renewable energy sources, as well as provision of information services to general
public.
Position of local government energy manager or specialist is usually established in small
local governments. Tasks of these officials are identical with the functions of local/regional
local government energy agencies — promotion of development of sustainable energy
supply in the administrative territory of the particular local government. It is necessary to
establish the position of regional energy manager in all local governments and to ensure
regular trainings and seminars to these employees regarding topicalities in the field of NZEB
and implementation of these standards in real life.
Functions of municipal building authorities are educational and advising, which depends for
the greatest part on training of specialists. Municipal energy specialists and building
authorities have to cooperate closely, since the specialists of building authority receive all
construction plans first.
In future, an action model would be possible where rebuilding and reconstruction projects,
together with Temporary Energy Certificate, are examined and consulted also by an energy
23

http://www.esfondi.lv/page.php?id=336
http://www.eeagrants.lv/?id=21
25
http://www.esfinanses.lv/index.php?lang=lv&dir=lapa%2Ffondi-un-finansu
programmas&region=a&sbm=search&search_text=
24
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specialist. Such a consulting model would not need large investments, but would yield
significant result in improving energy efficiency of buildings. In addition, visual information
on energy classes of buildings and available information channels, as well as other additional
information should be placed at building authorities.

2. ECONOMICS AND FINANCES
2.1. Economic Levers
Tax Levies
The Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council
regarding strategy for the sustainable competitiveness of the construction sector and its
enterprises26 states that fiscal incentives (like, reduced VAT rates, preferential tax rates, CO2
and energy taxes, targeted subsidies, etc.) and financial support measures are well accepted
by market operators and boost the renovation of existing buildings. To optimise the lever
effect, efforts should be made to ensure mutual complementarity of the State scheme, on
the one part, and EU and private funds and financial instruments, on the other part.
Regulation for application of immovable property (including buildings) tax is defined by the
Law On Immovable Property Tax (in force as of 01.01.1998); local government determines
the immovable property tax rate from 0.2 to 3 per cent from the cadastral value of
immovable property and provides for the principles for determining immovable property tax
rate and tax levies in its binding regulations.
Given the current immovable property tax policy, if a building is reconstructed or renovated,
its cadastral value increases along with the immovable property tax rate. Reconstruction and
renovation of buildings require significant investments, including necessity to assume
financial liabilities in most cases. Normative acts do not provide for separate tax levies in
relation to reconstructed or renovated buildings, however the immovable property tax
policy may serve as an instrument for improving energy efficiency of buildings and using
renewable energy sources in buildings.
Local governments by use of their binding regulations may provide for allowances to
separate categories of payers of immovable property tax in the amount of 90%, 70%, 50%,
or 25% of the amount of immovable property tax27.
Riga City Council has started to develop municipal binding regulations, which provides for
extending immovable property tax relief, meaning that reduced tax rate shall be applied to
renovated buildings. It is planned to apply immovable property tax relief in the amount of
90% to insulated multi-apartment residential buildings. Thus, it will facilitate people’s
interest in performing energy efficiency measures and reduce the burden of heat expenses
put on the people.
Reduced Loan Interest Rates
The current experience in relation to insulation of residential buildings in Latvia shows that
bank loan has been necessary for covering expenses for building renovation in almost all
cases. Depending on various factors, like, purchasing power of apartment owners, price of
credit resources, etc., the annual loan interest rate currently is 5–7%. Thus, interest on the
loan constitutes a significant part of payment liabilities of building owner. Figure 8 shows the
rise in investment prices depending on the share of co-financing (D), credit (K), and loan
26
27

Brussels, 31.07.2012. COM (2012) 433 final

Informative report on financing solutions for building renovation, 04.06.2012, Ministry of
Economics
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annual interest rate (P). The figure shows that in 10 years period loan with credit interest
rate 2.77% equals loan with 5% interest rate and share of co-financing in the amount of 50%,
while loan with credit interest rate 4.025% equals loan with 7% interest rate and share of cofinancing in the amount of 50%. Given the aforementioned financing conditions, lower
interest rate is more beneficial in a period exceeding 10 years, but higher interest rate with a
share of co-financing is more beneficial in shorter term. To choose the best solution, the
actual possibilities, meaning, what are the conditions for attracting credit resources, must to
be assessed28.

Increase in cost, %
Figure 2. Rise in investment prices in per cent depending on the share of co-financing (D),
credit (K), and loan annual interest rate (P)29.
Local governments (also the State) may provide assistance in performing energy audits and
renovation of buildings in the procedure and amount provided for by normative acts,
according to the cases and procedure prescribed by the Law On Assistance in Solving
Apartment Matters (in force as of 01.01.2002), by following the principles of most efficient
investment return, sustainability, maximum energy efficiency, and use of environmentfriendly technologies. The Law does not provide for mandatory requirement and deadlines
for energy certification and renovation of the privatised residential property, thus currently
allowing for self-initiative and complete voluntarism in this field.
Success Model
Efficient immovable property tax policy will advance reconstruction and renovation of
buildings, thus facilitating tax income from commercial activities. In addition it should be
taken into account that local governments have the right to establish in their binding
regulations such immovable property tax relief or applicable rate thereof that would foster
the interest of building owners to perform measures for the improvement of energy
28

Informative report on financing solutions for building renovation, 04.06.2012, Ministry of
Economics
29
Informative report on financing solutions for building renovation, 04.06.2012, Ministry of
Economics
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efficiency of building. In addition to tax policy for facilitating measures for energy efficient
buildings, it is necessary to develop regulations for directing tax income (like, excise duty for
energy sources, immovable property tax, natural resources tax) to improvement of energy
efficiency of buildings and use of renewable energy sources in buildings to ensure availability
of budgetary means to measures for increasing energy efficiency of buildings. However, the
Ministry of Finance does not support such proposal and holds a view that expenses allocated
for improving energy efficiency of buildings shall be financed from the State budget
according to general procedure, not by linking them directly with excise duty income from
fossil energy sources.
Local governments must prioritise complex renovation of buildings, which allows reducing
consumption of heat energy thus reaching the requirements of Passive House or NZEB
standards. In case of fragmented renovation, the local government may face a situation
when people invest their share of payment in renovation of a building, but it does not yield
any perceptible reduction of consumption and the following heat bill. Under conditions of
high heat energy tariff, it can discredit the idea of insulating buildings and cause nonsatisfaction of people with local government’s proposals30.
The following should be mentioned among other available assistance from local
governments in insulating residential buildings: grant for complete covering of low-income
person payments, as well as possibility that local government covers part of interest for bank
loan, etc.

2.2. Modes of Financing
Possibilities for implementing energy efficiency projects in buildings
Local government financing
support to energy audits and building renovation projects, building support
programmes and instruments included therein (budget for social assistance);
investment in equity capital or surety to local government’s heat supply
company.
Co-financing by EU funds
activity 3.4.4.1 “Improvement of Heat Insulation of Multi-Apartment
Residential Buildings”;
activity 3.4.4.2 “Improvement of Heat Insulation of Social Residential
Buildings” and other activities (heat supply, production).
Climate Change Financial Instrument (university buildings, manufacturing sector,
public buildings) until 2014
Energy service companies (ESCO) or financing by third party
Financing by bank
Own means
Local Government Financing
State and local governments can provide assistance to the owner of residential building or
apartment by allocating support for implementing building energy efficiency measures,
according to requirements of Section 272 of the Law On Assistance in Solving Apartment
Matters.
Until now, financing from local governments’ budgets for performing building energy
efficiency measures was comparatively small, which can be explained with the limited

30

Informative report on financing solutions for building renovation, 04.06.2012, Ministry of
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possibilities of budget and fact that State and local governments’ budget is planned for a
short term — up to 3 years31. However, if taking a look on the projects co-financed by local
governments and investments during the last four years, there is a positive trend.

Financing, LVL
Number of residential buildings
Amount of financing, LVL
Number of residential buildings
Figure 3. Support by local governments to implementing energy efficiency measures in
residential buildings, 2009–2012. Source: Ministry of Economics.
European Union Funds
It is possible to use three funds for reaching targets of regional policy: European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), European Social Fund (ESF), and Cohesion Fund (CF). Also other
financial mechanisms are available to provide technical support (Jaspers and Jasmine),
improve access of small and medium-sized businesses to micro-financing (Jeremie), and
support municipal development (Jessica and Elena).

Fund

Table1. Comparison of financing by funds, and national co-financing
European
Latvian coTotal financing
%
financing (EUR) financing (EUR)
(European +
Latvian) (EUR)

ERDF

2,440,017,364

662,793,319

3,102,810,683

53.86%

ESF+CF

2,090,430,270

478,714,544

2,569,144,814

46.14%

Total

4,530,447,634

1,141,507,863

5,671,955,497

100%

Data from http://www.esfondi.lv/page.php?id=478
Informative database on projects financed by the EU:

31
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European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
ERDF activity “Measures improving heating insulation of the multi-apartment residential
buildings” is the first comparatively important support mechanism for improving energy
efficiency of multi-apartment residential buildings. One of the key goals of this activity was
to popularise the energy efficiency issues that have been little understood by the society so
far and to create examples so that people are more confident of benefits provided by
renovation of buildings. Renovation of multi-apartment residential buildings with ERDF cofinancing in the amount of 50% was launched on 14 April 2009; the initial total financing of
the programme was estimated in the amount of 20.11 million EUR (14.13 million LVL).
Financing for the support of multi-apartment residential building renovation was increased
up to 89.29 million EUR (62.75 million LVL) over 4 years. On 31 July 2013 submission of
project applications for this activity was terminated, as the amount of requested support has
reached the ceiling of the total programme financing32.
Map of Latvia with multi-apartment residential buildings renovated within the ERDF activity
“Improvement of Heat Insulation of Multi-Apartment Residential Buildings”.

Figure 4. Projects implemented within the ERDF activity “Improvement of Heat Insulation of
Multi-Apartment Residential Buildings”
Number of completed projects by regions per years (as of 13.09.2013)

32

http://www.esfinanses.lv/lv/a/lapa/jaunumi/15653_atbalsts-daudzdzivoklu-maju-siltinasanai-tiks-turpinats2014gada-vidu
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Figure 5. Projects completed within the ERDF activity “Improvement of Heat Insulation of
Multi-Apartment Residential Buildings”. Source: Ministry of Economics.
See more detailed information on the projects implemented in Latvian local governments by
use of ERDF co-financing in European Regional Development Fund–local governments’
projects in Latvia.
Green Investment Scheme
Climate Change Financial Instrument (CCFI) works in Latvia according to the principle of
Kyoto Green Investment Scheme.
CCFI programme is financed by selling assigned amount units (AAU) within the international
emission trade according to provisions of the Kyoto Protocol. Sale of AAU is possible, since
Latvia will not need all AAU owned by it to fulfil liabilities set in the Kyoto Protocol for 2008–
2012 (reduction of 8% in comparison to the level of 1990), and the potential surplus will be
minimum 40 million units. Use of surplus AAU for other purposes, for example, for assigning
to European Emissions Trading Scheme companies, is not possible — AAU cannot be
converted into emission quotas or used instead of emission quotas. However, AAU can be
sold and the gained income can then be invested in the development of Latvia. Cabinet of
Ministers decided on the sale of AAU on 12 April 2006 — Cabinet Ordinance No. 249 “On
concept of participation of Latvia in international emission trade33.
Fields where CCFI financing is available until 30 June 2014:
improvement of building energy efficiency in public and private sector;
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the transport sector;
solutions for saving electric energy in public and private sector;
development and introduction of renewable energy sources technologies, including:
use of biomass;
use of geothermal energy;
use of solar energy, etc.;
integrated solutions for reducing GHG emission in technological processes, energy
production and consumption.
Taking into account the planned use of CCFI programme financing (income from selling AAU
are designated for particular aims), it is not expected that CCFI will be widely used for
improving energy efficiency of residential sector34.
See the CCFI project map with projects implemented in the territory of Latvia in CCFI project
map.

33
34

http://kpfi.lv/index.php?page=par-kpfi-projektu
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Figure 6. CCFI project map
Table 2. Project tenders implemented by CCFI and available financing
Name of CCFI project tender
Available CCFI project
financing, EUR
Use of Renewable Energy Resources for Reduction of
39,437,562
Greenhouse Gas Emission
Use of Renewable Energy Resources in Household Sector
Low Energy Consumption Buildings
Complex Solutions for Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction in Municipal Buildings, stage II

stage I: 16,220,000
stage II: 10,271,406
10,332,500
24,909,124

Complex Solutions for Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction in Manufacturing Buildings

11,561,178

Complex Solutions for Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction in State and Municipal Vocational Education
Establishment Buildings

16,988,820

Technology Conversion from Fossil to Renewable Energy
Sources
Increase of Energy Performance in Higher Education
Establishment Buildings
Increase of Energy Efficiency in Municipal Buildings, stage I
Complex Solutions for Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction in Manufacturing, Educational Establishment,
Culture and Medical Institution Buildings

11,500,142
10,000,000
37,269,858
stage I: 5,963,685
stage II: 44,378,312
stage III: 19,361,873

Source: http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/darbibas_veidi/KPFI/projekti/
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As of 1 October 2013, 2080 projects have been completed and 100 projects are being
implemented. It should be mentioned that the majority (81%) of all the completed projects
is within the tender “Use of Renewable Energy Resources in Household Sector (stages I and
II)”.
The objective of the tender is the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the household
sector by means of supporting purchase and installation of micro-generation technological
equipment for production of thermal energy or generation of electricity in residential houses
for the purpose of production of thermal energy or generation of electricity from renewable
energy resources and providing heat or electricity exclusively for household needs.
Project measures:
wood chips or straw biomass boilers, biomass granule or wood boilers, and biomass
fireplaces with total installed capacity up to 50 kW (including) — 25.50% of the total
number of approved projects;
solar collector systems with total installed capacity up to 25 kW (including) —
31.59% of the total number of approved projects;
heat pumps with total installed capacity up to 50 kW (including) — 31.80% of the
total number of approved projects;
wind turbines with total installed capacity up to 10 kW (including) and solar batteries
with total installed capacity up to 10 kW (including) — 11.12% of the total number
of approved projects35.
In general within the tender, equipment for production of thermal energy or generation of
electricity from renewable energy resources was installed in 1761 households.
European Economic Area Financial Mechanism (EEA FM) and Norwegian Financial
Mechanism (NFM)
Net financing allocated to Latvia in 2009–2014 by EEA FM and NFM amounts to 67.48 million
EUR (47.42 million LVL), which is ~30% more than in the previous financial mechanism
planning period in 2004–2009. The responsible authority for implementation of programmes
related to energy efficiency of buildings and renewable energy sources is Ministry of
Environmental Protection and Regional Development (VARAM).
The aim of the EEA FM programme “National Climate Policy” is to support Latvia in the
development of comprehensive national climate policy covering the sectors not addressed
by the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (non-ETS sectors) as regards emissions,
and all other sectors as regards adaptation to climate change36.
At the beginning of 2014, the EEA FM open tender “Development of sustainable buildings,
renewable energy sources technologies, and innovative emission-reducing technologies”
was announced. Eligible participants:
buildings designed for education (kindergarten, school, university) and scientific
research (newly erected building or reconstruction of a building);
manufacturing buildings (reconstruction of a building);
museums (newly erected building or reconstruction of a building);
sport buildings (newly erected building or reconstruction of a building).
One of the main requirements is that consumption of heat energy for heating of the
premises after implementation of the planned project measures in the building may not
exceed 25 kWh/m2 per year, thus approaching the NZEB definition in Latvia or Passive House
in Latvia (with Passive House Standard climate calculation up to 15 kWh/m2 per year
according to PHPP standard climate data for Germany).
35
36

http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/darbibas_veidi/KPFI/projekti/?doc=13463
http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/fondi/grants/EEZ_2009_2014/nacionala_klimata_politika/?doc=14950
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ESCO (energy service company)
SIA “Renesco” currently is the only energy service company in Latvia. Until 2013 in total in
the field of building renovation 7 projects have been completed, 5 projects are being
implemented, and energy management contracts on renovation of multi-apartment
residential buildings have been concluded for 11 buildings (renovation planned in 2013–
2014). Currently organisation operates mostly in Vidzeme and Riga regions, therefore
dissemination of ESCO in other regions and establishment of new ESCO and PECO (local
government energy service company) would be regarded as a positive trend for the
purposes of ensuring competition and quality.
More:
http://www.renesco.lv/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=4&Itemid=4&lang
=lv
Bank Credits
Two credit models are applied to financing of energy efficient renovation of buildings:
1) investment credit — for buildings divided in apartment properties;
2) mortgage loan — for buildings owned by natural or legal person.
When issuing investment credit for renovation of multi-apartment residential building, the
following information is taken into account: future cash flow in the multi-apartment
residential building and the previous timeliness regarding management payments
performed by the apartment owners. Although the maximum term for building renovation
credits offered by banks is 15 years, the co-financing of EU funds allows for reduction of
credit maturity by two times (up to 7 or 8 years) on average. Without co-financing of EU
funds, the credit terms may reach even 20 and 30 years. Thanks to the support of ERDF for
renovation of multi-apartment residential buildings, use of mortgage loans for building
renovation has been re-commenced starting from 2009, as the majority of people cannot
ensure personal co-financing in the amount of 50%. Since 2010, credits for building
renovation are offered by: Swedbanka, Nordea, SEB and DnB bank, Banka Citadele37.
Building Inhabitants’ Personal Financing
People’s self-financing for renovation consists of accrued regular payments made for
reconstruction works. To create such accrual, apartment owners have to agree on the
necessity of this payment in a general meeting and determine its purpose and amount. The
payment amount is 10–20 santimes/m2 per month, depending on what owners have
decided and the planned works. This method is suited for financing some particular
renovation-related small activity, for example, paying for energy audit, change of room, or
reconstruction of heating system, but not for complex renovation of building. It is due to the
small amount of finances accrued every month. Depending on the chosen financing model,
self-financing allows additional decreasing of credit amount, ensures better monitoring of
monetary flow and responsibility for the desired outcome, which is available immediately
after completing the works. At the same time it should be mentioned that making accruals
increases the amount of monthly payments, therefore this method is not very popular38.

37
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3. KEY ACTORS
3.1. Regional and Local Administration Divisions
Riga Planning Region
The task of the 5th objective of the Riga Planning Region Development Strategy 2000–2020
is “Energy saving, efficient use of energy sources, promotion of development of renewable
and new energy sources”39. To reach this objective, local governments are responsible for
the Development Programme and creating of a sustainable development strategy (SDS) for
their territories, where goals of the particular local government are defined together with
methods for reaching them.
Out of 30 local governments of Riga region, 12 local governments have developed SDS,
12 local governments are working on it, but six local governments have not started to
develop SDS. More: http://www.rpr.gov.lv/pub/index.php?id=54
Riga Energy Agency (REA)
The main directions of operation of Riga municipal agency “Riga Energy Agency” (REA):
development and updating of long-term concepts and programmes for energy
supply and energy efficiency, organisation and monitoring of implementation of
these documents;
attracting financing for solving energy supply and energy efficiency problems from
various investment funds on the national and international level;
energy certification of buildings and organisation of energy audits in buildings;
informing, consulting, and training society about reduction of energy consumption;
accounting and regular monitoring of small boilers with capacity of >20 kW and air
conditioning systems with capacity of >12 kW in line with requirements of EU
directive.
REA Energy Efficiency Information Centre (EEIC) provides to its visitors Ś natural and legal
persons — availability of free information and consultations according to EU, Republic of
Latvia, and Riga municipality’s policy regarding energy efficiency40.
Until the end of 2012, 40 multi-apartment residential buildings and eight social multiapartment residential buildings had been renovated in Riga. See map:
http://www.rea.riga.lv/files/Renovacijas_karte.pdf
But in 2013, in total 22 contracts on starting renovation of buildings were concluded.
http://www.rea.riga.lv/files/Noslegtie_ligumi_par_renovejamam_ekam_Riga.pdf
Zemgale Planning Region
Zemgale Planning Region has developed the Sustainable Energy Action Plan of Zemgale
Region41 providing plans how the region will cut CO2 emission by minimum 20% by 2020.
Zemgale Regional Energy Agency (ZREA) unites five councils of Zemgale towns and
municipalities. Ozolnieki Municipality Council has been the most active one, while Auce
Municipality Council has not developed any project so far.
Success Model
Clients and building designers lack motivation and knowledge for realisation of the quite
complicated Passive House projects. More active involvement by planning regions and
39

http://www.rpr.gov.lv/uploads/filedir/RPR%20strat/RPR_Att_strategija_2000_2020.pdf
http://www.rea.riga.lv/
41
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building authorities in the implementation of Passive House Standard would improve the
awareness of construction market participants about low energy consumption buildings.
Based on the implemented Passive House projects in Latvia, the planning regions must
develop guidelines for technical solutions that are accompanied by an investment/saving
analysis.

3.2. Other Stakeholders
Latvian Environmental Investment Fund (LVIF) is a capital company established by the
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development of the Republic of Latvia,
whose task is to “attract local and international financial means and grant loans with
favourable conditions to municipal and private structures for implementation of
environmental protection projects that improve the condition of environment, and support
development of environmental protection projects”42.
The overall goal of the fund is reduction of environmental pollution by facilitating
implementation of environmental protection projects and increasing capacity of local
governments and capital companies in preparing and implementing quality and efficient
environmental projects starting from the project idea until its realisation.
One of the directions of fund’s activity is monitoring of implementation of projects funded
by the Climate Change Financial Instrument (CCFI) by facilitating efficient and transparent
covering of financing by the Climate Change Financial Instrument and performing quality and
professional monitoring of implementation of the projects funded by the Climate Change
Financial Instrument43.
More about projects implemented by LVIF: http://www.lvif.gov.lv/?object_id=622
LVIF development cooperation projects:
Energy Efficient Construction Strategy of Latvia
Passive House and renewable energy sources regions (PASSREG)
Sustainable Energy Action Plans — united Europe in energy management
Bioenergy Promotion 2 — implementation of action plans
Industrial Energy Efficiency Cluster — LIAA Cluster Programme
More: http://www.lvif.gov.lv/?object_id=288&l=1
Association Passive House Latvija
The aim of the association Passive House Latvija is to unite and coordinate the efforts of
Latvian architects, engineers, developers, product and construction material manufacturers,
higher education establishments, State and municipal institutions in creating sustainable and
low-energy urban and suburban environment and its further development in Latvia; and to
influence the activity of State institutions in Latvia regarding issues related to possibilities to
cut energy consumption in environmental projects, construction, service of buildings and
structures, power industry, and other related fields, by using its right of legislative
initiative44. The Association organises various information seminars and regular training on
sustainable, low-energy and Passive Houses. More: http://passivehouse.lv/lv/

Association “Latvian Sustainable Building Council” (LIPB) is a member of the World
Green Building Council, which unites building professionals and leaders to facilitate public
awareness about sustainable building and possibilities of its application.
42

http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/par_ministriju/padotas_institucijas/?info=16
http://www.lvif.gov.lv/?object_id=377
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http://passivehouse.lv/lv/par-mums/
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LIPB objectives:
education of society and popularisation of sustainable building;
enhancing of professional knowledge and skills;
providing consultations and presenting proposals to policy makers in Latvia;
preparing of information for implementation and assessment of sustainable
projects.
LIPB organises also a 10-module course Green Building Professional for building specialists,
clients, and other interested persons.
More: http://www.ibp.lv/lv/musu-projekti/

Latvian Energy Efficiency Agency (LATEA) allows its members more active use of their
specific knowledge and professional experience by participating in solving of energy
efficiency and the related issues. LATEA gives the possibility to participate in particular
projects or presenting and implementing new, energy efficient technologies45.
Implemented projects: http://www.latea.lv/?lang=lat&p=3
Success Model
NGO sector in Latvia is active, and largely financed by EU funds for training and
dissemination activities. In future, we will see a great potential in collaboration with
universities, and vocational education system, as it defines the general knowledge for
workforce in industries.
The closest objective is establishment of regional competence centres with exposition of
Passive House examples and construction materials by support of local education
establishments and constructors. Since the vocational education system approaches
implementation of dual training (with practice), it provides for wide possibilities. Association
Passive House Latvija will launch creation of such exposition in 2014, within the framework
of Leonardo da Vinci education programmes.
NGO is active in organising training courses and, given available financing, could follow the
Brussels’ example of free consultation centre, in cooperation with local governments.

4. CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
4.1. Training of Local Administration Specialists
VARAM Open Door Days in Regions
At the end of September 2013, the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional
Development of the Republic of Latvia, in cooperation with planning regions and State
Regional Development Agency, launched a cycle of visiting seminars and consultations.
During the five-week visiting cycle, specialists of local governments in regions were informed
on investments and covering of fund financing, topical issues in planning programmes, and
other issues related to the development of local government system.
More: http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/aktual/aktuali/?doc=17311

Strategies Towards Energy Performance and Urban Planning (STEP-UP, 11.2012–
04.2015), within this project the Riga Energy Agency will correct the Action Plans drafted by
employees of local governments to significantly exceed the Europe 2020 targets.
45
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Thus, by taking over the best practices, engaging and receiving support from stakeholders
(State, entrepreneurs, politicians), planning of sustainable urban environment will be
improved, viable technical solutions will be identified according to the individual conditions
of each particular town, and innovative projects will be developed. It will result in more
efficient integration of knowledge, objectives, and resources among employees of local
governments, additional investments, projects, and improved general economic
performance.
Currently it is planned to train Tukums, Balvi, and Ogre municipalities.
More: http://www.rea.riga.lv/rea-projekti/starptautiskie-projekti?id=594

Improvement of professional competence of energy staff in Zemgale (07.2013–
12.2014) is a project of the EU life-long learning programme “Leonardo da Vinci”, which is
implemented in cooperation with Zemgale Regional Energy Agency. The objective of the
project is to improve the quality of knowledge and practical skills of energy specialists in
Zemgale by cooperating with similar organisations or companies in Europe to ensure
transfer of knowledge, practical skills, and innovations across EU member states46.
More: http://www.zrea.lv/lv/jaunumi/zrea_uzsak_istenot_leonardo_da_vinci_projektu/
Success Model
Education and training of employees of planning and development departments at local
governments about the Passive House principles and their practical application.
Courses for improving qualification of local governments’ architects and building authority
staff.

4.2. Training of Designers and Construction Specialists
Build up Skills — Latvija (EEBR-LV)
Within the project Build up Skills, action plan “Raising of Construction Sector Employee
Qualifications and Skills for Achieving Energy and Climate Targets of 2020” has been
developed; the plan summarises proposals for raising construction sector employee
qualifications and knowledge.
To reach the energy and climate targets of 2020, the Roadmap states that plan provides for
the following: “The Roadmap envisages that short training courses on the construction of
zero energy buildings which provide for very low energy consumption in buildings would be
necessary for the majority of employees working in the construction sector. The improvement
of experienced workers’ qualifications can be made over a rather short period of time, for
example, by organizing intensive training courses on the building site which can be
implemented together with vocational education institutions, study centres, suppliers of
building materials and technologies. Likewise, it is necessary to prepare instructors (teachers)
for the course.”
The report and Action plan are available at:
http://www.rpr.gov.lv/uploads/filedir/BUS_Roadmap_Latvia_LV_fin_Endorsment.pdf
Courses for Energy Auditors
Professionals working at construction companies, architecture firms and other construction
specialists have the possibility to develop professionally by studying the programme “Energy
Efficiency Audit of Buildings and Structures”. After completing the course it is possible to
pass Energy Audit Certification Exams: “Building Energy Auditor”, “Newly Erected Building
Energy Auditor”, and “Boiler Energy Auditor”.

46
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The courses are offered by the Further Education Centre of Riga Technical University (RTU),
Centre for Life-long Learning of Latvia University of Agriculture, SIA “Ekodoma”, LBS
Konsultants, and other training organisations.
Further Education Centre of Riga Technical University
The Centre provides high-quality, modern and practical courses for raising education,
qualification, and professional competence of construction professionals and related
specialists. The programme of courses include training on the methodology of calculating
energy efficiency, materials for increasing the energy efficiency of buildings, work
technologies and projects, etc.
More: http://ptc.rtu.lv/
Courses for Certified Passive House Designer (CEPH)
The CEPH courses organised by SIA Krauklis&Grende and association Passive House Latvija
aim at widening the range of specialists who understand the specifics of designing a passive
house and can use the PHPP (Passive House Planning Package) in their ordinary work. The
study course covers all the necessary information so that qualification of Certified Passive
House Designer can be acquired successfully.
More: http://passivehouse.lv/lv/
Latvian Association of Civil Engineers (LACE), LBS Konsultants
LACE unites Latvian civil engineers and organise regular seminars to increase knowledge on
energy efficiency of its members and other interested persons.
Some of the seminars:
energy efficient buildings;
energy efficient building ware and application technologies of building ware;
pre-project measures for improving heat insulation of multi-apartment residential
buildings;
a 24-seminar cycle “Energy efficient and environment-preserving construction —
from planning to realisation”.
More: http://www.buvinzenierusavieniba.lv/index.php
Success Model
To ensure implementation of the Passive House Standard in education system and daily
work of construction experts, Passive House Tradesperson and Passive House Designers
courses in Latvian will be organised.
Within the Leonardo da Vinci project, translation of the training programme Certified Europe
Passive House Designer (CEPH) into Latvian was launched at the end of 2013; the translation
will be adapted to the legal regulations and geographical aspects of Latvia and will raise the
pedagogic skills of professional education and training institution staff and managers. The
CEPH training programme will be started at professional education establishments starting
from 2014.
In this way, requirements of the Passive House Standard will become a self-evident part of
training, instead of being hard to advertise and expensive. Having attended the course and
passing the exam one will acquire a certificate, which is an official education document
proving one’s competences and being recognised in Latvia and abroad.
At the end of 2013, the association Passive House Latvija launched training of Passive House
Tradespersons in Latvian, in cooperation with Latvian Environmental Investment Fund and
Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences. The content of course is oriented towards raising
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competence of construction company designers and managers of construction and
engineering works when implementing Passive House projects.
Course structure:
http://www.passivhaus-handwerk.de/upload/120718_Course_Structure.pdf

4.3. Other Training and Education Measures
Education Establishments
Latvia University of Agriculture (LLU), Riga Technical University (RTU) Institute of Energy
Systems and Environment (VASSI), Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences (ViA), Riga
International School of Economics and Business Administration (RISEBA), and Rēzekne
University offer construction and architecture students separate courses on designing NZEB,
sustainable and energy-efficient solutions, and new building materials. Also vocational
secondary education establishments offer training of students in eco-building — Vidzeme
University College programme and Ērgļi Vocational Secondary School.
Riga Technical University (RTU)
Institute of Energy Systems and Environment (VASSI) offers Environment Science Study
programmes of bachelor, master, and doctor level, performs scientific research and
participate in local and international projects to facilitate development of sustainable
technical solutions and environmental development.
Some of the projects:
Project “Compact solar and pellet module”;
Project “System Thinking Integration in Environmental Policy”;
IZM-RTU scientific research project “Modelling of Solar Combisystems for Heating
Systems of One-family House”;
IZM-RTU scientific research project “Optimisation of Distributed Energy Generation”.
VASSI, in cooperation with the RTU Further Education Centre, offers any interested person
to study Environmental Engineering Programme free of charge since 2006. The course
covers such topics as pollution, clean manufacturing, energy, renewable energy sources,
climate technologies, eco-design, and other.
More: http://www.videszinatne.lv/
Information campaign “Let’s Live Warmer!” organised by the Ministry of Economics of the
Republic of Latvia
The information campaign “Let’s Live Warmer!” was launched to facilitate local cooperation
in and learning about building renovation among the non-governmental organisations,
commercial banks, State administration institutions, and apartment owners, to develop the
communication and cooperation network among the social partners, entrepreneurs, and
apartment owners, to raise the awareness about energy saving measures, and to inform
about the support from the EU funds for renovation of multi-apartment residential
buildings, and optimum measures in building renovation and high-quality construction.
Over three years, more than 175 information measures have taken place throughout
Latvia — various public discussions, conferences, exhibitions, seminars — where more than
8500 people participated. Part of the seminars were also broadcast on-line on the Internet,
and video materials can be found at www.youtobe.com/siltinam and
www.vimeo.com/dzivosiltak. The activities have been organised on various topics —
necessity to improve the technical condition of one’s house, decision-making process at
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general meetings of apartment owners, performing of high-quality renovation of buildings,
sharing experiences about already renovated buildings, and other47.
Success Model
Non-governmental organisations shall develop new and improve the current construction
and energy management education programmes, in cooperation with universities,
vocational secondary schools and competence centres.
Regular training seminars are also necessary for educating Passive House end-users —
operators and inhabitants.

5. MARKET FOR PASSIVE BUILDINGS
According to the information provided by the Passive House Institute web page (updated in
July 2013), there are no certified passive buildings in Latvia, there are also no certified
buildings with passive elements, although several objects have been successfully
implemented, see in Successful practices.
The main obstacles why Passive Houses enter the Latvian construction market so slowly are
connected with the economic situation (Latvia is the third poorest country in the EU) and
private property rights — apartment owners in multi-apartment residential buildings could
not agree on the necessity of measures to be taken and did not believe in the investment
return — good work quality and result.
Success Model
Only 3% of all multi-apartment residential buildings in Latvia can be considered
corresponding to the current legislative requirements regarding heat engineering. The
energy consumption for heating in majority of Soviet-time multi-apartment residential
buildings exceeds 150 kWh/m2 per year; renovation of these buildings to reach the Passive
House criterion of 15 kWh/m2 is practically impossible and would require extremely large
investments. Thus, application of EnerPHit (Quality-Approved Energy Retrofit with Passive
House Components) standard would be more suited for Latvia. Application of complex
solutions with Passive House elements may yield even 75–90% reduction of specific heat
energy consumption.
According to Directive 2010/31/EU, all public and social State-owned buildings will be lowenergy buildings, meaning they will have to comply with NZEB or Passive House Standards,
irrespective of market development model. Development of training and cooperation
models should be supported so that this process is of the highest possible quality.
It is expected that private building market will be commercially attractive given appropriate
offer, and it will need no special support mechanisms.

6. SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
Currently (October 2013) there are 10 Certified Passive House designers and 4 Certified
Passive House Consultants in Latvia. The next Passive House Designer training course is
planned for 2014 (the previous courses took place in 2012 in English). The first Passive
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House Tradesperson training course will take place at the end of 2013 (more in Passive
House Courses).
9.1.2 “Most Energy Efficient Building in Latvia”
Starting from 2010, the Ministry of Economics in cooperation with the Ministry of
Environmental Protection and Regional Development organises competition “Most Energy
Efficient Building in Latvia” within the information campaign “Let’s Live Warmer!”. The
objective of the competition is to facilitate the good practices in building energy efficiency
field by constructing energy efficient buildings, performing building renovation and
reconstruction, thus reducing the amount of carbon emission and raising public awareness
about the building heat resistance and significance and possibilities of reducing greenhouse
gas emission to create a high-quality architectonic living space48.
“Most Energy Efficient Building in Latvia” nominations:
Most Energy Efficient Renovated Multi-apartment Residential Building in Latvia;
Most Energy Efficient Renovated Multi-apartment Residential Building in Latvia;
Most Energy Efficient Newly Erected Public Building;
Most Energy Efficient Newly Erected Public Building;
Most Energy Efficient Newly Erected Single Family Residential Building;
Most Energy Efficient Manufacturing Building in Latvia.

Residential building “Lielkalni”, Ģipka, Roja rural territory49 — the first building in
Latvia with Passive House elements
It was designed in 2007–2009, completed in 2010; architect — Ervīns Krauklis, “Krauklis
Grende”. The construction of load-bearing walls consists of ceramsite concrete blocks and
has been insulated with a 500 mm mineral cotton layer, the roof construction — a 600 mm
mineral cotton layer in timber roof trusses.
Characteristics: Uwall=0.065 W/m2K, Uroof=0.068 W/m2K, Ufloor=0.049 W/m2K,
Uwindows=0.8 W/m2K; Udoors=0.9 W/m2K, energy consumption for heating — 15.6 kWh/m2 per
year. The object received the award “Most Energy Efficient Newly Erected Single Family
Residential Building 2010”.

Figure 7. “Lielkalni” — the first building in Latvia with Passive House elements. Source:
Architect Ervīns Krauklis
48
49

http://www.energoefektivakaeka.lv/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=110331&Itemid=80
http://www.em.gov.lv/images/modules/items/LB_2009_pirma.pdf
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9.1.3 CCFI Competition “Low Energy Consumption Buildings”
In summer 2011, the CCFI open tender “Low Energy Consumption Buildings” was
announced. By implementing the project, the energy consumption for heating could not
exceed 35 kWh/m2 per year. In total, 82 projects were submitted, 31 project with total
available CCFI financing in the amount of EUR 10,332,499 (LVL 7,261,722) was approved, but
only 14 projects were implemented thus covering 49% or EUR 5,016,662 (LVL 3,525,730) of
the available CCFI co-financing (7 objects have been completed, and 7 are being
implemented).

“Daugaviņas” in Tīnūži, Ikšķile Municipality50 — Single Family Passive Residential
Building
The object was implemented in 2012; architect — Ervīns Krauklis, “Krauklis Grende”. The
building was constructed with the support of CCFI open tender “Low Energy Consumption
Buildings”. Total construction costs without VAT amounted to EUR 126,306 (LVL 88,769),
including EUR 41,388 (LVL 29,088) co-financing by the CCFI. The total area — 158.5 m2,
heated area — 98.5 m2, load-bearing constructions — timber frame with a 400 mm
insulation layer. The pressure test before installing the fireplace and ventilation system
outputs gave the result of 0.09 h-1 (PHPP value — 0.6-1), specific heat energy
consumption — 17 kWh/m2 per year.

Figure 8. “Daugaviņas”, southern elevation. Source: Architect Ervīns Krauklis

Passive Office Building in Liepāja51
The building was constructed with the support of CCFI open tender “Low Energy
Consumption Buildings”, the object was completed in 2013. Total project costs amounted to
EUR 269,840 (LVL 189,645), including EUR 103,798 (LVL 72,950) co-financing by the CCFI.
Vacuum insulated panels with nominal heat transfer coefficient of 0.007 W/(m*K) were used
for insulation of outer walls. The estimated heat energy consumption is 13.80 kWh/m2 per
year.

50
51

http://www.em.gov.lv/images/modules/items/LatvijasArchitektura-01_02_2012_daugavinas.pdf
http://building.lv/news/541-aktuali-jaunumi/122183-pasiva-biroja-eka-liepaja
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Figure 9. Passive Office Building in Liepāja52
Some of the winners of “Most Energy Efficient Building in Latvia 2013”:
Ventspils City Council building — annual space heat demand 12 kWh/m2a;
Ventspils City Council building — annual space heat demand 25 kWh/m2a;
Office building in Liepāja — annual space heat demand 13.8 kWh/m2a;
Dormitory of Ērgļi Professional Secondary School — annual space heat demand
16 kWh/m2a.
Success Model
Majority of projects with Passive House elements have been implemented in Latvia by cofinancing of the CCFI open tender “Low Energy Consumption Buildings”, announced in 2011.
The next similar financial support for NZEB is planned in 2014 within the EEA FM open
tender “Development of sustainable buildings, renewable energy sources technologies, and
innovative emission-reducing technologies”; however, this co-financing will not be available
to private and multi-apartment residential buildings. Implementation of support
mechanisms (similar to CCFI and EEA FM) for increasing energy efficiency of residential
property to reach the Passive House or EnerPHit standards would facilitate the
implementation of Passive Houses.
Taking into account that majority of multi-apartment residential buildings in Latvia are
standardised buildings, it would be beneficial for preparation works to develop sample
document for the most popular types of residential buildings. At the beginning of 2014, REA
started development of sample projects for 12 standard serial multi-apartment residential
buildings. The document package includes energy audits, technical inspections and
renovation technical projects, which can be used by associations of multi-apartment
residential house owners, building managers and operators, as well as ESCO, when preparing
application for renovation of a particular building. Such drafting of renovation projects for
standard buildings should be performed in line with Passive House Standard, since the REA’s
objective matches the one of Riga Development Strategy providing that heat energy
consumption has to be reduced to 150 kWh/m2 by late 2020.

52
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7. PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
7.1. Communication Strategy
Communication strategy includes targeted development of all regions in Latvia to reach the
EU 20-20-20 objective, providing that starting from 2020 all newly erected buildings will be
NZEB using renewable energy sources. To achieve this objective, the level of information
and knowledge about NZEB/Passive Houses of all participants involved in the construction
process has to be raised.
Main stakeholders:
current Passive House experts (designers, constructors, Passive House element
representatives, NZEB owners);
representatives of planning regions and local governments;
education establishments (universities, vocational secondary schools — staff and
students);
Passive House project designers (civil engineers, architects, engineering system
designers);
Passive House project implementers (construction work managers, building
supervisors, tradespersons);
society (end-users of Passive Houses).
Strategy implementation tools:
Internet environment (information publications, activities on social networks);
organising seminars to raise competence of participants of the construction process;
development of study materials, organisation of training courses, certifying of
Passive House specialists;
visiting of real NZEB, information on actual costs and the achieved result.

Figure 10. Communication strategy
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7.2. Communication Plan
Communication plan for implementing Passive House and NZEB regions in Latvia is based on
the activities planned and implemented within the PassReg project. After the project is
completed in 2015, the measures will be continued to achieve the EU targets by 2020.

Table 3. Communication plan
Competen
t authority

Target audience

LVIF,
regional
governmen
ts

Employees of
regional
governments

LVIF,
regional
governmen
ts, Passive
House
owners
LVIF,
regional
governmen
ts

Measure

Activity

Result

Duration

Information
seminars

Educating of
employees of regional
governments in
Passive House field

2013–
2017

Any interested
party

Introduction of
Passive
House/NZEB
standards in
regional
development
plans
Passive House
open door days

Visiting of objects

Increase of society
interest (market
participants) about
Passive House

2013–
2020

Any interested
party

Regional Energy
Days

Information
seminars, visiting
of objects

2012–
2020

LVIF

Any interested
party

PassReg reports

Electronic reports
on Internet (web
page — which?)

LVIF

Any interested
party

Creation of
PassReg platform

Web page

PH Latvija

Construction work
managers, building
supervisors,
tradespersons

Courses “Passive
House
Tradesperson”

Training courses

PH Latvija

Civil engineers,
architects,
engineering system
designers

Courses “Passive
House Designer”

Training courses

PH Latvija

Vocational
secondary schools,
universities

Implementation
of Passive House
Standard in
higher education
establishments

Development/imp
rovement of study
courses, stressing
the Passive
House/NZEB

Educating of regional
market participants,
awareness about
topicalities in Latvia
and abroad
Educating of market
participants,
awareness about
topicalities in Latvia
and abroad
Educating of market
participants,
awareness about
topicalities in Latvia
and abroad
Increase in number of
Certified Passive
House Tradespersons,
construction of highquality Passive
Houses
Increase in number of
Certified Passive
House Designers,
preparation of highquality Passive House
project
Raising qualifications
of staff and students
in the Passive House
field

2012–
2015

2014–
2020

2013–
2015

2013–
2015

2014–
2020
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7.3. Communication activities within the project
Within the Regional Energy Days, information seminars have taken place in Balvi and
Rēzekne Municipalities about the latest innovations, solutions, and accomplishments in the
field of Passive House and renewable energy sources. Summary of the seminar results
reveals positive trend — great interest from local governments, as the State sector will be
the first one which the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 2010/31/EU about newly
erected buildings according to NZEB standard will apply to. Also representatives of regional
universities and vocational secondary schools were active in seminar discussions, which
means that education establishments are ready to cooperate and train smart NZEB
specialists.
Success Model
Passive Platform
In Latvia currently there is a lack of unified database about the implemented NZEB projects,
used solutions, and certified technology suppliers. It is necessary to create a national NZEB
and Passive House database in Latvian, which would collect and systemically update
information on NZEB and Passive House related topicalities in Latvia and abroad. The Passive
House Platform would be based on PassReg objectives and information database, which is
suited to the characteristics of the Latvian building market. Passive Platform target
audience — all construction employees, education establishments, regional development
departments, and constructors. Such official Passive Platform would be a quality certificate
for Passive House constructors (designers and tradespersons), and NZEB end-users (owners
and tenants).
Content of Passive Platform
International content:
PassReg project information EN-LV;
information links, topicalities abroad;
authorized translations from different sources
Regional content:
original articles;
Latvian data base of PH, NZEB and low energy buildings;
Latvian data base of CEPH, and Tradespersons;
Tradesperson training course promotion;
PHPP info and course promotion;
Blogs
Communication:
promotion of trainings;
linking the information;
use of different channels.
Regional Energy Days
Organisation of Regional Energy Days should be continued in cities and municipal
governments to inform society and local entrepreneurs on the topicalities in NZEB/Passive
House sector by organising seminars, discussions, and training and offering possibilities to
visit newly erected or renovated NZEB buildings.
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8. QUALITY CONTROL
9.1.4 How to ensure work quality on site?
Construction work quality in Latvia is regulated by construction norms, territorial building
regulations, and normative acts on construction work quality. It is of primary importance to
develop sufficiently detailed technical specification (task), since every following construction
process directly depends on the quality of prior works.
Before designing NZEB and Passive House, architects, engineers, energy consumption
specialists have to prepare specifications, giving detailed description of all the important
conditions and works that are necessary for successful implementation of an energy efficient
project, and which can be directly used by constructors when performing works.
Cabinet Regulation No. 112 General Construction Regulations sets forth that a building
contractor and each company is responsible for the quality of the construction work and
shall develop a quality control system for construction work in conformity with the profile,
type and scope of the work to be performed.
Control of specialists competence and quality in architecture, design, construction, and
author supervision is evaluated during the certification exam. CEPH and Certified Passive
House Tradesperson courses will ensure examination and evaluation of knowledge about
NZEB and Passive House solutions.
Monitoring
For a Passive House to perform as it has been planned in the project, it is mandatory to
teach the operators and inhabitants of the building how to “treat” the Passive House after
the object is put into service. Otherwise, a situation may arise when the actual energy
consumption of the building exceeds the estimates for several times. Most often errors are
caused by incorrectly adjusted ventilation and/or heating system, arbitrary opening of
windows and other people habits.
Inhabitants should be familiarised with the basic principles of Passive House designing (for
example, functions and importance of shading). It is also mandatory to perform regular
service and examination of heating and engineering systems (register, schedule, etc.).
Success Model
Freely available information on classes of buildings, their characteristics, and certified and
competent Passive House specialists and energy auditors (in the new wording of law —
independent experts) should be placed at building authorities.
Mandatory requirement — presenting of temporary certificate for project acceptance and
for simple renovation and insulation projects, actual performance of building certificate
register (responsible authority — Ministry of Economics of the Republic of Latvia), similar to
Land Registry, for example.
Realisation and putting into service of object — the building supervisor responsible for the
quality of construction works must be well-informed about the peculiarities of Passive House
construction, errors made most often, and quality solutions for eliminating the current
problems/errors. Also quality performance control of construction works by the client
representative — author supervisor — is advised. Verification of control data of formal
acceptance has to be developed and performed — for example, during the construction
process at least two air permeability tests (one — after constructing the building envelope,
when the vapour barrier and windows have been installed, but before interior finish; the
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other — before putting the object into service) should be performed, adjusting of systems in
line with the requirements of the project, etc.
The availability of Passive House and EnerPHit certification in Latvia should be facilitated by
creating local certifying institutions, and also LEED and BREEAM certification systems should
be popularised.
Building certification, which is available in terms of cost, must be developed, because one of
the reasons why none of the Passive Houses in Latvia is certified is the high price for
certification procedure.

9. ROADMAP
9.1. SWOT Analysis
Key strengths of the Success Model

Weaknesses of the Success Model

1) Positive experience in implementing building
energy efficiency programmes in 2007–2013
planning period — successfully implemented
Passive House projects, which serve as best
practice examples
2) Raising interest and awareness of the society
about improving of building energy efficiency
and Passive Houses
3) Interest of process participants
(constructors, manufacturers of construction
materials, dealers) in implementing energy
efficiency measures
4) Large potential to save energy resources in
all sectors (residential, public, manufacturing
buildings)
Favourable opportunities

1) High costs for attracting financial resources
(interest rates) from commercial banks
2) Public utility debts of building owners and
credit liabilities for purchasing residential
buildings, which limit the possibility to
undertake new liabilities or receive loan
from bank
3) Insufficient number of professional
specialists (building operators, energy
auditors, designers, construction workers)
4) Lack of qualified labour force
5) Low quality of construction works and lack
of construction quality control

1) Possibilities for the development of energy
service market
2) Possibilities for the development of public
and private partnership
3) More efficient use of local and renewable
energy sources would reduce dependence
on imported energy sources
4) Rise of price for energy sources can shorten
the term for investment return
5) Ensured sustainability of residential
property
6) New and wide opportunities for
entrepreneurship — in construction and
operation of buildings

Threats and risks
1) Deterioration of demographic situation
threatens the investment efficiency
2) Low quality of construction works and
failing to achieve the estimated level of
energy saving
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9.2. Roadmap
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

National support to monitoring of current energy consumption
Application of Passive House Standard at national level with regional
climate data
Creating of local governments’ examples and introduction of support
mechanisms for implementation of NZEB (nearly zero-energy building)
standards
Implementation of real financial mechanisms

•
•

Improvement of macroeconomic understanding by reducing heat
expenses to 10% of the average household income
Establishment of energy suppliers’ profit savings fund for subsidies and
loans for implementing energy efficient measures
Long-term planning of bank financial instruments
Efficient tax policy for building reconstruction and renovation

•
•

•

•

•
•

More strict implementation of political will
Drafting of action plans for local governments, for example, within
SEAP
Establishment of energy agencies and position of Regional Energy
Manager and their active operation in all regions and largest cities
in Latvia
Close cooperation of local governments’ energy specialists and
building authorities
Grants to people with low income
Verification and application of ESCO model to newly erected
buildings
Low or “0” interest rate for constructing and reconstructing low
energy buildings
Taking over of foreign examples: “House of Tomorrow” — grants
for NZEB and renewable energy sources projects costs of which are
not very different from costs of constructing a regular building
Establishment of regional competence centres with exposition of
Passive House examples and construction materials by support of local
education establishments and constructors
Participation of NGOs in organising training courses, establishment of a
free consulting centre
Development of training programme about competence centres and
energy management in the result of cooperation among NGOs and
universities and vocational secondary schools
Regular training seminars for end users — managers and inhabitants

Active engagement of planning regions and building authorities in
implementation of Passive House Standard
Drafting of guidelines for technical solutions and investment/saving
analysis
Collaboration with universities, and vocational education system
Training of employees of planning and development departments at local
governments about the Passive House principles and concept
Courses for improving qualification of local governments’ architects and
building authority staff
Organisation of Passive House Craftsmen and Passive House Designers
courses in Latvian
Application of the EnerPHit standard to current buildings (built during
the Soviet period) by using complex solutions with Passive House
elements thus reaching 75–90% reduction of specific heat energy
consumption

•

•
•

To public buildings — NZEB after 2018
The private building sector shall develop under favourable market
conditions without attraction of additional funding

Implementation of support mechanisms (similar to CCFI and EEA FM) for
increasing energy efficiency of residential property to reach the Passive
House or EnerPHit standards thus facilitating implementation of Passive
House

•

Drafting of renovation solutions for standard serial buildings and
projects with Passive House elements

•
•

•
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•

Creation of a national NZEB and Passive House database in Latvian, which
would collect information on NZEB and Passive House related topicalities
in Latvia and abroad

•
•

Open door days at Passive Houses in regions
General public education measures — campaigns in mass media

•

Information on classes of buildings and certified or competent specialists
placed at building authorities
Mandatory Temporary Certificates for project approving and simple
renovation of insulation projects, real performance of building certificate
register
Quality control of building and author supervisor and performance
Development of control data and verification thereof during formal
acceptance of the object (air permeability tests, adjustment of systems)

•
•
•

Availability of Passive House and EnerPHit certification in Latvia
Popularisation of LEED and BREEAM certification systems
Practical services provided by competent heat and ventilation system
experts in regions
Wider range of documents for putting building into operation
Author and construction supervision

•

•
•

•
•
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IEE PassREg
PASSIVE HOUSE REGIONS WITH
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Indicative structure of Success Model
Wales (UK)
Contents by BRE
Structure developed by EnEffect
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1 ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
National framework (UK level)
Baseline
In 2007, the UK Government issued an Energy White Paper, ‘Meeting the Energy Challenge’53,
outlining the Government’s strategy for cutting carbon emissions to mitigate climate change and to
ensure secure, clean, affordable energy supplies, reducing dependence on imported fuel. Initial
targets were set for the reduction of greenhouse gasses of 60% (over the 1990 baseline) by 2050. It
also included the target that all new homes would be ‘zero carbon’, preferably by 2016 and that
the energy efficiency of existing homes would be improved.
The ‘UK Climate Change Act’ (2008)54 set in law the UK’s ambition to achieve an 80% reduction
(over the 1990 baseline) of greenhouse gases by 2050, increased from the earlier 60% target,
which was subsequently deemed too low to mitigate the risks of irreversible climate change. This
also set an intermediate target of between 26-32% by 2020.
In 2009, the ‘UK Low Carbon Transition Plan’55 set out the actions to be taken to reduce carbon
emissions by a revised 34% (over the 1990 baseline) by 2020. This included targets to improve the
efficiency of existing homes, encourage households to generate their own renewable energy and
for 40% of ‘grid’ electricity to be generated from low carbon sources, amongst other ambitions.
The primary mechanism for delivering the ‘zero carbon’ target in the UK is the Building Regulations,
which set the standards that all developments must adhere to with regard to energy performance,
safety, access, etc. (The Regulation specifically relating to the energy performance of buildings is
Part L.) Until relatively recently (2012), the UK Building Regulations applied uniformly across both
England and Wales. However, in 2007 Welsh Ministers indicated a desire to achieve the ‘zero
carbon buildings’ standard ahead of England, ideally by 2011, rather than 2016. Welsh Government
therefore applied for Building Regulations, to become a devolved power, i.e. standards could be
set by the Welsh Government, independently from the English Government. However, this power
was not granted until 31st December 201156, which delayed the Welsh Government in
implementing its own new targets and revisions to the building energy standards in Wales.
The regulatory framework that enforces energy performance in construction is now effectively
separate for England and Wales, although they will ultimately each be obligated to achieve the
53

www.berr.gov.uk/files/file39387.pdf
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/contents
55
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk/system/files/09D716.pdf
56
www.assemblywales.org/qg12-0003.pdf
54
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mandate of the EU Recast Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD), which will require all
new buildings to be ‘near zero energy buildings’ (NZEB) by 2020. Both England and Wales will also
need to use the established ‘National Calculation Method’ (NCM) to assess building performance;
the method that is utilised in the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) for housing and the
Standard Building Energy Model (SBEM) for non-domestic buildings. However, the method by
which England and Wales deliver these targets will now differ.
Success Model
In order to find the most technically achievable and cost effective way to deliver the Government’s
zero carbon targets, the Zero Carbon Hub was setup by UK Government and industry as a public/
private partnership in June 2008. The purpose of the ZCH is to carry out necessary research to
advise Government on how to deliver zero carbon homes by 2016 and non-domestic buildings by
2019.
The definition of zero carbon homes has itself changed in recent years. Initially it was envisaged
that the definition would match the energy requirements set out to achieve Level 6 of the Code for
Sustainable Homes – a framework created to assess the overall environmental sustainability of new
dwellings. However, this presented difficulties, since the Code considered each home as an
individual that must generate all the power and heat that it needs. In practice, this has only been
achieved by a very small number of example projects and was considered to be too expensive to
achieve on a wider scale, potentially being unachievable on many sites. The ZCH therefore helped
the UK Government derive a new definition for zero carbon homes that would be more flexible and
practical to deliver. There are therefore three components to meeting the new standard:
-

The Fabric Energy Efficiency Standard (FEES)57, which represents the overall energy
demand of the building and reflects its intrinsic energy performance as a result of its
insulation levels and airtightness, etc. (Measured as ‘primary energy use per m2/ year’,
similar to the standard used in Passivhaus – kWh/m2y)

-

The Carbon Compliance Standard (CCS)58, which reflects the efficiency of the delivery of
heating, hot water and lighting and will include a contribution from on-site renewable
energy generation. (Measured as an absolute limit on the as-built CO2 emissions per m2/
year.)

-

Allowable Solutions59, which will include a range of potential additional measures, mostly
comprising off-site solutions, to deliver any shortfall from the above actions in delivering a
net zero carbon dwelling.

The contribution that each of these three factors must make towards achieving the overall zero
carbon target is still to be finalised, but the ZCH recommend:
-

The FEES limit for the building fabric should be set at 39 kWh/m2y for mid terrace houses
and apartments and 46 kwh/m2y for all other housing, including end terrace, semi detached
and detached dwellings. This reflects the inherent efficiency of form of each dwelling type

57

www.zerocarbonhub.org/resourcefiles/FEE_A4_4pp_final_web.pdf
www.zerocarbonhub.org/resourcefiles/cc_TG_Report_Feb_2011.pdf
59
www.zerocarbonhub.org/resourcefiles/Allowable_Solutions_Oct_2012.pdf
58
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and acknowledges that it is more difficult and less cost effective to achieve such low energy
use on buildings with more exposed surfaces.
-

The CCS limit looks likely to be set at 10 kg CO2(eq)/m2y for detached houses, 11 kg
CO2(eq)/m2y for attached houses and 14 kg CO2(eq)/m2y for low rise apartment blocks.

-

A consultation on the exact structure of Allowable Solutions, though believed to include
options to invest in near- or off-site carbon saving projects, in energy refurbishment,
district heating initiatives, or other carbon saving schemes, particularly that will bring a
wider community benefit.

Now Wales has devolved control of the energy performance of buildings, the policies and methods
to deliver NZEBs over coming years are likely to follow similar principles in some areas to the UK
initiatives above, but vary in others, as highlighted in the section below on ‘local climate and energy
policy’. There is therefore still potential that Welsh Government will aim for a stronger fabric first
approach, then subsidised by RES (as proposed in PassREg).
While other regions (Front Runner Regions) have used the Passivhaus standard as a means of
steering industry towards NZEBs, the UK and Welsh Governments are reluctant to state that
Passivhaus buildings are ‘deemed to comply’ with UK regulations, as the calculation methods are
currently different to the established calculation methods in the UK (NCM) and these differences
are not well understood. There is also not an approved competent person scheme for the use of
PHPP (no quality controls for its general use). It therefore seems likely that, even if ‘Passivhaus
principles’ were adopted in the UK Regulations to deliver NZEBs by 2020, energy calculations via
the UK method may be slightly different to those via the Passivhaus method. (Hence, targets likely
to be different to PH’s 15 kWh/m2y.) An investigation has been carried out to better understand the
differences between the two calculation methods and what may be required to harmonise them,
but there are no ‘quick fixes’ and in the short term two calculations would be required (one for
Regulatory compliance, one for PHPP Certification).

Political will at the local level (Wales)
Baseline
Until recently, it had been the intention in Wales to deliver NZEBs via the Building Regulations
sooner than the rest of the UK. Hence there seemed to be strong aspiration within Welsh
Government for energy efficiency in buildings. However, when consulting on potential changes and
assessing the risks, the Welsh Government established that any standards set would need to be
achievable and affordable, should be delivered with current technologies and the existing
workforce and would not need to rely on imported solutions or expertise, so as not to adversely
affect the construction and manufacturing industries in Wales and the property markets (i.e. not to
make properties unaffordable to buy/ rent).
Hence, Welsh Government has now taken a less ambitious stance in the recent (2013) revision to
Building Regulations and have set targets similar to those currently set in England, so as not to
unfairly penalise the Welsh construction market60. It seems unlikely that any further changes to
60

http://wales.gov.uk/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2013/homebuilding/?lang=en
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Regulations in Wales would take place before 2016 (England’s target date for ‘zero carbon homes’,
2019 for public buildings). Welsh Government have recently issued a statement (March 2014)61
indicating that they will not be aspiring to meet the NZEB targets earlier than required by the
EPBD. It requires that all new public buildings will need to be NZEB by 2019 with all other buildings
from 2021.
Success Model
As seen in the Front Runner Regions (FRRs), strong political leadership by individuals can have a
significant impact on the construction industry and that, alongside appropriate financial incentives,
it is possible to realise significant benefits by demonstrating viability through pilot projects
(government funded/ subsidised initially).
Currently in Wales, there is a lack of strong political desire to drive targets harder, which likely
derives from a lack of financial mechanisms available to support such actions. It has been identified
that the existing building stock should be a primary focus for CO2 savings in the UK and policy and
funding mechanisms are largely focussed on ‘affordable refurbishment’ rather than NZE new
buildings. (Refurbishment seen to offer significant employment opportunities relative to monetary
spend compared to other activities [Energy Wales].)
A difficulty of setting large CO2 reduction targets is that political leaders do not want the
construction industry to ‘stall’ if it is deemed too expensive to achieve such targets. The Welsh
Government are not convinced that Passivhaus is appropriate to Regulation at this time and hence
will not make it a requirement. Continued demonstration of the benefits of Passivhaus projects in
the UK (rather than necessarily at an EU level) will no doubt help, but the cost effectiveness of
building to the PH standard would need to be demonstrated. While it is well known that the
lifecycle costs of Passivhaus are favourable, there are currently no mechanisms in the UK by which
to cover any additional capital cost of such developments.
Innovative financial mechanisms will inevitably need to be introduced to drive political support
for Passivhaus with renewable energy systems as a solution for NZEBs, or any other very low energy
standard, compared to current building practices. Until that time, it will be very difficult for
politicians to ‘demand’ the Passivhaus (or similar) energy standard with RES. However, if the
standard can be shown to be no more costly to deliver, it is much more likely to be considered by
the industry.
As demonstrated in Brussels, it was regional (Brussels) political leadership, rather than Federal
(Belgium) drivers that brought about advanced regional changes. In theory, Local Authorities (if
there was support for Passivhaus with RES at this level) could set their own requirements on land
sales and via their Local Development Plans that could drive energy standards further than Building
Regulations. This will therefore be investigated further with key personnel within LAs to see what
support is needed for them to convince Councillors to adopt NZEB in this way.

Local climate and sustainable energy policy (Wales)
Baseline
61

Welsh Government, ‘Energy Wales: A Low Carbon Transition Delivery Plan’, March 2014
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The Climate Change Strategy for Wales62 sets aspirations for the reduction of energy usage in new
and existing buildings, both in the domestic and non-domestic sectors. The aim by 2020 is to reduce
the energy costs and emissions of buildings across Wales, to eradicate fuel poverty and for low
carbon energy generation to be common. A major step towards these changes was seen to be the
devolution of the Building Regulations, to allow Wales to Regulate for these goals in their own way.
Alongside this, the energy strategy for Wales, ‘Energy Wales: A low carbon transition’63, also
supports increased energy efficiency and low carbon sources of energy generation, particularly
supporting innovation, research, development and commercialisation. An earlier policy document
(2010) – A low carbon revolution64, stated that Wales aims to generate twice as much electricity
annually by 2025 as was used at the time (2010) and by 2050 at the latest, be in a position where
almost all local energy needs (heat, power, vehicles) can be met by low carbon electricity
production.
While Welsh Ministers initially set an ambition that all new dwellings would be zero carbon by
201165, delays in being awarded devolved power for Welsh Government to set their own Building
Regulations has delayed this. Having consulted on the proposed standards for Part L of the Building
Regulations in 2012, the target set by the 2013 revision to Part L is now 8% improved over the 2010
requirement (rather than 40% as consulted), which is in line with England’s current targets66. This
level was chosen following a consultation exercise and risk assessment that indicated that this
would be the most viable and affordable standard the industry could be expected to deliver via the
building fabric without requiring expensive, unfamiliar technologies. However, it will not necessarily
favour a relatively extreme fabric-first/ Passivhaus approach to building.
Success Model
Wales’ current policies already reflect the future ambition for low energy building and renewable
energy sources. However, they have not been specific in the delivery of low energy buildings (for
instance, they do not specify that any particular standard (e.g. Passivhaus) would be required to
deliver their energy efficiency ambitions).
It is the intention that the Welsh Building Regulations will be strengthened further in stages over
the coming years in readiness to deliver NZEBs in accordance with the timeframes of the Recast
EPBD (by 2020). The Passivhaus community should continue to lobby Welsh Government to
demonstrate the benefits of the Passivhaus approach with RES for the delivery of NZEBs in Wales.
A noteworthy point is that the UK Government are looking to introduce a new metric to measure
building energy efficiency of ‘primary energy use per m2/ year’, similar to the standard used in
Passivhaus (as mentioned above in National Policy section). However, Wales have not followed this
method to demonstrate a Fabric Energy Efficiency Standard (FEES), instead insisting that setting U
value limits are sufficient. It would probably be easier for developers to get to grips with the
aspirations of the Passivhaus Standard if they had a better understanding of this Fabric Energy

62

wales.gov.uk/docs/desh/publications/101006ccstratfinalen.pdf
wales.gov.uk/docs/desh/publications/120314energywalesen.pdf
64
www.mng.org.uk/gh/resources/100315energystatementen.pdf
65
www.planningportal.gov.uk/general/news/stories/2007/feb/2007-02-Week-3/welshgovernmentoutlines
66
http://wales.gov.uk/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2013/homebuilding/?lang=en
63
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Efficiency metric through its introduction into Regulations. It is therefore arguably unfortunate that
it has not been assimilated into Regulation in Wales at this time.

Local policy instruments for energy efficiency in buildings
(Wales & UK where applicable to Wales)
Baseline
Planning and Building Control policy instruments
New buildings are regulated via the Planning and Building Control processes in both the UK and in
Wales. To support the headline energy policies, additional planning policies are set to drive energy
efficiency, sustainable development and renewable energy, as set out in various Technical Advice
Notes for Wales that support planning decisions.
Planning Policy Technical Advice Note (TAN) 22 ‘Planning for Sustainable Buildings’67, introduced in
2010, set out the policy framework for the delivery of sustainable buildings in Wales. This
encouraged fabric first/ energy efficiency methods to be adopted first, then the installation of onsite renewable/ low carbon energy technologies. The Policy required that higher sustainability
standards were achieved in Wales compared to the UK Building Regulations, as measured by the
BRE Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) and the Code for Sustainable Homes. These are
independent assessment methodologies that cover a range of environmental parameters, including
energy and water use, occupant health and wellbeing, land use and ecology and construction
impacts amongst other issues. A BREEAM Very Good level must be achieved in all non-domestic
buildings over 1000m2 floor area, plus a minimum energy efficiency performance level, depending
on the type of building. For housing projects, a Code Level 3 (out of 6) award must be obtained for
schemes in Wales, plus a minimum CO2 emissions reduction of 8% above the Building Regulation
minimum standard (2010). (This increase was absorbed into Building Regulations implemented in
2013.) TAN 22 has subsequently been withdrawn (June 2014) as part of the Planning reform carried
out to reduce the burden on developers. The aim is to reduce regulatory burden in the construction
sector to boost development (following recession). There is therefore no longer a BREEAM or Code
requirement on new projects in Wales.
Other measures are also in place in Wales under TAN 12: ‘Design’68 to stipulate how environmental
and sustainability impacts have been considered by developments and TAN 8: ‘Renewable
energy’69, which sets out policies for Wales’ implementation of renewable energy sources.
Energy efficiency in new buildings in Wales is specified by the Building Regulations (Part L), as
measured by the National Calculation Method (NCM) and Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP).
The overall principle of the Regulations is a measurement against a ‘reference building’ that is
deemed to comply with those regulations. The reference building’s performance is expressed as the
Target Emission Rate (TER). This is subsequently compared to the actual building’s performance,

67

http://wales.gov.uk/docs/desh/publications/100609tan22weben.pdf
http://wales.gov.uk/docs/desh/publications/090807tan12en.pdf
69
http://wales.gov.uk/docs/desh/publications/050701techical-advice-note-8-en.pdf
68
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expressed as the Dwelling Emission Rate (DER) or Building Emission rate (BER) for non domestic
buildings.
Although the standard that should be achieved has become more onerous over recent years
through periodic revisions to the Regulation, it is currently not close to the ‘near zero energy’
aspiration. At present the Regulation requires that developers must meet a standard (for housing in
Wales) 8% improved on 2010 UK Part L. The purpose of the incremental approach has been to
allow the construction industry time to adapt to deliver new standards in a cost effective way, so as
not to stall the construction market.
Other financial policy instruments
Although economic instruments are discussed in more detail in the following section, a summary of
relevant economic policy instruments is given here:
-

The Feed in Tariff: A subsidy re-payment for investment in small-scale electricity generating
renewables, based on the level of electricity generation

-

The Renewable Heat Incentive: A subsidy re-payment to offset the cost of renewable heatgeneration systems, such as biomass heaters and solar hot water

-

Green Deal loans: Energy efficiency refurbishment measures to existing buildings may be
carried out with the cost of the works (plus interest) recuperated via payments made
through a customer’s utility bill (electricity) payments. The measures must save more
energy than the cost of the repayment to be deemed viable and must be repayable within a
period of approximately 20 years

-

Energy Company Obligation (ECO): An additional subsidy towards Green Deal measures that
would not otherwise be viable in their own right, such as expensive solid wall insulation,
etc. These are only eligible on hard to treat properties for which ‘basic’ Green Deal
measures are not viable and/ or for vulnerable households

-

Nest grants: In Wales, funding is available via the ‘Nest’ programme to carry out energy
efficiency refurbishment measures for vulnerable households in hard to treat homes.

-

The Green Investment Bank: Funding from UK Government to invest in sustainable projects.
The bank is separate from the Government and is a commercial entity. The intention is to
provide loans to give additional capital to complement private sector finance. Priority
sectors include energy efficiency

-

Stamp Duty Land Tax Relief on new zero carbon homes: New zero carbon homes (<
£500,000 in value) will not be subject to stamp duty land tax payments upon their first sale.
Properties of higher value will receive tax relief of £15,000 on the rate of Stamp Duty.

Success Model
New policy measures that could be introduced to help contribute to the NZEB targets include:
-

Strong fabric first approach to zero carbon targets (as far as Passivhaus) Set lower air
infiltration (air pressure testing) standards.
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-

Set higher requirements on public buildings as a role model for the industry (like when
higher Code and BREEAM requirements were set on WG land etc.) It may be necessary to
subsidy extra costs or justify on lifecycle costs if retaining the asset.

-

Setting regions aside that require higher energy standards in Local Authority Local
Development Plans (LDP). However, plans will need to be consulted upon and agreed and
the process may take a number of years.

-

Strengthen ventilation requirements via regulation: set up a competent person scheme for
installation of ventilation and MVHR

-

Conditions on sale of LA land (done to some extent now with Code and BREEAM etc, could
push for higher standards). Cost of land is reduced to compensate for the increased cost of
building to higher standard, hence no more expensive to build than typical Building Regs
compliant development.

-

PPPs selling buildings with share of renewable energy (bit like allowable solutions). Capital
investment paid back via FIT.

-

Could follow example of Brussels and set new requirements to assess overheating risk in
‘low energy buildings’

Summary of renewable energy context (Wales & UK where applicable
to Wales)
As already highlighted in earlier sections, there are various policies and drivers to support the
contribution of renewable energy systems (RES) in buildings. RES is recognised as being a key
requirement to deliver ‘net’ zero energy buildings and will be supported at both building and offsite levels. The proposed structure of the zero carbon requirement for new buildings uses the
Fabric Energy Efficiency Standard (FEES) to set minimum performance standards for the building
fabric. This will serve to ensure that consideration has been given to reducing energy demand in the
first instance before RES are sought. This prevents renewable energy from being used ‘wastefully’
to compensate for inefficient thermal performance of building fabric. If the Passivhaus fabric
standard were adopted at the FEES level, this would help make it easier for RES to offset remaining
CO2 emissions from buildings.
In addition, Welsh Government Technical Advice Note (TAN) 870 sets out planning guidance for
renewable energy systems in Wales, supplemented by more recent Practice Guidance71. It is the
ambition of Welsh Government to produce 7TWh of renewable energy in Wales by 2020.
In the UK (and Wales) the most successfully implemented RES technology to date is photovoltaics
(PV), thanks to the introduction of the Feed in tariff subsidy in 2010 and also, in part, amendments
to Planning laws to allow roof mounted PV as a ‘permitted development’ in most cases (i.e. no
planning permission needed). The FIT served to rapidly drive down the capital price of PV as a result

70

Welsh Government, ‘Technical Advice Note (TAN) 8: Planning for Renewable Energy’ 2005
Welsh Government, ‘Practice Guidance: Planning implications of renewable and low carbon energy
developments’, February 2011
71
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of huge increased demand due to generous initial FIT rates. The rates have subsequently been
reduced to redress the change in market price for PV. Since it does not need to integrate with other
systems (e.g. heating etc) PV is seen as an easy ‘bolt on’ solution with few limitations apart from
roof surface area and orientation. It is very likely that PV will make a major contribution to the
delivery of NZEB towards 2020, particularly for housing. The advantage of driving energy demand
down to Passivhaus Standard levels is that a smaller PV array (therefore less costly) may be
required to achieve net zero energy/ carbon buildings.
Solar Hot Water (SHW) systems have found moderate use to date and their popularity will no
doubt increase once the Renewable Heat Incentive launches fully. When the FIT was introduced in
2010, this skewed the viability of ‘roof mounted renewables’ towards PV and away from SHW, as
the FIT subsidy made PV more financially viable. While improved thermal fabric performance will
help drive down heating demand in homes, the hot water demand will remain, as it is linked to
occupancy rates more than the heating season. The use of SHW is therefore likely to received
renewed interest in the approach to delivering NZEBs.
Some forms of heat pump are already eligible for RHI subsidy, though issues prevented the
introduction of some types initially due to concerns over the accuracy of quoted coefficient of
performance (COP) rates and how the ‘renewable’ energy component would be metered for
subsidy payments. Since heat pumps still rely on electricity (which is both an expensive and CO2
intensive fuel), their use in the UK is currently mostly focussed/ most viable in areas not served by
the mains gas network. In these cases, their introduction can be cost effective even without the RHI
subsidy when compared with other potential fuel sources (oil, LPG, electric room heaters). It is
inevitable that once air source heat pumps (which are generally a cheaper option than ground
source heat pumps) become accepted under the RHI payment programme, their popularity will
increase and unit costs will likely reduce. To be considered a true ‘zero carbon’ building however,
the remaining electricity usage will need to be offset by some other means – typically PV. (It should
be noted that this will offer a ‘net’ CO2 balance rather than instantaneous balance, since the
highest demand for heating and hot water from a heat pump will be in winter, which will not
coincide with the highest rates of electricity generation from PV, which will be in the summer
months.)
Other sources of renewable heat eligible for RHI payments will be biomass heating systems.
Around 2008/09 there was an initial rush of interest in biomass boiler systems, particularly in larger
buildings (e.g. schools, commercial buildings) to capitalise on the ‘low CO2’ image (often to help
gain higher award levels under BREEAM assessments). However, they have been implemented with
varied success, often with backup systems in place (gas) due to a lack of confidence in the
technology and concern about reliability of sourcing/ deliveries. They also carry a maintenance
burden that is less common with current mainstream systems, due to the residues from burning
wood that will need to be cleaned out to ensure a biomass boiler can continue to run efficiently.
They therefore tend to be best suited to larger buildings or communal systems that employ a
maintenance manager able to deal with such issues. In the domestic situation, many households
have moved away from coal (for example) as a fuel source over the years due to the burden of
requiring fuel deliveries and storage, plus the need to clean out ash – generally householders want
simple, efficient systems that require little to no maintenance or intervention. Unfortunately,
biomass reintroduces these burdens, which will inevitably discourage many potential small-scale
users.
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Biomass fuel processing (into chips or pellets) and transport will mitigate some of the carbon
benefit of biomass fuel, while pricing is usually not especially ‘cheap’ (relative to other fuels) unless
clients have a dedicated resource (i.e. their own managed woodland). Uptake in biomass systems is
therefore likely to increase thanks to the RHI subsidy – particularly in larger scale, maintained
facilities, but not at the rate that other technologies that are simpler to implement with less
maintenance issues are likely to gain in popularity.
Wind and hydro power, while established and successful renewable systems, will generally only
find use at relatively large scale. Building integrated wind systems have been largely discredited due
to lifecycle carbon impacts (embodied impact does not justify operational benefits at a small scale
with unfavourable conditions of sheltering and turbulence). However, stand alone wind turbines
are usually readily viable, though their capital cost can often be restrictive for smaller scale
investors (farmers, community groups, etc). Investment in wind ‘farms’ is likely to become an
established ‘allowable solution’ – i.e. an accepted off-site investment in RES to help achieve a net
zero carbon development. The UK Renewable Energy Strategy (2009) set a scenario where wind
power would provide over two thirds of the UK’s renewable energy supply by 2020. Welsh
Government’s ‘Low Carbon Revolution’ energy policy statement indicates Wales’ onshore wind
potential at 2GW by 2015/16. Wind power is therefore set to make a substantial contribution to
the UK energy mix, alongside NZEBs by 2020.
There may also be ‘utility scale’ hydro power developments, such as the Swansea Tidal Lagoon or
some form of tidal energy in the river Severn (tidal lagoon(s) or a much discussed but strongly
lobbied barrage) that would offer off-site solutions to renewable energy provision that may fall
under ‘allowable solutions’ for the delivery of zero carbon buildings.

2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Economic objectives and indicators
Success Model
The key aim of the zero carbon policies of the Welsh Government is the CO2 emissions reductions.
They have not set specific targets for household energy bills, apart from a desire to eradicate fuel
poverty (i.e. to reduce fuel bills to below 10% of net household incomes). There is also a desire to
prompt a strong economy via green industries and businesses in the delivery of the Government’s
carbon reduction targets.
When setting energy targets for buildings, a prime consideration is that the cost of construction and
subsequently the cost of buying/ renting these buildings needs to be affordable to buyers. If the
price premium for such developments is too high, there is concern that the construction market will
stall, leading to employment uncertainties etc. Appropriate financial support and economic policy
instruments will be required to complement the policy targets that are set.
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Economic levers
Baseline
There are various economic policy instruments already in place, at a UK or Wales level, to support
energy efficiency in buildings and renewable energy installations. However, most schemes have a
very narrow or specific focus. In particular, a lot of emphasis has been placed on improving the
existing building stock, with various financial incentives and schemes to tackle the hardest to treat
buildings. However, funds are generally not set-up to allow subsidy to the extent required to
achieve the Passivhaus or Enerphit standards or to contribute to the achievement of Passivhaus in
new build developments (instead aiming to deliver ‘cost optimal’ solutions, i.e. many properties to
a ‘good’ standard, rather than fewer properties to an excellent standard).
In general, grants are no longer available towards the upfront purchase cost of renewable energy
systems in the UK. A level of subsidy is/will be available for renewable technologies via the Feed in
Tariff (for electricity producing technologies such as PV) and the Renewable Heat Incentive (for
heat producing technologies, such as biomass and heat pumps), which will offer a repayment for
the amount of renewable energy generated.
-

The Feed in Tariff (UK wide): This was introduced in April 2010 to replace the UK
Government grants as the main incentive to encourage uptake of renewable electricitygenerating technologies (up to 5MW). The Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC)72 set policies and decisions regarding the FIT (e.g. the terms of the FIT payments and
the rate that is re-paid per kWh generated). However, the payments are actually made to
customers via their utility/ energy company, with the funding provided by levies placed on
the energy bills of their customers. The FIT is broken down into two payments: a
‘Generation tariff’, where an amount is paid to generators based on the amount of
electricity generated, regardless of whether this is used on site or fed into the electricity
grid and the ‘Export tariff’, which is an additional, lower payment for every kWh fed back
into the grid. Payments will continue over a period of 20 years and is index linked. The
intention is that these re-payments will cover the capital costs of the system over time, plus
a small but meaningful return on investment. However, the capital will need to be paid by
the investor up front.

-

The Renewable Heat Incentive (UK wide): This was launched in November 2011 as a
financial support programme for renewable heat. The Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC)73 set policies and decisions regarding the RHI (e.g. the terms of the RHI
payments and the rate that is re-paid per kWh generated) and payments are made from
the Treasury (i.e. funded from central Government  taxpayers). The non-domestic sector
payments were initiated first, with the domestic scheme due to launch in Spring 2014. In
advance of this, the ‘Renewable Heat Premium Payment’ scheme was put in place to give a
subsidy to prime the renewable heat technology industry, offering householders a one-off
payment/ subsidy towards the cost of their system on the understanding they provide data
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www.gov.uk/government/policies/increasing-the-use-of-low-carbon-technologies/supporting-pages/feedin-tariffs-scheme
73
www.gov.uk/government/policies/increasing-the-use-of-low-carbon-technologies/supportingpages/renewable-heat-incentive-rhi
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and information to assist DECC in the future roll out of the RHI scheme. The RHI will offer a
re-payment to users per kWh of renewable heat produced for up to 7 years. This scheme is
an ‘incentive’ and is not intended to necessarily fully re-pay the capital cost of the installed
system, only to make a contribution to the uplift cost of a renewable heating system
compared to a traditional heating system (i.e. gas or oil). It will be available for existing
buildings but not new-build properties.

74

-

Green Deal loans (UK wide): Initiated in January 2013, the Green Deal provides energy
efficiency refurbishment measures to existing buildings with the cost of the works (plus
interest) recuperated via payments made through a customer’s utility bill (electricity)
payments. The measures must save more energy than the cost of the repayment to be
deemed viable and must be repayable within a period of approximately 20 years. Various
financial institutions may offer Green Deal loans, but, in particular, the UK Government set
up the Green Investment Bank to offer these loans at competitive rates. Eligible
improvement measures include insulation, heating and hot water systems, glazing and
microgeneration technologies.

-

Energy Company Obligation (ECO) (UK wide): ECO is an additional subsidy towards Green
Deal measures that would not otherwise be viable in their own right, such as expensive
solid wall insulation, etc. These are only eligible on hard to treat properties for which ‘basic’
Green Deal measures are not viable and/ or for vulnerable households. Funding for ECO is
provided by a levy placed on the UK’s six major energy suppliers.

-

The Green Investment Bank (UK wide): The GIB74 was set up with funding from UK
Government (i.e. from taxpayers) to invest in sustainable projects. The bank is separate
from the Government and is a commercial entity. The intention is to provide loans to give
additional capital to complement private sector finance. Priority sectors (to receive 80% of
the bank’s capital) include energy efficiency (particularly intending to finance Green Deal
loans), along with offshore wind and waste management. Other ‘non-priority’ sectors
include bioenergy, carbon capture and storage, marine energy and renewable heat.

-

National Empty Homes Loans (England)/ Houses into Homes (Wales): There are many
empty homes in a state of disrepair across the UK that are not of sufficient quality for
people to live in. Funding is being provided via Government and partners to offer interest
free loans to bring empty houses (and commercial buildings) back into use as homes for
sale or rent. Loans will need to be paid back within 2-3 years (with funds raised through the
sale or rental revenue). It is expected that funding will be used to achieve at least the
Decent Homes Standard (England) or Welsh Housing Quality Standard respectively. Funds
are not likely to be sufficient to provide very low energy refurbishment (i.e. Enerphit/
Passivhaus).

-

Nest grants (Wales): In Wales, funding is available via the ‘Nest’ programme to carry out
energy efficiency refurbishment measures for vulnerable households in hard to treat
homes. Funding is provided from the Welsh Government and is administered by a major
utility company, British Gas, in partnership with the Energy Saving Trust (EST) (determined
by a competitive tender process). The scheme will provide energy saving advice and

www.greeninvestmentbank.com
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information on energy tariffs and switching energy providers, but will also offer central
heating systems, boilers, insulation and air source heat pumps to eligible households (those
receiving Government benefits). Grants will aim to bring dwellings up to an ‘acceptable’
standard, but would likely not pay for advanced measures.
-

Arbed grants (Wales): The Arbed grant fund is similar in principle to the ‘Nest’ fund (above)
but is intended to apply to regions or clusters of eligible dwellings, offering energy saving
refurbishment measures to households to reduce CO2 emissions and prevent the risk of fuel
poverty in low income households. The Arbed programme is intended to allow continuity of
employment to installers of energy measures during the transition between old and new
schemes that place obligations on utility companies (transition from the Community Energy
Savings Programme (CESP) to ECO (above), both with similar ultimate aims). This funding
was also used to fund ‘Green Deal Demonstration Homes’ in Wales, to prime the industry
for the delivery of Green Deal measures. Arbed was funded via the Welsh Government (i.e.
taxpayers) plus European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) funding.

-

Stamp Duty Tax relief on zero carbon homes: In 2007, the UK Government introduced a tax
relief on the first sale of all new zero carbon homes. The purpose was to prompt the
industry in building such houses in advance of the requirement becoming legislation in
2016. However, a relatively limited number of properties have been built to this standard
and thus have sought this tax exemption75.

Success Model
None of the existing economic policy levers are set up to deliver the Passivhaus (or equivalent)
energy standard. It is expected that ‘zero carbon’ buildings, however they are finally defined and
implemented, would need to be viable in a competitive market and not reliant on subsidy.
Effective mechanisms that have been implemented in other regions (e.g. Hannover, Brussels, Tyrol)
to help drive the implementation of very low energy/ passive buildings have been emulated in the
UK, but applied to other priority areas, e.g. the obligation placed on electricity companies to
subsidise a National fund, or levies placed on customers via their utility companies have been used
to support the Green Deal refurbishment initiative and the Feed in Tariff respectively in the UK.
It therefore appears that ‘new’ policy instruments would be required if there was a desire to set up
initiatives similar to those in other successful EU regions to support very low energy/ Passivhaus
buildings with renewable energy sources (RES).
Other initiatives that have been used in European cities that could potentially be emulated in the
UK (if funds could be allocated) potentially include:

75

-

Funding allocated (from LA budgets, from National taxation, from EU grants?) to carry out
very low energy efficiency refurbishments to government and public buildings (i.e. schools,
hospitals, etc) to lead by example and help build skills in the industry.

-

Local Authorities could set higher development standards during the sale of their land and
discount the ‘uplift’ to achieve the higher standard (e.g. NZEB) off the sale price of the land.
This would also help develop expertise in the new build sector, hopefully making practices

www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/sdltmanual/SDLTM20700.htm
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and technologies (and therefore costs) more mainstream, so they can be more readily
applied at scale in due course. (Similar to Brussels ‘BatEx’ trials or Tyrol ‘Buildings of
Tomorrow’ trials.)
A recent study by the NHBC Foundation76 into the attitudes of house builders and the general
public towards energy efficient homes suggested that mechanisms such as lower council tax,
stamp duty reduction or an income tax refund for such homes would encourage increased interest
and higher uptake. Hence, these economic levers could prove popular to encourage NZEBs.

Other forms of funding
Baseline
There are no specific funding initiatives in place to fund new, low energy buildings in the UK. They
will be required to seek funding via the same sources and mechanisms as mainstream construction/
buildings.
As discussed in the section above, there are various economic levers instigated by the Government
in place, mostly supporting refurbishment of existing buildings, such as Green Deal loans. Other
current initiatives (not led by Government) include:
-

Energy Efficiency Financing (for small businesses), via Siemens Financial Services and the
Carbon Trust, providing loans for energy saving measures (including mechanical systems
and equipment), where the capital is paid back via the savings made (similar principle to
Green Deal loans)

-

ESCOs for refurbishment. ESCOs may be set up by public bodies, private companies or
public private partnerships. There are existing examples in the UK of Energy Service
Companies providing refurbishment measures to public and commercial buildings that are
again paid back through the savings made to ongoing running costs. Future energy bills are
guaranteed by the ESCO.

-

The Ecology Building Society specialise in mortgages for projects that minimise
environmental impacts or help promote sustainable living. They offer loans on energy
efficiency refurbishment as well as new buildings. Interest rate discounts are offered
depending on the energy standard achieved. Currently, a discount of 1.25% is given on
interest rates for buildings achieving the Passivhaus or EnerPHit standard.

Success Model
-

ESCOs to fund new build: Fixed energy contract pricing that is lower than ‘traditional’ build,
but an uplift on actual energy costs, so as to recover up front capital expenditure for low
energy measures/ NZEBs. ESCOs will want to be very confident in the in-use running costs
of a building to back such contracts. At present, there is significant discrepancy between
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NHBC Foundation, ‘Today’s attitudes to low and zero carbon homes: views of occupiers, house builders and
housing
associations’,
(NF40i)
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BRE
Press,
February
2012.
Available
at:
www.nhbcfoundation.org/Portals/0/NF_Pubs1/NF_40.pdf
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modelled energy forecasts from building design to actual in-use performance, which would
no doubt raise concerns with financial arrangements of this nature.
-

Using FIT payments to subsidise additional low energy measures (for housing?): The Feed
in Tariff is a funding mechanism intended to repay the cost of installing electricity
generating equipment, plus offer a reasonable return on investment to purchasers. When
renewable energy sources are installed, this supplementary funding over time may offer
sufficient funds in some circumstances to cover additional up-front costs for further
improved energy performance. This could effectively be offered at no additional cost to
potential buyers if the FIT is paid back to the developer/ financer directly over the 20 year
period. It requires a long term view from investors, whereas most financiers may expect to
recoup the return on their investment in shorter time periods. (Although the RHI is similar
for renewable heat generating systems, this fund is intended to be in ‘incentive’ (i.e. offer
partial subsidy for the purchase of applicable systems), not offer a return on investment,
hence it may be less viable to use the RHI mechanism as a similar funding option.)

3 KEY ACTORS
Departments of regional and local administrations
Baseline
For Wales, energy standards are implemented via Part L of the Building Regulations, as discussed in
Section 1 on Policy. They need to balance the requirement for new, affordable buildings and the
capabilities of the construction market with the desire for elevated levels of performance. There is
also competition between different issues, including safety (fire sprinklers), etc.
Difficulties: Government representatives change periodically, particularly with changes in political
leadership. This is likely to lead to gaps in knowledge and understanding, particularly if staff
frequently move between different teams and priority areas. Retaining an up to date knowledge of
the industry usually requires additional consultant advisors.
The Welsh Government have undergone a Planning Reform, with the aim of consolidating existing
planning legislation to help drive economic renewal. The reform will bring about changes to future
roles and responsibilities in the planning system. Planning Policy Wales, supported by Technical
Advice Notes, provide guidance to Local Authorities on how they should view development in their
area.
Local Authorities are responsible for the implementation of the relevant Building Regulations,
enforced by local Planning officers and Building Control departments. Each LA in Wales is
responsible for drawing up a Local Development Plan, which sets out their proposals and policies
for future development and use of land in its area, in live with Planning Policy Wales guidance. LAs
could recommend higher standards in key development areas within their LDPs if desired and if it
could be justified.
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Difficulties: While Local Authorities may wish to set higher energy performance standards in their
regions, they will still need to be mindful of the financial viability of such schemes. The standards
would need to be consulted upon and this process often takes considerable time (5 years).
Effectiveness of the existing structure: It is logical that headline guidance is set at a Wales-wide
level, with further detail and elaboration, particularly relating to key development areas within
Local Authority boundaries, being set at the LA level.
Success Model
As seen in Hannover, Planning Department representatives offer guidance to designers on the
implementation of low energy buildings (i.e. low energy appears to be a very high priority for the
Planning Department). However, in Wales (and the UK), Planners are not as proactive and are not
encouraged to place such specific importance on the delivery of NZEBs. It is instead considered as a
minor contributing factor along with many other potentially conflicting aspects. If there was a true
drive to deliver NZEBs, Planners would need to be made to give low energy design features, such as
orientation, glazing sizes, shading devices, etc, a higher priority over other aspects of a more
qualitative nature (e.g. preserving local vernacular, continuity of ‘street scene’, etc). This may prove
to be politically unpopular and therefore may not be a priority for politicians.
Many Local Authorities will no longer have dedicated Energy Managers, although someone will be
responsible for the management of LA assets, which may form part of a wider role on delivering
environmental objectives for the LA. The role of the Energy Manager will be to ensure that running
costs of LA and Government buildings are acceptable and will aim to reduce CO2 emissions as far as
possible. Since Energy Managers will ultimately be responsible for the ongoing running costs of an
asset, they are best placed to form successful arguments for the life cycle costs of a Passivhaus
fabric first approach, i.e. potentially higher up-front construction/ refurbishment costs to the PH or
equivalent NZEB standard will be readily repaid via the running cost savings compared to less
efficient buildings.
This life cycle cost argument could justify additional capital funding to be leveraged and is a strong
argument for Local Authority or Government buildings (or any development) where the client
funding the scheme will also be responsible for the ongoing maintenance and running costs of the
building(s).
While private building Energy Managers/ Facility Mangers may be usefully targeted to make such
decisions, Local Authority Energy Managers should be a high target for awareness raising with
regard to PH and the potential for NZEBs since they will have control over a very large number of
public buildings.

Other stakeholders
Baseline
Zero Carbon Hub (UK)
The Zero Carbon Hub was setup by UK Government and industry as a public/ private partnership in
June 2008. The purpose of the ZCH is to carry out necessary research to advise Government on how
to deliver zero carbon homes by 2016 and non-domestic buildings by 2019. They have presented
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much of the guidance on setting targets for fabric performance, renewable energy incorporation
and wider low carbon solutions for developments that will inform future changes to the English
Building Regulations
Wales Low/Zero Carbon Hub
Wales established a similar group in 2009 to advise Welsh Government on how to achieve a zero
carbon standard. The Hub is formed of individuals and firms in the construction industry who are
committed to identifying and sharing information on constraints and issues to ensure low carbon
requirements are met. The Hub works with and supports the Design Commission for Wales, the
Sustainable Futures Commission and Constructing Excellence in Wales.
AECB – Association for Environment Conscious Building
Established in 1989, the AECB is an independent, member-run, non-profit organisation that
promote excellence in design and construction to promote sustainable building. Members include
architects, builders, manufacturers, etc. A key aim is to make available information and guidance
about products, methods and projects. They are strong advocates of the Passivhaus standard and
run various training courses, including Passivhaus Designer and Tradesperson courses amongst
others.
Passivhaus Trust
The Passivhaus Trust is an independent, non-profit organisation that promotes Passivhaus in the
UK. It is a member organisation and raises awareness of Passivhaus projects and available training
to industry and government. It holds technical panel working groups and produces high level
briefing papers to inform policy. It also holds annual conferences in association with BRE to
disseminate recent project experiences.
BRE (Passivhaus UK)
BRE is a private company owned by a charity – the BRE Trust – with all profits from the business
passed to the Trust to conduct research into the built environment. BRE (Passivhaus UK) specialise
in Passivhaus building certification, consultancy, research and training with the aim of promoting
highly sustainable, low energy buildings across the UK. BRE also provide guidance to government
on sustainability standards and the BRE Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) is widely
used (internationally) to demonstrate the environmental credentials of buildings.

4 CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Training of local authorities
The local administration in the UK and Wales is simply a mechanism for implementing National
standards and policies. At present, these standards do not include Passivhaus/ NZEB, hence there is
no requirement for them to be aware of, or trained in the standard. Some individuals will be
familiar with the concept of Passivhaus from taking a personal interest. However, there will be
many additional factors that influence overall Master planning/ urban planning and it will be
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difficult for individuals to elevate the priority for NZEB when it is not currently a requirement of
Regulation.
As such, Passivhaus principles applied with RES do not play a significant role in the design and
development of settlements in Wales. Low energy building features, such as orientation, etc. are
not prioritised as part of planning approvals for projects. It is very difficult to offer training to Local
Authorities in a non-priority area, as it will not be seen to be relevant.
Despite this lack of high level interest and support for passive/ NZE building, there is potential for
enthusiastic individuals to drive forward such developments, as demonstrated in the
Carmarthenshire County Council PassREg Beacon project – Burry Port Primary School. Here, the
motivation to build to the Passivhaus standard was not set at the Planning level, but was instigated
by in-house architecture teams who were seeking ways of reducing ongoing running costs of Local
Authority buildings for the future. The overall lifecycle cost argument was the most important
factor in this case and increased up-front build cost was justified on the basis of longer term
savings. As a means of supporting this and future schemes, an in-house LA architect will be
undergoing Passivhaus Designer training, with the hope of incorporating Passivhaus principles into
future LA schemes.
Success Model
It seems likely that if more individuals had a deeper awareness of the principles of Passivhaus/
NZEBs it would find a higher priority in all levels of policy development and implementation,
including planning and project design – whether formally a requirement or not. This will be
particularly useful where developers will also be the owners of the building and responsible for the
ongoing running costs, such as with LA or government buildings.
Training in the principles and concepts of Passivhaus/ NZEB could be offered to Planning
Departments within Local Authorities (high level, urban planning as well as planning approval
officers). An improved understanding will help drive aspirational planning principles at a regional
level (master planning, etc.), while at the level of awarding permissions will offer a better
understanding of the design decisions taken by potential projects to capture passive energy
principles, hopefully leading to some leniency against the many other factors that contribute to
planning decisions.
Further to this, Building Control personnel would also require training in the high level principles
and method of delivery of Passivhaus/ NZEB to ensure that the principles are correctly
implemented on site (e.g. air tightness and thermal performance detailing correctly carried out).
It is inevitable that no funds would be made available to offer or carry out this training while the
standard was not a requirement of the Regulations that Planners and Building Control Officers
enforce. Mechanisms to offer ‘free’ training are therefore likely to be required. Even if training was
free, justifying the time out to attend such training would again be problematic, as it would not be
deemed an essential/ necessary requirement of the function they are currently having to perform.
It will also be beneficial for Local Authority designers/ architects to undertake Passivhaus Designer
training so they can incorporate the concepts and principles into designs for LA buildings. The cost
and ‘time out’ required for such training is likely to be prohibitive, though it may be deemed a
valuable means of Continual Professional Development (CPD). Options to attend the training as a
number of shorter sessions rather than a single, long course may be beneficial. However, this would
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inevitably require more localised training centres. The alternative route to PH Designer
Qualification that requires designers to complete a PH building themselves may be an option,
though initial training on the principles of PH and the use of the PHPP design tool would likely be
required. Each of these options would require a fundamental change to the training offering in
Wales (and across the UK) with a stronger focus on distance learning, which may be difficult for
existing training organisations to justify unless there is a much higher demand of delegates
requiring such training.

Training of designers and builders
Baseline
Passivhaus Designer courses are available from 3 organisations across the UK: BRE, the AECB (the
Association for Environmentally Conscious Builders) and Strathclyde University in Scotland. The
training course is long and quite expensive, so a relatively limited number of practitioners currently
have this qualification, though numbers are gradually growing.
Passivhaus Tradesperson training courses are offered by BRE and the AECB. Only a relatively small
number of individuals have attended these courses so far. Experience within construction
companies in relation to low energy buildings has mainly been gathered by working on live
Passivhaus projects, usually overseen by Qualified PH Designers to advise on key parts of the
construction. Therefore, there are relatively few construction companies that would have first hand
experience of the specifics of the construction technique.
Success Model
It is very difficult to determine how many professionals would need to be trained, either designers
or construction company professionals, for Passivhaus with RES to become more common in the UK
and Wales. It seems inevitable that training would need to be instigated at varying levels and from
a wider range of providers, e.g. universities as part of architecture degrees, local colleges training
tradespeople. The nature of the training may also need to be re-examined, as discussed above, to
consider distance learning qualifications and/ or evening classes, etc.

Other measures for education and training
Baseline
Low energy design principles will be incorporated into education programmes for architects and
engineers, but may not specifically refer to Passivhaus or the integration of renewable energy
systems in the most effective/ efficient way. Although specific training courses are available from
organisations such as the Passivhaus Trust that may relate to Passivhaus, such as dealing with
issues of thermal bridging etc. such courses will typically be attended by interested individuals who
are already bought into the Passivhaus concept, not general practitioners or the wider public.
There is currently relatively little demand for specific training in Passivhaus/ low energy design. It is
common in the UK that industry will not take part in initiatives (voluntarily) until it becomes
necessary (mandatory) for them to do so. Hence, without stronger Regulation towards Passivhaus/
NZEBs low demand is likely to remain.
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Success Model
Since MVHR systems are relatively new in the UK, particularly in domestic buildings, there is some
concern that they are not being specified and installed correctly, since there is no recognised
‘competent person scheme’ to validate installers’ skills77. Development of a training scheme/
competent person course for mechanical ventilation systems would provide reassurance to the
industry that installed systems would be appropriate.

5 MARKET FOR PASSIVE BUILDINGS
Baseline
There are a limited number of Passivhaus Certified buildings in the UK, although numbers are
continually increasing and projects are growing in scale from one or two ‘pilot’ dwellings to multiple
dwellings and larger, non domestic projects. The perception is that it is too expensive to build
houses to standards much in excess of the Regulatory minimum, as increased up front costs cannot
be recovered through increased sale or rental prices. (Market prices are driven by other factors
than energy efficiency, such as location and nearby amenities.)
For public buildings there is more interest in lifecycle costs as energy prices rise, as the Authority
responsible for them will also have to manage their running costs and any ongoing maintenance
issues. However, in commercial buildings there is more emphasis on capital costs and potential
rental incomes, which will be led by the location and available facilities, and what the managing
agent believes the income per m2 could be. In reality, little focus is placed on service contracts and
energy bills.
To some extent, the increased costs will result from contractors’ concern about the risk and
difficulty associated with delivering the required building performance, i.e. airtightness, thermal
bridging, etc. Hence, they will price works higher to account for ‘learning time’ on site and the risk
of re-work to deliver the necessary standards. As site professionals become more accustomed to
delivering elevated levels of performance on site, costs should reduce.
General building products such as insulation, household appliances, lighting, etc. are widely
available throughout Wales and the UK. However, there are a limited number of products
manufactured in the UK that have certification from the Passivhaus Institute. When building
Passivhauses, some specialist equipment often needs to be imported from Europe. (In particular,
MVHR equipment, air tightness sealing products). Some window manufacturers are now able to
supply appropriate triple glazed windows regionally. However, since there is currently a relatively
small number of Passivhauses being built in Wales (and the rest of the UK) and there are no
requirements from Government to do so, there are not sufficient drivers to encourage
manufacturers to meet the need locally. As a result, such imported products will continue to only
be available at a premium.
77

Taylor. M, Morgan. L, ‘Ventilation and good indoor air quality in low energy homes’, Good Homes Alliance,
November 2011. Available at: www.goodhomes.org.uk/downloads/news/VIAQ%20final%20120220%20%20PUBLICATION.pdf
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Unfamiliarity with imported products and concern over lead times present concerns to developers.
Locally available products, or at least local distributors and stockists would inevitably be preferred
by the industry.
MVHR systems (not PHI certified) are actually becoming more common in new housing in the UK.
This is because they are beneficial to the calculations for energy use, generally indicating reductions
in heat losses via ventilation and subsequent CO2 emissions reductions. However, studies indicate
that there are concerns about inappropriate specifications and poor installation and operational
practices that may be undermining the benefit of such ventilation systems (Zero Carbon Hub/ NHBC
Foundation report77,78). This would need to be addressed to give confidence to the industry and
building users that these systems were beneficial.
Ebbw Vale Passivhaus competition: A design competition was held as a collaboration between
Blaenau Gwent County Council, United Welsh Housing Association and BRE to develop a number of
low energy and Passivhaus buildings on the Future Welsh Homes site at The Works in Ebbw Vale.
The Works is a large scale redevelopment of an industrial area, which was the site of a former steel
works. The redevelopment will see the building of new schools, a hospital, offices, housing and
other buildings. The purpose of the design competition was to encourage ideas of the future of low
energy homes and open these as demonstration homes to the general public. Two of the homes
were designed to the Passivhaus standard with additional PV for electricity (one as a net zero CO2
home (not considering energy for appliances), one as a true zero CO2 home (including an allowance
for appliances). The homes were then occupied by tenants of United Welsh Housing Association,
where their energy use and comfort factors will be monitored in use by the architects that designed
the buildings (bere:architects) and Cardiff University.
These pilot buildings have demonstrated that low energy housing can be built using local supply
chains and they have been shown to offer significantly reduced running costs to occupants. They
created a great deal of interest during the time they were open as show-homes. The main issue to
overcome to offer viable mainstream development is the up-front build cost of the houses. While
there are various things that would make equivalent dwellings more affordable going forward (e.g.
economies of scale rather than one off dwellings) costs of delivering mainstream Building
Regulations compliant housing has also fallen, maintaining the cost differential between typical
house construction and the Passivhaus standard.

6 PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
Communication Strategy
Baseline
There are no existing communication strategies for the implementation of NZEBs that we are aware
of in the region.
78

Zero Carbon Hub/ NHBC Foundation, ‘Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery in new homes – Interim
report’, Ventilation and Indoor air quality task group, January 2012. Available via:
http://www.zerocarbonhub.org/resourcefiles/viaqreport_web.pdf
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National (UK wide) campaigns have been run to raise awareness of energy efficient products (DIY or
installer applied) and/ or reducing energy use throughout the home, often by utility companies/
energy suppliers or the suppliers of energy efficiency products. A recent study by the NHBC
Foundation79 on the change in attitude of the general public towards energy efficient homes
between 2008 and 2012 indicated that while overall the cost of energy bills was important to
householders, concern for climate change was relatively low. There was evidence of a ‘carbon
rebound’ effect from savings made to energy bills, with most respondents saying they would spend
the money saved on things such as new TVs or foreign holidays, which would actually increase their
carbon footprint. Overall, the study recommended that the communications and language relating
to zero carbon homes needs to be simplified for consumers to better understand and appreciate
the issues.
Success Model
It will be necessary to communicate the aspirations and outcomes from PassREg to a wide range of
sectors. Potential sectors and the relevant key messages are as follows:
Politicians and Local Authorities: It will be important for policy makers to understand that
Passivhaus with RES is a successful and viable (‘cost optimal’) way of delivering the required
NZEB targets of the EPBD. Many departments within Local Authorities will be involved in some
way with the delivery of the NZEB targets; from in-house designers working on public buildings
to ensure low long-term running costs, through to Planning and Building Control officers who
will be required to ensure that all proposed public and private developments meet the
necessary Regulatory standards (hence they will need to understand the principles and
implementation of low energy design). Local Authorities also generally lead by example, through
housing provision and by building schools and hospitals etc, usually with large-budget contracts.
They therefore have the power to drive for higher standards on construction projects if they are
well-informed.
Important methods of communication for this sector will be through events and awarenessraising sessions held specifically for Local Authority members (at their own premises to ensure
convenience). It will also be important for policy makers to see successful projects in action to
ensure the concepts are tangible and achievable rather than simply theoretical.
Communications will be tailored to various groups within the Local Authority and to coincide
with other relevant activities where possible (e.g. regular General Meetings of departments).
Word of mouth will also be a strong mechanism within Local Authorities to help build support
for the concepts. Hence, starting small (with individuals or small groups) and working up to
bigger groups/ departments once key individuals have bought into the concept can help raise
the profile for such events internally.
Architects and Engineers: This group will be fundamental to the successful implementation of NZEB
in the region. They will require knowledge of options to meet low energy targets and will need
to be persuaded that Passivhaus with RES is a logical, cost effective solution. Due to
requirements for continuing professional development (CPD) training to maintain professional
79
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standing/ chartership, this sector is probably the best informed about the Passivhaus concept,
but they may not necessarily have the skills to design a Passivhaus standard building with RES
yet.
Routes of communication will include offering CPD training modules and raising awareness of
training courses (Passivhaus Designer, PHPP) through their chartered institutions/ membership
organisations, such as the Royal Institute of British Architects - RIBA (or the Royal Society of
Architects in Wales - RSAW regionally) or the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers
– CIBSE. Such professionals also attend many regional and national events to keep up to date
with trends, techniques and products, so representation of PassREg at national conferences and
building exhibitions should raise the profile, along with promoting site visits of completed
projects to see techniques first hand.
Contractors/ Construction companies: This group will be critical to the successful implementation of
NZEBs. Previously there has been concern about the quality of construction practices and
whether there was adequate skill in the UK contracting sector to deliver the Passivhaus
standard. However, whether achieved by Passivhaus with RES or by some other mechanism
(likely to involve a higher proportion of RES) contractors are aware that the attention to detail
and quality of delivery on site will need to improve, but they may not be aware of the new skills
needed yet. It will be necessary to communicate the main differences and enhancements of
Passivhaus construction compared with traditional practices.
Routes of communication will therefore include offering training for Tradespeople and
communicating this through their chartered institutions/ membership organisations such as the
Chartered Institute of Building – CIOB and the Federation of Master Builders (FMB). Awareness
raising communications via Constructing Excellence Wales (CEW) are likely to be well received
by this group, covering the forthcoming NZEB regulations and Passivhaus & RES as a mechanism
of delivering these targets. Such professionals also attend many regional and national events to
keep up to date with trends, techniques and products, so representation of PassREg at national
conferences and building exhibitions should raise the profile, along with promoting site visits of
completed projects to see techniques first hand.
Housing Associations: After large-scale house builders, Housing Associations/ Social Landlords will
be responsible for a considerable amount of new and refurbished housing. Since such
organisations have various social obligations placed upon them, a key message will be the added
user benefits of a Passivhaus with RES, such as healthy, comfortable indoor environment and
low running costs. While cost will obviously continue to be an important factor, it is relatively
common for Social Housing to be required to meet higher standards than mainstream
housebuilding. They may therefore be more open minded to the adoption of Passivhaus with
RES.
One-to-one communication with development managers will be an important route, plus via the
overarching member consortia to which each individual organisation generally belong. Short,
targeted events with clear benefits demonstrated may also be appealing to this group.
Developers: This group is not necessarily difficult to reach, but is perhaps the most difficult to
persuade towards a given route to meeting NZEB regulations. In order to ensure profits, it is in
their interest to find the cheapest cost options for the delivery of necessary standards, since
they will only be concerned about the sale price of a development and the in-use and lifecycle
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costs will be of little relevance for them. Mainstream developers are usually reactive to changes
in regulation rather than proactive and will generally lobby Governments to keep Regulation as
limited as possible to ensure development can be as cheap as possible.
Developers would need to be convinced that any additional capital expense could be recouped
via increased sales values. While there is currently some evidence that high EPC rated dwellings
demand a slightly higher sales price, this is difficult to persuade at this time as there are limited
NZEB examples in Wales and the UK and they usually carry a capital cost uplift.
Communication and lobbying will become most important when NZEB is actually implemented
into Regulation (though not due until 2020!) to persuade developers that the strong ‘fabric first’
approach with limited RES is more cost effective than poorer fabric performance with more RES.
Cost examples will be extremely important. Routes of communication will include awareness
raising via membership organisations (e.g. FMB), one-to-one meetings with development
managers and attendance at regional and national events to raise the profile of Passivhaus with
RES as a means of delivering NZEB requirements compared to other possible solutions.
Manufacturers: This group will inevitably be supportive of any initiative that promotes the use of
their products. However, the need (or preference) for officially Certified products for Passivhaus
will be a barrier. Companies will need to be convinced that provision of a Passivhaus-spec
product and Certification will generate more guaranteed sales and give them a competitive
edge. Currently, there is not adequate demand for Passivhaus in Wales or the UK for many
companies (particularly SMEs) to justify such measures.
However, there will always be those that wish to innovate to gain an advance over their
competitors and communication via trade fairs/ building exhibitions promoting the required
specification for products for Passivhaus (and NZEBs in general) may be of interest.
Finance companies: Organisations such as banks, building societies and finance corporations will
need to be confident that they will get a good return on their investment. Key messages will
therefore be that a Passivhaus with RES will be a desirable building due to low running costs and
high occupant comfort and hence should be easy to sell/ let. The reduced ongoing running costs
should also free up income in the longer term to help repay finance/ pay rent, thus making more
‘reliable’ payments. Companies interested in ‘ethical’ investment options will also be interested
in the environmental credentials of a Passivhaus with RES. Routes of communication to this
group will need to be explored further.
Educational institutions: There are obviously various levels of education, ranging from the youngest
nursery pupils to university graduates and continuing professional development (in-work
education). Educating future generations from an early age in energy concepts is obviously
important. However, the real demand in education for Passivhaus and RES is with the designers,
engineers, technicians and construction workers so they have the technical skills to design and
construct buildings to the necessary standard. While currently courses are available to existing
professionals (i.e. Passivhaus Designer, Passivhaus Tradesperson training) it is not necessarily
mainstream. The courses are time consuming and costly and many professionals will not
volunteer to take this additional training. It would be more logical if the principles of Passivhaus
with RES were incorporated into standard vocational training courses, such as via universities
and construction colleges. In this way, all new professionals would have the information and it
would become less of a niche subject.
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In order to achieve this, it will be necessary to communicate with colleges and universities and
encourage them to adopt the training principles from the PHI-approved training. In the short
term, linking with such institutions to deliver the PH Designer and Tradesperson courses locally
will give them an introduction to the subjects. The colleges will then hopefully look to update
their own teaching courses to include these subjects.
General public: Currently there is a relatively limited market for Passivhaus in the UK, hence there is
limited value in a large scale public awareness raising campaign, as there would not be such
dwellings available for people if they were interested in them. In the short term, the self-build
market (households building their own homes) would get value from understanding Passivhaus
and they are most likely to find this information from architects as they seek technical support
for their projects. They may also attend national events to find out about modern techniques
and products, so representation of PassREg at national conferences and building exhibitions
should raise the profile, along with promoting site visits of completed projects to see techniques
first hand.
In areas where Passivhaus is being promoted, local marketing will be valuable for prospective
owners/ occupants so they may appreciate the value of the building (and hence may consider
paying more for it). Literature for potential consumers should be developed for dissemination
when promoting new Passivhaus building projects (for buyers and users).

Communication activities within the project
Baseline
A range of communication activities will take place in the region under the PassREg project:
Regional Local Authority delegates were invited to Workshop sessions plus site visits held in the
Front Runner Regions as part of the PassREg project. These proved to be valuable opportunities to
see the implementation of Passivhaus with RES first hand. Unfortunately it was difficult for some
delegates to find approval for the time necessary for such visits, so more local, regional activities
will be valuable to reach a wider audience.
A number of info sessions/ awareness raising sessions are to be held. The info sessions will be
targeted to the Beacon project with the aim of raising awareness of the Passivhaus principles
amongst designers, local authority departments (planning, building control), contractors and
suppliers in order to facilitate the project. Further, wider awareness sessions will also be scheduled
for the Local Authority Building Control (LABC) General meeting (all Welsh Local Authorities) and
with the CLAW (Consortium of Local Authorities in Wales) Energy sector if possible. These will serve
to raise wider awareness with key Local Authority personnel beyond the Beacon project.
The PassREg project will also be represented at major conferences/ exhibitions. These will include
the UK Passivhaus conference, the EcoBuild International conference and the GreenBuild Expo.
These will raise the profile of PassREg and for Passivhaus with RES with a wide ranging audience.
PassREg presentations will be uploaded onto the BRE Slideshare portal
(www.slideshare.net/BREGroup/) for viewing after events. If budget is available via the project, we
will explore whether it is possible to arrange a trip for key Welsh personnel related to the Beacon
project, Local Authority members and politicians to attend the UK Passivhaus conference in 2015.
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This would be a ‘fact finding’ mission to better understand how PH with RES would be a viable
option for meeting the NZEB targets.
To strengthen the training capacity in the region, Passivhaus Designer and Tradesperson courses
will be held. These will help to identify if there is a market for such training at a local level.
Hopefully if this is demonstrated it will become viable to hold further training courses in the future.
We will work closely with the regional construction training college in Carmarthen to hold the
Tradesperson course. It is hoped that following this the college will investigate with them the
potential to implement such training as part of their ongoing courses and also to deliver it as a suite
of evening classes, which may be more practical for tradespeople to attend.
In addition to these activities, a range of press releases will be issued to spread news of key project
activities. In particular, the BRE ‘Building 4 Change’ (B4C) network will be used to disseminate
project activities, including the Passivhaus Award winners. News stories from B4C are circulated to
approximately 4000 email members every week.

8 QUALITY CONTROL
Baseline
Energy performance in buildings is overseen by the Local Authority Planning and Building Control
departments. Forecast building energy performance is calculated using the National Calculation
Method (NCM) using SAP (domestic) or SBEM (non-domestic) tools to output an Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC). Individuals that carry out this modelling are required to undertake a
training course and exam, after which they are deemed a ‘competent person’ to carry out such
calculations. Planners/ Building Control officers will generally not carry out further verification of
these calculations, simply check that the assumptions made are reasonable.
At this design stage, the procedure is largely acceptable and well established. However, conversion
of the energy aspects of design into construction does not have particularly thorough quality
control applied. The role of Building Control officers is to ensure that the standards of the Building
Regulations are delivered in practice during construction. However, priority is given to the
fundamentals of safety issues and services provision (e.g. drainage, power). There is obviously a
limit to the number of visits a Building Control Officer can make to construction sites and they will
not necessarily be able to check every aspect of the construction (e.g. detailing etc.). Safety
certificates will be presented by developers to Building Control to confirm (via competent person
schemes) that key aspects have been verified. However, the energy certificates submitted at the
design stage are not further reviewed and there are not established ‘as-built’ or ‘in-use’
performance tests or monitoring standards to be followed.
It is not particularly common for energy consumption to be formally monitored in newly
constructed or refurbished buildings. Monitoring is occasionally carried out by interested building
owners who wish to verify whether the investments they have made in energy efficiency has paid
off. However, there is no standardised form for such monitoring and no established forum for
publishing or comparing such data. In fact, it is quite likely that owners may not want to publish
such data if they fear it may reflect poorly on their environmental image.
Various systems exist to indicate performance levels of construction products. For instance,
windows are assessed against the BFRC energy efficiency label, which rates a window’s energy
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performance on a scale of A to G. Most mechanical systems will have accepted testing to acquire a
‘rated performance’. However, this performance may not represent actual in-use conditions.
Recent studies have indicated concern about a lack of confidence in the specification and
installation of domestic ventilation systems, i.e. MVHR. This is a relatively new area of the UK
construction industry and there are currently no accepted schemes to demonstrate competency in
such systems and verify they have been installed correctly.
An overall environmental performance rating is given to buildings by assessing against the BRE
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) or the Code for Sustainable Homes for housing. This
process requires evidence to be gathered to demonstrate that a range of environmental features
have been appropriately implemented in a building. The assessment is carried out by someone
independent of the construction project team and is separately QA checked by the BRE. However,
to demonstrate energy performance, this procedure also relies on the output of building energy
models using SBEM and SAP respectively as it is very difficult to establish accurate intrinsic usage of
buildings. BREEAM encourages building managers to monitor energy use but it cannot be formally
enforced beyond requiring appropriate monitoring equipment to be installed.
The introduction of Energy Performance Certificates for buildings has gone some way towards
raising awareness amongst building owners and occupants of energy issues. However, there are
many other factors that influence a building’s ‘asset value’, hence its sale or rental price, including
local amenities and the desirability of an area. Across the UK, there is evidence to suggest that
house buyers are prepared to pay a relative uplift for homes with higher EPC ratings, but this is not
replicated in the commercial sector80.
Success Model
Introduction of competent person scheme for the specification and installation of domestic MVHR
systems.
Introduce requirement for on site balancing/ commissioning of MVHR with results submitted to
Building Control.
Set requirements for as-built testing data to be submitted to Building Control to help prove
performance, e.g. air pressure tests, MVHR commissioning tests, photographic evidence of build
process, including detailing for thermal bridging etc.
While independent third party verification of Passivhaus buildings is beneficial, it would be costly to
carry out this process in addition to standard regulatory approval procedures. It may be necessary
to adapt existing calculations and the certification approach of PH to gain acceptance in UK/ Wales.
As with Brussels and Tyrol etc, it is likely to need to be integrated into existing verification tools,
hence formal PH certification may be problematic (will be seen as duplication of effort and differing
performance figures (if based on different assumptions) may lead to industry confusion).

80

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/207196/20130613__Hedonic_Pricing_study_-_DECC_template__2_.pdf, http://centaur.reading.ac.uk/26977/1/0111.pdf
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9 ROADMAP
SWOT Analysis
Key strengths of the Success Model

Weaknesses of the Success Model

Interest at a Local Authority level in setting
higher requirements (fabric first NZEB via
Passivhaus) than at Wales Gov level

Limited number of regional suppliers/
manufacturers of suitable products
Few financial incentives to promote the
drive for Passivhaus/ NZEB (fabric first)
Training courses (particularly PH Designer)
too long and expensive – limited uptake

Favourable opportunities

Threats and risks

Some evidence that real estate market (for
domestic at least) starting to consider EPC
energy rating in sales prices

Future Regulations do not promote fabric
first approach strongly; market finds it
‘cheaper’ to bolt on technologies

Recast EPBC requires consideration of
lifecycle cost. As energy prices rise, up-front
costs to improve energy efficiency will
become more viable

Lack of support for PH/NZEB via fabric first
approach from mainstream developers –
perceived extra cost and complexity, likely to
lobby Government to keep minimum
standards lower and more easily achieved

Incentive for public buildings (where Local
Authority responsible for ongoing running
costs) to consider lifecycle optimisation to
reduce their financial burden in the long run

Failing to meet the required standards
during construction – undermine good
intentions (lack of quality control)
Uncertified buildings perform poorly (e.g.
badly installed MVHR, poor detailing) and
give bad reputation to genuine Passivhauses

Roadmap
Measures and actions to support the implementation of the proposed Wales Success Model (Short
term – to end of PassREg project and into the mid-term, Long term – on the approach to 2020 EPBD
target):
Short term
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Regional Building Forms – to encourage industry to back the concept of PH + RES as means of
delivering NZEB in Wales (use as support for position paper to BRAC towards Building
Regulations revisions).
Lobby Welsh Government to consider the PH + RES approach to delivering NZEB via building
regulations by 2020. Also raise the importance of on site quality control and look at
mechanisms to achieve this, particularly for ventilation installations.
One more information session is proposed for the Planning department of the Beacon Local
Authority to assess obstacles in the planning process when considering PH + RES.
A further general awareness session (beyond the Beacon region) is intended to for members of
the CLAW Energy Group – for energy managers within Local Authority – since the lifecycle cost
argument of fabric first will resonate strongly with this group.
Offer immediate training for Designers and Tradespeople in Beacon regions. Explore longer
term potential for training (adapted for more practical, cost effective delivery) with regional
training organisations/ colleges/ universities/ etc.
Represent PassREg (PH + RES) at national conferences, such as UK Passivhaus conference,
EcoBuild etc.
Explore whether possible to get PHPP closer to use for Regulatory compliance (or SAP to better
acknowledge PH performance). This would help to reduce certification/ compliance burden.
Will also need to consider overheating calculations – investigate how this has been dealt with
via PHPP in other regions.
Delivery of the school Beacon project as a case study for industry – dissemination of important
design and implementation aspects and lessons learned.
Continue to lobby Local Authorities to consider higher standards on their developments. Offer
any necessary training or awareness raising to allow ‘informed’ decisions to be made to choose
PH + RES. More projects will help develop supply chains and markets for the delivery of the
standard and set an example for the wider industry to follow.
Continue to promote any new (or refurbished) PH + RES buildings to the industry (and general
public so far as possible), to show that it is viable (based on lifecycle cost, etc) – promote any
financial mechanisms that have been used to aid delivery.
Longer term
Lobby housebuilders to consider PH + RES as the solution to meet NZEB requirements, rather
than higher proportion of RES (via allowable solutions). Present lifecycle cost benefit/ cost
effectiveness of the PH + RES approach.
Simultaneously promote low running costs and hence increased ‘value’ of such properties to
potential purchasers within marketing information. (In association with housebuilders and via
independent channels to give credibility.)
Work with relevant regional product manufacturers to consider obtaining Passivhaus
certification for their products/ components to increase product availability as approaching
‘mandatory’ NZEB date.
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1 ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
National framework
Baseline
Energy Strategy of the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette 130/09) incorporates the following
obligations taken over from the EU goals by 2020:
20% gross immediate consumption from the RES
10% share of RES used in all forms of transport
20% reduction of total energy consumption
20% reduction of greenhouse gasses emissions
Package of 4 laws complied with the Third energy package of EU laws:
Energy Act,
Electricity market Act,
Gas Market Act,
Act on Regulation of Energy-Related Activities.
The authorization and responsibility for determining and conducting the policies for stimulating
energy production form renewable energy source, the conditions and manner of production and
use of energy from the renewable energy sources at the energy market, financial incentives for the
use of renewable energy sources and other issues connected with the use of renewable energy
sources are set out in the Energy Act (Official Gazette 120/12), a special act which will set out the
use of renewable energy sources (RES) as well as other acts.
STRUCTURE OF LEGISLATION ON ENERGY IN CROATIA
Energy Law (Official Gazette 120/12)
Act on efficient end-use of energy in the final consumption (Official Gazette 152/08, 55/12),
Electricity market Act (Official Gazette 177/04, 76/07, 152/08, 14/11, 59/12)
Gas Market Act (Official Gazette 40/07, 152/08, 83/09, 91/11, 114/11)
Act on Regulation of Energy-Related Activities (Official Gazette 120/12)
Act on thermal energy market (Official Gazette 42/05, 20/10)
Law on Oil and Oil Derivatives market (Official Gazette 57/06, 18/11)
Act on Biofuels for Transport (Official Gazette 65/09, 145/10, 26/11)
Act on renewable energy sources (in production)
Energy Strategy of the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette 130/09)
EU directives in Croatian legislation:
The European Directive 2010/31/EU has stimulated the drafting of national technical standards on
the energy performance of buildings. The purpose of this phase is to investigate the levels of
implementation of the European Directive, with particular reference to the existence or otherwise
of the procedures for calculating the energy performance of buildings (national and / or regional),
specifying:
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The implementation of the Directive 2010/31/EU of the European parliament and of the council of
19 May 2010 on the energy performance of buildings in Croatia is entirely into the responsibility of
the Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning.
The recently last transposition of the European Directive 2010/31/EU has been done through the
Building act, published in the Official Gazette No. 153/13, at the end of 2013. The data of
application of the new Building act is 1st January 2014.
Regulations which indirectly transpose the EPBD requirements in Croatian legislation are:
Technical regulation on rational use of energy and thermal protection in buildings (OG
110/08, OG 89/09, OG 79/13)
Technical regulation on heating and cooling systems in buildings (OG 110/08)
Technical regulation on ventilation systems, partial air-conditioning and air-conditioning of
buildings (OG 03/07)
Technical regulation for chimneys in construction works (OG 03/07)
Technical regulation for windows and doors (OG 69/06)
Directive 2012/27/EU- Energy Efficiency - is in the process of incorporation within the new Physical
Planning and Building Act (Official Gazette 76/07, 38/09, 55/11, 90/11, 50/12) and within the new
Energy Efficiency Act.
The Electricity market Act (Official Gazette 177/04, 76/07, 152/08, 14/11, 59/12) incorporated the
provisions of the new Directive 2012/27/EU from 25th of October 2012 on energy efficiency.
Directive 2012/28/EC - Renewable sources of energy – is incorporated within Electricity Market Act
(Official Gazette 177/04, 76/07, 152/08, 14/11, 59/12, 22/13) and Act on Biofuels for Transport
(Official Gazette 65/09, 145/10, 26/11).

Pursuant to Article 8, paragraph 2 of the Electricity Market Act, the Minister of Economy, Labour
and Entrepreneurship issued the Ordinance on Acquiring the status of Eligible Electricity Producer
(Official Gazette 88/12) which Ordinance establishes the conditions for acquiring that status which
may be acquired by a project holder or producer who in a single generation plant simultaneously
produces electricity and heat, uses waste or RES for electricity production in an economically viable
manner in compliance with environmental protection.
The new Renewable energy sources Act is still in production as well as the Third National Energy
Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP).
The second National Action Plan is the base for drafting new, third plan which drafting is in progress
by Ministry of Economy and Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning. This document will
include detailed analysis of achieved goals in 2011 and 2012 as a prerequisite of achieving the EU’s
20% reduction target in primary energy consumption by 2020 in comparison with the basic
scenarion (business-as-usual) aligned with the strategic and legislative framework of the Republic
of Croatia, namely - National Programme of the Republic of Croatia on energy efficiency for the
period from 2008. to 2016, the Strategy on Energy Development of the Republic of Croatia (Official
Gazette 130/09) and the Act on Energy Efficiency in direct consumption (Official Gazette 152/08,
55/12).
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Directive 2010/31/EU – Energy performance in buildings is incorporated within Act on efficient enduse of energy in the final consumption (Official Gazette 152/08, 55/12).
Directive 2009/125/EC – Ecodesign requirements for energy-related products – is incorporated in
Act on efficient end-use of energy in the final consumption (Official Gazette 152/08, 55/12).
Direktive 2005/75/EZ all incorporated within The Public Procurement Act (Official Gazette 90/11).
Directive 2009/119/EC is incorporated within Law on Oil and Oil Derivates market (Official Gazette
57/06, 18/11).
Directive 2009/73/EC is incorporated within Gas Market Act (Official Gazette 40/07, 152/08, 83/09,
91/11, 114/11, 28/13).
The process of adjustment of the remaining part of the national legislation related to energy,
renewable sources of energy and energy efficiency and other related laws with the new directives is
still in progress.
Success Model
Programme of refurbishment of public building and Programme of private houses refurbishment is
in preparation and should start with the implementation during 2014. Through the Programme
refurbishment of private houses State should enable subsidy of up to 40% of expenses for
refurbishing private houses (insulation and joinery).
The new Act of Thermal Energy Market (Official Gazette 42/05, 20/10), the new Physical Planning
and Building Act (Official Gazette 76/07, 38/09, 55/11, 90/11, 50/12), the new Utilities Act (Official
Gazette 36/95, 70/97, 128/99, 57/00, 129/00, 59/01, 26/03, 82/04, 110/04, 178/04, 38/09, 79/09,
153/09, 49/11, 84/11, 90/11) and the new Law on Protection against light pollution (Official
Gazette 114/11) etc. are in production and we do not have specific information about state of the
process.
Croatian Government by further regulations, orders and instructions as bylaws elaborates the basic
laws in order to regulate specific issues related to energy sector.

Political will at the local level
Baseline
The City of Zagreb is the leading city in Croatia in terms of recognizing the importance of
sustainable energy development. As one of the first European capitals the City of Zagreb has joined
the Covenant of Mayors initiative, showing will and commitment to go beyond the EU energy
targets. The CoM was accepted by the City of Zagreb Assembly on the 30. October 2008. The
Sustainable Energy Action Plan of the City of Zagreb is a key document for the implementation of
energy efficiency, renewable energy sources and environmentally friendly fuels projects at city
level. The City office for energy, environment protection and sustainable development was
established in 2009 as a department which coordinates City’s efforts in energy efficiency,
sustainability, conservation and renewable energy.
As Covenant Supporting Structure, the City of Zagreb promotes the Covenant of Mayors movement
and supports the commitments of its signatories among other Croatian cities as well as other cities
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from the Region (e.g. Croatian Covenant of Mayors Club, Covenant of Mayors Club of South-East
Europe Capital Cities). Through the European project “Energy for Mayors”, the City of Zagreb
developed Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) for ten Croatian Cities and involved citizens and
local stakeholders in the process. Our aim is to contribute to the achievement of the EU climate and
energy goals by supporting implementation of the Covenant of Mayors engaging Croatian cities and
cities from the region in sustainable energy action. We also want to achieve direct energy and
financial savings, reduce harmful impact on the environment, implement a proactive energy policy
and raise the level of responsibility and consciousness of employees and citizens of Zagreb in the
process of global warming and climate change.

Among others, the City of Zagreb has also been active on the international plan through its
membership in international and intercity organizations and associations (Eurocities,
Energy Cities, The Assembly of the European Regions – AER, Metropolis, Major Cities of
Europe IT Users' Group, Impacts, Union of the capital cities of the central and southeastern Europe etc.) and by participating in numerous international conferences on the
development and advancing of local self-administration and on projects important for the
development of the city.
Success Model
Regulations dictate energy grade C must be reached with new builds and refurbishments, anything
above that is left at the will of the investor. There is a lack of financial mechanisms available to
support such actions. It has been identified that the existing building stock should be a primary
focus for CO2 savings in the Republic of Croatia and policy and funding mechanisms are largely
focussed on ‘affordable refurbishment’ rather than NZE new buildings. Introduced limits for
receiving a feed in tariff for producing green electricity is also not helping RES implementation that
raised many interest in the past years, now the quota is used on the first day of the year and it is
very hard to qualify for the tariff. Judging by the current regulations the Croatian Government is not
convinced that PH and NZEB builds are appropriate to be mandated by the Regulations at this time
and hence it is not a clear requirement.
City of Zagreb Energy Policy:
Statement on the policy of energy efficiency and environmental protection, March 28th,
2008;
Covenant of Mayors, October 30th, 2008;
Member of ICLEI, April 19 , 2000 ;
Member of Eurocities and Metropolis, 2002 ;
Member of the Association Energie-Cites, November 25th, 2008;
Declaration on Climate Change, EUROCITIES, March 16th 2009;
Supporting Structure Covenant of Mayors, April 27th, 2009;
Sustainable Energy Action Plan, April 20th, 2010;
Energy efficiency program in the immediate consumption 2010-2012, July 14th, 2010;
Green Digital Charter, October 24th, 2010;
Plan for energy efficiency in the immediate consumption of the 2011, March 11th, 2011
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Local climate and sustainable energy policy
Baseline
In accordance with European Directive 2006/32/EC on energy end-use efficiency and energy
services the second national energy efficiency plan (NPEnU) in Croatia is developed and adopted for
the period from 2008 to 2016. In the second national energy efficiency plan the energy efficiency
objectives are laid down. The second energy efficiency plan is also basis for the development of
three three-year national efficiency action plans by 2016. In each action plan the effects and if
necessary the revision of actual measures have to be analyzed in order to achieve the set objectives
by 2016.
Goals of the City of Zagreb Energy Policy:
Quality, quantity and security of energy supply of the City of Zagreb
Rational energy use and energy savings of City Administration buildings in City of Zagreb
Monitoring of energy consumption of all City Administration buildings in City of Zagreb
Optimization of the energy allocation in City of Zagreb
Creating and updating the Register of CO2 emisionss
Implementing energy saving measures, renewable energy and environmentally friendly
fuels.
Informing and educating employees of the city administration and citizens in order to raise
awareness about necessity of environment and climate
ZagrebPlan is a document containing the vision for the period up to 2020. It is a complex
development document which sees development through competitive economy as well as through
environment, sustainable management of spatial assets, quality of life, social cohesion and equality.
Development and adoption of ZagrebPlan is also a condition for co-funding from the EU structural
funds, once Croatia becomes the EU member state. Energy efficiency is a part of this general plan
that covers all sectors and activities in the City of Zagreb area.
In accordance with the regulations of the Law on Efficient Use of Energy in Final Energy
Consumption, each county in the Republic of Croatia is obliged to make an Energy Efficiency
Program in the Final Energy Consumption. Pursuant to Article 2 of the City of Zagreb Law, City of
Zagreb is a County and is therefore required to develop energy efficiency programs.
The Sustainable Energy Action Plan of the City of Zagreb (SEAP)
The Action plan represents the basic document which on the basis of the data collected on the
detected situation identifies and gives precise and clear guidelines for the implementation of
projects of energy saving, application of energy efficiency measures, renewable sources of energy
use and ecologically acceptable fuels on the city level which will result in the reduction of CO2
emission in the City of Zagreb of 21% by 2020.
The main targets of the development and implementation of the Action Plan are:
Reduce CO2 emissions in all sectors by the implementation of the energy efficiency
measures, use of renewable sources of energy and ecologically acceptable fuels, rational
management of the consumption, continuous education and other measures;
-

Contribute as much as possible to the safety and diversification of energy supply of a city;
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-

Reduce energy consumption in the Buildings, Traffic and Public Lighting Sectors;

-

Enable the transformation of urban districts into ecologically sustainable areas.

The obligations from the Action Plan refer to the entire territory of the City of Zagreb, both public
and private sector. The plan defines a number of necessary activities in the Buildings, Traffic and
Public Lighting Sectors; it does not include directly the Industry Sector since the Industry Sector is
not within the city’s competence, and for that sector special measures have to be developed in
cooperation with the competent subjects at the local and national level. Building sector is the one
recognized to have biggest potential for energy savings as energy consumption in buildings makes
65% of the overall City of Zagreb consumption.
Energy Efficiency Program in the Final Energy Consumption is a document made for the period of
three years aimed at implementation of policies to improve energy efficiency in the county.
The plan defines a number of necessary activities in the Buildings, Traffic and Public Lighting Sectors
and their sub-sectors. Estimates of energy consumption in the period from 2010 to 2012 are made
using the software package LEAP - Long range Energy Alternatives Planning System, developed at
the Stockholm Environment Institute. LEAP is a widespread tool for the analysis of energy strategies
and programs focusing on reducing emissions of greenhouse gases.
Energy Efficiency Program in the Final Energy Consumption is the base for developing Energy
Efficiency Plan in the Final Energy Consumption.
In accordance with the regulations of the Law on Efficient Use of Energy in Final Energy
Consumption, each county in the Republic of Croatia is obliged to make an Energy Efficiency Plan in
the Final Energy Consumption. Pursuant to Article 2 of the City of Zagreb Law, City of Zagreb is a
County and is therefore required to develop energy efficiency programs.
Energy Efficiency Plan in the Final Energy Consumption is a document made for the period of one
year aimed at implementation of policies to improve energy efficiency in the county. It needs to be
made each year in accordance with Energy Efficiency Program in the Final Energy Consumption of
City of Zagreb.
The plan defines a number of necessary activities in the Buildings, Traffic and Public Lighting Sectors
and their sub-sectors.
Success Model
Successful implementation of the City of Zagreb energy policy and listed programmes and plans
should enable Zagreb to reach the set goals of reducing energy consumption by 20%, increasing
production from renewables by 20%, reducing CO2 emissions by 20% and increasing the use of bio
fuels by 10% until 2020 which is in line with the national goals also. Most of the measures in
planning documents are focused on the building sector, followed by transport sector.
The first review of the Sustainable energy Action plan is currently underway and we expect the
reviewed version to be adopted shortly. Revised Action plan is going to include the necessary
activities in the Industry Sector.
The Sustainable Energy Action Plan of the City of Zagreb (SEAP) as key document that (based on
collected data of energy consumption): Identifies and provides precise and clear guidelines for the
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implementation of energy efficiency, renewable energy sources and environmentally friendly fuels
projects at the city level which will result in reducing CO2 emissions by more than 20% by 2020.
Through three main sectors of energy consumption in the City of Zagreb (sectors of building,
transport and public lighting) entail 51 priority measures and activities for the reduction of
greenhouse gases by 21% by 2020. Some of these measures and activities are:
Education and awareness campaigns for users of city-owned buildings and citizens
Building Sector: energy audits and energy certification; introduction and installation of solar
panels and photovoltaic systems in institutions (e.g. The photovoltaic power plant located
on roof of the City Administration); remote energy consumption monitoring equipment;
modernization of boiler rooms in buildings, energy balance and GHG emissions monitoring;
modernization of lighting in 1000 school classrooms; modernization of heating oil boiler
rooms (replacement with pellet and gas boilers); thermal isolation of facades and roofs;
subsidizing the installation of renewable energy sources for individuals and legal entities in
the city’s area;
Transport Sector: Training of ecologically conscious driving; promoting of the use of
alternative fuels; Campaign “One day a week without a car”; development and
improvement of the public transportation network; replacement of the existing public
buses with hybrid and alternative ecologically acceptable fuels; establishment of a bicyclerent network equipped with IT theft protection;
Public Lightning Sector: Replacement of the out-dated lighting bodies with energy more
efficient and ecologically more acceptable lighting bodies and management and regulation
of the public lighting system, etc.
Activities and actions within the ZagEE project including implementation of energy
efficiency measures and renewable energy sources in buildings owned by the City of
Zagreb. The ZagEE project is divided in two specific investments: refurbishment of public
buildings and public lighting. The refurbishment of public buildings includes standard
energy efficiency renovation measures and installation of renewable energy sources (solar
panels and collectors) in 87 buildings owned by the City of Zagreb. The modernisation of
public lighting includes replacement of the obsolete lighting systems with LED lamps with
regulation during late night hours and on park spaces in 3,000 locations.

Local policy instruments for energy efficiency in buildings
Baseline
City of Zagreb is implementing measures in line with the priority measure and activity plan from the
City of Zagreb SEAP. Many projects were implemented on public buildings (awareness raising
activities, RES implementation - PV and solar systems, modernization of indoor lighting, heat
splitters etc.) that are used as an example for further dissemination.
City of Zagreb launched the first subsidy call for implementation of RES on private buildings in 2011,
since then call is held each year and last year it was expanded to cover heat pumps also due to the
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city area having big potential for application of heat pumps. City is co-financing up to a maximum
40% of the RES project value on private building. There is 150 subsidies available each year.
City of Zagreb keeps track and is monitoring energy consumption in approximately 900 buildings
(1.425,000 m2) owned by the City, through Energy Management Information System software. The
data is used for monitoring energy consumption, analysis of figures, developing energy audits and
energy certificates as well as other purposes. Energy Management Information System of the City
of Zagreb enables implementation of measures and activities in the buildings sector and leads to an
effective decision making process. Buildings that need refurbishing the most, and the measures
required to implement the actions set in the City of Zagreb SEAP, are easily identified. Monitoring,
analyzing and reporting energy consumption are three essential elements of effective Energy
management information systems (EMIS). To establish proper control over energy and water use it
is necessary to have all the vital energy consumption inputs in the information system. Energy and
water consumption information from energy bills and energy and water consumption from
metering devices are two main sources of information in EMIS. To effectively monitor energy
consumption this data is being calculated with basic and advanced calculations in analytical part of
EMIS. Reporting the users on how the energy or water is consumed in their objects is also
important because in the end they are the ones that are consuming energy and water so they have
to be informed on how they do it. Only with clear picture of how much energy and water buildings
consume it is possible to make improvements and in the end energy and water savings. As a result
of EMIS usage City was able to prepare many projects related to implementation of energy
efficiency measures in building sector and keep track of their effectiveness.
Success Model
At the moment Zagreb is developing a new and improved EMIS software that should solve many
issues and offer new ways of keeping track and analysing energy consumption in buildings in the
city area. Implementation timeframe: January, 2012- June, 2015.
Citizen interest for energy efficiency projects is there, but lack of funding is the big issue. There is a
need for incentives when building or refurbishing to the NZEB level, at the moment only available
subsidy is for RES application. City is working on the incentive model and plans to apply for cofunding to Croatian Fund for Environment Protection and Energy Efficiency. City of Zagreb has
developed a Set of guidelines for energy standards and regulations going beyond current Croatian
standards, but document needs to be updated with new legislation adopted since that time and
then proposed to the City Council for adoption. A model for Subsidies for the improvement of
thermal isolation of buildings, one of the SEAP measures that is planned to be launched during
2014, is in development.

2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Forms of funding
The City of Zagreb has at its disposal significant sources to finance SEAP measures and activities in
the form of grants through various programmes of the European Union, and possible sources
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significantly increased with the accession of the Republic of Croatia in the European Union. The city
is co-financing up to a maximum 40% of the RES project value on private building. There are 150
subsidies available each year. Croatian Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund
(EPEEF) is regularly publishing calls for subsiding various energy efficiency projects for private and
public sector. Commercial banks have green loan programmes.
Overview of forms of funding from financing mechanisms of RES and RUE projects in Croatia:
1. Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund (EPEEF)
The Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund of the Republic of Croatia is a structured
extra-budgetary fund which finances projects and activities in three basic areas: environmental
protection, energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources. It has been established by
the Law on the Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund on July 1st 2003 (Official
Gazette of the Republic of Croatia No. 107/2003). Resources for financing the activities of the Fund
are mostly secured from specific-purpose revenues such as:
Charges on polluters of the environment (charges for emissions of CO2, SO2 and NO2);
Charges for burdening the environment with waste (non-hazardous and hazardous waste,
industrial waste, special categories of waste such as packaging, old tyres, electric and
electronic equipment, oil, old vehicles, batteries);
Special environmental charge on motor vehicles.
Fund's financial resources are allocated on the basis of the public tender which is published in
official gazette of the Republic of Croatia. Beneficiaries/end users can be divided between:
Regional self-government and units of local self-government;
Legal and natural persons.
The resources of the Fund are issued through:
Loans;
Subsidies of loan interest rate;
Financial aid;
Grants.
The Fund's co-financing cannot exceed 40% of total eligible investment costs with the exception of
regional and local self-government projects and programmes in territories which are under special
government protection. In such specific cases up to 80% of the investment can be co-financed by
the Fund.
In 2011 revenues of the Fund amounted to EUR 148,65 million out of which EUR 17,66 million were
allocated for RES and RUE projects and programmes.
Structure/services provided






Loans;
Subsidies of interest rate;
Financial aid;
Grants.
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Eligible costs



RES and RUE investment costs (VAT included).



Grants up to 80% (or EUR 190,000) of total project
costs for applicants from regional self-government and
units of local self-government;
Zero interest loans with repayment period of 7 years
(grace period of 2 years, payback period of 5 years), up
to EUR 190,000. Available to legal and natural persons;
Subsidy of loan interest rate – up to 2% or EUR
108,000. Available only to legal and natural persons.
Applicants from territories which are under special
government protection can receive co-funding of up to
80% of total investments costs.

Financial framework




Special features

Application process:
 Public tender is published on average every two years with tender documentation and
conditions available on Fund’s official web page.
2. Croatian Bank for Reconstruction and Development (HBOR)
Croatian Bank for Reconstruction and Development (HBOR) is the development and export bank of
the Republic of Croatia with a main task of promoting the development of Croatian economy. By
extending loans, ensuring export transactions against political and commercial risks, issuing
guarantees and providing business advice, HBOR builds bridges between entrepreneurial ideas and
their accomplishment with the objective of enhancing the competitiveness of Croatian economy.
The founder and sole owner of HBOR is the Republic of Croatia which guarantees for all of bank’s
financial liabilities.
HBOR has introduced several credit lines designed specifically for supporting projects of renewable
energy sources and energy efficiency, two of which are currently active. Loan Programme for the
Financing of Projects of Environmental Protection, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Resources was the first credit line in Croatia of such kind, enabling investors from public and private
sector to acquire loans under favourable financial conditions. In 2012 a new programme under the
European Commission initiative: Energy Efficiency Finance Facility 2006 and 2007 was developed
and is currently being implemented in co-operation with the European Investment Bank (EIB). The
grant funds may be used together with the loan funds provided by the EIB directly through HBOR or
through commercial banks that have entered into co-operation agreements with HBOR. The loans
are intended for the financing of fixed assets within the framework of investments which
contribute to the saving of energy and/or the reduction of CO2 emissions, i.e. which increase energy
efficiency of facilities in the building and industry sector.

Structure/services provided




Loans;
Grants (combined with loans).
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Eligible costs



RES and RUE investment costs of up to 75% (VAT
excluded).



The loan amount is not limited though minimum is set
at 13,500 EUR;
Repayment period up to 14 years with a maximum
grace period of 3 years;
Interest rate is variable based on the Decision of HBOR
Managing Board (currently at 4%).

Financial framework



Special features



Should the Environmental Protection and Energy
Efficiency Fund approve the interest subsidy, the
above interest rate shall be reduced by 2% or by the
amount of the approved subsidy;
The EIB loan programme grant can be used solely for
reduction of the loan principle by 15% in case the
investment leads to energy savings of at least 20%
(industry sector) or 30% (building sector); Free
technical assistance (TA) is available in project
preparation and verification phases.

Application process:


A detailed investment/business plan which complies with the HBOR methodology needs to
be created in order to receive consideration for funding.

3. Energy Service Company (ESCo)
An energy service company or ESCO is a commercial business providing a broad range of
comprehensive energy solutions including designs and implementation of energy savings projects,
energy conservation, energy infrastructure outsourcing, power generation and energy supply, and
risk management. ESCOs have been long considered an important instrument for delivering
improved energy efficiency and establishing a market for energy savings. ESCOs have four
fundamental operational features. First, ESCOs guarantee the energy savings and/or the provision
of the same level of energy service at a lower cost by implementing an energy efficiency project. A
performance guarantee can take several forms. It can revolve around the actual flow of energy
savings from a project, can stipulate that the energy savings will be sufficient to repay monthly debt
service costs for an efficiency project, or that the same level of energy service will be provided for
less money. Second, the remuneration of ESCOs is directly tied to the energy savings achieved.
Third, ESCOs typically either finance, or assist in arranging financing for the installation of an energy
project they implement by providing a savings guarantee. Last, but not least, ESCOs retain an ongoing operational role in measuring and verifying the savings over the financing term. However,
many variations of the original model have also been developed such as Energy Performance
Contracting, Energy Contracting or Chauffage, as well as BOOT model (Build, Own, Operate and
Transfer) which is very popular solution in the industry sector.
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There is only one fully functional Energy Service Company in Croatia, namely HEP ESCO Ltd., which
develops, executes and finances energy efficiency projects on a commercial basis. The company
was founded by Hrvatska elektroprivreda – HEP, the state owned electric utility and is a recipient of
financial support from the GEF and World Bank loans through the Energy Efficiency Project Croatia.
The project was initiated by the World Bank (IBRD) and Global Environment Facility (GEF) in
collaboration with HEP and Croatian Reconstruction and Development Bank (HBOR). For this
purpose HEP and/or HEP ESCO was extended a loan by the World Bank in the amount of EUR 4.4
million and a GEF grant in the amount of 5 million USD. The total value of the Project, with
participation of domestic banks, is estimated at 40 million USD over a six-year period.
HEP ESCO provides a full range of energy services with repayment through savings. The service
includes project development, execution and financing in the manner that savings in energy costs
and maintenance are used to achieve investment return. The risk of savings being achieved is
assumed by HEP ESCO by giving guarantees to the client and after the investment is repaid, HEP
ESCO withdraws from the project and passes all benefits to the client. HEP ESCO currently manages
more than 50 projects in the areas of public lighting, buildings, industry and energy supply systems.
The projects are in various stages of development, execution or financing.
The sources of financing are various. Besides international aid and loans (World Bank, GEF), local
financial institutions have proved to be interested, and the HEP ESCO’s own equity is being used for
project implementation. There are further funds and programs in Croatia for energy efficiency, such
as the Fund for Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency (in the form of subsidies) and the
UNDP program (grant for feasibility studies). The “first out” contract model has been used in past
projects.
Since the ESCO that is working in Croatia is a state-owned company, primary attention is not on
profit-making, but on supporting national interests, mainly energy efficiency and environmental
protection. Therefore, the objectives of the company when it was set up were to develop capacity
and know-how, find sustainable project financing mechanisms, and develop consumer demand.
The potential market for EPC/energy efficiency project in Croatia is estimated at more than 2.4
billion and is constantly growing. Application of Dir. 32/2006 (ESD) resulted in two key documents the Energy Strategy of Croatia (2009) and the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (2011), but the
key implementing legislation is still missing.
Structure/services provided



Preparation, financing and implementation of RES and
RUE projects.

Eligible costs



RES and RUE capital investments including all activities
necessary to prepare project documentation.
There is no minimum or maximum size of the project:
each project is tailored according to investor’s needs;
Typical project repayment period: 5-8 years.
In Croatia, in cases when the ESCO provides project
financing, the ESCO repayment is not counted as a
public debt.


Financial framework


Special features
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3. KEY ACTORS
Departments of regional and local administrations
19 city administrative bodies have been founded in the City of Zagreb for performing activities
within the self-administrative sphere and activities entrusted by the state administration. The City’s
administrative bodies are managed by the Principals and the City Assembly Professional Service is
managed by the Secretary of the City Assembly. Principals are appointed for a four-year term of
office, and may be appointed again to the same duty. The Secretary of the City Assembly is
appointed and dismissed by the City Assembly.
The Mayor’s Office
City Control Office
City Office for the Strategic Planning and Development of the City
Service for the Local Self-Administration
City Office for General Administration
City Office for Financing
City Office for Economy, labour and enterprises
City Office for Education, Culture and Sports
City Office for Health
City Office for Agriculture and Forestry
City Office for Physical Planning, Construction of the City, Utility Services and Transport
City Office for Legal-Property Relations and the City’s assets
City Office for Cadastre and Geodetic activities
OEM - City Office of emergency management
City Institute for the Conservation of Cultural and Natural Heritage
City Assembly Professional Service
City office for social protection and people with disabilities
City office for energetics, environment protection and sustainable development
Profesional service of the Mayor
City Office for War Vetarans
Office for EU programs and projects
Public Procurement Office
Success Model
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By founding the City Office for Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development in the year 2009,
the City of Zagreb started the process of sustainable energy development and environment
protection. The scope of the City Office activities relates to energy and planning the energy
development, thermal energy and ensuring continuous distribution of thermal energy, efficient use
of energy in immediate consumption, gas market and the development of its distribution system in
the City, sustainable development, renewable energy sources and ecologically acceptable fuels,
environment protection, protection of air, protection of water, waste management, protection
against noise as well as other affairs.

Other stakeholders
Baseline
Stakeholders of the City of Zagreb were divided into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City offices, institutes and services
Local government (city districts and local boards)
City companies
Craftsmen/Croatian chamber of Trades and Crafts – Chamber of Trades and Crafts
Zagreb
Craftsmen Association of the City of Zagreb
Entrepreneurs/Croatian Chamber of Commerce – Chamber of Commerce Zagreb
Croatian Association of Employers
Croatian Automobile Club
Croatian Railway
University in Zagreb, associate – degree colleges and academics
Other educational and scientific institutions
Non – governmental associations
Consumer associations

Key stakeholders in developing City of Zagreb energy strategy:
•

Authors
–
–

•

North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency
City of Zagreb, City Office for Energy, environment and Sustainable Development

Active participation in the preparation
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Faculty of Architecture
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture
Croatian Automobile Club
HEP ODS d.o.o. – Elektra Zagreb
HEP – Central Heating System
City Gasworks Zagreb
Croatian Railways Infrastructure
Croatian Vehicles Centre
EKONERG
PHILIPS

Organisational structure for implementation of the strategy:
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Energy council is an advisory body which monitors and evaluates all stages of realisation of the
Strategy.
Diagram showing governance and management of the public buildings refurbishment project
ZagEE:

4
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4. CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Training of local authorities
City of Zagreb has a proven track record of implementing energy efficiency projects on the local
level and EU level (e.g. ZagEE - Zagreb Energy Efficient city; TRACE - Transnational cooperation for
the improvement of buildings energy performance and efficiency; EnVision; LEAP - The Leadership
for Energy Action and Planning; Energy for Mayors; NiCE - Networking intelligent Cities for Energy
Efficiency; i-SCOPE - Interoperable Smart City services through Open Platform for urban
Ecosystems; E2STORMED; Ele.C.Tra - Electric Transport in Cities; EURONET 50/50max.)
Zagreb implemented over 50 individual RES and refurbishment projects on public buildings, but no
projects fully applied the principles of passive buildings and at the moment there is none planned.
Target of refurbishment of public buildings project is reaching energy grade B after modernization.
City of Zagreb staff is regularly participating in expert seminars, workshops and educational
activities related to the field of energy efficiency and renewable energy sources.
Technical employees in public buildings have undergone one day training course on energy
management in buildings and have been given instructions for further maintenance of technical
systems. Employees of municipal departments have attended five day course and have acquired
title of energy manager. Usually these persons are local contacts for national energy efficiency
program and establishment of information systems for energy management – EMIS
http://www.ee.undp.hr/isge.

Training of designers and builders
It is very difficult to determine how many professionals would need to be trained, either designers
or construction company professionals, for Passivhaus to become more common in Croatia. It
seems inevitable that training would need to be instigated at varying levels and from a wider range
of providers, e.g. universities as part of architecture degrees, local colleges training trades people.
The nature of the training may also need to be re-examined, as discussed above, to consider
distance learning qualifications and/ or evening classes, etc.
Passive House Designer courses aren’t available in Croatia, but Croatian educational institutions,
chambers, universities and the City are implementing many projects aimed to increasing the
knowledge and skills of designers and builders.
Build Up Skills Croatia aims to define and quantify the needs and possibilities of the Croatian
building sectors in contributing to the achievement of ambitious national energy efficiency (EE)
targets. In order to contribute to achieving the ambitious national EE targets, project CROSKILLS
intends to analyse the national status quo, develop a national roadmap for establishing a system of
lifelong training of building workers in the field of energy efficiency and to provide for the
endorsement of the national roadmap and thus as well provide for a system of market evaluation
of qualified workforce. Project coordinator is University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering.
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Other measures for education and training
During Zagreb Energy Week there is a unique combination of various educational events and
actions in education institutions. 8000 coloring books, 7000 windmill models, 7000 balloons and
600 manuals for teachers were distributed in all kindergartens in the City of Zagreb (206 locations,
cca. 8000 children). 8000 picture books that included a game on the subject of energy and 450
manuals for teachers were distributed in all primary schools in the City of Zagreb (114 locations,
cca. 8000 children). 10000 handbooks on renewable energy sources and rational use of energy
were distributed in all secondary schools (67 locations, cca. 10000 pupils). All children and teachers
from 14 ECO kindergartens and schools that were included into our final presentation at the main
square were given 200 T-shirts. 700 informational brochures for the promotion of renewable
energy sources specially designed for citizens, small and medium entrepreneurship and crafts were
given to the Chamber of Crafts Zagreb, Association of Craftsmen of the City of Zagreb and
Development Agency of the City of Zagreb so that they may distribute them among their members
and interested citizens.

5 MARKET FOR PASSIVE BUILDINGS
There is a total of about 30 passive houses in whole Croatia. When building a passive house in
comparison to business as usual scenario cost can be up to 15% higher and that fact often
discourages investors of targeting that high and they settle for a lower target.
Passive and low-energy building is encouraged in more and more Croatian cities and municipalities
through the reduction from payment of utility charges. Jastrebarsko , Samobor , Pozega and Sveta
Nedelja are some of them . City of Zagreb for now encourages the purchase of solar collectors and
photovoltaic cells since the model for subsidizing passive house builds needs to be developed.
On Croatian market all products and services required to build a passive house are available, but
there is a lack of local producers other that in case of windows which seem to be in a better
situation:

-

-

The Croatian company "Trohadil" produces windows who are declared to have best
quality for passive buildings in the world and now they produces additionally
passive doors.
The company "Domprojekt" builds low energy prefabricated houses in Croatia, as
well in Switzerland, Austria and soon will build a passive building in Franca, Dijon.

6 SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
Other than some private family houses there are no passive buildings in the City of Zagreb area.
Lack of successful local projects is the main reason why it is hard to prove the benefits and impact
of passive builds in Zagreb, however, City is in the middle of implementing IEE MLEI project ZagEE
where 89 public buildings are being refurbished. Target of refurbishment is not passive house level
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but reaching energy grade B. There are plans to pick a suitable building among 89 being refurbished
and aim for the energy grade A, but that has not yet been confirmed.

The firm Flemont is starting a project that includes six high-quality apartments in two
passive houses located in Zagreb suburb Mikulica. Each house will have three apartments
with separate entrances and excellent sound insulation, ensuring complete privacy and
atmosphere of individual housing.
The houses will have insulation of the facade and roof thickness of 20 to 30 inches. Also,
both buildings are wrapped in an extremely high-quality insulation of noise, which is
achieved by thick facade insulation, triple-glazed windows, solid walls and low noise
sewage pipes. Heat losses through the window surfaces are reduced to a minimum
because the facilities are equipped with high-quality wooden windows triple glazed
insulated glass filled with argon.
Successful energy efficient projects implemented by the City of Zagreb so far included
implementation of PV systems on municipal buildings and elementary schools, solar
collector’s installation on kindergartens and modernization of indoor lighting in schools.

7 PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
Communication Strategy
Baseline
City of Zagreb involvement measures and activities:
1. Education and change of behaviour of employees/users of buildings owned by the City of
Zagreb
Organisation of educational seminars on the efficient energy use for executive
employees;
Organization of workshops on the efficient energy use for manager of buildings owned
by the City of Zagreb;
Measurement energy consumption in the buildings and analyze it;
Development and distribution of educational materials (fliers, posters, stickers, etc.)
Introduce stimulating measures for energy saving to show good example.
2. Education for children and pupils (kindergartens, schools)
A handbook for a kindergarten teacher
A handbook for a school teacher
A coloring book for children in kindergartens (7000 per year)
A picture book with the game for pupils in elementary schools (7000 per year)
A manual “Climate and Energy” for pupils in high schools (11.000 per year)
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Organizing of the thematic playroom in kindergartens and lesson in elementary and
high schools
Collaboration with eco schools organizing educational programs and exhibitions
(Zagreb Energy Week).
3. Education and promotion of energy efficiency for citizens
Continuous informing of consumers on the manners to save energy and actual energy
topics through EE info-centar;
Implementation of thematic promotional- informative campaigns for raising citizens’
awareness of energy efficiency in buildings (Zagreb Energy Week);
Support of events organized by non-governmental associations on topics about EE
and RES;
Co-financing a projects by non-governmental associations with goals to educate,
promote and inform citizens about energy and clime issues;
Creation and distribution of educational and promotional material on energy efficiency
and use of renewable sources of energy through info-galleries and city-light.
Co-financing citiziens for implementation of solar colectors (bidding).
4. Education and promotion of energy efficiency for commercial and service sector
Organization of exhibition on main square in the City of Zagreb;
Co-financing craftsman for implementation of solar colectors on their business
buildings;
Education for the craftsmen about new jobs in energy sectors;
A manual about RES
Informing the citizens on activities undertaken by the City is an important factor of promoting
energy efficiency, use of renewable energy sources, protection of the environment and the fight
against the climate changes. With the purpose of better cooperation and faster access to
information, city have created the official City office website - www.eko.zagreb.hr
Traditional Zagreb Energy Week has been organized for four years in a row. It is organized by the
City Office of Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development of the City of Zagreb, in
cooperation with the North-West Croatia Regional Energy Agency (REGEA). The Zagreb Energy
Week is held in May and includes numerous different activities (an international conference, special
expert conferences, public discussions, seminars, presentations, open door days, etc.) in
cooperation with 70 partners. All activities are on the subject of energy and environment
protection, possibilities of disposing of and managing own natural resources, the consequences of
and fight against global warming, rational use of energy, implementation of measures of energy
efficiency, renewable energy sources, ecologically acceptable fuels, the development and
implementation of new technologies, possibilities of economic development and financing of
projects.
The Zagreb Energy Week global aim is the inclusion of all stakeholders in the sustainable energy
development of the city and also in the fight against climate change to achieve better quality of life
for all citizens. In order to achieve our goals, it was important to involve not only different
institutions and agencies, but also to actively include all layers of society (including the youngest
generation, Ministries of the Republic of Croatia, energy and development Agencies, educational
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and science institutions, expert associations of craftsmen and entrepreneurs, architects’ association
and the chamber of architects, construction, mechanical and electrical engineers, representatives
of local and regional self-government, media representatives, civil society associations and expert
associations) with the purpose of achieving synergy at all levels. The Zagreb Energy Week has also
allowed for raising awareness and providing an economic impact through the cooperation with the
Croatian Chamber of Economy and the Croatian Chamber of Trades and Crafts.
Through a comprehensive program, we have contributed to raising awareness and promoting
efficient energy use in everyday life, raising the economy sector and spreading knowledge and
experiences. Zagreb Energy Week has allowed many expert chambers as well as companies to
present their products, thereby familiarizing the citizens not only with their area of expertise, but
also allowing them an inside look into what technologies are now present on the market. Croatian
Solar Energy Association and the company Petrokov have opened their doors for interested groups
of citizens as well as groups of children and students which provided such groups with the
opportunity to see how new technologies are applied in actual day-to-day work. On the other hand,
such policy of open doors provided the companies with more public acclaim, as now more people
understand what their field of work is and why it is important for their future.
All these practices served to actively include as many people as was possible and provide them with
a chance to understand the new technologies which will in the future provide clean energy.
Raising public awareness is an extremely important part of this project. It is, therefore, important to
point out that the Zagreb Energy Week was attended not only by the citizens of Zagreb, but also by
many representatives of other cities in the region and Croatia.
Zagreb Energy Week is unique in that it is adapted to all the stakeholders. It communicates to the
professional institutions as well as to children and students and is open for all who wish to attend it
and learn from it. The fact that it can speak to all layers of society makes it a great example for
cities, as well as countries. Our message "Development we don't want to stop, but pollution we
can!" indicates that we have to act and think globally in order to allow for continuous development
of new technologies, but at the same time prevent their negative aspects i.e. pollution.
All activities include a wide range of energy and environmental protection and actively involved all
layers of society (from the youngest generation to experts) in order to achieve better synergy at all
levels. Educational workshops, lectures and interactive discussions were held in all kindergartens,
primary and secondary schools in the City of Zagreb. Scientific institutions, institutes, civil society
organizations and companies organized seminars, presentations and open door days. The City
organized an international conference "Local and regional authorities in energy efficiency
development process". A presentation of electrical and environmentally acceptable cars and an
exhibition where the exhibitors presented their products and services at the stands were organized
at the main square in Zagreb.
In cooperation with 70 partners, we have organized several special expert conferences, public
discussions, seminars and presentations which included approximately 2000 participants. Scientific
institutions, institutes, The Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing and some companies
organized open doors for 15 visiting groups of pupils, students, professional associations and
citizens (app. 300 visitors). We especially highlight the international conference organized by the
City Office of Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development where were presented new
initiatives and amendments to legislation, the possibilities of economic development, role of local
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and regional governments in the process of sustainable energy development, the development of a
Covenant of Mayors network and EUROCITIES, the cooperation of Croatian cities and energy
agencies, the exchange of experience and knowledge in the implementation of sustainable energy
development and fulfillment of the obligations of local and regional government in the Republic of
Croatia, examples of good practice of European and Croatian cities, encouraging the development
of partnerships at the international level, participation in the European projects, use of European
funds and development of new technological solution. The conference included the participation of
numerous experts from several local and regional governments, ministries (Ministry of Construction
and Physical Planning, Ministry of Regional Development and EU Funds, Ministry of Environmental
and Nature Protection, Ministry of economy), EU Institutions, as well as experts from energy
agencies. On May 16, a presentation of electrical and ecologically acceptable vehicles was held on
the main square. The presented vehicles were Croatian electric car XD Concept (manufactured by
DOK-ING), Hyundai H1 (modified in Croatia), Peugeot 3008 Hybrid and the hybrid Peugeot 508 RXH
Peugeot iOn. The final exhibition on the Zagreb main square brought together more than 50
exhibitors active in the field of energy efficiency, renewable energy, environmentally friendly fuels
and environmental protection and projects from 14 ECO kindergartens, primary and secondary
school were presented. The City of Zagreb, City office for Energy, Environment and Sustainable
Development also communicated with the citizens through 15 jumbo posters and 25 city lights
showcases as well as 2000 informative leaflets with the program of the Zagreb Energy Week. In this
way, the citizens were informed of the activities and could attend the events which interested
them. The City office possesses a web page designed especially for Zagreb Energy Week. This web
page provides all information (whole program of Zagreb Energy Week, photos, brochures, etc.)
about Zagreb Energy Week.
Zagreb Energy Week targets all stakeholders, from the youngest generation to experts from the
field of energy, global warming, energy efficiency and renewable energy sources. Children in
kindergartens, primary and secondary schools are the best example of how we can include their
parents and family in the fight against global warming. The children make great “ambassadors” of
new ideas, as they are very enthusiastic about new things and like to discuss new ideas with their
families, thereby spreading the knowledge and information. Students are already aware of the
global problem that we encounter daily, so they are directly involved in solving these problems
through their professional education. To professional chambers, craftsmen, entrepreneurs and
economists we present new possibilities and solutions in the economic development, especially in
this difficult period of recession. We also provide them with an opportunity to present their
products and services. Scientific institutions, institutes and experts in the field of energy, global
warming, energy efficiency and renewable energy sources can learn about new technologies from
their colleagues from the country and region. Regional and local government learn about the said
technologies through the application of the guidelines and directives of the EU, new legislations,
strategies, programs and plans on the national level, new financial possibilities and development
strategies that provide energy and financial savings, economic development and jobs. We also want
to include them in the permanent network of energy aware cities. The Civil society organizations
can raise awareness of citizens by giving them a chance to take steps in the fight against global
warming themselves. The citizens constitute one of the most important target groups and for that
reason we want to raise their awareness and encourage them to act rationally in their everyday life.
The change of their behavior and attitude towards “clean energy” and environment will prove to be
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very important for our future. Zagreb Energy Week 2012 covered the largest number of participants
and beneficiaries so far.
The geographical scope of the Zagreb Energy Week is very wide. The City of Zagreb has a great
influence on the other Croatian cities and cities from the region. Zagreb Energy Week is a chance
for us to spread knowledge and good practice examples not only from our country, but also from
the countries in the region. The geographical scope of the Zagreb Energy Week is very important for
developing sustainable strategy for every city. Creating a network of stakeholders is not only vital
for the City of Zagreb and Croatia, but also wider. Our problem is global and for that reason we
make sure we include our partner cities from the region (Sarajevo, Skopje, Podgorica, Tirana,
Beograd, Novi Sad).The fact that these partner cities are very keen on participating in the Zagreb
Energy Week testifies to the importance of this manifestation.
Positive results from the first and second Zagreb Energy Weeks, support and approval from the
professionals and citizens as well as the interest of the international organizations and institutions
are the best indicator that the City of Zagreb stands out in the wider region with its unique
approach to achieving energy savings, implementation of efficient energy use, use of renewable
energy sources, environmentally friendly fuels and CO2 reduction.

Communication activities within the project
Within the PassREg project City of Zagreb is promoting the project on many local events aimed at
raising awareness, knowledge and skills in the field of energy efficiency. Brochures that were
prepared for 7 target groups were translated and are disseminated during presentations of PassREg
project and info sessions, also to citizrens on the final day of Zagreb Energy Week on the main city
square. PassREg project was recently presented on 1st program of Croatian National television in
the Eco Zone show where expert passive house designer Ljubomir Miščević from University of
Architecture and Nikola Petković expert from City of Zagreb City Office for Energy, Environment
talked about the project and its goals.
Passive House days are organised within the project activities in collaboration with University of
Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture.

8 QUALITY CONTROL
The Ministry for construction and physical planning has established independent control systems
for the verification and control of issued energy performance certificates and reports of performed
energy audits of existing buildings, which have obligations to perform energy audit with issuing
energy performance certificate. This control system is to be started in 2014 although has been
established by regulation in 2012. Thee step control system is prescribes: basic check of content
and status of certificates and reports, numerical control of calculated data, overall control starting
from input data. Furthermore, every 10th authorized person randomly picked out and each A+
certificate will be checked. Controls will be provided by persons authorized by the Ministry.
Local administration will have to involve communal policemen servant to check if public buildings
over 250 m2 have displayed the energy certificates.
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New buildings before using or commissioning must have an energy certificate made in the manner
prescribed in the Regulations on energy audits of buildings and energy certification of buildings
(Official Gazette 81/12 , 29/13 , 78/ 13) .
Existing buildings or their separate useful units that are sold must have a valid energy performance
certificate and submitted for review to the buyer before entering into a contract of sale of the first
July 2013.
Individual separate apartment units that are rented, leased or sold must have a valid energy
performance certificate available for inspection prior to entering into a contract, lease or rental of
the first January 2016.
Public display energy certificate is mandatory for public buildings or separate useful units of
buildings used for public use in mixed-use buildings:
useful floor area over 1000 m2 must have been issued and publicly exposed energy
certificate no later than 31 December 2012
useful floor area over 500 m2 shall be issued and publicly exposed energy certificate no
later than 31 December 2013
useful floor area over 250 m2 shall be issued and publicly exposed energy certificate no
later than 31 December 2015

9 SWOT ANALYSIS
Key strengths
- Commitment by the city administration to
battle climate changes
- SEAP has a measure planed for incentives
for those who build passive buildings;
- Involvement of all stakeholders;
- Events for awareness raising;
- Economic and financial levers already
existing in Croatia, enhanced with the recent
EU accession
- Projects and educational activities in
educational institutions;

Favorable opportunities
- Events planned to raise awareness of
citizens and for the dissemination focused

Weaknesses
- Limited dissemination of issues related to
passive houses outside of the professional
groups involved in their implementation;
- Few professionals able to apply the
principles of NZEB, especially within the local
administration;
- The market for materials used for passive
buildings and the market of these buildings
is still not very large;
- The system of quality control includes only
certification
- Lack of decision makers interest for setting
targets of refurbishment projects higher
Threats and risks
- National policy for implementation of the
legislation not in line with the objectives set
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more to NZEB and passive houses;

in relation to the NZEB before 2020;

- Communication strategy according to the
different target groups identified, with
diversified messages and goals;

- Economic crisis;

- Opportunity to study examples of good
practices that already exist in Europe and in
front runner regions

- Economic and financial levers that will
disqualify new low energy buildings;
- Poor adhesion to training programs by
specialists identified in and out the local
Administration

- Beacon project realisation
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INTRODUCTION
In Italy some regions started process to became passive house regions with renewables energy,
aspiring to examples, solutions and models developed in the PassREg project. This could be relevant
for the whole mediterranean area, with its specific features and opportunities.
Catania district, in Sicily, shows important developments are moving from a bright exemplary
project where zero energy target is reached by adopting Passive House standard and integrated
renewable energy systems. This residential building made to rise attention of many people in
building sector and among policy makers. They can see an affordable solution to realize a zero
energy building with pleasant architectural aspect. Many people are taking part to events and
open-door visits presenting it.
These are increasing awareness and knowledge both for common users both for designers and
builders, and requests of possible new passive houses projects are coming for new buildings and
renovations. Building sector operators can catch the opportunity in the market of high comfort and
quality buildings with very low energy costs, with more stable and successful projects despite
economic crisis.
Training activities are starting particularly for new passive house designers with a dedicated postdegree master under developing in Catania, to give high level knowledge in ecologic and zero
energy building with an holistic approach.
The same steps can be seen in Lombardia region, particularly in Lonato del Garda, a small town
where two different buildings were recently built according passive house standard with
renewables, representing important examples respectively of zero energy single family house and
an apartment block for social housing, particularly relevant to provide low costs apartments for
low-incomes families.
Many official visits were organized to directly present these beacon projects to building users,
designers and other stakeholders. Particularly in the single family house in Lonato, many sessions
were held for young students who demonstrated high interest for passive house solutions. The
buildings was presented also by local media and televisions. In other regions new beacon projects
are under development, as in municipality of Aglientu where a passive house is now in design
phase to be built in the pleasant landscape of a strategic touristic area in the north of Sardinia.
In all italian PassREg aspiring regions, involved policy makers are evaluating to consider passive
house features in their local building regulations and in possible tenders for new buildings and
renovations in public sector. For instance this was already happened in San Giovanni Lupatoto, a
small town near Verona and Lonato, where municipality are building a public school according
passive house standard.
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In addition to the city of Cesena, which is active as partner in the PassREg project, the following
other regions are involved with the guide of the End-use Efficiency Research Group – www.eerg.it of Politecnico di Milano:
Catania district and Sicily region
Lonato municipality and Lombardia region
Aglientu municipality in Sardinia region
San Giovanni Lupatoto municipality (Verona)
Pesaro e Urbino district
Foggia district
Cesena municipality - PassREg Partner

1 ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
This section is intended to present the long-term local policy on energy efficiency in buildings and
political tools used for its formulation and implementation. On this basis the attitude to the new
"nearly zero-energy building" standard is outlined and local policy objectives and standards are
compared with the adopted national framework.

National framework
Baseline
2010/31/EU European Directive dated 19th May 2010 on energy performance in the construction
industry, introduces the definition of “Near Zero Energy Buildings”, leaving each Member State free
to identify the essential steps for their implementation and diffusion in order to achieve fixed
efficiency objectives.
Italy, as any other State, had to absorb the Directive in its national law within 9th July 2012, setting
up and applying minimal energy performance’s standard to new and existing buildings and ensuring
buildings’ energy performance certification, to guarantee that every new construction within 2021
shall be “Near Zero Energy Buildings”.
The adoption was achieved with one year delay, assuming the nature of urgency because of a
procedure for infringement against Italy: the 3rd August 2013, Law No. 90 was published on
Gazzetta Ufficiale, becoming effective the day after and converting No.63 Legislative Decree of 4th
June 2013, “bringing urgent disposals for the implementation of the 2010/31/UE Parliament and
Council’s EU Directive dated 19th May 2010, on energy performance in the construction industry
for the definition of infringement’s procedures started by the European Commission (....)” that
evolved the 19th August 2005’s Administrative Order No. 192.
The Decree provides for the settlement of an Action Plan by 30th June 2014, addressing to the
enhancement of “Near Zero Energy Buildings” and, within it, to the identification of primary energy
consumption’s indicators (kWh/m2 per year) and limits to respect in order to join this category, as
well as policies and financial procedures expected to promote NZEB.
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In addition, starting from the 31st December 2018, new buildings being property or occupied by
Public Administrations must be Near Zero Energy Buildings, whereas from the 1st January 2021, this
feature will be apply to any new construction.
The Decree also mentions duties regarding buildings’ energy certification that must be supplied in
case of selling, leasing, free transfer and for new or subjected to important restoration buildings, so
that citizens can consider and compare different buildings and choose on the basis of buildings’
global energy performance, energy efficiency class, heating or cooling consumptions and on other
useful information on the expected building’s operation.
The Decree also indicates that for nZEBs and other buildings the energy balance have to be
calculated on monthly base and separately for each energy carrier used in the considered building:
so the balance between the energy demand and the on-site energy production by renewable
energy sources will be calculated for each month and each energy carrier.
Despite any unique definition of “Near Zero Energy Building”, there are in Italy some energy
efficient and passive buildings; also targeting the requirements introduced by the Decree, it is
essential for Public Administrations to define a strategy on how to operate in order to achieve
these objectives, now.
Looking backwards to the Italian legislation on energy issues, 1991’s Law No.10, on how to carry
out the National Energy Plan referring to the rational use of energy, energy saving and the
development of renewable energy sources, put at the time Italy in advance to the other countries,
as the law called for a number of measures addressed to energy saving never provided by any other
national legislation before. Among these actions, the obligation for Regions and autonomous
Provinces to redact Regional and Provincial Energy Plans connected to the use of energy sources.
Moreover, Law No.10 stated a series of rules to contain building’s energy consumption, forcing to
design and build every public and private buildings in a way to minimize consumptions of thermal
and electric energy and imposing to Public Administrations to satisfy their properties’ energy
requirements with renewable or assimilated energy sources and to commit to buildings’ energy
certification.
Regarding buildings’ energy performance, 2005’s Legislative Decree 192/05, adopted the European
Directive 2002/91/CE on building’s energy performance. The core of this Decree is the definition of
criteria, conditions and procedures to improve buildings’ energy performance in order to enhance
the development and integration of renewable energies and to support the national goal of
minimizing greenhouse gas emissions, as foreseen by Kyoto Protocol, and the regulation of a
method to estimate buildings’ energy performance during design and certification phases and the
implementation of related minimum requisitions.
The Decree regulates many essential aspects connected to the national energy policy and looks for
the achievement of important goals as saving energy and greenhouse gas emissions.
Particularly, the 16th December 2002’s European Directive 2002/91/CE includes four main
elements:
- a common methodology to estimate buildings’ integrated energy efficiency;
- minimum energy performance’s requirements for new and existing buildings subjected to massive
renovation;
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- certification systems for new and existing buildings and energy performance certificates and other
relevant information’s exposure in public buildings. Certificates must be not older than five years;
- boilers and centralized air conditioning systems’ periodic inspections and evaluation heating
systems with boilers older than 15 years.
President of the Republic’s Decree no. 59 of 2nd April 2009 enabled article 4, section 1 of
192/2005’s Executive Decree, that empowered one or more Minister of Economic Development’s
Decrees to define an estimate approach for energy performance and renewable energies use’s
requirements.
The 28th December 2012’s Ministerial Decree, on the support of thermal energy production from
renewable sources and little intervention of energy efficiency, introduced an incentive program
that awards those subjects excluded from other incentive systems, public administrations above all,
with a grant that could be equal to 40% of costs incurred, depending on the intervention. This
Decree introduces a subsidy that might be essential for those public administrations forced to stop
the realization of energy efficiency interventions in their own properties because of unbearable
costs.

Success Model
The main national document on energy policy, defining objectives and priorities, is the National
Energy Strategy (SEN), approved by Ministerial Decree in March 2013 and oriented to reduce
energy costs, to supersede energy dependence on foreigners’ countries and to ease the sustainable
economic growth thanks to the development of an energy sector. Since 20 years passed after the
last National Energy Strategy, this planning document was intensely expected.
As stated on the Ministry of Economic Growth’s web-site (http://www.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it),
actions suggested in the energy strategy - within two different deadlines – 2020 and 2050 –
represent energy no more as an economic factor of disadvantaging competition and burdening
Italian family’s budget, aiming at establishing a road map that allows to enhance environmental
standard and to strength the security of supply, thanks to considerable investments.
The implementation of the suggested strategy will permit a step-by-step but significant system’s
evolution and to cross “20-20-20” European goals, with the following results expected by 2020:
significant energy costs’ reduction and progressive accordance to wholesale prices at
European level;
exceeding all 2020’s European environmental goals. These include: greenhouse gas
emission’s reduction of 21% compared to 2005 (EU goal: 18%), primary consumptions’
reduction of 24% compared to performance inertial (EU goal: 20%) and the achievement of
19-20% renewable energy effect related to gross final consumptions (EU goal: 17%).
Particularly, renewable energies are expected to become the main electricity sector’s
source together with natural gas with an incidence of 35-38%;
more security, bigger system’s flexibility and less dependency. Dependency from other
countries is expected to decrease from 84% to 67% ;
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Positive impact on economic growth thanks to investments both on green and white
economy (renewable and energy efficiency) in traditional sectors (electricity and gas
networks, storages, hydrocarbons development). These are private investments, partially
supported by incentives and with a considerable impact on the system’s competitiveness
and sustainability.
To achieve this goals the strategy will be articulated in seven different priorities with specific,
existing or on going, effective measures. The following measures concerns energy efficiency and
near zero energy buildings:
the promotion of Energy Efficiency, ideal tool to pursue all those goals above mentioned;
the promotion of a competitive gas market, integrated with Europe and with prices aligned
to it;
sustainable development of renewable energies, for which the aim is to exceed European
goals (’20-20-20’), containing at the same time bills expenditures;
development of an electricity market fully integrated with the European one, effective,
with competitive prices and with a step-by-step integration of renewable production;
Support to research and technological development activities, functional to enhance
energy efficiency, renewable energies and sustainable use of fossil fuels.
Among the interventions in order to achieve these goals, there are: to enhance the ESCo model; to
strength controls and fines within laws, to introduce financial relief to promote researches and
technological innovation, to raise consumers’ awareness on energy efficiency issues, to reinforce
compensation’s mechanisms and specific guarantee funds.
Italy put the promotion of energy efficiency among its national energy policy’s priorities, associating
to this the pursuing of energy supply’s security, energy costs saving for enterprises and citizen and
the promotion of innovative and green technological chains, also in relation to the reduction of
climate-change emissions.
So far at the beginning of 2015, starting from the No.63 Legislative Decree of 4th June 2013, the
Government are developing the national regulation with further detailed requirements and
calculation method for new and renovated buildings according the EPBD requirements and
methodologies.

Political will at the local level
Baseline
In the considered regions the policy makers show interest in solutions and strategies of the passive
house standard. They consider relevant the projects built in Europe and worldwide as real examples
of worth and ambitious building solutions and supporting policy strategies.
Also for these reasons, the involved local administrations follow with interest the beacon projects
in their regions and they support them in different ways, as for the municipality of San Giovanni
Lupatoto (Verona), in Municipality of Lonato (Brescia) or in Catania district in Sicily.
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In addition to the already completed beacon projects, we can see also one completed very recently,
very interesting due to the fact it’s a public school built according passive house criteria. The
project also plan to install a photovoltaic system which will be very well integrated in the
architecture of the building and will partly cover the very low energy demand. This passive house
certified school were built according the public tender of the municipality of San Giovanni Lupatoto.
Success Model
Getting ideas from the real examples of local administrations already did it with success
Front runner regions (FRR) are regions and municipalities which show real success models in place
for the implementation of nearly zero energy buildings (nZEB) adopting the comprehensive passive
house criteria and strategies. Thanks to these, in few years the front runner regions actually have
reached important targets visible as hundreds of passive house buildings recently built. These are
very high performance but common buildings of all shapes and types (residential, social housing,
office, school, care centres, sport facilities, …). This regions show in practice successful results both
for real buildings and building market developments both for the supporting strategies, solutions
and measures in the political field. These blighting examples can offer complete set of solutions to
be adopted also partially in each other regions. These solutions and models were deeply described,
analysed and summarized in many documents and web-site of the PassREg project www.passreg.eu. Sometimes these successes could produce astonishment but they are real and
affordable for very different regions. The targets reached and results achieved in other regions (so
called Aspiring Regions in the project) which are starting now with this process toward nZEB and
passive house strategies, demonstrate that the technical and political solutions can be successfully
adopted also in other regions, and also new and creative ones can be developed and used.
Passive houses as a crucial and suitable solution in strategic energy plans for effective actions
Passive house strategies and standard mean a clear set of quantitative requirements, which can
lead design and construction activities to reach actual nearly zero energy buildings, proved with a
complete quality control procedure and on-field tests. Many monitoring campaigns of energy and
comfort performances of certified passive house all over the world demonstrate quantitatively the
high performances and the very low energy demand which passive house really reach as it’s
estimated in the design phases. This made passive house requirements as a very useful and
important opportunity to be requested in local policy decision acts, local energy plans and building
codes. Passive house requirements are clear, completed, quantitative and measurable, from
technical point of view they can easily insert in local regulation documents, directly as they are or
with intermediate steps. They are also proved and ambitious enough to lead actually towards zero
energy buildings.
Passive house targets in local policy decisions are affordable and feasible from now and with
intermediate and constant steps in a coherent long-term vision
It’s possible to insert now the passive house requirements in local building codes, public tenders
and policy decisions, as it is happening in regions and municipalities in Europe as Hannover
(Germany), Brussels Capital Region (Belgium), Tyrol (Austria), … . But it’s also possible to adopting
passive house requirements in regulations and tenders by intermediate steps with intermediate
quantitative requirements or initially involving only some building types following a coherent and
effective medium and long term strategies to reach complete passive house solutions. Some
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municipalities in Italy already are doing these, for examples adopting the passive house targets in
the local building codes (Regolamento Edilizio) as quantitative requirements needed to reach
financial supports. For example is the case of Municipality of Muzzano (Biella) and Municipality of
Botticino (Brescia).
The market opportunities of high quality building with Passive House solutions
Passive house strategies and set of requirements lead to high performance buildings with high
environmental value and the best indoor comfort conditions, due to optimal thermal insulation
level of building envelop, external movable solar shading devices, very good indoor air quality
thanks to effective mechanical ventilation with heat recovery systems. For this reasons, passive
house new buildings and refurbishments can represent very attractive solutions for the
construction market, which can improve its quality and the level of product. The high quality and
the profitable life cycle cost of passive houses can make increase the building market activities and
related employment at local and national level.
Passive house strategies as complete set of requirements easy to understand and to be
controlled by end users / citizens
Passive house concept81 is quite easy to be understood both by expert both by building end-users.
Passive house standard as comprehensive set of quantitative requirements and quality assurance
method represents also a useful way to ask for high performances buildings and nearly zero energy
buildings in public procurement procedures and in private market to give reliable guarantees to
clients and buildings occupants.

Passive house solutions are suitable also for the strategic sector of buildings renovations
To reach energy savings and environmental targets at local and national level, it’s crucial to adopt
energy efficiency and renewable energy measures in the renovations of existing buildings. Passive
house solutions are suitable and proved also in refurbishments projects, as it’s demonstrated by
many completed renovations. Refurbishment according passive house principles and adopting
suitable components can be done also following a step by step approach with intermediate
interventions at passive house level, as it’s also demonstrated and analysed in the european
research project EuroPHIT - www.europhit.eu.

Local climate and sustainable energy policy
Baseline
In some regions and municipalities climate and sustainable energy policies have been developed
and put in place. Some other regions are starting now the process. Of course national legislations
and european targets until 2020 and 2030 (now under discussion) are triggering and pushing the
development of this kind of policies at local level. Often, about building sector, strategies and
81

Further
details
on
the
Passive
House
requirements
are
presented
http://www.passiv.de/en/02_informations/02_passive-house-requirements/02_passive-houserequirements.htm

here
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requirements are adopted with less stringent and less complete targets respect Passive House
solutions. The successful example from PassREg can help to inspire, develop and enrich the
framework of local climate and sustainable energy policies.
Success Model
Local climate and sustainable energy policies in general should have a long term and coherent
vision. Important objectives and main strategic elements should be shared and committed by main
persons and parties involved in the administrative and policy processes at local and national level.
The successful process could start from a strong political will which can then generate policy
measures, successes and consensus. Then the political process should develop in adequate
intermediate steps, implemented with constancy. For example we could consider the successful
case of Hannover where in early 1990es (and also before) the Municipality started the policy
process leading to the actual results also in terms of nZEBs and passive houses wide spread and
relevant energy savings in building sector. Or also the success experience of Brussels, where since
2004 the regional government started a very fast and effective process to implement passive house
requirements in building regulations, in mandatory way since 2015 and supported by some policy
measures before. We can recognise two different kind of successful process about time table, more
constant and continuous in Hannover while faster during the last few years in Brussels, but in both
cases the path moved from a strong and coherent political will.
Local policies should develop strategies to arise care about climate protection and sustainable
energy actions in all citizens, implementing effective information campaigns and communication
strategies on the planned solutions. We recognize as crucial those information and communication
activities addressing demand-side players, building occupants, owners and tenants, who can
increase and improve the quality of the demand in the building sector.
Policies measures can be driven and consensus can be increase by arising attention on successes
and good experiences of real exemplary buildings completed in the regions. This is the approach
used in Brussels region with the large programme implementing exemplary buildings and this is the
strategy of passive house beacon projects in PassREg.
Sometimes local climate policies express too generic objectives and avoid quantitative
requirements also in construction sector. This could not be effective to lead to real results. The
Passive House standard represents a high quality and proved design strategy with a complete set of
quantitative requirements on building components and performances. This quantitative indexes
and related quality assurance procedures can be explicitly required in the local policy measures.
This could allow to express precise commitments and requirements as passive house solutions,
avoiding too generic requirements.
The implementation of Passive House requirements and the use of related high performance
components can avoid the lock-in effect consisting in adopting now solutions and components with
low performances, which will became obsolete soon.
Passive House strategies focuses mainly on energy efficiency and related issues. This in itself has a
high environmental value, but in addition Passive House requirements can be integrated with
further targets and limits aiming to overall sustainability goals, as other environmental and
sustainability labels and assessment method for buildings.
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Local policy instruments for energy efficiency in buildings
The Passive House standard represents a high quality and proved design strategy with a complete
set of quantitative requirements on building components and performances. This quantitative
indexes and related quality assurance procedures can be explicitly required in the local policy
measures. Provide a comprehensive and reliable technical source, which policy makers can easily
use to complete and improve their regulation and policy documents.
Relevant instruments are already available and diffuse to implement local policy plans and
regulations at regional, district or municipal levels. Many of these instruments are mandatory and
requested by national and regional laws. And their structures and typologies are already well
known by policy makers and consultants. These instruments are different and covers strategic
planning, regulations and codes for buildings construction, urban planning, guide lines for public
tenders and procurements, etc.. Here below we list important available instruments, where the
Passive House set of requirements can be well integrated.
Sustainable energy action plan (SAEP) and Covenant of Majors commitment
(Piano d’Azione per l’Energia Sostenibile - PAES)
Municipal energy plan (Piano energetico comunale)
Regional energy plan (Piano energetico regionale)
National energy plan (Piano energetico nazionale)
Public tenders asking explicitly for new buildings and renovations according the
quantitative passive house requirements
Regional and national guidelines for public tenders asking explicitly for new buildings and
renovations according the quantitative passive house requirements
Municipal building codes (Regolamento Edilizio)
Regional and national guidelines for municipal building codes and exemplary documents /
annexes available to be integrated in this instrument at local levels
Urban plans documents (Piano Regolatore, Piano di Governo del Territorio, etc.)
Municipal development plans for settlements (Piani di Intervento, Piani Attuativi,
Documenti di Inquadramento, etc.)
All these instruments are suitable to be easily integrated with overall passive house requirements,
which can be expressed both as energy performances (energy need for heating and cooling, total
primary energy demand, etc.) and comfort requirements both as limits on building and systems
components (envelope thermal transmittances, glazed surfaces properties, airtightness level,
efficiency ratio of heat recovery, etc.). Also the passive house calculation method and the quality
assurance procedures can be easily required in the policy instruments.
In addition to the complete set of quantitative requirements of the passive house strategies, in the
policy instrument should be also fixed some general but important requirements with the aim of
optimizing the solar gains in the energy balance of buildings to guarantee high indoor
comfort conditions and low energy demand (reaching maximum solar gains in heating
season and minimum in cooling season),
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thermal mitigation of local microclimatic conditions, reducing urban heat island effects
and using trees and vegetation in the buildings surroundings to provide summer shading to
buildings.
For this objectives criteria and limits could be indicated about
distances between buildings,
main expositions of building and particularly of glazed surfaces of buildings,
presence of vegetation, plants and trees also as green infrastructure in the city.
We want to stress the strategic importance of exemplary buildings for their high quality level and
energy performances, and particularly new buildings and renovations completed according the
passive house requirements. They can represents real case studies and beacons, which clearly
demonstrate zero energy buildings are feasible and affordable, they provide better indoor comfort
conditions with much lower energy demand and costs respect than a common building. Beacon
projects can produce trust to start a successful process engaging all the stakeholders.
In some regions and municipalities, it could be that buildings were already built according passive
house principles, anticipating local policy instruments asking for this. In these cases beacon projects
could be already available as possible starting point of the process. In order to check this, an official
census of passive house and zero energy buildings could be carried out by regional or municipal
administrations, as the Municipality of Cesena did as one of the first steps during the PassREg
project. For this another relevant sources is the official international passive houses database,
containing detailed information on all certified passive house and other buildings checked by using
passive
house
energy
balance
calculation
method,
in
the
world
http://passivhausprojekte.de/index.php?lang=en.
In regions/municipalities, first beacon projects and exemplary buildings should reach wide visibility
and diffusion among the citizens. In order to prove their actual high quality and energy
performances, detailed monitoring campaigns of energy demand and comfort conditions should
carry out in rigorous and scientific way. Very detailed monitoring activities should be done in the
few beacon projects built at the beginning of the process. Quantitative results from the monitoring
campaigns should be properly disseminated to technical experts (designers, consultants, craftsmen,
etc.), people involved in the policy decisions making, citizens and building users.
This could improve the consistent knowledge of passive house building toward nZEB and provide
evidences of the important potential and opportunity to spread passive house strategies in new
and existing buildings.
Then in addition of these detailed monitoring campaigns, more general and extensive monitoring
campaigns should be carried out on a increasing number of exemplary buildings, in order to check
quantitatively their performances in terms of energy demand and production from on-site RES and
of comfort performnces.
In addition to the detail monitoring of the initial exemplary buildings, a suitable mechanism for
quality controls of new and existing buildings interventions should be required and organized in
order to guarantee that the energy performances and components requirements foreseen in the
design phase will be really reached in the buildings occupancy. Procedures for quality controls and
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checks are already developed and adopted in the passive house strategies, as the blower door test
to measure the air tightness of the building envelope.
In the local policy instruments, passive house requirements can be adopted directly as complete set
of targets and limits for all building types, or they can be adopted in intermediate steps. A gradual
adoption of passive house strategies could be implemented in the following kind of steps and
elements:
passive house requirements initially could be put only for selected building types as
o public and/or private
o according buildings use: residential, office, school, tertiary, etc.
o only for buildings of selected new settlements
o buildings with conditioned floor surfaces greater than certain thresholds
o new buildings and/or renovations
o deep and/or partial renovations.
Passive house quantitative limits and performances could be requested by regulations
through intermediate values which will be improved and become more stringent
progressively in time: the path towards limits suitable for passive houses could start from
fixing values slightly better than the regulations now in force. Then sets of improved more
stringent values could be fixed with an established time table (e.g. every two years). In this
way local regulations could reach passive house limits and targets at the end of a
reasonable process in which all actors involved can be follow the steps.
Urban plans or related tenders for settlements with several buildings (more than one)
should require a mix of passive house buildings and lees energy efficient ones (e.g. energy
class A or according the basic regulation in force). This could help investors, designers and
construction companies to approach more gradually the passive house principles. In
addition this could open more opportunities and wider possibilities to choice in the building
market.
Implementation of passive house strategies directly in complete way or through
intermediate steps could be supported by proper policy measures (incentives, tax
deductions, preferential loans, …) which can follow in dynamic way the process time table,
varying in function of progresses.

All these solutions described here and in the analysis of the PassREg project through the Europe can
be relevant also for the renovation of urban areas previously occupied by old industrial structures
now not in operation anymore. This is the case of many urban area in Italy, called aree dismesse, in
case new buildings will be built on part of these areas. Interesting examples of Passive House
solutions adopted on large scale in this kind of areas can be seen in Antwerp.
The comprehensive set of requirements of the Passive House standard is already suitable for
complete description of high quality nearly Zero Energy Buildings, as explain here.
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For a complete and more precise description of renovations targets and limits toward nZEB levels,
we think it’s crucial considering more complete indexes for description and ranking of buildings
and NZEBs as foreseen by EPBD. This set of indexes, presented below, could describe in quite
comprehensive way the building performance in terms of energy efficiency and comfort. These
represents also indexes which can be easily and directly understood and interpreted, avoiding or
reducing the use of some kind of indirect or normalize indexes, on which we could not have direct
references for comparison.
heating and cooling energy need (which give account of the entity of heat losses/gains via
the envelope and ventilation), considering a performance part and a prescriptive part on
energy needs and energy uses:
-

Energy needs for heating, cooling and hot water and energy use for lighting (and
optionally energy use for ventilation, auxiliaries and plug loads)

-

This has the advantage of not requiring any weighting factors (performance part).

-

Additionally, a related prescriptive approach (e.g. U-values for windows and walls, gvalues for solar protections, air tightness limits and control tests, (built-in) lighting
installations, etc.).

-

This approach is used for instance in Norway regulation (2015), Minergie label
(Switzerland), Passivhaus label, Brussels regulation.

an index of long term comfort conditions (which gives account of both winter and summer
comfort conditions integrating the hourly conditions over the entire year) for instance as
indicated in standard EN 15251.
an index evaluating grid stress induced by temporal mismatch of energy generated onsite
or nearby (by RES, high efficient cogeneration, etc.) and building energy demand
-

a “load matching index“ or other similar indices in the end showing the share of
self-consumed locally generated renewable energy - calculated with time steps of
a month , day or (preferably) hour;

an index based on net yearly primary energy demand

2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Economic levers
Success Model
Passive house solutions adopted in new buildings and in renovations can present lower costs in
term of global cost over considered life span, while generally the initial investments to reach the
selected targets can be higher respect bad levels of performances. The current economic context
lead to the need of policy measures to stimulate the financial support of the initial investments.
This kind of support could be provided by both private (e.g. via preferential loans from private
sources) both public actors.
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In the initial investments supports, private measures (as preferential loans also partly supported by
public contributions) and policy foreseeing public expenditures could be put in place in integrated
way to strengthen each other. This could give comprehensive supports to initial investments.
Different rewards for those who decide to build a low-energy consumption building even before
the obligation in 2018, for new and 2020’s public buildings, for all the other NZEB like, for instance,
the chance to take advantage of a bigger part of tax deduction for some expenditure.
Financial supports could award the different levels of performances with different level of supports
(as tax deductions, economic incentives, preferential loans, etc. …). In this kind of approach, Passive
House level could corresponds to the higher level of benefits and financial supports. Or directly
from now some financial support mechanisms could focus on Passive House requirements and
limits in order to make adopt them directly from today avoiding lock-in effect.
Compliance and quality controls put in place by public or private players and related need of
investments in quality controls. So high quality interventions and good performance targets for
renovations and new building can be reached, and financial support can be used only for
intervention, which reach targets and limits in actual way.
The construction market is more active and it presents more opportunities when it offers new and
renovated buildings with high energy and comfort performances, particularly if they are proved by
recognized procedures, labels and standard, as the Passive House ones. Indeed due to the
economic crisis and a large amount of previously built projects already available in the market, we
can see that the demand for new and renovated building projects if often low in Italy. High quality
buildings with high level certification labels often makes exception and they cover an interesting
market segment, where customer demand and prices remain interesting. So the adoption of
valuable and relevant standards as the Passive House one can represent a good opportunities in
construction and real-estate sectors.
Many experts also recognized that improve the quality and performances offered in the project in
the building sectors is crucial for a new development of the construction market.
This represent a great opportunity also for designers, consultants, experts and qualify craftsmen in
order to be protagonist in the next year from now for their valuable knowledge in the field of
passive houses.
Public tenders requesting passive house projects could be useful to increase the capacities and the
opportunities for this market. And on the other and this could provide local administration with
high quality buildings with a lower (and also much lower) operation costs for energy bills, leading to
an overall savings for the public local administration.
Many examples of public buildings built according the Passive House standard are described as
beacon projects in PassREg (http://passreg.eu/index.php?page_id=70). For examples we can see
kindergartens, day-care centres, schools, social housings, cultural centres.

Forms of funding
Success Model
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In general as we said, passive house solutions adopted in new buildings and in renovations can
present lower costs in term of global cost over considered life span, while generally the initial
investments to reach the selected targets can be higher respect bad levels of performances. The
current economic context lead to the need of policy measures to stimulate the financial support of
the initial investments. In general this kind of support could be provided by both private (e.g. via
preferential loans from private sources) both public actors.
So far, financial incentives in place in Italy mainly support refurbishment projects.
Limits to benefits of financial incentives are increasing and they shows and interesting
developments and values during the last years. However it could be important focusing also on
limits and requirements typical of Passive Houses projects. These requirements can be improved in
the actual support mechanisms respectively according the following ways:
directly improving the actual limits reaching the limits more suitable for nZEBs and Passive
Houses;
or improving with intermediate steps and values to be put in place in these next few years,
reaching soon the limits more suitable for nZEBs and Passive Houses;
or establishing different entity of financial support with greater benefits and supports for
those who adopt requirements and limits suitable for nZEBs and Passive Houses;
if this third strategy is adopted, it’s important that the differences in the supports entities
are adequate to justify the choice to adopt the best requirements.
The main financial support mechanism now in place (tax deductions and economic incentives)
concern renovation projects. For this the Enerphit requirements82, related to the Passive House
standard and optimized for existing buildings, could be adopted in easy and effective way. We have
to signal that the mechanism actually in place to support low energy renovations and installations
of RES systems could be extended also to valuable projects for new buildings. Particularly new
buildings built with better features and performances respect the mandatory regulation level could
receive financial supports as exemplary buildings - beacon projects.
It could be interesting to introduce funding mechanism also for new buildings which represents
shining and actual examples of nZEBS and Passive Houses. This could help the development of
nZEBs in our regions. This considerations here above are valid both for national forms of funding
both for local (regional, municipal, etc.) ones.
The following financial incentives can be adopted to support passive house solutions and projects.
In general this mechanism can be adopted both at national both at regional and local levels.
Tax deductions,
economic incentives for the investments,
preferential loans (with null or very low interest rate)
All these mechanisms are already in place or tested in Italy.
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Further details on EnerPHit, certified retrofits with Passive House components, are presented here
http://www.passiv.de/en/03_certification/02_certification_buildings/04_enerphit/04_enerphit.htm
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At municipal level, the adoption of Passive House measures and standard could be supported by
the reduction of taxes and costs (oneri di costruzione) which have to be paid by the builder /
developer to the municipality.
Forms of funding should be adopted also for the support of energy and comfort monitoring
campaigns. A financial support, using the previously described mechanisms, could cover part of the
costs of the monitoring equipment, which could meet the requirements of guidelines and
regulation adequately developed for this.

3 KEY ACTORS
Departments of regional and local administrations
We can consider the following departments and areas in the regional / provincial administrations.
These actors are relevant for the development of strategic planning, regional regulations, technical
guidelines and guidelines for local regulations. They can defines performances levels, technical
features and limits, calculation methods.
The regional departments are also important to define public tenders for renovations of existing
buildings, new buildings projects and management of existing buildings.
Often buildings managed by the regional administration can be large buildings as hospitals, public
offices, large residential buildings, schools, etc.
For the process of development of nZEBs / Passive Houses we can consider the following
departments and areas in the regional administrations:
energy and environment (energia e ambiente)
urban planning (urbanistica)
building and construction (edilizia)
public constructions (opera pubbliche)
school (scuola)
health (sanità)
At municipal level, the following departments / units / divisions are also relevant to determine local
building regulations and codes, which directly determine the features of the rpoject at local level.
They are also important for the management of the municipal buildings (offices, schools, residential
buildings, sport buildings, etc.). They also develop public tenders for project related to the
municipality:
energy and environment (energia e ambiente)
urban planning (urbanistica)
building and construction (edilizia)
public constructions (opera pubbliche)
school (scuola)
health (sanità)
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In the process the local energy managers in charge are also very important.
A key role could also be played by the local energy utilities we can put in place decisions and
investments to support nZEBs and Passive House projects, or they could act as ESCOs for this.
Other local administrations represents real and blighting examples from Europe as Front Runner
Regions for the actual development of passive houses on large scale. It’s the case of the regional
administration of Brussels and the municipality of Hannover. This demonstrate that the change is
possible starting from the local level, with direct successful impacts on local environment and
economy.
For the experts and technicians of the regional, provincial and municipal departments / units, there
is an opportunity of training and capacity buildings about
the Passive House concepts and basic principles
and as further step on the requirements, limits, design methodology and details of the
Passive House Standard.
It’s important that local administrations communicate and disseminate progresses and features of
the local beacon projects (shining examples) of nZEBs and Passive Houses already built or under
development at local level or nearby.
Local dissemination / training events should be organized for the citizens and different
stakeholders, starting from the event organized in the framework of the PassREg project.
The complete set of requirements and limits of the Passive House standard help in the quality
assurance of the project. However more controls for the quality of the project can help the
development of actual nZEBs. Personnel of local administration should have knowledge and
competence to control the quality of the building projects, both for public and private ones, in
order to check the compliance with the energy certification label.
Personnel of regional and local administrations should develop guidelines for monitoring of energy
and comfort performance of the buildings. If necessary, these guidelines can be developed also
with the support of local universities, research centres or consultants.
Then personal of the local administration should collect, manage and analyses the data from the
monitoring of selected exemplary buildings. Their real performances in terms of energy
consumption, on-site energy production from RES and indoor comfort performances should be
checked and compared with the requirements of Passive House standard, other relevant
benchmarks and the fixed targets.
Regional and local administration should have the competences to develop and manage public
tenders requesting for Passive House project. It could be useful that they can also design and
perform quality check according the Passive House standard.
Energy managers in charge in the local administrations should deepen their knowledge on the
Passive House principles in order to guide the maintenance and renovations of existing buildings,
systems and components.
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Other stakeholders
Other stakeholders who have to be involved in the process are
local and national associations of engineers, architects, experts, designers, etc.,
local and national associations of builders and craftsmen,
local and national umbrella associations of companies in sectors of construction and
building components,
local and national associations for environment and climate protection and sustainable
actions,
associations of citizens and consumers,
committees of citizens for environmental protection and sustainable urban planning,
students and teachers of local schools (basic general schools),
students and teachers of local schools linked to the building / construction sector,
universities, research group and research centres, which are active at local level, but also at
national and international ones.
The knowledge on Passive House principles and standard have to be spread and deepen trough the
networks of the identified stakeholders. This can ensure valuable references in the field of nZEBs
and it push for the development of passive house projects in the regions.
The shining examples of the beacon projects collected and analysed in the PassREg project
represent great opportunities and references to be shown as examples. Also information exchange
between the aspiring regions in Italy and the successful front runner regions in Europe is very
valuable.
Dissemination and training events in PassREg are developing this process. An further future events
will be useful and effective.
The knowledge of benefits and quality of the Passive House principles toward nZEBs should be
increase at the demand-side for citizens and costumers. So they can ask for better quality and
energy efficiency services and products and projects in the market
On the other hand designers, consultants and builders have to be train in order to increase their
technical knowledge about the Passive House principles and requirements. It’s useful to start this
process also in the school training future experts in the building sectors.
Cooperation between universities, research centres, companies and local administrations should be
developed in order to exchange competences and knowledge. This could also enforce the
relationship with other association and regions also at european level. This possible cooperation
could help also to find forms of funding and to develop suitable research and demonstration
projects.
It could be useful that companies in the field of constructions and components for buildings and
systems are involved in the process. We can see examples of this in some PassREg beacon project in
Italy as in Mascalucia and in Lonato del Garda, where the design teams have developed a network
of local and national companies producing building components suitable for zero energy buildings.
They want to give high visibility to the building and they already presented it during local technical
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training sessions for designers and consultants. Technical visits in the construction side was already
done, open to visitors who wanted.

4 CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Training of local administrations
Also in the field of low energy buildings and environmental issues, the training of personnel of the
local administrations is a great opportunities. We can recognize an high potential in the capacities
of technician, experts and personnel of the local administrations, if they are well trained and their
knowledge is updated. This could bring to an advantageous improvement of the quality in the
private and public building sectors, thanks to higher quality in controls and regulations. In addition
more projects than now could be developed inside the public authorities offices with in-house
resources.
This could produce also energy and costs savings thanks to energy efficient buildings, adoption of
RES systems and use of in-house resources for the development and deigns.
The training opportunities for the public authorities personnel can be
Training course in the field of Passive Houses and nZEBs organized by eERG - end-use
Efficiency Research Group of Politecnico di Milano (www.eerg.it) in the framework of
PassREg project;
Training courses for passive house designers organized in the framework of the Passive
House Institute (www.passiv.de) and the associated organization Zephir in Italy
(www.zephir.ph);
Training courses for passive house trades persons organized in the framework of the
Passive House Institute and the associated organization Zephir in Italy;
Training courses for passive house trainers organized in the framework of the Passive House
Institute;
European and national study-tours, visits and information exchanges in more advanced
regions as organized in the framework of the PassREg project.

Training of designers and builders
The training opportunities for designers and builders can be
Training course in the field of Passive Houses and nZEBs organized by eERG - end-use
Efficiency Research Group of Politecnico di Milano (www.eerg.it) in the framework of
PassREg project;
Training courses for passive house designers organized in the framework of the Passive
House Institute (www.passiv.de) and the associated organization Zephir in Italy
(www.zephir.ph);
Training courses for passive house trades persons organized in the framework of the
Passive House Institute and the associated organization Zephir in Italy;
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Training courses for passive house trainers organized in the framework of the Passive House
Institute;
European and national study-tours, visits and information exchanges in more advanced
regions as organized in the framework of the PassREg project.
It can be useful starting from basic courses on the principles of Passive Houses towards zero energy
buildings. These could be also short but valuable courses and presentations aiming to give the basic
knowledge of the Passive Houses requirements and benefits. Then the stakeholders could further
deepen the arguments with other courses and experiences. These basic course it could be free to
allow greater participation. This could have an important impact.
The quality of the official courses about Passive Houses is recognized. The courses are
comprehensive, detailed and well structures. They foresee official exams for which who want to
reach certification as Passive House Designers and Passive House Trades Persons.This could be
important for both designers, builders and craftsmen. Particularly on some arguments, the training
activities seem to be very useful and urgent, for example about the design and construction for the
air-tightness of buildings envelopes. These kind of courses could be held in the whole country from
the north part of Italy to the South, allowing persons from all regions to take part to the courses.
Improving the real knowledge of the Passive House standard allows designers to reach more job
opportunities and projects also in the other european countries, where the standard is already
spread. Visits to the beacon projects in italian regions and other countries also contribute very well
to the training opportunities for designers, builders and customers. Several visits to the beacon
projects of PassREg and to other valuable Passive Houses are organizing, particularly during the
International Passive House Days organized each year at the beginning of November in all Europe
and the world83.
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Further information about opportunities of visiting Passive Houses in all countries are available here:
http://www.passivehouse-international.org/index.php?page_id=262
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5 SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
This section presents successful examples of passive buildings, already built in the region. It aims to
show how the PassREg project aided and accelerated the process of their creation. It describes
programmes to build passive buildings in this project and offers similar programs for future years.
Among the selected beacons during the PassREg project, we can recognize several different
buildings and ownerships typologies. The beacons related to the Italian Regions show shining
examples of both new and renovated buildings, private and public ones.
We present here the list of beacons in the associated aspiring regions in Italy. For further details
please see the pages on Beacons on the web-site of the PassREg project - www.passreg.eu.

smart Zero Energy Building - Botticelli project (Sicily)
Zero-energy, certified Passive House new build with strategic shading and cooling strategies as well
as PV and potentially other RES. The building is designed as zero-energy building and it’s certified
according to Passivhaus standard, respecting requirements in terms of thermal performance and air
tightness. The reduction of energy need is accompanied by the local production of renewable
energy by means of photovoltaic modules, a thermal solar system and a earth to air heat exchanger
(EAHE) in the mechanical ventilation system. In particular, the EAHE provides pre-heating or precooling to the air supplied by the ventilation system. The supply-air temperature can be further
adjusted by means of a heat recovery unit and a heating / cooling coil before entering the indoor
environment. A solar thermal system is integrated with a heat pump generator. The system is
automatically regulated by a building automation system supported by KNX protocol. The dwelling
also benefits from natural ventilation (cross ventilation) – especially for night cooling - enhanced by
an internal patio and the optimal layout of window openings. The building will be fully monitored
for energy and comfort for at least 2 years by eERG reasearch group, www.eerg.it. The PassREg
project will serve to disseminate the findings on a large scale. Large multiplier potential for Passive
House + RES as the building has already gained the interest of industry and local governments. -->
Design team: Eng. Carmelo Sapienza (www.sapienzaepartners.it) - eERG - end-use Efficiency
Research Group of POLITECNICO DI MILANO (www.eerg.it)

Leaf House (Marche)
The building is an apartments block with 6 dwellings. It represents one of the very first examples of
nZEB in Italy, with high thermal insulation of envelope, solar thermal and photovoltaic systems,
ground heat exchangers and heat pump. All the main suitable solutions for nZEBs are well adopted
and integrated in this building. It’s already monitored for energy and comfort performances. -->
Project team: Loccioni Group (www.loccioni.com)
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Villa del Sole (Lonato del Garda)
Passive house, zero energy residential building, analyzed in design phase by PHPP calculation tool.
Solar thermal and photovoltaic systems are well integrated in the south oriented roof surfaces to
reach nearly zero energy targets. In addition to all the main technical solutions commonly
suggested in Passivhaus Standard, also heat recovery systems on hot water discharges are adopted.
An interesting component is also well integrated solar shading elements consisting in a pergola with
climbing deciduous vine guarantying the needed shading in summer and the solar gain in winter.
The building envelope and structure are characterized by wood materials (certified osb panels and
timber elements, wood wool thermal insulation panels) with high environmental sustainability
value. The adopted construction system uses prebuilt building elements, leading to a very precise,
high quality and fast construction of the building. The building is visited also by many people as
building designers, construction craftsmen, students, policy makers and other interested common
people. It has become a real beacon project for this area. -----> Design team: P.I. Vincenzi R.
(progettoenergia.net - casazeb.it) - Arch. Cabini G. (www.cabini.it) - Dott. Paganin D.
(www.lehner.villebio.it)

Casa Light - social housing (Lonato del Garda)
The purpose was to build social housing zero energy buildings with low cost of construction,
maintenance, low energy bills and high thermal comfort during all the year.
This is the first multy family passive house building in Italy. Also is the first social hosing passive
house in Northern Italy.It was built with low economical effort and is very likely to be reproduced in
all the Country. This building demonstrates that is possible to built passive houses with not much
extra‐cost. Renewable energy systems are integrated on the roof with solar photovoltaic panels
grid-connected which partially cover the electrical energy demand of the heat pumps installed.
Interesting balconies structure and integrated movable external solar shading were installed.
Decentralized mechanical ventilation systems with heat recovery is installed with a ventilation
machine for each apartment while the distribution system to bring in fresh air from outdoor and
out the exhaust air is put in place in the common spaces of the stairs. --> Project team: Angiolino
Imperadori – Giovanni Ziletti – Sergio Rossi – Alessandro Ziletti.

Passive house Cantù (Cantù)
Passive house, nearly zero energy residential building. Solar photovoltaic systems are integrated in
the roof. Air to hearth heat exchanger integrated in mechanical ventilation system. High thermal
insulation of envelope was reached with thermal transmittance values of 0,127 W/(m2K) for
external walls, 0,146 W/(m2K) for the basement, 0,138 W/(m2K) for the roof, 0,70 W/(m2K) for the
glazed surfaces and 0,80 for the frames. External automatic solar blinds are installed for solar
shading when it needs. A mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery is completed by a an
horizontal earth to air heat exchanger (about 150 m long at depth of 1,2 m below the ground). A
reversible high efficiency heat pump is installed. A photovoltaic systems is installed on the roof. -->
Project team: Architetti Associati Cappelletti & Cerliani (Mariano C.se)
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Palazzo Positivo - Refurbishment of a multi-family building (Chiasso)
This successful refurbishment of existing multi-family building reached the target of “plus” energy
building basing on the Passive House Standard certification. The building, composed of 19
apartments, represented a typical examples of apartment block built in 1965. In the deep
renovation adopted, the Passivhaus principles were integrated with renewable energy systems as
solar thermal panels on the roof and photovoltaic panels well integrated on vertical surfaces of the
facades and the south exposed balconies and on the roof. The integration of this RES components
leads to an attractive architectural aspect. Thanks to passive house + RES solutions the renovated
building will produce more energy than it consumes. --> Project team: Gasser Gebaude AG - Chur
(www.gasser.ch)

Scuola Raldon - public school (Municipality of San Giovanni Lupatoto)
he project is an interesting school building passive house certified. The Municipality of San Giovanni
Lupatoto (Verona) ordered and holds the building. High thermal insulation level of the building
envelope is completed by external movable solar blinds and a decentralized mechanical ventilation
system with heat recover well integrated in windows and façade components. This offers high
aesthetic quality and high potential in control of indoor air quality and energy saving related to the
ventilation. A building management system allows for comprehensive automatic control of
ventilation system, solar shading devices and other functions. --> Project team: Michael Tribus
Architecture (www.michaeltribus.com)

Mediterranean passive house project in Portobello di Gallura
(Aglientu)
The project is a private house, located in the residential Park of Portobello di Gallura, Comune di
Aglientu (OT) 41°07’20” N 09°01’45” E, in the north west of Sardinia at about 50 meters linear
distance from the seaside. The plot of land is on a slope and, quite typical for Sardinia, composed of
granite rock with low Mediterranean vegetation (Mediterranean spot). Due to the strong wind and
the narrow shape of the land on a slope, the three levels of the house develops on three different
angles each, in order to follow the course of the landscape. This articulated volume also creates
two different external areas, each one protected from different winds. The “wings” of the building
are made out of locally sourced granite (or potentially plastered brick) for the wall as well as cotto
tiles for the roof. The central volume, where there is an open space living room with a fireplace, has
the north and south front entirely made out of glass. On the south side of it, there is a pergola
intended to create shade in the summer and leave sunlight to pass in the winter. --------> Project
team: Arch. Patrizia Attanasi and eERG - end-use Efficiency Research Group of POLITECNICO DI
MILANO (www.eerg.it)
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Social Housing Case Finali (in the Municipality of Cesena)
The project is a Social Housing multi-storey building set at the south-est bound of the city. It is part
of a large urbanization of an undeveloped area really next to the hillside and simultaneously close
to the city’s main road, the city centre, the hospital and the S.Maria del Monte abbey.
Experimenting a revisited “ballatoio” social residential typology (access to the flats from a long
semi-private balcony), the building hosts 25 flats served by a single staircase. Thanks to the Policy
document for the promotion of sustainable building of the Municipality of Cesena
(http://passregsos.passiv.de/index.php/Policy_document_for_the_promotion_of_sustainable_buil
ding), the beacon project presented within the PassREg project has benefited from reduced
urbanization costs, lowering the final building cost.
(http://www.archefice.it/portfolio-item/social-housing/#toggle-id-3)

Multi-family residence (in the Municipality of Cesena)
The project foresees the demolition of an old building with a high level of energy consumption and
the realization of a new Passive House building: a dry technology multi-residence, made with
structural wood panels. This technology reach less walls thicknesses as well as important energetic
performances and a construction time reduction of 60% compared to traditional wet technologies.
In this case, the dry technology chosen was forced by project needs and scopes, over all considering
some normative prescriptions as shape’s respect and boundaries limitations: each increase of walls
dimensions would have produced a decrease of useful surfaces. In addition to that, timing
reductions produce important benefits, overall in economic terms: less bank’s debt and a faster
income for clients. The functional building envelope has, at last, a thickness of 40 cm and its
stratigraphy could develop important energetic performances, both in term of transmittance
(U=0.136 W/m2k) and of thermal lag (λ=16 hours). These performances in a traditional building
(made with concrete and slabs) require thicknesses exceeded 30%. In continuity with energetic
performances, the project devise the use of triple-glazed windows (UG=0,6W/m2k) as well as the
integral and continuing insulation into all building overhangs, in proximity to junctions between
opaque and transparent envelope, and in adherence with padding, sills and docks.
(http://ec2.it/stefanopiraccini/projects/252655-multiresidenza-passiva)

6 RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Passive House principles can be the base for an optimal integration of renewables energy sources
systems in buildings. Passive Houses have very low energy demand which can be cover completely
and in easier way with the on-site integration of RES systems.
So dimensions and components of RES systems can be optimized with an easier integration to
reach the nZEB targets.
Passive House strategies allow to adopt the way indicated by the EPBD recast, which asks for
“energy efficiency first” and then to cover the remain small energy demand of the buildings thank
to on-site RES.
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This allows also RES systems which are easier to manage and with better relationships with grids.
Thanks to lower energy needs for all uses, the match between the RES energy production and the
energy demand can be manage in easier and better way.
In Italy the requirements for RES systems to produce electricity and thermal energy in buildings are
expressed by the Legislative Decree n. 28 of 3rd March 2011 (also called Decree Romani). This
national regulation requires a certain amount of electricity produce by photovoltaic and
percentages of thermal energy demand cover by RES systems both for new and renovated
buildings. The Decree is quite interesting and require the installation of an amount of RES systems
quite ambitious, which increases following steps in the next years.
Often local authorities, designers and experts recognized that the limits requested by the Decree
are quite high and difficult to be reached in practice if we consider common buildings.
Adopting the Passive House approach and performances allows to reach in easier way the RES
percentages of coverage requested by the Decree, making it really feasible and improving the
projects compliance with it.
Different policy mechanisms are and have been in place in these years to support the development
of the RES systems in Italy, as we described in the previous chapters.

EE PassREg
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PASSIVE HOUSE REGIONS WITH
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Success Model
Gabrovo Municipality
Developed by: Gabrovo Municipality
Structure prepared by EnEffect

1 ENERGY AND BUILDING POLICY
National framework
The national policy in the area of energy efficiency in buildings is detailed in the concept for a
national
plan
to
increase
the
number
of
buildings
with
near
zero
(http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency/buildings/ nearly-zero-energy-buildings).
Another document is the National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency 2014-2020,
(http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_neeap_bg_bulgaria.pdf), which sets
national targets and policy measures to achieve them. Particularly important for this model of
success are the measures set out in Section 3.2. "Energy efficiency in buildings", and in particular
Appendix 2 'National Long-term program for mobilizing investments for the implementation of
measures to improve the energy performance of buildings." In Bulgaria the national NZEB definition
of was adopted in early 2015 with a new Law on Energy Efficiency. The draft methodology for
calculating
the
energy
performance
of
buildings
is
available
at
http://mrrb.government.bg/?controller=articles&id=6126. Particular emphasis in national policies
for the renovation of existing building stock is the National Programme for Energy Efficiency of
Residential Buildings (http://mrrb.government.bg/?controller=category&catid=117).
The forthcoming final transposition of the EU Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings in
national legislation will introduce requirements on energy performance as part of the construction
norms and rules. The recommended introduction of building codes requiring a significant share of
energy from renewable sources comes in accordance with Art. 13 of the Directive on RES.
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Political will at the local level
Baseline
Gabrovo is a founder and longtime member of the Municipal Energy Efficiency Network EcoEnergy.
With the support of the Center for Energy Efficiency EnEffect, the municipality participated in
numerous demonstration projects supported by the GEF/UNDP, the European Commission and
other international organizations. Some of the most famous and successful initiatives include the
projects "Building Local Capacity for Promoting Energy Efficiency in Private and Public Buildings",
through which a municipal EE Info Centre was established back in 2008; "Towards Class A Buildings"
in the European campaign "Display", which provides information about the energy performance of
public buildings; "MODEL: Energy management in municipalities" in which Gabrovo was awarded in
2 categories as "Best pilot municipality for 2008" in competition with 30 municipalities from 7
countries.
In 2013 Gabrovo joined the Covenant of Mayors - the most successful European initiative to
support local sustainable energy development. Through this act, which reaffirmed the
municipality’s determination to work towards the European 2020 objectives, the city developed its
Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) in which the construction sector occupies a major position.
The development of SEAP was supported by two European projects (NET-COM and Covenant
CapaCITY), implemented in cooperation with EcoEnergy; Gabrovo also joined the project EuroPHit,
through which the school "St. St. Cyril and Methodius" will be renovated to the EnerPHit standard.
Now Gabrovo is a partner in the SPP Regions project, supporting sustainable public procurement
practices in the building sector.
Success Model
Today Gabrovo municipality continues to execute a number of projects in the field of energy
efficiency, demonstrating its commitment to an active policy in this area. Modern construction
standards and economic conditions impose new standards and challenges, which are reflected in
concrete initiatives of local authorities to improve energy efficiency in all areas, with special
emphasis on the construction sector. And not only because of the energy savings that this approach
can achieve; expected social benefits in terms of improved public services and quality of living are
perhaps even more important for them. During the period 2008 - 2014, comprehensive measures
to achieve energy efficiency in a number of buildings of the educational, social and cultural
infrastructure were implemented. In order to further the sustainable management of energy
measures, the city will seek opportunities to build a centralized system which allows remote
monitoring of installations and centralized energy accounting.
The residential building stock is essential for the implementation of the policy for energy efficiency
improvement, which currently allocates almost 40% of energy consumption. Gabrovo Municipality
is committed to being an active partner of the owners and their associations in the preparation and
participation in this process, which will allow the implement a set of measures to improve energy
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efficiency in multifamily buildings, using the opportunities provided by the National Programme for
Energy Efficiency of Residential Buildings.

Local climate and sustainable energy policy
Baseline
Integrated plan for urban reconstruction and development (IPGVR)
Based on the target and problem analysis and in line with the leading European documents in the
field of integrated urban planning, a new vision for the development of the city Gabrovo is created.
The plan is strongly focused on environmental and energy issues and initiates a movement towards
energy autonomy and optimal use of the local resources. The project included in this plan will be
eligible for financing under the “Regions in Growth 2014-2020” Operational Programme. The plan is
available
(in
Bulgarian)
at
the
official
website
of
the
municipality
at
www.gabrovo.bg/files/files/IPGVR_Resume(1).docx.
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Municipal Development Plan (MDP) of Gabrovo 2014-2020
The Municipal Development Plan of Gabrovo defines medium-term objectives and priorities for the
development of the municipality, taking into account its specific characteristics and potential. The
first step consists in defining a vision for development of the municipality by 2020. The second step
is selecting strategic objectives, the achievement of which would lead to realization of the vision. It
formulates priorities linked to the three strategic objectives. For each of the priorities, specific goals
to achieve through the identified specific projects are defined.
Energy efficiency as a horizontal objective is enshrined in all three strategic objectives, but a
particular focus on measures in this area is given in Strategic Objective 3: Achieving sustainable and
balanced development and good management in the Municipality of Gabrovo, Priority 8:
Conducting an active policy of Municipality Gabrovo in the area of sustainable energy and reducing
the carbon footprint. Available at http://gabrovo.bg/bg/page/365.
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Sustainable Energy Action Plan on the Covenant of Mayors
The SEAP of Gabrovo is based on the two previously described planning documents – the
Integrated plan for urban reconstruction and development and the Municipal Development Plan.
The short-term and medium-term actions and long-term measures to be undertaken by Gabrovo
municipality in order to reach the goal to reduce CO2 emissions by at least 20% by 2020 are set,
based on the results of the baseline inventory of CO2 emissions from 2008 and trend to 2013.
The Success Model of Gabrovo is focused in the following priorities of the SEAP:
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- Priority 2 "An active policy of Gabrovo Municipality for sustainable energy and reducing of the
carbon footprint";
- Priority 3 “Renovation and development of the urban environment”
- Priority 4 “Maintaining a high level of administrative capacity, innovation and involvement of
citizens in the process of planning and management”.
Municipal Energy Programme
An essential tool for implementation of the municipal policy in the field of sustainable energy
development, this programme implements the state policy on energy efficiency at local level to
achieve the national indicative target by 2016, saving fuels and energy.

2 ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Economic objectives and indicators
Baseline
The Municipality of Gabrovo has 16,099 buildings and 39,230 homes in its territory. A significant
part of the buildings in the municipality, about 40%, is built before 1950. Just 9% of the buildings
are built after 1990, which defined the municipal building stock as "aging".
Privately owned housing form the largest share of the residential building stock. The heating of the
residential buildings is an acute problem for the city. Only 20% of homes have a heating installation,
which enables the use of a common heating source. Central heating reaches a small number of
neighborhoods. The most common sources for heating are electricity, oil, coal and wood.
Success Model
Taking into account the new policy on buildings, the municipality aims to contribute to the 20%
increase in energy efficiency in buildings by 2020. Increased activities in the field of building
renovation are expected to contribute to the recovery and growth in the construction sector, which
is planned to reach the levels of 2008-2009. The energy costs in the occupied buildings - municipal
property must be reduced by 40% by 2020, providing an optimal comfort of living at the same time.
Energy costs of households should be reduced to below 10% of the income by 2020.
In the view of the expected implementation of real projects for new buildings and renovations in
'passive' standard, economic models to calculate the economic efficiency and profitability of such
projects will be developed, in order to be used by future investors.

Economic levers
Baseline
Currently in Bulgaria there are several support schemes, programs and specialized financial tools to
solve the problems of energy efficiency and heating with renewable energy in buildings, such as:
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• "Energy renovation of Bulgarian homes" under Operational Program "Regional Development"
2007-2013
• National Programme for Energy Efficiency of Residential Buildings
• OP "Regions for Growth" 2014 - 2020
• OP "Innovation and Competitiveness" 2014-2020
• National Eco Trust Fund
• Bulgarian Energy Efficiency and Renewables Fund
• "Kozloduy" Fund
All incentive schemes, however, are directed only to the existing buildings. There is no specific
scheme to support energy efficiency and renewable energy in new buildings.
Success Model
Public funds invested in energy efficiency measures should aim to attract significant private
investment and achieve energy performance, more ambitious than the minimum level presupposed
by state rules and regulations.
Following this principle, Gabrovo municipality will work to:
- Implementation of ambitious energy standards (EnerPHit / Passive House) in municipal sites;
- Achieving standard "Passive House" or "NZEB" in construction on land - municipal property;
- Achieving standard "EnerPHit" or Class A in renovations funded by operational programs;
- Support and attract innovative companies - producers and distributors of components, materials
and technologies for low-energy construction.

Forms of funding
Baseline
Own funds: the possibility of obtaining funds for energy efficiency programs in the municipal
budget are extremely limited.
Operational Programmes in the period 2007-2013: The main sources of investment in energy
efficiency in the past period, as the municipality’s own funds are used for co-financing of these
projects.
Operational Programmes in the period 2014-2020: OP expected to be the main sources of
investment in energy efficiency, co-financing of projects again will most often use municipality’s
own funds, but credit resources will be available, for example from the Bulgarian Energy Efficiency
and Renewables Fund.
Bank loans: Several banking institutions have opened credit lines to finance energy efficiency
projects.
Fund "Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Sources": Preferential loans for projects in energy
efficiency and renewable provided with freetechnical and economic consultations.
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National Trust Eco Fund
Private investors
Donors and sponsors
Success Model
Attracted and own funds
The municipality does not have a large volume of own funds to be used for the needs of energy
efficiency. Therefore own funds are expected to be spent as for provision of co-financing of
approved projects with a grant component requiring own financial participation.
Table: Estimated resources until 2020
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

BGN

1714284

5500000

6000000

5000000

5000000

3500000

The activities will be addressed primarily to the following programs:
- OP "Regions in Growth 2014-2020"
- OP "Competitiveness and Innovation"
- OP "Science and Education for Smart Growth"
Funds fromother programs
- Program BG04 "Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy"
Credit financing
Public-private partnership (PPP)
Energy performance contracts and ESCO schemes

3 KEY ACTORS
Departments of regional and local administrations
Baseline
Currently, the municipality of Gabrovo does not have a specialized department for energy
management and the activities in this area are distributed among municipal specialists in various
units and directorates. Many experts in the municipality have undergone courses on municipal
energy planning. However, it is possible to make further improvements both in the administrative
infrastructure for the execution of the functions of the Municipality in the field of energy
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management, and in the training of experts in the field of passive buildings and NZEBs and
installations for renewables.
Success Model
Establishing of a Coordinating Unit for the implementation of activities in energy management,
which includes experts from the "Infrastructure and Environment" Direction and from the
"Sustainable Development" Directions (in particular the Department "Projects and Economic
Development"), and integrates specialists from other administrative structures (financial specialist,
lawyer, specialist in public relations, etc.).

Other stakeholders
Baseline
Major stakeholders:
Technical University - Gabrovo
Professional high school for Construction and Architecture
Regional branch of BCC
Local construction companies
Manufacturers and distributors of materials, components, technologies
"District Heating Gabrovo" EAD
"Citygas Bulgaria" EAD
Energo-Pro Bulgaria
Associations of condominiums
Success Model
For the accelerated deployment of passive houses and NZEBs, it is necessary to use the principle
interest which all companies and professionals engaged in the construction sector have in
increasing the volume and quality of the construction activities as a result of dedicated policies
implemented at municipal level. Unfortunately, this interest is not yet sufficiently acknowledged
and pursued by many SMEs and other business actors, so they should be distinguished as the main
target group, and a number of measures related to communication and involvement of
stakeholders should be initiated.

4 CAPACITY FOR PLANNING, DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
Training of designers and builders
Baseline
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In Gabrovo region, no training courses for certified passive house designers conducted and there is
no information for designers participating in such cources, with the exception of the courses
conducted by EnEffect within the projects "PassREg" and "EuroPHit". There are no local certified
designers of passive buildings.
Success Model
Support for training courses for local designers and specialists of construction companies (providing
room and certified trainers through participation in international projects funding such measures);
target scope - 20% of practicing planners until 2020. Exchange of experience with advanced regions
from other European countries through the participation in international projects.

Other measures for education and training
Baseline
No specialized educational programs and initiatives in support of energy efficiency in buildings
intended for strictly defined non-professional target groups have been conducted in the
municipality.
Success Model
To promote the concept for energy autonomous municipality under the Municipal Development
Programme and to support energy efficient construction and building renovation in particular,
specialized training courses aimed at different target groups will be implemented on an annual
basis.

5 MARKET FOR PASSIVE BUILDINGS
Baseline
Market for passive buildings in Bulgaria and in particular in Gabrovo practically does not exist. The
main obstacles to the development of this market are scarce awareness of customers, insufficient
preparedness of the designers, lack of confidence in the quality of the construction works,
supposedly more expensive initial investment, lack of real examples of passive buildings, etc.
Success Model
The Technical University of Gabrovo can be a leader in building a market for passive buildings,
through the formation of a circle of research and development units for the development and
implementation of principally new materials, products and technologies suitable for the Passive
House standard.

6 SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
Baseline
Gabrovo Municipality is one of the leading municipalities in Bulgaria in the implementation of
energy efficiency policies. As longtime chairman of the Municipal Energy Efficiency Network
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EcoEnergy, Gabrovo repeatedly gives examples of initiating and implementing ambitious projects in
buildings, street lighting and other areas. From 2012, Gabrovo is an associated partner in the
preoject "Passive House Regions with Renewable Energies” (PassREg), under which the beacon
project “Sun Kindergarten” was designed and certified.
Sun Kindergarten. Architect: SolAir Int. Ltd (www.solair-bg.eu)

„Sun“kindergarten is the first certified passive house in Bulgaria and the first and only public
building designed and constructed to the Passive House standard. The project was initiated by
Gabrovo municipality and Centre for Energy Efficiency EnEffect, as technical support was also
received by the EcoEnergy Municipal Energy Efficiency Network.
The execution of this undertaking is a part of the “DIRECTIONS – Provision of social and educational
consulting and integration in the communities” project under Grant Agreement with the Ministry of
Labour and Social Policy through a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development. It is the flagship project of the municipality in the area of energy efficiency,
celebrating the joining of Gabrovo the EU initiative Covenant of Mayors in 2013.
The concept of the project is to cover Energy Class “A” for net energy demand according to the
Bulgarian and at the same time to follow the concept and comply with the Passive House
standards. According to PHPP calculation, the building has an energy heating demand of 15,47
kWh/m2a. The comfort will be ensured by floor heating and highly efficient ventilation with heat
recuperation. Solar panels with selective collectors will be used for hot water.
As the very first of its kind – and not only in the region of Gabrovo – „Sun“ daycare centre is
drawing the attention of many professionals in the building sector in Bulgaria. The construction
works were performed in close contact with the designers in order to avoid major mistakes in the
execution. The process was followed closely by the municipal experts related to construction,
engineering, architecture and city planning. Trainers from Technical University – Gabrovo and the
local Vocational High School of Architecture and Construction took part in the train the trainer
course conducted by Passive House Institute in the framework of PassREg project. A number of
regional building forums, trainings and study visits were conducted along with other capacity
building events related to energy efficiency in buildings. “Sun” kindergarten is also presented at the
major national conferences and events with the participation of EnEffect and the Municipal Energy
Efficiency Network EcoEnergy.
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A glance into the Future: Step-by-step energy renovations

Following the experience and success of PassREg, Gabrovo also joined the project EuroPHit,
through which the school "St. St. Cyril and Methodius" will be renovated to the EnerPHit standard
considering the Step-by-step renovation approach.
Success Model
Improving the energy efficiency of municipal buildings
• Improving the comfort of living in public buildings and achieving of the statutory parameters for
heating.
• Reducing of the energy consumption by 3 416,196 MWh per year.
• Reducing the budget expenses as a result of the energy savings achieved by BGN 1,237,690 per
year.
• Reduction of CO2 emissions by about 2,176 tons annually.
• Longer life of the buildings and their installations and facilities.

7 PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
Success Model
Communication strategy
The communication strategy of the Municipality of Gabrovo in the field of energy efficiency and
renewable energy sources is related to the vision of the city as quickly advancing economic, tourist
and cultural center with impressive natural and cultural resources, preserved social capital and
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developed educational infrastructure. The communication programme is focused on the following
priorities:
1) Public support for the activities of the Municipality in the field of efficient use of the available
resources;
2) Dissemination of information to improve the quality of services provided by the municipality;
3) Establishing the vision of Gabrovo as a center of green development.
The Communication Plan for the first year of implementation of the Success Model of Gabrovo is
correlated with the planned activities, as along with this it build a basis for sustainable
management, implementation, monitoring and feedback during the whole programming period
2014-2020.

8 SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
1) 1) A large number of projects implemented
with the introduction of energy saving
measures in public buildings from the
educational, social and cultural infrastructure of
the city of Gabrovo (24 buildings)
2) 2) Accumulated real experience from the first
certified "passive house" built in Bulgaria "Sun" kindergarten
3) 3) Effective energy efficiency policy of Gabrovo
Municipality consistently pursued over the
years
4) 4) Well developed administrative and technical
capacity of Gabrovo Municipality in the field of
energy efficiency
5) 5) Increasing interest of the community
(citizens and businesses) to introduce energysaving measures in public and private buildings
6) Experience gained by the contractors construction companies, designers and
inspection companies for execution of projects

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES
Limited own financial resources of Gabrovo
municipality to finance projects with
implementation of energy saving measures
Low quality of execution of works and used
materials in construction
Lack of awareness and adequate understanding
of the community (citizens and businesses) the
effect of the implementation of energy saving
measures
Insufficient capacity of businesses to prepare
and submit projects to various donors for
funding
Lack of experience and lack of sufficient
expertise in design circles for designing passive
buildings
Lack of facility management systems and
operators in public buildings
Need for greater financial resources for
rehabilitation of buildings
THREATS

Funds available under the operational programs Demographic collapse in the municipality of
and from other donors for the implementation Gabrovo
of projects with energy saving measures
Economic crisis
National Program for Renovation of Multifamily
Financial risks
Buildings
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Participation in international projects for Poor quality of the construction materials input
exchanging experiences and sharing best
Poor performance of the buildingss
practices in energy efficiency
Inability to achieve planned savings
Presence of a large housing stock and public
buildings with potential for implementation of Unwillingness of the community to participate
in the process
energy saving measures
Integration of RES installations in buildings
Rising energy prices will lead to a shortening of
the period of return on investment
Use of external expertise in the design of
buildings
Introduction of green procurement
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9 ROADMAP

Impact

Instrument

Origin of financing

/financial,

/local, state,

regulatory, etc/

European or else/

area /EE,

KEY activities

RES or
else/

Executiob [year
Responsible
authority

of start and
finalization]
start

end

2016

2018

2015

2020

2015

2020

2015

2020

Municipal buildings
Implementation of energy efficiency

Financial (Regions

measures with passive nature in

in Growth OP

municipal buildings, including

2014-2020,

reconstruction, repair, modernization,

Financial

equipment, construction of accessible
environment, implementation of energy

EE, RES

Mechanism of EEA,
National Eco Trust

saving measures, adjusting for

Fund, Innovations

renewable energy and / or micro

and

cogeneration.

Competitiveness

EU/state, ERDF,
Financial
Mechanism of
EEA, National Eco
Trust Fund, etc.

Gabrovo
municipality,
Coordination
unit,
designers,
contractors

OP, etc.)
Residential buildings
Audits for energy efficiency and

Financial (National

EU/state, ERDF,

Gabrovo

structural audits of existing buildings,

EE, RES

programme for

national budget,

municipality,

constructive repairs to strengthen multi-

renovations,

etc

inhabitants,

family residential buildings,

Regions in Growth

designers,

implementation of energy efficiency

OP 2014-2020,

contractors

measures, commissioning of

etc.)

installations for the production of
renewable energy.
Effective management
Effective management and planning

EE, RES

Municipal

EU/state/local

Gabrovo

through maintenance of high

Development Plan,

municipality,

administrative and technical capacity.

SEAP, Energy

Coordination

Implementation of facility management

Efficiency Act

unit,

systems. Trainings and information

EU/national/own

designers,

campaigns to increase the professional

financing

contractors

competence of employees in the
municipal administration, planners,
potential contractors and citizens.
Support to active participation of civil society and business community
Encouraging active participation of

EE, RES

Municipal

EU/state/local

Gabrovo

citizens and businesses in making

Development Plan,

municipality,

decisions regarding policy for

SEAP, Energy

civil society,

sustainable energy of Gabrovo in the

Efficiency Act

business

direction of low-energy buildings.

EU/national/own

actors

financing
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KEY ACTIVITIES

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Implementation of energy efficiency measures with passive
nature in municipal buildings, including reconstruction, repair,
modernization, equipment, construction of accessible
environment, implementation of energy saving measures,
adjusting for renewable energy and / or micro cogeneration.
Audits for energy efficiency and structural audits of existing
buildings, constructive repairs to strengthen multi-family
residential buildings, implementation of energy efficiency
measures, commissioning of installations for the production of
renewable energy.
Effective management and planning through maintenance of
high administrative and technical capacity. Implementation of
facility management systems. Trainings and information
campaigns to increase the professional competence of
employees in the municipal administration, planners, potential
contractors and citizens.
Encouraging active participation of citizens and businesses in
making decisions regarding policy for sustainable energy of
Gabrovo in the direction of low-energy buildings.
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